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CHEMICAL WEAPONS

This two-volume compendium is the result of a

survey of working papers submitted to the Conference of

the Eighteen-Nation Committee on Disarmament, the Conference

of the Committee on Disarmament and the Committee on

Disarmament during the period 1969-1981. It has been

compiled to facilitate research on the issue of chemical

weapons (CW) and is a compendium of the more significant

material made available to the Committee on Disarmament.

Volume 1 covers the period 1969-1975 and

Volume 2, the period 1976-1981. The full index appears

in both volumes to facilitate cross references.
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CHEMICAL WEAPONS WORKING PAPERS
Submitted to ENDC CCD CD 196 9 -8 1

Serial Reference Country

1 ENDC/254

Description Date

Letter dated 1 July 1969 from 7.7.69
the Secretary-General of the
United Nations to the Co-Chairmen
of the ENDC transmitting the
Report on Chemical and Bacter-
iological (Biological) Weapons
and the Effects of their Possible
Use

2 ENDC/256 Poland

3 ENDC/265 Argentina
Brazil
Burma
Ethiopia
India
Mexico
Morocco
Nigeria
Pakistan
Sweden
UAR
Yugoslavia

4 ENDC/266 Canada
(CA-1)

5 CCD/283 USA

6 CCD/285 Hungary
Corr.1 Mongolia

Poland

Working Paper concerning the 22.7.69
Report of the Secretary-General
of 1 July 1969 on Chemical and
Bacteriological (Biological)
Weapons and the Effects of their
Possible Use

Working Paper on a proposed 26.8.69
declaration by the United
Nations General Assembly
regarding prohibition of the
use of chemical and biological
methods of warfare

Chemical and Bacteriological 26.8.69
(Biological) Warfare: Draft
United Nations General Assembly
Resolution

Working Paper on Chemical 16.3.70
Warfare Agents and the
Commercial Chemical Industry

Working Paper submitted by the 14.4.70
delegations of the Hungarian & .
?eople's Republic, the 15.4.70
Mongolian People's Republic
and the Polish People's Republic
in connection with the draft
Convention on the prohibition
of the development, production
and stockpiling of chemical and
bacteriological (biological)
weapons and on the destruction
of such weapons
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30.6.70 

16.7.70 

Serial 	Reference  Country  

CCD/286 	USA 

CCD/288 	Japan 

CCD/289 	Italy 

10 	CCD/293 	USA 

CCD/295 	Morocco 

CCD/299 	Czechoslovakia 

13 	CCD/300 	Canada 

14 	CCD/301 	Japan 

15 	CCD/302 	Yugoslavia 

16 	CCD/303 	USSR 

9 

11 

12 

Description  

Working Paper on Toxins 

Date 

21.4.70 

Working Paper on the Question 30.4.70 
of Verification for Prohibition 
of Chemical and Biological 
Weapons 

Suggestions regarding the 
possible conVening of a group 
of experts to study the problem 
of controls over chemical 
weapons and the way in which 
such a group should function 

Working Paper comparing nerve 
agent facilities and civilian 
chemical production facilities 

Working Paper on the prohibi- 28.7.70 
tion of the development, 	- 
production and stockpiling of 
chemical and bacteriological 
(biological) weapons and on 
the destruction of such weapons 

Working Paper on the prohibi- 	6.8.70 
tion of the development, 
production and stockpiling of 
chemical and bacteriological 
(biologj,cal) weapons and on 
the destruction of such weapons 

Working Paper on the verifi- 	6.3.70 
cation of prohibitions of the 
development, production and 
stockpiling and the use of 
chemical and biological weapons 

Working Paper on the question 	6.8.7 
of the prohibition of chemical 
weapons 

Working Paper on the elements 	6.8.70 
for a System of control of the 
complete prohibition of chemical 
and biological weapons 

Working Paper on the complete 	6.3.70 
prohibition of chemical and 
bacteriological weapons 

1 



Reference Country  

CCD/304 

CCD/308 

Argentina 
Brazil 
Burina 

 Ethiopia 
India 
Mexico 
Morocco 
Nigeria 
Pakistan 
Sweden 
UAR 
Yugoslavia 

CCD/311 

CCD/314 

Hungary 
Mongolia 
Poland 

CCD/320 

CCD/322 

CCD/310 

CCD/315 

Serial  

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

Italy 

UK 

USA 

UAR 

Netherlands 

Sweden 

Date 

6.8.70 

Description  

Additional Working Paper on 
the problem of controls over 
chemical weapons 

Working Paper on Verification 18.8.70 
of CW Arns Control Measures 

Joint Memorandum on the 
question of Chemical and 
Bacteriological (Biological) 
Methods of Warfare 

Working Paper on economic data 25.8.70 
monitoring as a means of 
verifying compliance with a 
ban on chemical weapons 

Working Paper concerning 	1.9.70 
suggestions on measures of 
verification of a ban on 
chemical and biological weapons 

Working document concerning 	3.9.70 
the introduction of a safe-- 
guard clause - CCD/285 - to the 
draft convention prohibiting 
the development, production and 
stockpiling of chemical and 
bacteriological (biological) 
weapons and on the destruction 
of such weapons (Dec. A/7655) 
made by Mr. J. Winiewicz, 
Deputy-Minister for Foreign . 
Affairs at the 464th Plenary 
meeting of the Conference of 
the Committee on Disarmament 

Working Paper concerning the 
prohibition of chemical war-
fare agents 

Working Paper on a model for 16.3.71 
comprehensive agreement con- 
cerning the Prohibition of 
Chemical and Biological means 
of warfare 

25.8.70 

2.3.71 



31 CCD/344 Japan 
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Serial 	Reference Country  

25 	CCD/324 	Sweden 

26 	CCD/332 	USA 

27 	CCD/333 	Sweden 

28 	CCD/334 	Canada 

29 	CCD/335 	Italy 

30 	CCD/343 	Japan 

Description 	 Date 

Working Paper on the Destruc- 30.3.71 
tion of chemical and biological 
means of warfare 

Working Paper on CW 
verification 

Working Paper on aspects of 
the definition of "toxins" 

Working Paper on atmospheric 
sensing and verification of 
a ban on development, production 
and stockpiling of chemical 
weapons 

Working Paper on some problems 8.7.71 
concerning the prohibition of 
chemical weapons 

Working Paper on a biological 24.8.71 
approach to the question of 
verification on the prohibition 
of chemical weapons - Organ-
ophosphorus chemical agents 

5.7.71 

6.7.71 

8.7.71 

32 	CCD/352 	Argentina 
Brazil 
Burma 
Egypt 
Ethiopia 
India 
Mexico 
Morocco 
Nigeria 
Pakistan 
Sweden 

• 	Yugoslavia 

Working Paper containing 
remarks of Prof. Shunishi 
Yamada, the University of 
Tokyo, concerning the question 
of verification on the 
prohibition of chemical weapons, 
presented at the informal 
meeting on 7 July 1971 

Joint memorandum on the prohi- 28.9.71 
bition of the development, 
production and stockpiling of 
chemical weapons and on their 
destruction 

24.8.71 

33 	CCD/360 	USA Work Programme regarding 
negotiations on prohibition 
of chemical weapons 

20.3.72 
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Serial Reference Country Description Date

. 34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

CCD/361

Hungary
Mongolia
Poland
Romania
USSR

Bulgaria Draft Convention on the prohi- 28.3.72
Czechoslovakia bïtion of the development,

production and stockpiling of
chemical weapons and on their
destruction by Bulgaria, the
Byelorussian Soviet Socialist
Republic, Czechoslovakia, Hungary,
Mongolia, Poland, Romania and the
Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics

CCD/365 USA Working Paper on definitions 26.6.72
of controlled substances

CCD/366 USA Working Paper on storage of 20.6.72
of chemical agents and weapons

CCD/367 USA Working Paper on the • 20.6.72
destruction of chemical weapons

CCD/368 USA Working Paper: Statistics 20.6.72
relating to production and
trade of certain chemical
substances in the United States

CCD/369 USA Working Paper on United States 20.6.72
domestic legislation regarding
chemical substances

CCD/371 United Kingdom Working Paper on remote
detection of chemical weapon
field tests '

CCD/372

27.6.72

Sweden Working Paper on two groups 28.6.72

CCD/373 Italy

of chemical agents of warfare

Working paper on identifica-
tion and classification of
chemical warfare agents and
on some aspects of the problem
of verification

t.
1
1

43

44

29.6.72

CCD/374 Japan Working Paper on the question 5.7.72
of a criterion to be used to
characterize super-toxic
chemical agents

CCD/375 Yugoslavia Working Paper on some aspects 5.7.72
of the definition, classifica-
tion and prohibition of chemical
agents



Serial Reference Country

45 CCD/377 Yugoslavia

46 CCD/381 Finland

47 CCD/383 Netherlands

48 CCD/384 Sweden

49 CCD/387 Canada
(CA-4)

50 CCD/395 Sweden

51 CCD/400 Argentina
Brazil
Burma
Egypt
Ethiopia
Mexico
Morocco
Nigeria
Sweden
Yugoslavia

6

Description Date

Working Paper on the elements 20.7.72
of a system for the control of
the complete prohibition of
chemical weapons

Letter dated 21 July 1972 from 27.7.72
the Permanent Representative
of Finland to the Special
Representative of the Secretary-
General to the Conference of the
Committee on Disarmament trans-
mitting a working paper by the
Government of Finland on defini-
tions of chemical warfare agents
and on technical possibilities
for verification and control of
C-weapons with particular regard
to a Finnish project on creatiorr
on a national basis of a CW-
control capacity for possible
future international use

Working Paper on the possibi- 1.8.72
lity of delimitating nerve gases
within the field of organo-
phosphorus compounds

Working Paper on domestic 8.8.72
legislation in Sweden regard-
ing chemical substances

Working Paper on toxicity of 24.8.72
chemical substances, methods
of estimation and applications
to a chemical control agreement

Working.Fâper on the concept 6.3.73
of amplified verification in
relation to the prohibition of
chemical weapons - The principal
role of verification in disarma-
ment treaties

Working Paper on the prohibi- 26.4.73
tion of the development,
production and stockpiling of
chemical weapons and on their
destruction
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Serial Reference Country Description Date

52 CCD/403

Hungary
^Mongolia
Poland
Romania
USSR

Bulgaria Working Paper on ways of
Czechoslovakia implementing control over

compliance with the convention
on the prohibition and stock-
piling of chemical weanons
and on their destruction

28.7.73

53 CCD/410 Netherlands Working Paper on an inter- 31.7.73
national organ for the
support of a CW convention
and other disarmament agreements

54 CCD/412 Finland Letter dated 9 August 1973 14.8.73
from the Acting Permanent
Representative of the Secretary-
General to the Conference of
the Committee on Disarmament
transmitting a Working Paper
by the Government of Finland -
On the progress of the Finnish
project for the creation of a
national basis of a CW control
capacity for possible future
international use

55 CCD/413 Japan Worki^g Paper on the main 21.8.73
points of an international
agreement on the prohibition
of the development, production
and stockpiling of chemical
weapons and their destruction

56 CCD/414 Canada The problem of defining 21.8.73
(CA-5) chemical substances in a

treaty prohibiting the develop-
ment, production and stock-
piling of chemical weapons

57 CCD/420 Japan Draft Convention of the Prohi- 30.4.74
bition of the Development,
Production and Stockpiling of
Chemical Weapons and on their
Destruction

58 CCD/427 Sweden Some observations on the Draft 2.7.74
Convention on the Prohibition
of the Development, Production
and Stockpiling of Chemical
Weapons and on their Destruction
presented by the Delegation of
Japan on 30 April 1974 (CCD/420)



Description 	 Date 

Working Paper containing views 12.7.74 
of Japanese experts on  the 
scope of prohibition and on 
the verification for organo-
phosphorus compounds for the 
informal meetings with 
participation of experts of the 
CCD in 1974 

Letter dated 12 July 1974 from 16.7.74 
the Permanent Representative 
of Finland to the Special 
RePresentative of the Secretary-
General to the Conference of 
the Committee on Disarmament 
transmitting a working paper by 
the GovernMent of Finland on 
methodology for chemical 
analysis and identification of 
CW agents - Progress of a 
Finnish research project 

The problem of defining  corn- 	16.7.74 
pounds having military sign- 
ificance as irritating and 
incapacitating agents 

Destruction and disposal of • 16.7.74 
Canadian stocks of World War 
II mustard agents 

Working Paper on toxicity of 
chemical warfare agents 

Working Paper on chemical 
agent destruction 

Working Paper on diversion 
of commercial chemicals for 
weapons 

16.7.74 

16.7.74 

16.7.74 

Modification of the wording 
used in a draft convention 
(CCD/420) on the prohibition 
of the development, production 
and stockpiling of chemical 
weapons and on their destruction 

8.4.75 

Serial. 	Reference  Country  

59 	CCD/430 	Japan 

60 	CCD/432 	Finland 

61 	CCD/433 	Canada 
(CA-6) 

62 	CCD/434 	Canada 
(CA-7) 

63 	CCD/435 	USA 

64 	CCD/436 	USA 

65 	CCD/437 	USA 

66 	CCD/452 	Japan 



68 	CCD/458 

69 	CCD/461 	Sweden 

Federal 
Republic of 
Germany 

70 CCD/466 Japan 

73 CCD/485 

CCD/497 

CCD/498 

74 

75 

Serial  

67 	CCD/453 	Finland 

Reference  Country 	 Description 	 Date 

Letter dated 2 July from the 
Permanent Representative of 
Finland to the Acting Represent-
ative of the Secretary-General 
to the Conference of the Committee 
on Disarmament transmitting a 
working paper by the Government 
of Finland on methodology for 
chemical analysis and identifi-
cation of CW agents - progress 
of a Finnish research project 

Working Paper on the defini- 22.7.75 
tion and classification of 
chemical warfare agents 

Working Paper on a model for 29.7.75 
delimitating chemical warfare 
agents in an international 
treaty 

4.7.75 

Working paper concerning the 
scope of chemical agents that 
have justification for peace-
ful purposes and an example of 
the national verification system 

8.8.75 

71 	CCD/473 	Canada 
(CA-8) 

72 	CCD/4)33 	Japan 

Working paper on use of 
measurements of lethality for 
definition of agents of 
chemical warfare 

26.8.75 

Working Paper on the question 	8.4.76 
of chemical warfare agents to 
be prohibited by the Convention 
on the Prohibition of Chemical 
Weapons 

Sweden 	 Working Paper on some aspects 	9.4.76 
of on-site verification of the 
destruction of stockpiles of 
chemical weapons 

United States Verification of destruction of 29.6.76 
declared stocks of chemical 
warfare agents 

United States The use of seals and monitor- 29.6.76 
ing devices in CW verification 



Serial Reference Country Description Date

76 CCD/499 United States Review of proposals for 29.6.76
defining chemical warfare
agents in a CW agreement

77 CCD/501 Finland Letter dated 1 July 1976 from 2.7.76
- the Ambassador in charge of

Political Affairs at the Perm-
anent Mission of Finland to
the Special Representative of
the Secretary-General to the
Conference of the Committee on
Disarmament transmitting a
Working Paper by the Government
of Finland on Methodology for
Chemical Identification of CW
Agents and Related Compounds -
Progress of a Finnish Research
Project

78 CCD/502 United Kingdom Working Paper on the Feasibi- 2.7.76
Corr.1 lity of Extra-territorial

Surveillance of Chemical Weapon
Tests by Air Monitoring at the
Border

79 CCD/503 Yugoslavia Medical protection against 5.7.76
nerve,gases poisoning (present
situation and future possibilities)

80 CCD/504 Yugoslavia A method of categorization of 5.7.76
chemical compounds regarding
binary technology

81 CCD/505 Yugoslavia Working Paper on the defini- 5.7.76
tion of chemical warfare
agents (CWA)

82 CCD/506 German The catalytic detoxification 6.7.76
Democratic of organo-phosphorus CW agents
Republic

83 CCD/508 Czechoslovakia Some medical aspects of the CW 8.7.76
problem and its perspectives

84 CCD/512 United Kingdom Draft convention on the pro- 6.8.76
hibition of the development,
production and stockpiling of
chemical weapons and on their
destruction
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Serial 	Reference  Country 	 ' 'Description 	 Date 

85 	CCD/515 	Japan 	 Working Paper: Draft of one 	16.8.76 
form of LD50 spectrum 

86 	CCD/529 	Japan 	I 	Some thoughts on the inter- 	22.3.77 
national control of chemical 
weapons 

87 	CCD/531 	United States Working paper concerning 	28.3.77 
incapacitating chemical war- 
fare agents 

88 	CCD/533 	Netherlands 	Working paper concerning the 	22.4.77 
verification of the presence 
of nerve agents, their decom- 
position products or starting 
materials downstream of 
chemical production plants 

89 	CCD/537 	Hungary 	A possible method of defining 4.8.77 
Rev.1 	 toxic chemical agents 

90 	CCD/538 	USSR 	 Some methods of monitoring 	5.8.77 
compliance with an agreement 
on the prohibition of chemical 
weapons 

91 	CCD/539 	USSR 	 Verification of the destruction 3.8.77 
of declared stocks of chemical 
weapons 

92 	CCD/541 	United Kingdom Prophylaxis against nerve agent 5.8.77 
poisoning 

93 	CCD/544 	Finland 	Letter dated 19 August 1977 	19.8.7 
from the.Counsellor of the 
Permanent Mission of Finland 
to the United Nations Office 
at Geneva addressed to the 
Special Representative of the 
Secretary-General to the 
Conference of the Committee on 
Disarmament concerning chemical 
and instrumental verification 
of organo-phosphorus warfare 
agents 

94 	CCD/569 	Sweden 	 Working paper on a method- 	24.4.78 
ological investigation for 
computerized scanning of 
chemical literature 

95 	CO/577 
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Serial Reference Country Description Date

96 CD/5 Italy Working Paper on Chemical 6.2.79

Disarmament Negotiations

97 CD/6 Netherlands Some Procedural Suggestions 6.2.79
with Respect to the Develop-
ment of a Ban on Chemical
Weapons

98 CD/11 Group 21 Working Paper on Negotiation 9.4.79

on the Prohibition of the
Development, Production and
Stockpiling of Chemical Weapons
and on their Destruction

99 CD/15 Britain Visit to Britain by Chemical 24.4.79
Experts

100 CD/21 Poland Prohibition of the Development 20.6.79
Production and Stockpiling of
all Chemical Weapons and their
Destruction

101 CD/26 Secretariat Compilation of Materials on 1.7.79

Chemical Weapons from the
CCD/CD Working Papers and
Statements

102 CD/37 FRG Working Paper on Some Aspects 12.7.79

of International Verification

of Non-Production of Chemical
Weapons; Experience Gained in
the FRG

103 CD/39 Finland Identification of Potential 16.7.79
Organophosphorus Warfare
Agents - An Approach for the
Standardization of Techniques
and Reference Data

104 CD/41 Netherlands Working Paper containing 25.7.79
questions relevant to a
Convention Prohibiting
Chemical Weapons

105 CD/44 Poland Outline of a Convention on the 26.7.79
Prohibition of the Development,
Production and Stockpiling of
Chemical Weapons and on their
Destruction
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Serial 	Reference  Country 	 Description 	 - Date 

106 	CD/48 	USA/USSR 	USSR/USA Joint Report on 
Progress in the bilateral 
negotiation on the Pro-
hibition of Chemical Weapons 

107 	CD/49 	Netherlands 	Chemical Weapons Answer to 
Questionnaire contained in 
CD/41 

8.8.7 

108 	CD/52 	France 	 Evaluation of the Discussion 	13.8.7 
Italy 	 on the CD in 1979 with Respect 
Netherlands 	to the Prohibition of Chemical 

Weapons 

109 	CD/68 	Poland 	 Chemical Weapons: A possible 	28.2.80 
procedural approach to the , 
tasks facing the CD 

110 	CD/84 	Netherlands • 	Draft initial work programme 	26.3.80 
of the ad hoc working group 

— - . 	on chemical weapons . . _ 	_ 	 --. _-.- - - 
111 	CD/89 	Afghanistan 	"Declaration of the Government 

of the Democratic Republic 
of'Afghanistan issued 11.4.80 	14.4.80 

.-_._ 
..112 	CD/94 	Belgiiim 	Proposéd - Definition of a 	18.4.80 

Chemical Warfare Agent and 
Chemical Munition 

22.4.80 113 	CD/96 	Poland 	 Ad-Hoc Working Group on 
Chemical Weapons - Initial 
Work Programme: Working 
Document 

114 	CD/97 	Sweden 	 Working Paper on the Prohi- 	24.4.00 
bition of Chemical Warfare 
Capability 

19.6.80 Chinese Delegation's 
Proposals on the main Content 
of a Convention on the Pro-
hibition of Chemical Weapons 

116 	 CD/103 	Finland 

117 	 CD/105 	France 

Identification of degradation 24.6.80 
products of potential organ-
ophosphorus warfare agents 

Elements of a reply by the 	27.6.80 
French Delegation to the 
Questionnaire relating to 
Chemical Weapons (CD/41) 
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Serial Reference Country

118

119

120

CD/106 France

CD/110 Yugoslavia

CD/111 Yugoslavia

121 CD/112 USA/USSR USSR/USA Joint Report on the 7.7.80
Progress in the Bilateral
Negotiations on the Prohibition
of Chemical Weapons

122 CD/113 Canada Organization and Control of 9.7.80
Verification Within a Chemical
Weapons Convention

123 CD/114 Australia Reply at this stage submitted 9.7.80
by the Australian Delegation
to the Questionnaire relating
to Chemical Weapons (CD/41)

124 CD/117 Canada Definition and Scope on a 10.7.80
Chemical Weapons Convention

125 CD/121 Poland Some of the issues to be 17.7.80
dealt with in the negotiation
of a CW Convention: Wo=king
Paper

126 CD/122 Morocco Proposed Definition of 2-1.7.80
Chemical Weapons

Description Date

Control of the non-manufacture 27.6.80
and non-possession of agents
and weapons of chemical
warfare

Working Paper on Medical 2.7.80
Protection Against Nerve Gas
Poisoning (Present Situation
and Future Possibilities)

Working Paper on the Defini- 2.7.80
tion of Chemical Warfare Agents
( C WA )',

127_ CD/123 Mongolia

128-

Inter-relationship Between
the Future Convention on the
Complete Prohibition and
Destruction of Chemical
Weapons and the Geneva
Protocol of 1925

21.7.80

CD/124 Indonesia Some Views on the Prohibition 2,1.7.80
of Chemical Weapons
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26.3.81 

27.3.81 
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Serial 	Reference  Country 	 'Description 	 Date 

129 	CD/132 	Pakistan 	Views of the Government of 	1.8.80 
Pakistan Submitted in Response 
to the Circulation of Document 
CD/89 

130 	CD/131 	CWAHWG 	 Report to the Committee on 	4.8.80 
Disarmament Ad Hoc Working 
Group on Chemical Weapons 

131 	CD/139 	CD 	 Report to the United Nations 	9.8.80 
Part III 	 General Assembly 
Section D 

132 	 CD/142 	Sweden 	 Prohibition of Retention 
or Acquisition of a Chemical 
Warfare Capability Enabling , 	. 
Use of Chemical Weapons 

Creation of Chemical Weapons 	14.3.61 
Control Capacity - Present 
Phase and Goals of the 
Finnish Project 

134 	 CD/167 	Canada 	 Verification and Control 
Requirements for a Chemical 
Arms Control Treaty Based on 
an Analysis of Activities 

Prohibition of Chemical 
Weapons: On the Definition 
of Chemical Warfare Agents 

136 	 CD/169 	China 	 Dismantling of Production 	27.3.61 
Facilities/Means of Production 
for Chemical Weapons 

137 	 CD/173 	Canada 	 Disposal of Chemical Agents 	3.4.81 

138 	 CD/179 	Secretariat 	The Chairman's Progress 	23.4.81 
Report to the Committee on 
Disarmament on the Work of 
the Ad-Hoc Working Group on 
Chemical Weapons 

139- 	CD/195 	Yugoslavia 	Incapacitating Agents 	 14.7.81 
(Some Aspects of Definition 
Classification and Toxico- 
logical Characteristics) 

10.2.81 

131 	CD/164 	Finland 

135 	 CD/168 	China 
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Serial 	Reference  Country  

140 	CD/196 	Finland 

141 	CD/197 	Romania 

Description 	 Date 

Trace Analysis of Chemical 	1 6.7.n 
Warfare Agents 

Suggestion for Elements of a 	17.7.0. 
Chemical Weapons Convention. 
- Definition and Criteria 

142 	CD/199 	Czechoslovakia Definition and Character- 	24.7.1s1 
istics of the Toxins 

143 	CD/203 	Holland 	 Consultation and Cooperation, 30.7.n 
Verification Measures and 
Complaints Procedure in the 
Framework of the Convention 
on the Complete and Effective 
Prohibition of the Development, 
Production and Stockpiling of 
all Chemical Weapons and in 
Their Destruction 

144 	CD/212 	China Some viewpoints on the 
Prohibition of Chemical 
Weapons 

13.0.u1 

145 	CD/220 	Secretariat 	Report on the Ad-Hoc Working 	17.8.0 
Group on Chemical Weapons to 
the Committee on Disarmament 
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Lettcr dated 1 Ju11969 from th_Sbcrcztsry-G:-n,. ral of tho Unit.,d ---
Nations to the Co-Ch`irilen of thc Confarenc_ of the Eighteen-Nation
COrua.i^ttcC: on Disarmament tr^nsmitting the R;;port on Chemical and -- --.-
Bacteriolo^ical Biolo ical) ?r'eapons end the Effects of-their

Possible Us^-
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I
I
1
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1,l

^ENDC/25'4

I have the honour to transmit hurewith the report* on chemical and

bacteriological (biological) wcapons and the effects of their possible use which,

by General Asserably resolution 2454 A (XXIII), I was requcsted to prepare with

the assistance of qualified,consultant experts.

In accordance with paragraph 4 of the resolu;.ion, I aria at the same time

transmitting this report to the Gen6ral Assembly and the Security Council, as

well as to the Governments of Member States of the United Nations in time to

permit its consideration at the twenty-fourth sassion of the General Assembly.

(Signed) U Thant
Secretary-General

^ The report has been distributed to all Niicr.^b::rs of the United Nations as
Document A/7575 and S/9292.
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.Working Paper concerning the  Roport  of the Secretary-Geheral of 
1 July 1969 on Chemical •and Bacteriological. (Biological) Weapons  

and the Effects Of Their Possible Us u (A/7375)  

I. - The problem of the prohibition and•total elimination'of weapons of mass destruction 

one Of the urgent tasks facing the . international community. 

.•. In the field of nuclear weapons certain steps have .aiready been taken, to mention • 

	

the 1963 Moscow Partial Test Ban Treaty; . the 1967 Convention -concerning peaceful 	• 

.1.1tilization of the.outer space and the 1968 Treaty-on the non-proliferation of nuclear 

weapens. 

These steps have significantly contributed to the slowing down of the nuclear arms _ 	. 
race and the creation of conditions'  favouring other measures that may lead .tà further 

reduction, and ultimately total eliMnation•of nuclear weapons. 

.II. Weapons of mass destruction are a class,of weapons- that includes also agents of 

*chemical and bacteriological (biologiCal).wmrfare:• The danger inherent in thes::: 

weapons has been particularly Strongly exposed in the report  Of the Secretary-General 

on  chemical and bacteriological (biological) weapons and the effects of their possiblc: 

.use (A/7575). The danger derives among others from the fact that these weapons can be 

manufactured relatively cheaper and easier than is the case with nuclear weapons. Thus, 

any country not necessarily technologically advanced or industrially developed could 

manufacture Jr acquire a capabilityin this type of warfare. 

• Chemical and bacteriological (biologiCal) weapons are weapons of mass de t 	1 s_rucù-on 

that pose a threat to the whole of mankind. Their use has been declar.ed a crime agui 

humanity and a violation of the generally recognized.prïnciplusof 

.well as the UN Charter. 

One of the principal goals of the international community  in the field of 

disarmament shoUld thurefore bc an effort aimed at ensuring that the prohibition or 

of chemical and bacteriological (biological) weapons . is strictly and universally 

GE.69-16254 
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observed as well as efforts designed to accomplish their total elimination, particularly . 

througlLa prohibition of development , . prohibition of manufacture and a prohibition Of 

their stockpiling. , 

•III. General Assembly resolution .2454  A()ŒIII) of 20 December 1968 reqUested the' 	•

•• Secretary-General to prepare, With the assistance of qualified coneultant-experts, a 

:- -report on chemical and bacteriological .  (biologic4) woapons•and the effects of their 

possible use. The resulting report (e7575), issued  on  1 July 1969, is of groat • 

significanée for the.strengthening of effectiveness of the Geneva °Protocol of 1925 

•and offers a considerablaencouragement to further.search  for  ways and means of total 	• 

•"elimination of these weapons. 

-Prepared by highly competent consultant-experts,  the.report emphasizes the 

,• • significance of the Geneva Protocol which, as they indicate, helped establish "a custom 

•.and hence a standard of international la0. . It also unequivocally places chemical and 

..:bacteriological (biological) weapons in a class•of -weapons of mass cistruction under-

lining the high urgency . of taking further-steps that would ultimately lead to their 

•complete elimination from Military arsenals. ' 	•• 	• 	• 

• •  IV.  Poland considers, therefore', that the report of thu . Secretary-General on chemical 

• • and bacteriological (biological) weapons and the effects of their possible use can 

serve as a suitable basis for further deliberations . in  this Committee concerning these 

• weapons. 	 • 

• • •To our mind the starting point in  this  regard should be to work to strengthen the 

eXisting  international  juridical norms banning the Use of these weapons in warfaru and 

• which, as we know, are contained in the Genova Protocol of 1925. Bcaring in mind that 

not all  States have as yet acceded to the Protocol', it becomes.imperative ta ensur:: 

. univ'ersal applicability of the Protocol's prohibitions and thir 'strict observance. 

The Polish delugation wishes to propose, therefore, -  that the Eighteen-Nation 

Committee.0n Disarmament, in its report  to the General Asscrely, ..hould underline tbc 

importance and significanc., of the report of the Secretary-General, recommunding its 

further consideration particularly in tho . light of the guidslines contained in the 

Secretary-General's foreword where U Thant urges the Members of the United Nations 

"1. To renew the appal to all States to accede to the Geneva Protocol of 192 5; 

2. To make a clear affirmation that  the prohibition. contained in the (.21,nlva 

Protocol applies to  LhauSs  in war of all chemical, loo.ctorioloical and 

biological yignts (including toar gas and othcr harassing agents),  which now 

oxist or which may bu civo,lopod in the future; 
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3. To call upon all countries to reach agreement to halt the dc:velopment,

production and stockpiling of all chemical and bacteriological (biological)

agents for the purpôses of war and to achi.:ve their effective elimination

from the arsenals of weapons.". :. '

As in the.past, Poland is.réady to co-operâtc, both in, this Committee, in the

1
I

1

I
I
I
I

General.Assembly and in other international organizations, with all Statk^s to ensurD

strict observance of the prohibition of use of chemical' and bacteriological (biological)

weapons and to make a sustainÈd,effort to achieve a complete elimination of those

weapons from the armouries of States.
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ARGENTINA, BRAZIL,, BURMA, ETHIOPIA, INDIA, MEXICO,
MOROCCO, NIGER.IA, PAKISTANÿ; S6JEDEN, UNITED ARAB REPUBLIC

AND YUGOSLAVIA

14orking Paper on a proposed declaration by the United Nations
General Assembly regarding, prohibition of the use of cher_ical

and biological methods of warfare

1
1
1

The General Assembly, -

Considering that chemical and biological methods of warfare have always been

viewed with horror and been justly • condemned by the - international comr.,lunity;

Considéring that these methods of warfare are inherently reprehensible, because

their effects are often iuzcontrella:ble , and. unpredictablé and nay be injurious without

distinction to combatants and non-combâ.tants',and because any use would entail.a

serious risk of escalation;

Recalling that successive international instrurlents have prohibited or souf;ht

to prevent the use of such methods of warfâ.ré;

NotinE specifically in this regard

that the majority of States then' in existence " adhered to the Geneva Protocol of

17 June.1925,

that since then further States havé becorae Parties to that Protocol,

that yet other Stqtes have dcclared that they will abide by its principle;:

and objectives,

that these principles and objectives have corananded broad. rc:s^^ect in the

practice of States, and

that the General Assembly, without any disscntin; vote, li.:_s called for the

strict observance by :.11 States of the principles and o j^ctivc of h,_; G,_^^eva 1?roi, :,..:i

RecoF,n;izintr, th:;refore, in the li;ht of all the ahov; ci_rct:nst nces, tli _t a

custoi:^;àry rule of international law prohibits the use in international arcied conïlic,:.

of all bi oloi;ica7. and che<<ii.cal methods of t•rarfare, reCardlecs of any t^chnical

developi.lcnt S

GL'.ô9-1i:15
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Mindful  of the Report of the Group of EXperts, appointed by the Secretary-General 

of the United Nations under General Assembly Resolutien 2454 A (XXIII) of 20 December 

1968, on chemical and bacteriologir7a1 	 weaPons and the effects of their 

possible use, published on 1 July 1969.. (A/7575); 	• 

' .• 	Considering  that this Report and the Forword to it by the Secretary-General adds 

further- urgeney for an -affirftation of this rule andfor:dispelling, for the future, 

any uncertainty  as  to its scepe'and,. by'such affirmation,_to assure the effectiveness 

-.'of the rule and to enable all States to demonstrate their determination to comply with 

the  rule.; • 

Condemns  and declares  as contrari to international law the use in international 

:armed conflicts of 

- any chemical agents of warfare: .  chemical substances, whether gaseous, liquid, 

or solid, which might be employed beCause of their direct toxic effects on man, 

• animals or plants, and' 

any biological agents of warfare:. living organisms, whatever their nature, or 

infective material derived from them,'which are intended to cause disease or death in 

man, animals or plants, and which depend for.their effects  on  their ability to 

multiply in the person; animal or plant attacked. 
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Chemical and Bacteriôlo?ical Biological) Warfare:

Draft United Nations General AssemblV Resolution

I

1

I

To facilitate. consideration at the:XXIV United Nations General Assembly of that

part of the Report of the ENDC on chenical. and bacteriological (biological) warfare,

the Canadian Delegation submits the following draft resolution which has been developeïi

fron' the remarks made by the Canadian Representative at the 424th ïaeeting of. the

,Co m,' ttee on 31. Jul,y 1969. . The draft,.'res.olution takes into ac.GoLmt the Report of

the Secretary-General on chemical'and bacteriological (biological) weapons and the

effects of their possible use .(A/7575 of, l Jui^r 1969), the proposals of delegations,

.especially-those of the Delegation of, Poland, on. this Report, the 'draft Convention

on.the Prohibition of Eiologicâ.l.Methods of Glarfa,re submitted by the Delegation of

the United Kingdom (ENDC/255 of 10 July. 1969). ^as well as.other views advanced by

various delegations on this subj©ct dùring, the 1969 session of the C`oru:iittee.

GE.69-19323
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DRAFT GENERAL ASSEMBLY,RESOLUTION ON'CBW: 

The,General Assembly, 	 • 	. , • 

•. -Recalling its Resolution 2454 (A) ()OXIII) of 20 SepteMber 196 , 

„ 	Having considered  the Report of the Secretary-General of 1 July on chemical and 

bacteriological (biological). weapons and the effects of their possible use, 

Noting-  the recommendations of the  Secretary-General contained in the foreword . 

to his Report, 

Ndting further the . cenCluSion of the 'Report  that'chémical and bacteriolegical 

, (biological) weapons stand in . a class of their ,  own as armaments which exercise their 

:effects solely on living -  matter, • 	• 

Sharing  the sense of horror'also expressed in the Report at the idea that 

.bacteriological' (biological) weapons could deliberately be used to spread disease, 

Mindful  of the further conclusion  of the Report. that•the prospects for general 

and complete disarmament under strict  and effective international control And hence 

- for peace throughout the world would brighten significantly if the development, 

- production and stockpilin g .  of chemical.and biologidal agents intended for purposes of 

•war  were  to end and if they were eliminated from all military arsenals, 

Having considered the Report of the Eighteen-Nation Oommittee-on Disarmament on 

its preliminary consideration of the action tO be taken in the light of the Report of 

the  Secretary-General, 

• Recognizi rig. the importance of the Geneva Protocol for the Prohibition of the Use 

in War of Asphyxiating, Poisonous or Other Gases, and of Bacteriological Methods of

•  -Warfare signed at Geneva on 17 June 1925,• 

Conscious of the  need to maintain inviolate the Geneva Protocol and to ensure 

•its universal aifolicability, 

1. 	Reaffirms Resolution 2162 (B) of 5 December 1966 and calls anew for strict 

observance by  ail States of the principles and objectives of the Protocol for the 

Prohibition of the Use in War of Asphyxiating, Poisonous-or (Dther Gases, and of 

Bacteriological Methods of Warfare, signed at Geneva on 17 Juno 1925;. 

2, 	Invites  all States to accede to the Geneva Protocol; 

•1 



3. Welcomes  the Report of the.Secretary-Géneral on chemical and bacteriological 

(biological) weapons-and on.the effectsof their possible use, and expresses its 	, 

appreciation to - the SecretaryGenerai and to the consultant experts who aesisted hum; 

4. Requests  the Secretary-General to publicize the Report in as many languages 

as is censidered desirable and practicable, making  use of the facilities of the 	- 

United Nations Office of Public Information; 

5. Recommends to all GovernMents the publication of the Report, translated as 

appropriate, so as.to acqUaint  public opinion with  its contents, and invites the 

specialized agencies, regional inter-governmental organizations, and national and 

international non-governmental organizations to.  use  their facilities to make the Report 

widely ,known; 	, 

6. Recommends  the Report of the Secretary-General to:the Eighteen-Nation 

Committee on Disarmament as a . basis for its further consideration of the question 

of the elimination of chemical-and bacteriological (biological) weapons; 

_ 7. Commends  the draft Convention on the Prohibitionof Biological Methods of 

Warfare submitted by the United Kingdom and urges theEighteen-Nation Committee on 

Disarmament to complete work on this draft Convention at an early date; and 

8. Requests the Eighteen-Natio“ommittee on Disarmament to present a report 

on progress on all aspects of the problem of the elimination of chemical and bacterio-

logical '(biological) weapons to the XXV United Nations General Assembly. 

ENDC/266 
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WorlQn^ Paper on Chemical Warfare Agents and
the, 'Commercial Chem%câ.l. Industry

1.' Chemical agents, the effectg Of their use in warfare., and the possibility of

subjecting such agents to arms control have been studied.extensively in recent years.

The reports of the United Ntitions,Secretary-General, World Health Organization, and-

SIPRI have received worldwide attention. In addition, studies of this problem have

bgeri conducted by individual nations. The United States Government completed a

thorough review of this sûbect- in the Fa11 of 1969.

2. In considering the possibility of neg6tiating a new arms control agreement for

chemictil weâ.pons, one of the areas w^ich must be studied and understood is the

relationship between the production of chemical agents for war and the production

of chemicals for peaceful pûrposés by the commercial chemical industry. The cheniical

industry was'in its infancy during World War I, when chemical warfare was first

employed. Even so, in that conflict more than 100,000,tons of chemicals were prpducc::

for use as weapons, and 1,300,000 deaths and casualties were reported from the use of

poison gas. Since World War I,'many additional countries have developed.a chemical

industry, and the chemical production facilities of the more advanced countries have

increa.sed tremendously:' In'the 50 years since the end of World War I, for exarnle,

gross production of the worldwide chemical industry has increased in value :frarr an

estiiaated 10 billion to t150 billion, approxi.mately a 30-fold .increase. Betwer.n

1959 and 1969, world output of chemicals increased from an estimated ';660 billion to

,;p150 billion, and the magnitude of increase is continuing to accelerate.

3. I-t.an,y of the chc!;iicals which caused death and casualties in World War T are

produced in large qùlnt.ities for industrial use. These chemicals r i^;ht have

utility for strites which may be unable, or might not desire, to marufricture or

import modern nerve aE;ents. For example, amont; thhochokin6 a,-.,ents, c-A:ich result,e:^i

in more th^:.n CC per cent of the deaths by gas in World !-Tir I, phos<fene is curre.n-;1,l..y

produccd in a number ôf c"ountries. Annual production, figures are ur1.-nown, but in

at lea5t soi:;e of t.hese countries, annual production is thour^ht to eYceed.100,01!0 i-,c,rl..

0E. 70 -4973
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• Phosgene is a widely used  rai material.in'the manufacture of synthetic plastics, 

:insecticides, paints, and pharmaceuticals. 'Being easily liquified, industrial 

phosgene could be diverted relatively easily for use in war should a nation decide 

to employ it, without necessarily reiluiring sophisticated delivery systems. 

' 	-Amàng the blood gàses,developed during-Morld War  I ,  hydrogen cyanide (hydro- 

•cyanic acid) is.a valuable ihtemedieté - in the manufacture of many organic chemical . 

compounds, including benzyl .cyanide, acrylonitrile, and dyes. Its•  world production 

volume is believed'to be in excess .  of 1 million tons  annually. Hydrogen cyanide is 

•currently being produced by the United States, 6 Western European countries, Japan, 

• thé USSR,'and Commnnist 'China. AnOther blood gas which also finds widespread commercial 

use is cyanogen chloride. It was used in limitectquantities in World War I and is 

presently used as a fumigant and industrial intermediate. 

.5. Mustard gas, which was the most effective chemical weapon developed in World 

:War I, is produced very simply from ethylene-oxide. On a worldwide basis, over one 

million. tons of ethylene-oxide are produced annually for use, inter alia, in . 

manufacturing detergents and disinfectants. The improper disposal of commercial 

mustard' gas intermediates by industrial users has led on several occasions to 

. casualties among fishermen and bathers, and has resulted in charges that mustard gas 

itself was the cause of injUry. 

■ 6. The.everyday production of commercial materials relevant to chemical warfare in . 

the United States, as: in other industrially developed countries, is quite substantial. 

- For example, there are 19 locations for phosgene production and 11 facilities for 

hydrogen cyanide production in the United States. These produce in total approximately 

350,000 tons of phosgene  and 200,000 tons of hydrogen cYanide per year for commercial 

purpOses. Of course, if one looks back into the commercial production of basic raw 

materials (for example, ethylene, sulphur; and .chlorine, which are ingredients for 

mustard gas), the problem is much larger and the facilities more extensive. 

7. - Chemical agents of the World War I type, even though they may be effective against 

an unprepared enemy, are considered by those who have studied chemical weapons to be 

much less effective than the more recently discovered "nerve'agents.° The G and V 

families of organophosphorus nerve agents were discovered in 193‘ and 1955, respect-

ively, in the course of research on new commercial pesticides. These agents are 

similar to commercial organophesphorus pesticides, widely used in agriculture, Which 

have, in fact, caused human deaths in cases of misuse. Both the nerve gases and 
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these related pesticides inhibit the enzyme açetylchoLi.nesterase, causing death from

respiratory and circulatory failure.

8. In addition to the similarities betwe^,,n the end products, many intermediates

such as phosphorus trichloride, phosphorus oxych:loride, ethyl and isopropyl alcohol,

and ammonia are common to the, production of pesticides and nerve agents. All are

common industrial cliemi,cals. In the mid-1960's, annual production of organophosnhoxn.

pesticides in the United States alone-was approximately 30,000 tons. Present United

States output is approximately 65,000 tons of organophosphorus pesticides per year,

produced in the facilities of 14 basic manufacturers. Elsewhere in the world, there

are at least 50 plants involved in the production or formulation, or both, of

commercial organophosphorus pesticides in a total of 12 countries, inEluding counLrl.c

of Western and Eastern Euiope. The total world,output of the. entire organophosphoru--

pesticide industry is estimated to be in excess of 130,000 tons annually.

9. The basic technical information for production of nerve agents, including

descriptions of the chemical processes and amounts of raw materials required, is in

the public domain. Such production does not present any insurmountable technica]_

difficulties, although the problem of maintaining safety for plant personnel is, in

view of the deadly cha \ ter of the agents, quite complex.

10. From the foregoing discussion, it can be seen that the capacity for produci.i,

chemical warfare agents grows out of, and is linked to the commercial chemical

industry of a given country. The raw materials for various chemical. warfare a,rer_-Ls,

and even some agents themselves, are produced in vast amounts in s.% great many

locations throughout the world.
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HUNG6LRY, MONGOLIA AND POL.,ND

Working paper submitted by the delegations of the Hun--ar-ian-Peoplels
Re-public, the Monwolian Peoplels Republic and the Polish People's
Republic in connexion with the draft Convention on the prohibition
cf the development, production and stockpilin^ of chemical and
bacteriological (biological)_weapons and on the destruction of such

weapons

1

1

r

, I

t_ new article is to be included in the text of the Convention reading:

"I. Each State Party to this Convention which finds that actions of any other State

Party constitute a breach of the obligations assumed under artibles I and I^I of the

Convention, may lodge a complaint with the Security Council of the United Nations.

Such a complaint should include all possible evidence confirming its validity as well

as a request for its consideration by the Security Council. The Security Council

shall inform the States Parties to this Convention of the result of the investi^ation,

2. Each State Party to this Convention undertakes to cooperate in carrying out &;ry

investigations which the Security Council may undertake on the basis of the complaint

received by the Council."

II

Draft Security Council •:iesolution

"The Security Council,

Highly appreciatinr the desire of a large number of States to subscribe to th^

Convention on' the prohibition of the development, production and :,tockpili-n4 of

chemical and bacteriol.-)E^ical (bioloElcal) weapons and an th^^, destruction of such

weapons,

Bearinp• in 1?liY].d that under article ... of the Convention the States

have the ri r,: ht to lod-e com-^^laint s;•ri th the Sccur _ty Council to:_;e ther u-1-th reque s-.

for theil• consid'eration by the Council,

T<;CO ïnl'Glf1 ; the nC-ed for a^ppro-or-i ate ITl e1sui î:s u_'- th P. vic"ew ensui iïlr, "i;i?i:.

observance of the ab1i^;at-J.ons containeLl' in the Convention,.

GL.70-7115
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Taking Into consideration  the desire of the States Parties—te—cooperate-with- — 

the Security Council with a view to ensuring the strict observance of the obligations 

contained in the Convention, 

1. 	Declares  its readiness: 

- to give urgent consideration to any complaints lodged under , 	. 	. 	. 
article ... of the Cenvention., 

- - to take all neCessàry Measure's for the investigation of . 	- 
complaint, . 

- to inform the States Parties to the Convention of the result 

of the investigation; 

2. 	Calls upon  all States Parties to the Convention to cooperate with a View 

to implementing the prOvisions of this Convention." - 
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CONFERENCE OF THE COMMITTEE ON DISARMAMENT 

• 	 HITUARY, MONGOLIA AND POLAND 

Working paper submitted by the delegations of the Hungarian Peoplels-Reptiblic ï
-the Mongolian People's Republic and the  Polish  Peoplels Republic  in-connexion 

with the draft Convention on the prohibition of the develonment, production 
and stockpiling of nhemical and bacteriological (biological) weanons  and on 
the destruction of such weapons 

Corrigendum 

The  last word of operative paragraph 2 of the draft Security Council 

resolution in part II of the working paper should read "resolution" instead of 

"convention". 
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1. . The United atates he.s renoùriced the productiôn, stockpiling and use of tôxins,

and has'cônfined its mïL.-.ary prôgramme on toxins to research and development for

defensive purposes only Thus, the United States policy on toxins is identical

to its policy o;n'bio3ogical programues.

2. Toxins are poisonous substances produced by biological organisms, including

microbés, animals, and plants. rxamples of microbial toxins are botulinum

toxin, staphylococcus enterotoxin, diphtheria toxin, and tetanus toxin. Toxins

produced by,animals inclüde puffer fish poison, snake'and bee venorn, and shellfish
poison. Plant toxins includé ricin, produced by the caster oil plant, cicutoxin

produced by the poison hemlock; and â.brin, produced by.the Indian licorice seed

plant. Laboratory experimentation has shown that, in general, these naturally

occurring poisons are far more toxic than the known nerve agents.

3. Two bacterial toxins, botulinum toxin and staphylococcal enterotoxin, have

long been.-.discussed. as potential, agents of warfare. The botulinum toxi n is one

of the most poisonous substances knoGin to sciencé, and has been estimated to be up

to 10,000 times as poisonous as nerve agents. For comparison purposes, if 15 ton_-
of nerve agent would cause 50 per cent dea-ths over an area of up to 60 square

kilometers, then about one.and one-half kilograms of botulinum toxin would

theoretically produce the sarne effect. Or, 15 tons of botulirnun toxin could

tiiooretically cause 50 per cent deaths in an unprotected population in an area un

to 600,000 square kiloriteters; Effectiveness would of course depend upcn

dissemination i;ecilnolor,.y, and actual coverâge could vary significantly. Consenucn: !.

because of their inherently different characteristics (for example, toxicity), 'i;c,_:i.r.:_:

and nerve agents have different possible railitary roles.

4. Where the target population is without protection toxins could be dsliverect i_,

a given area with relatively limited lôgistics.l effort. Even when masked, the

target population would not be certain of prôtéction aga:i nst toi:ins because t}ieir

extremely lo4r dose rate would make niasks taitli minbr leaks inefféci;ive, altii-I

effective masks itould provïdë` stibstantial protection.

, GE .70-7647
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5. In contrast to the biological organisms from which they are produced, toxins 

are not living organisms and are not capable of reproducing themselves.  ?or  this 

reason, the disease or poisoning caused by toxins is not transmissible from man to 

man. Thus, toxins cannot cause inféotious diSease,'epidemics, or long-tenu sources - 

of illness. Consequently toxins could. create mass casualties among an adversary's 

population withoüt risk of - Spreading to infect the nation initiating use ef tOxins. 

The characteristic Symptomà of many bacterial diseases are.caused by the toxins 

produced within thé  humai bcgy'byliving bacteria. Examples of diseases that can be. 

produced by toxins are botulism, tetanus, diphtheria and staphylococcal food poisoning. 

6. In common with biological agents, •toxins generally have delayed poisonous effects. 

Their delayed action varies with the particular toxin. .Because of their high potency, 

the effective dosage in man is extremely enall if he.is  neither masked nor immunized. 

Toxins,  if  used as Weapons, could be dispersed in aerosol form at considerable 

distances from the target and could cover a very large area, resembling the large 

areas that could be covered by biological'agents. Casualties would therefore result . 

after tlw'target population had been subjected to extremely small auantities of the 

toxin. 

7. With regard to the . effects of toxins, botulinum toxin produces botulism, an acute 

and highly fatal disease. There are at present six types of this toxin of which feur 

are known te be toxic for man.. The disease, botuJism, is characterized by the combin-

ation of extreme weakness, .vomiting, thirst, fever, dizziness, blurred vision, dilated 

pupils, facial earalysis and Weakness of respiratory muscles. Death is attributable . 

to paralysis, respiratory failure, ane. associated cardiac arrest. These symptcms do 

not appear fer 12 to 72 hours. 	 • 

8. il  persons are susceptible to the disease, which occurs naturally throuOlout 

the•world. T1iile Imost completely effeétive immunization iS possible, such measures 

Would be effective only if administered well before any exposure. The morality rate 

for naturally occurring botulism in the United States is . approximately 65 percent. 

If effectively weaponized and delivered in a highly purified state, botuliuum toxin 

could have a mortality rate approaching 100 percent. The toxin could be delivered 

either as an'aerosol Or through contemination of water supplies. • 
e 

9. Staphylococcal enterotoxin is a stable,proPein which produces an acute incapaci-

tation known  as  staphylococcal feed poisoning. It is characterized by severe nausea, 

vomiting, abdominal pain, diarrhea, :end prostration. Its effects :7Lenerally last fer 

24 hours. 
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10. A plant toxin thought to have potential military utility is ricin, which is

extracted from the caster bean. The lethal dose of ricin in man is not know, but it

is estima.ted.from.animal studies to be about SO millionths of a gram for the average

man. Ricin causes death by paralysis.

11. The production of bactérial toxins in any significant quantity would require

facilities similar to those needed for the production of biological agents. Thourrh

toxins of the type useful for military purposes could conceivably be produced by

chemical synthesis in the future, the end products would be the same in the effects of

their use and those effects would be indistinguishable from toxins produced ïOy

bacteriological or other biological processes.
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Working Paper on the estion- of Vérification for Prohibition . of - --
Chemical and Biological WeMons

1. Chemical characteristics of nerve agents

(1) Tabun, Sarin, Soman and VX are known as typical nerve agents used for

chemical weapons. All these agents are organophosphorùs compounds.. ?ahile Tabun

which was developed,in earlier stage, can.be produced from yellow phosporus and

through phosphorus oicychloride, Sarin, Soman and VX can be p-roduced from yellow

phosphorus and.,through such common intermediates.as phosphorus trichloride,

dimethylphosphite or methylphosphonic dichloride(or difluoride). It.is pointed out

in this connexion that these three.agents côntain methylphosphorus bond (a.llof1-

phosphorus bond) causing partiqularly strong poisonous effects on warm-blooded animals.
(2) Among the agricultural chemicals of organophosphorus family, which are

used as insecticides or bactéricides,.there are some ( for example, Parathion or TEPP)

which.can be used, due to their highlypoisonous éffects and depending upon their

dosage, as nerve agents for weapon purposes. These agricultural chemicals of

,organophosphorus family can be producëd from: phosphorus trichloride, phosphorus

o.xychloridey phosphorus pentasulfide. and-phosphonis ^poill;rachlorid.;.

(3) All of these organophosphorus compounds are produced* from yellow phospho-,cus
as their starting material which_is .then converted to phosphorus trichloride,
phosphorus oxychloride, phosphorus p'enta.sulfide or phosphorus pentachloride by

chemical reactions; It is further noted that dimethylphosphite and/or methylpl-iosp'oD«i

dichloride (or difluoride) which are the intermediates derived mainly from

trich.loride, lead to the production of3arin,,Soman and VX.

2. Peaceful uses of raw materials and intermediates

(1) Yollow phosphorus is mass-p•roduced as the iaaterial for various ino-r, aïlic

organic pilosphoi^.ls compounds,

(2) Phosphorus tricl-Lloride, phosphorus oxychloride, phospiZorus pentasulïicde _^..,._

phosphorus pentachloride are produced from yellow phosphorus and are the com-nic>>i

materials used widely for the production of agricultural chemicals, pharmacen-tic,-.l::

and dyestuffs, etc.

GE, . 70-877A.



(3) Dimethylphosphite is inainly- produced `from phosphorus trichloride and is±.;,;•,,. .
widély, used for peacefi

(L-) . Zdethylphosphonic dichloride (or° di-Pl d ) ' "nl

`bactericides, flame retardarits;.and as additives to lubricants..

uori e, .is ma y produced from

dimethylphosphite.: Detailed information'regarding its use for peaceful purpo,ses is

limited. .However,-asthis agent is,reported to be used as material for the-

preparation of phosphorus polÿmer.,Jt is likelÿ thâ.t.other peaceful uses of that agent

_^;; might be found in future..

articulax kind of materials which are:aridely ûsed forthe.production of other

organophosphorus family having;poisonous-effécts equivalent to nerve agents, requires

`industrial aoods.

:: Therefore,'it should become possible-,to`see.whether or not.these materiâls are

;.being'used for the production of chemical.weapôns if we,can trace the flow of such

materials -in each Staté by checkingthe- âmount of their production, import and export,.

or-the amount of their'consumption,for.differentpurposes, these.materials are enumerated

as follows: yellow phosphorus., phôsphorus tri

phosphorus pentasulfide, phosphorus pentachloride, diméthylphosphite and methylphosphonic

dichloride (or difluoride).

In so doing, it should be possible to prevent these particular materials from

being diverted into the production of nerve agents or to•deter improper use of highly

poisonous organophosphorus agricultural chemicals as chemical warfare agents.

N.B. It is understood that our study shou_l.d be pursued on new intermediates which may
be discovered in future, as organophosphorus chenical industry develops.

I
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As shown above)the production'of nërve. agents and agricultural chemicals of
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of experts to study the Problem:of'cOntrols over chamical 
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Original: ENGLISH 

weaPons and.the way in which such a,group should-function  

1. In the course of the informal meeting Of the CCD on 22 April 1970, déVoted to 

the question of the prohibition Of Chemical  and  biological weapons, discussions'weré. 

mainlY concentrated on the problem of. 6ontro1'over the production and stockpiling of 

chemical Weapons. 	• 

It thus appeared to be:confirmed, in the Opinion of.various delegations; that 

the 'establishment of an effective - system of.dOntrols is still the major'problem among 

those that-thé Committee will have to solve with, a view to achieving an agreement for 
the prohibition of chemical weapons. 	 - 	 - 

Moreover, the participation in that s same meeting of  exports from variOus Cciuntrie 

gave emphasis to the fact that the problan of cohtrols presents some aspects' that are 

predominantly scientific and a knOwledge;of whiéh is essential before the various 

:1.elegations can profitably embark on discusSiOn of a draft treaty. 

2e For the purposes of such adiscussion;:the aommittee has at its  disposai,  at the 

moment e . three highly valuable scientific stUdies: •  the "Report of the Secretary-General 

on chemical and bacteriological (biologieal) WeàpOns and the effects of their possibl 

use; the report by the World Health Organization entitled "Health asPects of Chemical 

and Biological Weapons";  and the as yet unfinished report . by  the Stockholm inter-

national Peace:Research Institute (EIPRI) "Thé problem of chemical and biological 

warfare". 	• 	 • 	 • 

Of these three documents, the first aims.a% giving a scientific evaluation of -tL( 

effects of chemieal andlpiological weapons and informing the.Governments of the 

consequences of any'use that-might be made Of them, while the second is intended 

specially for the public4lealth authorities and • loaves aside the purely military 

aspects of the preblem. 	Neither of these two studies goes specificnily or in any 

depth into the question ofcontrols. 

0E .70-13105 
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The SIPRI report, on the other hand, tackles all the different aspects of the 

problem, including that of verification, to which the whole of Volume IV is devoted. 

This part of the report, although of exceptional interest and usefulness, is • 

nevertheless of an incomplete and'preliminary nature. Moreover, it was conceived 

with a more general purpose in view, not with the specific aim of being able to 

provide the Committeeon Disarmament with'an  exhaustive  technical study  as 'a  working 

tool. 	 •• 

3. .The Italian Delegation accordingly believes that the above mentioned studies 

could be usefully supplemented by a speeific study on the problem of controls of • 

chemical Weapons, Which could constitute a background document for the work of the 

Conference. Such a study could be drawn up, as has been suggested by various 

Delegations, and in particular by the J'apanese Delegation,(ENDC/PV.428; CCD/PV.456), 

by an ad hoc group of experts. 	The group could include, among others, some of the 

experts who have already collaborated in producing the SIPRI report and the Report 

of the Secretary-General of the United Nations. - •  

4., To . enable the group of experts to produce, within a relatively short time, a •• 

document of use for the purposes indicated above, the Committee, in the Italian 

Delegationts view, sliould itself guide.the group in its labours, deciding beforehand 

the lines on which it should work and the specific eubjects with which it should deal 

5. 	On the basis of these considerations .  the Italian Delegation has thought fit to 

put  forward the following suggGstions: •  

(a) The M.D. should set up a group of experts Whose task would be to s-eudy the 

technical questions connected with the problem of the control of chemical 

weaPons and to draw up a report thereon which would serve as a background 

document for the Committee in its work. 

(b) The C.C.D. should itself, as a preliminary step,, single out the basic subjects 

which need to be clarified having recourse to expert opinion (for example, it 

could ask for a study of the possibility of control over the production of 

chemical agents used solely for warlike purposes, or again  it could ask .for the 

study to be extended to substances which can be used for both peaceful and 

warlike purposes, etc.). 	' 
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i' 	: (c) Once the general picture of theaubjects to be investigated has been outlined, 

: 
.1!:. , - 	each Delegation should instruct the appropriate body in its own country to 	. 
il 

f 	
. 	

suggest a list . of specific technical themes to be developed and studied in more 

11 
 t. . . 

 . 	
detail (e.g. e  supposing that the C.C.D. had stated that it thought a technical 

f: opinion.necessary in:regard to the problem of control solely  over  chemical agents . 

1111L': 	. 	of warfare, the appropriate national bodies in a particular country might 

II 	 propose an investigation of the possibility of instituting controls  over  the , 

.1W 	 raw materials and intermediates needed for the production of nerve gases and 

I ' 	vesicants. 	In particular, with reference to nerve gases such bodies might 	. 

i . 	 propose that the possibility be examined of controlling international trade in 

IIi  
' 	

phosphorus and the industrial production of organic-phosphorus esters 5arathion7.) 
r '(d) Each proposal would be transmitted to the group of experts sot up by the Committee. 

IH  
1. 

The group would have a first meeting. to compare and examine the various proposals - 

and then to combine them into a single document to serve as a programme of work. 

(e) On the basis of this .  programme,  the.  group of. experts would meet with a view to 

- drawing up a final report. This document should deal in detail with all the 

problems relating to controls df chemical weapons which  are of interest to the 

Committee, and would constitute the technical background document for further 

discussions in the C.C.D. 

( 
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Workinf^ Paper Comparing Nerve'Agënt Facilities
and Civilian Chemical Production..Facilities

1.
A worlsing pâper submitted by the United States delegation on March 16, 1970

(.CCD 283) described the complex relationshipbetween the production of chemicàls for

peaceful pûrposes by commercial chemical industries and the production of chemical
agents for war.'

Anôther question related to a comprehénsive ban on chemical weanoti;::
•

and also requiring further studÿ is.thé extent ôf'the external similarity betwe'cn '

plants producing chemicàl"weapons and plants".producing industrial and cômmercial
chemical prôciucts.

In this paper the question is examined with respect to the
production of nerve agents.

2. The chemical processinindustr.g y encompasses the ^ con . version of. various chemicL:1.

raw materials into usâble products of all descriptions:
Chemical process plants

through-out the 4iôrld rizrigé in production rate from a féw'hundred pounds to several

million pounds of"finished prcdûct;a year, and in area from a few thousand square fot,t
to several thousand acres.

The production of chemical'nerve agents involves a

chemical process iri *which the production facilities and éqitipment utilized are

^:to the equipment
d pr,ocësses used by a r....ijor segment of the. world.chemical ind^;^,tr,y.

With the advent of highly complex, inter-related ch4cmical complexes, it is also

possible that â wide variety of chemical products; including nerve agents, could he

produced within a single chemical complex.

3.
The US has u,ndertGken as a part of its research programme to examine

whr,th.:-r :Itwould be possible b y •y
site observatiori," either from the air or from thë f:;rcru,d

to determine whether a particular chemical processino facility or complex t.ir:is pro,iu,.:,,,,
or was capable of producin5, lethal nerve agents.

Three United States cherrri.c,_1
processing plants that are similar in size and eneral a

g ppcarLLnce were e_r•:^rüned byexternal inspection.
The first of these plants is a cryogenic (low-tarnperaLhr^ )

natural_g z5 rrocessing plant;
the second is a hieh-energy fuel f acili-ty; an(; the

third (the I\lewport Chemical Plant), is a VX nerve-agent productioi7 facility.
'D),:

three pla:n.ts were exaini_ned on the basis of genersl external ^poe:.rrulce e.•
i1liDllt S 1^,

torage facil.ities, conslunption of utilities, and waste disoo.,^.:l, a71 ,,„•,

specifica]1ÿ'ori the, basis of process ecluipment and s Lfety fcc:d;ures.

G£. 70-15087
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4. Raw Material Input - With respect to rail and truck del.i_v_eries,__it. was concl-aded

that aerial observation cannot determine what materials are being supplied to the

facility, Moreover, since many of the same basic raw materials used in producing

nerve agents, e.g., elemental phosphorus, chlorine, and various petrochemicals, are

widely used in commercial production, the identification of: some déliveries, even if

possible, would not in itself indicate that nerve agents, rather than plas.ticizers

or pesticides., were being produced.in the plant. In fact, observation of the

containers used in shipping might not'even indicate in a general way which of hundreds

of chemicals or gases were being transported to the plant. (See paragraph.5below).

5. Storage Facilities - The raw materials and the intermediate and end products

commonly stored-in.the chemical process industry can be in solid, liquid, or gaseous

forms. In all three,forms materials can be stored in bulk or in unit contai.ners,

outdoors or under shelter. Unit containers are indistinguishable from facility to

facility. Solid bulk materials are stored both outdoors and indoors in râles or in

bins or bunkers. The bulk storage of all types of liquid materials is, of course,

generally-carried out in some form of tank, vertical, horizontal, rectangLLar, or

spheriçal in shape.' Tanks are constructed of inetal,-wood or concrete, and their

storage capacity canrange from 200 to 1 million gallons: Liquid materials can also

be stored in barrels, kegs, drums, cans or glass containers, generally holding less

than 75,galIons. Gases stôred in bulk are âiso usv.ally contained in tanks. The

most commontyp.es of readily*observable containers are the large spherical, cylindrical

or horizontal tanks which are used througnout-the chemical industry to hold hundreds

of different chemicals and gases. These same kinds of containers are also used in

nerve agent production.

6. Utilities- The utilities requirements for nerve-agent production are not greatly

different from those of regular chemical operations. Electrical power may be reqi:ired

in greater than normal amounts but mot to a degree which is unique. This requirement

and the.more normal water requirement could affect the location of a plant. The

availability of large amounts of these utilities to a plant would not, however, be a

particular indicator of nerve-agent production since location of industrial chemical

facilities near ^Lrrrple electrical and water supplies is common practice.

7. 14astes - The nontor,ic wastes of a nerve-agent plant would be similar to those

produced by some industrial chemieal plants. On the other hand, the, c.hemical waste

from the fi n^;1. unit processes for nerve-agent production requires neutr2liz ti^Z._ i d.
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detoxification before it enters the final waste disposal system. Analysis of 

disposed materials might provide some indication of nerve-agent production, but 

this could not be done by off-site obseevation; rather on-site sampling with 

extremely sensitive instruments would be required. Disposal of toxic wastes is not, 

of course, a problem peculiar to nerve-agent manufacture. 

8. Procoss  Equipment  - There are many basic types of chemical processing equipment 

used for the production of both nerve agents and industrial chemicals,,and these 

basic types can often be converted from the manufacture of one chemical to another, 

with varying degrees of ease. While this equipment can often be readily observed 

from outside the plant, very little can be determined about its function or rate nf 

operation. 

a. Distillation  equipment  - Distillation is one of the_emadamentnaprocessos used 

to separate a specific chemical or groupof chemicals  front a mixture. 	Separation. is 

accomplished in.what are generally referred to as distillation columns. 	These  are  

vertical, cylindrical.vessels whose height is usually much greater than their cliameter 

They range in size from less than 1 foot in diameter and 10 feet in height to more 

than 15 feet in diameter and 300 feet in height. It is not possible to identify by 

outside observation  the  processes taking place within the column. In many chemical 

plants, distillation . columns,,like . other pieces of equipment, are.frequently used. in 

processes other than the onè for.which they were originnlly designed. 

b. Furnaces - FurnaceS are one of the principal components of chemical processing 

facilities. 	These industrial furnaces ,3.re found in a groat variety of sizes and 

designs, and there is no particular type which would be characteristic of nerve-agen 

plants. 

C. Reactors  - A reactor is  he  processing vessel in which chemical reactions-take 

place. 	Reactors of àll shapes, sizes and configurations are used in the chemicd 

industry, depending upon the specific process in which they are to be used. 	Seine 

 reactors differ only slightly from small storage tanks and small heat exchangers. 

Reactors can differ substantially in size and shape even though they are designed 

Similar processes. 	Again, there is no shape or other characteristic which  is unie  

to nerve-agent production. 

d. Scrubbers  - There is a rather large variety of equipment generally referred .H 

as scrubbers for the separation of solids, liquids, or Epecific gases from air .er 

a gas stroam by using watc;r to scrub . out the unwanted materials. 	These scrubbers 

1111;  
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'vertical, cylindrical vessels With.a relatively,large heighttediameter ratio. ;.The 

size 'of:thescrubbér depends on the emount of air that  must  be treated... External 

observation  does àot reveal the materials that arelpeing treated within the scrubber, 

_and aImist any siie or shape might bé.used in a neilreagent plant. . 

e. Flare  Stacks  - These are tell-thin towers e . up to several hundred of feet high, 

containing at their centres pipes,which 'carry waste gases.to  the top-where-theynre 

.burned in the atmosphere... 'AithOugh flare stacks are highly visible, their apPearance 

would provide no means of distinguishing.one plant from another. 

9.. Safety  - Because of the highly lethal'natUre of the agents being produced,a 

herve-agent plant requires special safety measures, . In pàrticular,. the containment 

f toxic chemicals requires rigid control Of plant air. Air comihg out of the toxic 

.iprocess area would.needtd. be  scrubbed to remove any tOxic materials; and precautimns 

.woUld need to.be takento prevent any . air from flowing out of the toxic process,area 

into-the non-toxic operating areas. , Access between thetoxic and non-toxic areas would 

..requirespecial controls such as airlocks'. 	Personnel entering the toxic process area 

would-have to wear masks and protective - clothing. Such features, however, would 

: not be observable from outside the plant; since they all pertain toçperations within 

closed.structures. 	 . 	• . 

10. Summary - Our research indicates that the prOblem of identification of nervé-agent  

:production facilities cannot be sàlved by off-site- Observation. 	Chemical process 

facilities are to be found in numerous locations throUghout the world which centain 

many of the sema  :blw materials, processes operations, eqUiluent, and support  

installations as those required to prodube nerve agents. 
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Tlï:: uco of chémïca?. "and bacteriolôgié:al (biological)agents for nori=peaceful

_ou-npûsns may inevitably-leRd' to the greatest death-•de^I-:ng catastrophe and the -,r•.rst

inL*r_3diate and long--ra:zge, predictable and unpredictable, disasters that maiilcind has

ever experienced or imaôir.ad. The reports of experts at our disposal and the

ob:.•ervatiôns of é large number of delegations both, in the Conference of the Connnittee

on Disarms.-r.ent and in the.U:zited Fations at New York are unanimous in affirmir.g -tl?at

primary f act,We strongly believe that we would be f ailing in our duty as human

beings and as members of tho United Nations familÿ if ue ever stopped worrying abcat

th^: fact even for ^ moment. . In. keeping with this attitude, the delegation of Moi•ccç:o

is submitting to the Committee this 4roi•king.paper, which in four points outlines a

system t:.1-1t permits the -Insertion of procedures for piohibiting the production of

cl:eini cal and bacteriologica'1 weapons and for verifying such prohibition.

:.< The deve].opms,it', production and stockpiling of chei:?ical and bacterioloric<<J..

(biological) wea.r_ons shoi.Lld be jointJy prohibited by the terms of one principal le^,a1.

instrument u,hich would also me1te provision for the destruction of such ueapons,.

2. The procedures concerning ve.rification and guarantees ensuring obse2.-ranc,

of obliga',ion5 would be dealt with separately for ba.cteriological (bio].ooical )

and for chein:i:cal a.,;ents.

3. The verification p-oceJures relatinF; to bacterioloaiçal ( ùiclogica^_ j t•r :.

would be laid down defiru.tiv-n-ly in the. provisions of the }J1^ii1c17)al. :illsl,:rtll71ei1t, and "i•i.!

total eliili7_llclti o11 of "ucil weupons could be effective upon the ez7i,-ry into force 0i

tha'; inatrLt:^-3 nt,.

GE, .70-1^^25;
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4 6  In view of the technical difficulties connected with the verification 

problem as regards chemical weapons, the principal instrument should provide in quite 

precise terms for he manner in which a su.sequent examination will be held with the 

object of arriving, within a period of time prescribed by the principal instrument, 

at the text of a supplementary document which would definitively lay down verification 

procedures for chemical weapons. 

The supplementary document, whose legal form would be determined by the principal 

instrument, would put into effect the total and definitive implementation of the 

provisions prohibiting such weapons. 
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CZECHOSïAV.aIA

1•Iorkii7g,apgr oiz the prohibition of the deve opinen,t orduction
and stockLilinProf chemiçal and bacterio].oaical bioloaical^

weapons and on the destruction of such aea-pons

The resolution of the D`IV General P.ssembly of the United Nations A/2603 (.G^IV) has

expressed the conviction that the "prospects for peace throughout the world would brig'Ite:

significantly if the development^ production and stockpiling of chemical and bacteriolo-

gical ( biological) agents intended for, ptuposés of war were to end and if they were

eliminated from all military ars.enals".and therefore requested the Conference of th;

Committee on Disarmament "to sutu-At a report on progress on all aspects of the problerii of

the e1iinination of chemicâl and bacteriological ( biological) !•reapons to the General

Assembly at its twenty-fifth' sess^on" .

The Czechoslovak delegation considers it necessary to point out to the follouin^;

aspects of the prohibition of chemical and bacteriological weapons:

1. Chemical and bacteriological weapons form one whole. Prohibition, of one t^q)e

of tnese weapons could incite the equipment of' armies with the other, type of wea,pons.

Loth categories of these warfare means as a whole create the possibil.ity of a speci ;!

warfare - the so-called • '1toxic •war" in the terminology of some military ex.perts (cf. for

examplé, Rothschild, Tomorrow's Weapons). The basic c'iaracteristics of the two categor:i_e;

of agents is their non-saléctiveness, small foreseeability of their effect, i<;^possflbi1_:4ir

of an effective protection of population, etc. These properties evoke a general moral

opposition to c:iemical and bacteriological weanons as a whole.

Chemical and bacteriological weapons form a special group of nieans of ^•rarfare

at:

temporary disablement of men,

or t_-ieir liquidation without affecting ot.iler (material) values,

or selective extermination of farm animals or plants.

Should individual agents (biological as well as chemical ones) be effectively usz:_

for military purposes, they would have to be incorporated in a^'i •re.apon systeni^' (cf.
,•

,,ecretary-Genel al ls report IL/7577/Rev.1, page 9).

GH. 70-1745?
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The "weapon gystem" is the same for both categories of weapons: analogical ways of - 

spreading, means of delivery to the target, verification of their effectiveness in the 

field, appropriate storing, personnel training, principles of protection, etc. Therefore 

both types of weapons are usually concentratedain one branch of army. 

'Separate  prohibition ofone type would therefore permit the .existence and develop-

ment of the whole system which could be completed with the other type of weapons at any 

-time -and without any greater (iifficulty.- 

The tendency to separate chemical anidbacteriological weapons, motivated by allega-

tions that they are completely different, can therefore be explained only by piplitical 

and military considerations of some countries and is incompatible with the approach that 

haa been applied in all international.negotiations on this  question,  namely in the 

, Ceneva rrotocol of 1925, in the Paris Treaty . of 1954, in the Austria Treaty of 1955, in 
• both draft treaties on general and complete disarmament submitted by the USSR and the 

United States of âmerica respectively, and in military manuals and considerutions of all 

countries. 

2. Bacteriological and chemical weapons represent two categories of means of 

warfare which can be defined by their origin, way of interaction with organism and by 

- other characteristic•properties. Classification of some substances is uncertain: for 

example bacterial toxins (biological substances by their origin, chemical by the 

character of their effect on organism) are the best-known representatives of this group 

today, but the number of such substances may increase as the time goes.on. Better 

knowledge of the effects of the agents we know today may lead to changes in their 

classification, or new . substances with uncertain (mixed) characteristics may be synthe-

tized, etc. It is known, for example, that nucleic acids, which  are carriers of virus 

théuselves, can be isolated from pathogenic viruses. 

of both categories, having a lasting or sufficiently long 

the permanent progress of knowledge and to the expansion 

activity and can cause disease 

Detailed enumeration of agents 

validity, is impossible due to 

of both categories. 

The determining principle 

as bacteriological or chemical 

animals Or plants. 

3. 	Bacterial toxins are 

their effect closely related to 

by the way of their.  production and by the character of 

other poisons and are normally - despite theii-  bioloeical 

for classifying biological agents or chemical substance 

weapon is, however, their military use against men, farm 

origin - listed under chemical weapons (cf. Secretary-General's roort A/7575/Rev.1). 

Toxins do not differ from other poisons used as a chemical weapon. If -UTteir effect (nd 
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military.  usa are the same as"thoSe of other poisonous sübstances, this provee that a - 

dividing line cannot be drawn between biological and chemical weapons. Separation of 

toxins could be an attempt to a new treatment of chemical and bacteriologicalSeapons, 

that is, to their division into deadly and temporary disabling ones (defoliants, 

herbicides, etc.). 	 • 

Separation of toxins has political aspects connected with new concepts of military 

strategy of some countries. Such'a development would not lead to any solution on the 

contrary, it would make the whole question even more complicated. 

4. 	All studies dealing, with thé possible way of verification as regards the 

production of chemical and bacteriological weapons show that this question is very 

complicated, that it cannot be solved by purely technical methods on international scale. 

Difficulties connected with the verification problem, however, must not become a deter- 
, 

mining factor for the possibility,of an agreement 'which would require, above ell, a 

political decision: This idea is also contained in the report of SIPRI, 1970, where in 

its Part IV it is stated that in the last few years it  lias  become increasingly  trac  to 

say that the real obstacles to disarmament are the momentum of the arms race and the 

political problems of stopping it, - not the technical problems of verification. 

If the question of  verification is not to become  an artificial brake of the treaty 

by bringing in complicated technical problems, it is necessary that the parties . to the 

treaty should agree upon such a procedure which would be based on a certain degree. of 

trust. 

- Uational 'self-inspeetion and ;supervision seem to be the most suitable fundamental 

methods of verification. Each State would adopt, in•conformity with its constitutionol 

procedure, the necessary legislative and administrative measures concerning the prohi-

bition of tha development, production and stockpiling of chemical and bacteriological 

weapons and the destruction of such we:p.pons. National self-supervision.could be carried 

out by national bodies having an international reputation (for e=mple, Academy of 

Sciences, etc.) or in other forms.. 

Problems arising in connexion with the veriiication would be clarified at consulta-

tions between the parties to the treaty. Complaints on the violation of the trety uh 

be considered by the Security Council which would adopt the most suitable procedure fo:, 

this purpose. 
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jlorltin^P^^?ei ^n t^z^ V^ri fiça ion a^ r} o^:^ bi ^io;ls of,
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of Clle^:iiçûi and Riolo^ç^ ':Iea,^ons

1. The central problem area in the negotiations to strengthen and to supplement the

sequonces resulting from verification of such a violation. The "serificatioil regille

s'lould. serve as a deterrent tô any violation.. The risk that soi:le partf might succ'ess-

:cully evade or violate an agreement shou^_d be r educaÇ' to the lowest possible leirel,

verification procedures t'_lat are adequate and.politically acceptable.

3. Verification procedures which are adequate for the prohibition of chernical. and

biological warfare will have to he corrol_ex, sop.histicated and. as reliab l e as can be

concei-3 ed by utilizing modern data-p-rocessing met'lods. The relative ease irit;l

Geneva Protocol of, 1925 by pro.libiting the developraeizt, production and stockpiliilg of

cheinical and biological ^reapons, is verification. Clearly, t, la technical alz ^ po^^"Lic<^l_

considerations related to the negotiation of verification procedt+res are inLrin,,ic._7"7 ^

.iilterç?epeizde.lt.. L.though science may provide assistance in devisiil^ met'_,iocis of

surveillance and data analysis, the political intentions of a1l countries coilcerilec! iii! ].

be tj'.le c'ecisive fac"tor. in resolving tile'verification problem.

2. Every international agreement involves the acceptance, by parties to t"•?.e ag-reer:ie.zt,

of an eleiae.Zt of risk of evasion or violation of the agreement. In arms control. a^_ ec

ï!lents -t+_1is risk is directly related to vital secu-rity interests. P11y coun,,=,r coiltuc?iIlp_i a-

tir_g a violation of an armas control agreeanent woulçl undoub"teday estimate the probaâi=ii,y

of da'tection or of successful evasion of any agreed prohibitlions, and the ac`ve.,se cen-

C c;Idcu^ or ùl0__Og1C2]. weapons car., i^e acnulred t^lroug:A c1c,11Qeâ"tli?e C' eV'l_O ^lil^'! ^:1_ O'

tion and stoc!•_l)i__,_ing renders detecti0:1 of contravention of a ban o--.-i and

biolo,r;ical weapons -,p articula-rly c'.iffi c.,_t,

^21- '.L
„
Ile vt?-,'ificL-itio%1 of apro''libi"tio_1 of c'_rlei11c3l i.dc.;îf3re ülvol_'iG,^-, CiiÎfil.'u1.i:J_es of ,.

i?!iffP.=.°eilt d:ïaHi1s7.011 from tilos^ cacouuztered 1n''tile prohibition of blolor;lca:i. 1iC1_f_;1-:e

IP
because Oï the Uiï:iespl^eaC' use in coiinaercial lïlÛU ^ti' ^ of iaâi7y 01_"1ei21ca Is w'1ic,1 G_'.n

be use el. in i;,.1e "production of c''ieï!licCll_ agents of w2rfai'e. ?.Ilti1oU;'11 tilere ar e ;lOs!d CC):1::a•;;i:

integ^^rs, many more are unique to each type of +:rarfare.

' GE. /0-1.7456
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5 Verification by complaint procedure as proposed in'the British draft convention is,

at present, probably the only feasible approach to supplementary prohibitions of biolo-

gical warfare. This type of warfare is at a relatively early stage of development;

moreover, there is no evidence that biological agents have ever been used as modern

militarj weapons, and their utility as a weapon is open to question. Efforts to devise

verification mechanisms other than thosq involved in the investigation of complaints

concerning use, development, production or stockpiling of biological weapons seem

technically futile because of the high risk of undetected evasion of any other proce-

dures that might be promulgated; TYi the.light of all these factors a political decision

by governments accepting the risks inherent in verification tliro?lgh a complaint procedure

for biological warfare would appear to be the most ".ogical solution.

6. Different criteria must be considered in relation to cheniical warfare which has

been used extensively dûring this century and has attained a-relatively sophisticated

'degree of development. Chemical weapons or components of them are known to be stoclc-

piled in the arsenals of a number of countries and their potential uses in warfare are

not in question.

7. Virtually all'of the working papers, submitted to the Committee to date concentrate

on efforts to overcome the difficulties in verification for c;zeraical weapons; they are

postulated on the apparént consensus that the prohibition of the cievelopment,, production

and stock,oilinb of chemical and biological wéapons cannot be verified by national means

alone and that there is a requirement for some "inteinationaP procedures.

8. 14itain and beyond the broadl;,T accepted point of view that verificatioii is the crux

of the problera and. that international procedures for t_.,.is purpose are recuirecl, tilere

is a wide arra^y of opinions and suggestions, some procedural and some substantive,

ranging from proposals for verification by challenge to arguments for on-site inspection.

Wit!lout attempti^g to interpret these vie,,rs, the following rep-rese:its a su?ll?.aof t..ie

various proposals ;^ut forward to date as an indication of the -11"pes of approach w^lic:i

have been suggested.

(a) The draTt convention on biological warfare propo.sd by Britain (EINDC/255/.Lev.l)

specifies verification procedures that call for any complaint concerning use of

biological warfare to be lodged with the Sec_ etaa:-y-General of the United Nations

and any other complaint concerning breach of the convention to be locIgei' iritli L1.16

SGC T I+ULiT_C11. Complaints of all kinds lioulCi. be investiga-tPCi 1m111C-C^1atiClf ^^^-1^i=i3'1t^

a renort wo;_ld be subïsitted to the Security Council.

I
I
I

1
I

I
I
1
I
I
I



(d)  

(e) 

(f)  

(g)  

(b) The draft convention propased•by ,the USSR  hd-its :allies (1/7655) envisages an 	• 

• "obligation to consult and co-operatein solving questions ::! ich  may arise in • 

• connexion with ihe:observation . of . the:p2ovisions..of the present convention", !! 

separate article notes .  that ."each State party to the convention'shall be inter- 

' nationally responsible for campliance•with its . provisions by legal and physical 

persOns exercising their aCtivitiesin'its territory end also by its legal and 

. 	physical persons outside . its.territory". • 

(a). Hungary, Mongolia and Poland introduced an amendment to the Soviet-sponsored draft 

convention (CCD/285)providing for complaints of alleged violation of the 

convention to be lodged with the United Nations Seaurity Council which would'unJer- 

take-any necessary measures -to investigate complaints.' 

Sweden has presented suggestions (CCD/PV.463) based on the concepts of "open 

information and internationalization: 1  and has outlined a system of verificJItion 

by challenge and of the  obligatiens.on parties . with respect to verification •hich . 

would be. incorporated in a comprehensive convention. 

Yugoslavia has suggested (CCD/PV.465) a systematic elabaration of legal measures 

for national renunciationl: and  controls,' declarations and analysis of open informa-

tion as a basis for further controls and •international  measures to be taken  in  

cases of suspicion or of actual violations. 	 • 

Mongolia has suggested (ccD/rv ..464) that special . government agencies miqi:ht be 

established•to enforce compliance with-prohibitions on chemical and biological 

warfare in a manner similar to that in the 1961 Single Convention on Narcotic Dru: 

Japan has proposed that a group of experts study various technical aspects of 

verifying a ban on chemical and biological weapons. It  lias  'also elaborated 

(CCD/FV.456) a complaints procedure through a roster of experts on call by the 

United Uations Secretary-General and proposed other procedures based on possible 

cheduoints in the weapons production cycle. 

(h) A USA working paper (CCD/293) on the relationship between chemical weapons  ic 

cheuical production deals with one of the specific problems to be overcomc; 

establishment of satisfactory verification procedures and concludes that off-si 

observation is inadequate. 

An Italian working paper (CCD/289) outlined a negotiating process for further 

detailed explorations of the problem of verification of any convention or 

conventions. ' 
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"eierocco has proposed (CCD/295) a comprehensive agreement prohibiting chemical and 

biological warfare with separate verification:procedures for biological and chemical 

weapons.. Verification procedures for biological weapons would be includeda in the 

treaty; verification proceduros for chePical weapons would be negotiated in a 

prescribed period of time and then attached to the Convention  as a •supplementary . • 

document. 	. 

- 9. .7n a cur.sory c1a7.7sis of these proposals, which .merit the Most careful considera-

tion, reveals that in the establishment of any adequateverification system, •a combina- 

tion of national and international procedures willlae required. Various  proposais 

 relating to verification of a. ban on chemical weapona urge the . development of soma 

monitoring systan based on economic information.' Others suggest the exploration of the 

sources of all available data - both that which has been published or is freely avail-

able and that which governments would be prepared to make available. Compilation and 

collation of this information in a coherent form would serve as a useful first step in 

:the development and negotiation of agreed verification  procédures. For'these PurPosc's 

various relevant questions might serve to. differentiate between aspects on which 

_adequate information may be already available and other areas where special procedures 

.mn7 'nave to be duvised. 	 • 

- 10. It is evident that additional information is needed to facilitate the examination 

-of the co:aplen political and technical problaus involved in verifying a ban on the 

Droduction, stocKpiling and use of chemical and biological agents of war- 

If such information Could  b pade available, it would assist in developing e 

consen,ilAs concerning which meaSures to strengthen and supplement the Geneva Protocol 

could 1Do.  negotiated. Jith'this view in mind, member governments might consider the 

rolicuing o.uestions: • 

an*Loptrols 

hi- ve nad deol.afatons concernin the .;.r nre:.3nt polices on ne 

revelopment,. production and stockpi -ling of chemical and biologicJi weanons or agent 

• 
 of warfare and their views concerning the riàt of retaliation retained throw;h 

reservaions they may attach to the Geneva Protocol (35' 1925. Would other r:i.overn-

Dents be uilling • o state or present their policies or views on these •issue? 

'..;hat national controls are already in force governing the development, production )  

stocoiliL.•  or us c of chemical and biological agents that are capable of .being ussd 

or cohertcd to use in the developlent or production of chemical or biological 

weapon:3? 

) 

(I; 
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I. 	1 7.Pc.11-1.c.goq 

(1) Are annual production figures for the years 1968 and 1969 published or readily 

available for the following chemicals: phosphorus, phosphorus pentasulphide, 

phosphorus pentachloride, phosphorus trichloride, phosphorus oxychloride, 

dinethylphosphite, methylphosphonic dichloride, diethylamino ethyl ,alcohol, 

pinacolyl alcohol, carbonyl chloride (phosgene), hydrogen cyanide, cyanogen 	• 

chloride, thiodiglycol, sulphur dichloride, ethylene, all organosphosphorus, 

compounds with a toxicity less than 200 micrograms per Kg intravenously? 

- (2) Is information concerning end-prodUcte of these chemicals available and are 

governments preparedtC.collect and proVide such'data? 

(3) Is governmental approval or licensing required for the production of any of ths 

above chemicals'or for products using these chamicals in -U.:lair production? 

(4)' Is it feasible to obtàin information concerning all governmental and non-governmenta 

facilities producing or using any  of the  above Chemicals? 

II. Stoclopilin't of Chemicals 	. 

(1) &re figures available for 1968 and 1969 on quantities of ne abovechemicals or 

end-products that are stockpiled in the countries concerned? 

(2) Uould governments be prepared to provide a list of locations were any of the 

above chemicals or end-products derived from them are stockpiled? 

(3) Are export or import permits or declarations required and if so are any of the 

. above chemicals or.end-products derived from them imported or exported from  th  

country? 

(4) Is it possible to identify the importer or exporter? 

(5) j.lat safety regulations are applicable to the production, stockpiling alid 

transportation of any of the above chemicals? 

III. .:::epearch_and )evelopment 

(1) [:_re the locations and descriptions of government controlled facilities for 7cc:Erf 

and development of chemical agents and similar information concernin all non-

governmental research and development facilities available or can these be prc-ficj.*: 

(2) Under what conditions would governments be tifling to consider the cessybion of 

ail  trJining of troops for offensive action related to chemical and biologiel 

• arfare? 
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(1) . i>lith regard .to the vérif icâtion 'ôf ccïmpliaxice with the prohibition of the

production of chemical agqnts, we sh&ll have to be content with reçourse to ad hoc

inspections based on complaint proceduxes. : tit. the sr:në.:tirae, it would be desirable

to establish a reporting.. systi;iZ ^on the statistics of certain chemical substances

concerning the * .unount of their production, prefçrably on a factory basis, exportation

and importation as well as consunption for different -purposes, so that those sta.tis G.Lcs

might be used as part of the data forming,the evidence for a possible complaint.

Since it is impracti able to report the statistics. of all cheiaical substances, it

would be necessary to lir,it, the. scope of the itens to be reported on. .[-1e fcel that It

certain.levcl of lethal dose by'hypodermic injection could be employed as a criterion

for this purpose. In suggesting this,, we have taken into account the fact that the

information we have on -the li;thal dose of various chemicals has been obtained more .ïrc,r.i

er.perir,ients on animals by hypodermic injection than from those, by 'intraperitonea1 or

intravenous injection or by dosing throughtheir mouths.,

:s, the level of lethal- dose (LD 50).to' be.e-^-lployed as the critcrion, we suggest

0.5 imi7,ligrwns,per lcilogram of ;bodÿ.tJeight. That suggestion is based on the

consideration that among orgr;nophosphorus. corapound;, . uhich have the most poisonous

effects '61' all chc^racally synthesized substances today, none, having a poisonous

not less than the level mentioned above,. is used for pcàceful purposes. ._dcse of

0'.5 :;alligr^ss. pc;r `kilogxan of body weight by hypodernic injection has a lethal

effect ec^uiv:lent to that, of a dose of about 1.0. ^rülligram per. kilot7rari of body

adr•.^i.nisterea through the riouth.

(2) The following are the categcrit:;s which. the cheraiccl substances mantioned

abov,i; come under.

GE. 70-1^I ',.6!+
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(a) Nerve agents (.e.g.)

VX

Sarin

Sonsn

Tabun

Diethoxyphosphorylthiocholine

Di ethyl-S- ( 2-tri ethylam.oniuLi-ethyl ) -
thiophosphate

Dimethyl-S-r--(SI-ethyl-Si-ethylthioethyl-
sulfoniun)-ethy12-thiophosphate

(b) Toxins (e.g.,)

Botulinus toxin

Tetrodotoxin

Ricin

Shikkiinotoxin .

(c) :il.lcaloids

Aconitine

GalseLiicine .

(d) Plant heart poisons (Cardiac-active glycoside)

Scillaren

Digitoxin

The substances listed in- (a) are nerve agents of the organophosphorus family.

.lthough they do have the same effects as ordinary insecticides and bact^riocides,

thEy are unsuitable for such peaceful purposes because theirtoxic effects -arc, inuch

too powerful. Toxins, e1k_cloids and plant heart poisons are chemical substances

derived fror:i animzls, plants or nicrobes. 6lhile toxins are high molecular substances

consisting nainly of protein and have en antigenous effect, e.lkaloids are low molecular

substances and have no zlntigenous. effects. 1;1kaloids and plant heart poisons are used

for medical purposes in vory small doses. 1lthough some of the ;ilkaloids and p1e-rit

heart poisons i:lay be chemically synthesized for academic purposes, it i s i;.irough the

extraction from plants that those substances are produced in any signific"nt quo ' ntity.

(3) On the basis of the above considerations,. relevant items to be reported on

would be nerve agents of the organophosphorus fm:1i lf and the intermediates in thair

production. Since nerve agent,, theraselves ccuinot be used for peacei .il purposes and

should be uncoridition;:lly prohibited, it would not ia2ïe sense to renuire statistics

f

1
I

I
i
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on them. :':ccordingly, the items to be. repôrted on could be lir.-Lited to the following

seven kinds of substances: 3rellôri..phosphôrus, phosphorus.triahloride; phosphorus

oxychloride, phosphôrûs'pen,t.dchloridé,: pho3phorus, pentasulfidè;* dir:iethylphosphit4 and

methylphosphonic.dichloride.. They are-intérmedia.teo not only.in.-the production of

nerve agents but also in industry for peaceful purpôses.

If new chemical.substanees were discovered.whose.poisonous effect equals or

exceeds. the level mentioned eurlier,.: it would.:be. necéssary., to' consider the addition of

such substances and their-int-ernediates.,to the list of itar.ls to be reported on, In

order to do this, thUse; chemicsls whose poisonous effects are reported in o,cadein,i.c

periodicals or mee.ti.nes: to.b® the same or morethan.the level suggested'above and new

chemicals which have been made public without any reference to their toxic effects alc:

which experts picked out as those which mi-lit have considerable toxic effects'must be

tested by an appropriate international research institute.

2. Technical method of on-site inspection

.I.s a possible technical method of on-site inspection of the production of chemical'

agents, the following one might be considered.

In recent years techniques of microanalysis have been developed to check

quantitatively the contamination of rivers or living things by agricultural

chemicals. Those techniques côuld also be applied in on-site inspections.

For instance, we should be able to apply improved gaschroriatography to

microanal.yze substances fror,-, the chouiical plant concerned existing in very

small quantities in liquid wastes, the soil and dust in and around the premises,

on the production devices or on the workersl clothes. If an emission electrodc.-

for a fl::uae therraionic detector is attached to the nozzle of a f lau_la

ionization detector in gaschror.latography, a high sensitivity w4 11 be shown by
1l

phosphorus corapounds and the ninir:iur,i am-ount detectable will be 1 x 10

Thox,_:i'ore, by using this method of gasc.hroilatography, it woLtld be possible

identify an u_nknown substance contai.ied in a sei-zple by ^oinparing its reteintion

tir:^o with that of authentic substances, such as VX.

Fv::n uilen the substance itself cannot be identified through the netl:od

d^:scribed above, we could obtain considerable information by detecting the
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phosphoràs, halogens and sulphur poàsibly contained-in the substance... If we 

use a coulometry,detector, the ,minimum amount required  for detecting sulphur. 

and halogen compounds will be I x 10 	Employing thatmethod in combination 

with other analytical methods, it might be•possible:even to determine the 

• chemical structure of the unknown substance.: 	• 	. 

VX, Sarin  and  Semen have in their structures phosphorusmethyl (alkyl) 

bonda , which do not.cleave in mild decomposition. Therefore,-it wonld bé-useful 

for th detectionof the development, pràduction -and stockpiling of nerve 

ggen4 of the orgànophosphorus;family tp chock whether chemicals with 

 phesphorusmethyi• (alkyl).bondà:-might_be-found in•liquid!wasteS,  etc.  

1 
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•' 	
• 	Uprkinp.... PaDer  

on the Elements.for a System of Control of the Complete  . 
Prohibition of Chemical and Biolor4cal Weapons  

Consideration of the complex problem of.chemical and - biological weapons clearly 

indicates,  that  in the assessment of most cOuntries it is indispensable:and possible 

to - reach.as a natter of urgency an agreement on the  prohibition of•the .development, 

Troduction  and:stockpiling of all Chemical and biological agents for war purposes-and 

on their elimination from existing arsenals. 	. 

Consideration
! 
 th of is question has elso'demonstrated that-  one of the key problems 

•.  
of its solution is'the question:of control or verification of the fulfilment of the • 

obliïf,ations under a treaty on the total prohibition of these weapons. 	 • 

A study of the questionsof control leads to certain conclusions which could 

'provide a basis for further . efforts:' 	 • • 

First,-there.is a need to control the fulfilment of the - complete 'prohibition of 

chemical and biological weapone under the. treaty. 	• 

Second, it appears that it WOUld be possible to introduce a type of control that 

would.be  appropriate,. adequate and politically acceptable even under the conditions 

prevailing.in the world today.: 	 • 

•Third,  the  success of the control will largely depend - on the de2ree of political 

readiness on the part of governments to accept control. 	Technical problems do exist, 

but their solution seems to be possible if a positive political decision is taken. 

Control of the complete prOhibition Of-chemical and biolocical weapons, in order 

to be purposeful and at the same  time  politically acceptable, should above all meet 

the following requirements: 

1. It should be effective  to  the point of leaving no possibility for secret 

violation of the treaty of major significance. 

2. , It should not inflict commercial or other damage through the disclosure of 

industrial, scientific or,other Secrets. 

.70-17469 
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3. Its functioning Should be relatively easy and simple,. at both the national 

andinternational.level. 	' 

•• 	4. 	The cost of control system should be kept tà a minimum. 

Obviously, it would be• impossible to mentainone hundred per cent control over •  

,all institutions and.installatf.ons.mhich:could be.utilized-for  research,  development 
..• 

and production of chemica1 -and -b1ologiCeepcins. HoweVer, SuCh control is not 

.'.••: : neceSsary•to achieve the:desired .  objective. . . 

, 	It-is evident that it Would - not be possible by any reasonable kind • of  control to 

:,• prerent the clandestine production of  limited, quantities of chemical and biological 

weapons, which would have no real military significance. 

. 	In devi2ing such a control system:the overall operation of Which weuld provide 

sufficient guarantees for each party to a treaty,  two  categories of measures may be 

.,Hrequired: 

• NATIONAL LEGISLATIVE MEASURES .OF RENUNCIATION AND• SELF-CONTROL BY 
'. 	EACH COUNTRY• 	. 

• .(a) The enactment of a law.prohibiting research for weapons purposes and of the 

i•._.  developraent, production . or'stockpiling of agents for chemical'and biological weapons. 

(h) The enactnent of a-law for the 'compulsory publication of certain data from 

. this sphere, which would facilitate international control, as for instance, the names 

-Of institutions and facilities engaged inor which, by their nature, could engage in-

: the activities prohibited under the treaty.. Certain data concerning the production 

' of such materials or agents which could be used for the production of chemical or 

biological weapons would be 'regularly submitted to an international organ. 	The 

.general list of such data would be established by . the treaty itself, in an annex. 

(c) ïhe taking and promulgation of a decision to eliminate existing stockpiles 

' and to abolish proving grounds for the testing of these weapons, and all installations 

related e::clusively to such weapons. 

(d) The cessation of training of troops in the use of chemical and biological, 

weapons and the deletion from army manuals of all such instructions with the exception 

of those sections dealing with protection against chemical  and  biological weapons. 

It is self-evident that a. treaty on the Complete Prohibition of L11 Chemical and 

Biological' Weapons will also preserve the rights . of countries to continue research, 

- development and production of means of protection. 
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Some of the.present military institutions inthis field could be re-adapted for

research work for peaceful purposes or for protection, in keeping with the brovisions

of the treaty regulating,these matters.

In enacting such laws, an exception-could be made, in line with the provisions of

the treaty on the Complete Prohibition of Chemical and Biological l•deapons, for types

and quantities of agents used for riot control purposes within the country.

The enforcement of these laws would be left up to each individual state.

National legislative measures of renunciation and self-control should represent

the most inportant group of ineasures and.the main deterrent to possible viola-Lion of

the treaty on the complete prohibition of chemical and biological weapons.

All.national legislative measures of renunciation and, self-control by each

country should be preceded by the enactment of a law placing under civilian adminis-

tration or control - the Ministry of Health, the I4inistry of Industry or a similar

organ - all institutions now engaged in the research, development or production of

chemIcal and biol'o{,ical weapons. Such a measure would siE,nificantly facilitate the

implementation of the treaty and reduce the possibilities for illegal production of

chemical and biological weapons.

2. AEIISURES OF INTERNATIONAL CONTROL

(a) The collection of certain data which States would publish and report in line

with their internal lebislation (Item (b)fr4n the first group of measures), and other

relevant information which could.indicate whether any prohibited activity was being

undertaken.

The collection, receipt of reports and analysis of,these data would.be carried

out by an international organ, one of those already in existence or one that would bc

especially set up for this purpose, which might also discharge other functions in

connexion with the control of the prohibition of cher:^i.cal and biological weapons.

(b) Governments should, at their own initiative., and lritl-Lin the framework of

consultations and co-operation in good faith', if the need arises, make it possibl^^

through an _-.l;propriately re^^ulated procedure, in accordance t:iith the concept of

verification by challenge, to ascertain that there is no activity on their territoTy

prohibited by the treaty.

(c) The corlplaints procedure to the Security Council.



PROCEDURE'IN CASE  OF SUSPICION OF VIOLATION 

In . case any party to the treaty harbours any doubts about the implementation of 

provisions of the treaty by any other party, it Should enter into discussions and 

consultations with such àther party with a view to clarifying the situation and 

removing such doubts. 	- 
O In case of suspicion that the treaty on the completeprohibition of chemical and 

. biological weapons has been violated, a State harbouring the suspicion, should inform 

other parties to . the treaty and also apply to the international organ, submitting the 
.• necessary information for the purpose of preliminary investigation, which should be 

, provided for. 

On this basis, the international organ would contact the state under suspicion, 

' 

 

for the purpose of making relevant enquiries or conducting a preliminary investigation 

to-  ascertain whether the suspicion is founded. 

If the procedure undertaken doeS'not yield a satisfactory solution, the country 

-:_under suspicion may offer verification under the "verification by challenge" 

:procedure. • 

- 	If the State harbouring the susPicion considers it has not reCeived a satisfactory 

reply after this procedure e .it may address itself to the Security Council which woUld • 

'.. -endeavdur urgently to find a solution. 

The right  of  countries to address themselves to the...Security Coul'icil remains • 

unaffected and they may reSort to it at any stage of the abovp procedure. 
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1. The main problem as regards chemical and.bacteriological weapons is to achieve

their complete prohibition, namely tlie . prol-i:ibition of their use., development,

-production and stockpiling and the, destruction of. stocks of such weapons.

The problem of hrohibiting the , use of chemical and bàctcrioloF;ical weapons is

solved by the Geneva Protocol of 1925. 'This Protocol,, to rlhich.about seventy States

are parties, embodies an important and pneral:Ly r:.,co^,nizecl rule of international

1aw--prohibii:ing the use of cher::ica l and "bacterioloCical warfare methods. IL may be
noted with satisfaction that the Protocol has recently been ratified by Jahan and

Brazil. IIowever, the United States of America, whicli has a very ii-i ghly devtrloned

chemical int:iustry and produces and uses chemi cal means of warfare, is as Jet not FL

party to .it.; In the present situation, in. order to bring ab^ut a hcneral renLtnciat^ c::;

of the. use of chemical and bo^cteriolo"ical yJeüpon:; and thereby r.^a1.e the G^:neva

Protocol more effective, all States of i.iilitarf importance, and in >>articular the

United Statos of lbnr;rica, must by accedinr• to the Geneva Pro't•o<:ol unc,ort<ll.c; not to

chemical or bactc:rioloCical means for rlilitary lnlipoÛes.

The complete prohibition of chemical and bactericlo^_;ical v/ra;_?on.3 can only ^be-

achieved by the renunciation on the part of ^^tatos of the (lc.v^lopaefzt, prociu^.'

stocl.niling of ,,ucli weapons and by their undertalCing to destroy sr.lcii wear,on:-;. 7 t -....

this solution of the hroblera, of chcri cal aid. bacteri ologica1 :rt: <ir?ons wh.ic,, is

in the draft convention of the nine socialist countries.

2. The cor^cîu;;ion of a convçi^tion on the prohibition of the production end .;-tuo!;-

-piling of cher:iical and bactcriolo^;ical weELpozis and on the destruction of ;.ucii

r:'_del^r rzccedcû to by States tlrrour,liout the ^^lorld, i s aimed l(--. ad to t:1e c) rr,:

t3i11ill.natlon of' s11c11 v/ectpons. This VlOLil d COF]?:iletG the hrOCC:;I l%`lil.ch ^:it:i =^_nitl:ai;i.'..!

GL.70_17471
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.. the • conclusion:: of thé 1925 Geneva Protocol. It would elso solve the question of the 

'reservations to the Protocol entered by a- number of States. Those reservations, which 

. :have the ,effect of providing that  the prohibitionS.of the . Pretocol are binding only 

with respect to States which are Parties  and that  they cease to be-binding with respect 

• to any State. whose.armed forces do net observe the restrictions laid . down in the Proto- 

•_col,  have  played their pa:A in :preventing - the unleashing of a . war involving.the wide-

spread .  use of chemical and bacteriological.methods. The reserVations served as the 

basis for tl?e warning issued 13;r  -the Allied Powersto the - GoVernMent of Hitler Germany 

• concerning the possible  use: of  chemical weapons bythe latter during the Second./orld 

•7ar. 	 • 	• 

• The conclusion•of a convention aimed at the complete elimination of chemical 

end bacteriological weepens•frem the military arsenalsof States will make the question 
- 	6 

of reservations to  the 1925  Geneva Protocol superfluous. 

The proposal bythe United Kingdomto•.,conclude a convention solely for the 

prohibition of  biological weapons-not.only fails to• solve the problem of the complote 

prohibition of chemical and biologiteweapons, butin  essence means the =pension 

, and legalization of chemical means of . warfare. Given the present. rapid progress of • 

.mcience and technology, it iS precisely the.chemicarweapons which present the greatest 

danger, since•they  have  assumed an important place in the armed forces of a number of 

States. Such weapons'have already been widely used in the .past • ànd are being used at 

the present time. It is generally recognized, however, that the use of biological 

weapons involves tremendous risks, even to the country that might use them  as a means 

of warfare. 

Chemical and bactoriological weapons have consistently been considered together . 

in view of the common characteristics of these typos of weapons of mass destruction. 

The prohibition of the use of chemical  an bacterielogical weapons is provided for in 

a single international instrument - the Geneva Protocol of 1925. Attempts to adopt :a 

different approach to the prohibition of chemical weapons and biological weapons 	. - 

and proposals to proviJ.e for their prohibition in sepurate agreeuents will moan under-

mining the existinc generally recognized rules of international law embodied in the 

Genova Protocol, which adopts a unified anproach to chemical and bacteriological 

(bidlogical) . weapons alike. In these conditions, the implementation of the United 

Kingdom proposal, which is based.on a. separate approach to chemical und bacterioloc:ical 

weapons and provides for the Prohibition of the latter alone, constitutew a direct 

danger in that it will promote tho build-up by tates of arsenals of chemical wenpons 

and increase the risk of the use..of such weapons in international conflicts. 
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A-1... - The - di-Olt -Convention -on the prohibition Of the'development,  production. and  stock,. 

piling of chemical and baCteriological wearons'and on their destruction, proposed by 

the nine socialist countries, contains provisions ensuring the strict observance  of  - 

the termà of the agreement by the parties to the Convention. Those provisions have 

been arrived at  on the assumption'that the establishMent of a system of internaU.enal 

verification *to determine whether CheMical and bacteriological weaDons are or are not • 

being produced in a given country*ià an ezcceptionally . coMplex and practically 

impossible . taec, oince'the Process of manufacturing chemical and bacteriological 

sUbstances•fer peacefUlpurposos:is eSsentiailY no different from that of their . 

preduction . for military .  purposes. 'Under such circumstances, the most reasonable method 

is control exercised by natiOnal . Governments, each of vihich will thus be international12 - 

 responsible for ensuring that not a single industrial undertaking or citizen in its 

country engagesin the development or production of- chemical or bacteriological weapons 

and that no such weapons are being stockpiled in the countryfs military arsenals. The 

relevant provisions are. contained in articles 4  and .5  of the draft convention proposed 

by the socialist countries. They are supplemented by article 6, whereby the parties 

to the convention undertake to consult and co-operate with one another in solving 

problems connected with the aPplication of  the convention.. 

Of great importance also are the additions to the-draft convention of the 

socialist countries /  sponsored by Hungary, Mongolia and Poland (CCD/285), coneernin: 

the involvement of the United Nations Security Council in the investigation of cases of 

violation.. cif"- thecOarrautiœ.2. 

The measures-embodied in the  .raft. convention of the nine socialist States for 

ensuring the implementation of thc convention are sufficiently strict and at the same 

time sufficiently flexible/ and they enable the Governments themselves to 'choose such 

methods of control as, in thoir.view, will most effectively cuarantoe im-nlenentation 

of the terms of the convention. Those measuros do not limit the r4:ht of States, if 

they so wish and if they reach agreement on the matter, to have recourse to methods of • 

an international Character. That possibility is covered by the provisions of article 

5. 	A number of proposals put forward by members of the Disarmament Committee, 

includin 	Norocco and Yusoslavia, with a view to lovelopin tnc system  J. • 

control envisaged in the draft convention of the nine Socialist countries. are 

interestinz ,nhd merit careful consideration and further elaboration. 

Nevertheless, it is cuite obviously necessary to maintain a balance in consider 

..:he political aspects of the problem of the prohibition of the development,• pi-:):kuotion 



and stockpiling of chemical a.iid bacteriological weapons and the technical aspects of

the problem of control over such prohibition. The attempts being made to base the work

of the Committee on just the study of the technical features of the problem of control

.,may hinder or in any case considerably delay the adoption of a political decision,

which is necessarily the priority task in solving the problem of the prohibitionaf

chemical and bacteriolôgical weapons, Past, experience, and in particular the activities

of the League of Nations, shows that channelling disarmament discussiôns along the lines

of technical expertise and deferment of political decisions resulted in failure to reach

an agreement. This should not be lost sight of.during consideration of the problem of

the complete prohibition of chemical'and bacteriological weapons.
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Additional ZJorking Paper on the P^oblem 'of
-Côntrols Over. Chemical Weapons

(1) 'In the workina pâper` tabled by the Itâli ari delegation on June 30, 1970

(CCD/289). the follôwirig concepts were., in particular, stressed: (a) the establishment

of an effective system of controls is°still the major problem among those that the

Committee will havé' to solve with.a view to àchieving:.ân agreement for the prohibition

of• cheTn.ical weapons; (b) the problem of conti ols pre sénts . some aspects that are

predominantly scientific and a knowledge of which is essential before the various

delegations can profitably embark on the discussion of a draft treaty; (c) for the

purposes of such discussion, th^ technical studies which are already at the disposal

of the'Commïttee•should be appropriatèly supplemented by a specific study on the

problem of controls of chemical wcapons to be undertaken by a special group of expérts;

(ci) the Committee should itself guide the group on its labours deciding beforehand

the lines on wlv.ch it should 1,iôrlL and the speciiic subjects with which it should dea^_.

(2) During the informal meeting held ôn'August 5, 1970 and on o^l^^r previous

occasions, niany delegations made valuable contributions to the discussions of the

Committeé by presenting their viet•rs. and asking• technical questions on the problera

of controls.over chemical wéapons.

The Itâ.].ian delegation wishes, on its part, to foi°mulate a number of questions

of technical nhtu`re, in the hope that this may help.the work of the Committee:

(a) Asst^,^ning that, for the substances listed in the JapZnese and Canadian

papers (CCD/288 and CCD/300) acontrol prolilem'ûrises only when considerable

quantities are involvdd; is it possible to establish, by rautual consent,

a listing of the large chemical industries wliich produce and practically

control the ",;roducts concérned?

^ GE.70-17751
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• (b) Taking for granted that such a possibility exists,does the fact that large 

quantities of these substances are  mainly used by big industries involved in 

peacefUl production make it easier to ccintrol any leak of such products 

towards non-peaceful uses?  • 	 . . 	. 
(c)Granted the hypothesis that:i“s'possible to exercise an overall control 

of the production and the flow of these  substances,  what is then the minimum 

percentage variation which, if notjustified on economic5  grounds, could give 

-, rise to the suspicion  that the final destination is not meant for peaceful uses? 

(d)If a percentage variation of a specific factor in itself is not suitable  as  an 

indicator  as  to the destination of the product for warfare purposes, could this 

same factor acquire a decisive importance when combined with the percentage 

variation of another factor related to the former? 

(e)Does an international organization exist which could contribute effectively to 

verifying the production and the flow of the substances concerned and, if it 

exists, could it.include this task in its present structure or could it do so 

through minor Structural and organizational changes? 

(f) kingfor granted that such an organization exists, Could its contribution be 

sufficient to establish a founded suspicion that a violation has been committed 

and thus justify a complaint? 

Could the present trend which aims at eliminating phosphates organic compounds 

as insecticides help the solution of the problem of controls? 

In the opinion of the Italian delegation, technical documents such as the ones 

mentioned above represent examples of the very contributions which, in working paper 

CCD/289, we suggested should be abled by the various delegations to the C.C.D. 

It will be recalled that in paragraph 5 (c) of the same working paper it was 

proposed that "each delegation should instruct the appropriate body in its-own country 

to suggest a list of specific technical themes to be developed and studied in more detain'. - 

We believe, however, that tabling such technical documents cannot be considered 

sufficient in itself. 	In our opinion, more appropriate methods should be envisaged 

so that contributions by individual countries could be ful1y utilized by the C.C.D. 
- 

To this end, we supported the idea of setting up a group of experts with a vie.;  to 

organizing the work that each competent national body would carry out. Moreover, in 

order to enable the group of experts to produce, within a relatively short time, a 

useful document for the specific purposes of the Committee, we also suggested under 

paragraph 5 b, c, d, e, of our working paper, a particular procedure according to uhich 

the group should be given appropriate guidance by the Committee itself. 
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UNITED KINGDOM 	 • 

Working Paper on Verification of CW  Ans  Control Measures. 

I.  Any consideration of the posSibilities of verifying an arms control agreement in 

the field of C and BW must take'account of all  possibilities, both political and .. 

technical, by examining the feasibility of availablà technical methods in the light of 

existing political constraints. 	- - 

2. .The verification requirements can be simply stated in the form of a question: 

"What technically feasible, and politically acceptable, measures.would. be  adequate to 

guarantee any  int ernational  agreement for chemical and biological arms control at the 

present time2" This paper sets out to examine in this light and in a . preliminary way, 

a number of suggested techniques as a contribution to informal discussion of the subject. 

3.. In the case of BW which is not.yet established as a.military weapon, we have made-

it clear that we consider' that no verification of production, testing and stockpiling is 

possible', but that the complaints procedures associated with the UK-draft.Convention on 

Biolegioal Methods of Warfare, anddesigned to deter : any would-be violators, would 

reduce the risk of accepting an unverified Convention to a level which would be 

acceptable at the present time. 

4. . Chemical weapons,_on the other hand, were used-extensively in the First World War, 

and stockpiles of vastly more lethal .CW agents exist today and military doctrine openly 

envisages their  use on  .an . extensive scale .in war. The -fear of this is enough to lead a 

number of states to develop and deploy expensive definsive equipment. Verification of 

CW,agreement covering the production, testing and stockpiling, as well as use, of CW 

would therefore need to be extremely reliable before the risk.of entering into SUCh AR 

agreeMent could be reduced to an acceptable level. This is the problem we must try to 

solve. 

Requirements:  

5. To ensure compliance with any CW agreement, one might need to verify, to an 

acceptable level of risk, all or any of the following: 

GE.70-18318 
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(a) that existing weapons or their component parts have been destroyed 

and/or that no suCh weapons or component parts are held; • 

(b) absence (or cessation) of production of CW agents at declared 

facilities; 

- (c) absence of-any undeclared production, testing and storage.  facilities. 

Verification measures involving even a modest degree of intrusiveness appear to be 

-unacceptable to a number of states. Direct confirmation that international agreements. 

• were  not being broken might thus have to depend entirely on information obtained by 

•external means, and the only such means so far,suggested are observation satellites 

and remote sensors. 

. Observation Satellites: 	 • 

6. This pessibility haS been carefully studied. In-our View detection of CW field 

..• tests by this technique presents serious difficulties. First the possible test site 

' itself must be detected (and it may not require fixed installations). Then the tests 

• themselves must be detected, and differentiated from other-possible types of field tests, 

'including tests of CW defensive equipment. Additionally, one must assume that a state 

wishing to test in contravention of an agreement will attempt to conceal the fact - as, 

for . example, by testing at night or in . conditions of cloud cover. Altogether it would 

.sgem that the likelihood of detecting field tests by satellite observation would be 

very low. Identification by satellite photo-reconnaissance of a chemical agent plant 

(which might be part of a large industrial complex) would be even more difficult. 

Atmospheric Sensors: 

7. We have also looked into the possibility of identifying the minute atmospheric 

,concentrations in which chemical agents resulting from field tests might reach extra-

territorial detectors. Hère we are faced with the problems of discriminating such 

-concentrations from a background of normal industrial air pollution. An indication of 

the atmospheric concentrations in which agents might occur at various.  distances  from a 

' \ field test may be obtained by extrapolation of data published by the Swedish Defence 

Research Institute. This gives the concentration at various distances downwind of an 

initial airborne source of 10 kg of an involatile agent by about 7 km the concentration 

is only 0.05 mg/cu. metre, and simple extrapolation gives a concentration at 50 km of 
-1 

the order of 10
2 

 - mg/cu.m (a million millionth of a milligramme). This rough estimate 

is given to indicate the order of magnitude of the problem of remote detection - the exact 

values are not important. 
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8. At the far greater distances at which sensors would.pr.obably have to operate,' the

concentration would not only be much lower by reason of simple dilution, but important

additional.factors could reduce it still fu.rther: for example, wash-out by precipitation

and-horizontal separation of air masses, with subsequent differing wind directions at

different levels. The effect of dilution could,. in theory at •least, be offset by the

sampling and concentration of very large vôlumés of air, but even if this were practical-il.

it seems unlikely that it could compensate for extreme dilutions.

9.. Because of the mass of other chemical and biological pollutants in,concentrated a_ir

samples, highly specific and sophisticated analytical techniques would have to be

developed. 'Che only technique which currently appears feasible is the use of gas-liquid

chromatograph-^T.incorpor.ating.*a,phosphorus detector, followed by the examination of

appropriate fractions by mass spectrometry to identify the actual nature of the

phosphorus-containing. material by comparison with the spectra of known compounds.

However, it is not known whether the sensitivity of even such an advanced technique woul.d

be sufficient, and its practical application would pose many problems. For eample, if

the sensitivity of a technique were of,the order of 10-9 mg (i. c. not less than a

millionth of a milligramme could be detécted) then in order to detect the field test

quoted earlier, Tt only 50 lQn from the source a million cubic metres of air would have

to be concentrat-n to givF,^ a detectable sample. - This also assumes that the large

quantities of other pollutants which would thereby be concentrated would not interf ere

with the detection process.

10. Positive results, assuming that sufficiently sensitive techniques were developed in

the.future, would also demand an assessment of the source of the material detactrd,_

This would ccrtaüiiy require the provision of extensive meteorological data (from witi^:i_:^

the suspected neighbouring country) and even then might prove impossible in the prescili,

state of the art.

F.°f lue.zt ,Sensors :

11. The passibilitv of establishing the existence of a chemical agent production pl;.^n'b

by the detection of uniaue indicators (if they exist) in rivers do-,mstream of

effluent disr:harge has also boon suggested, -though this technique has yet to be full;,-

evaluated.
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12. . Large scale production of nerve gases mig,:-_°.: be possiblè at, only a relatively few

riverside sites in any particûlwr couritry. However, a factory in which these agents

were made might also manufacture unobjectioaabla phosphorus compound resultin,.in an

effluent discharge anatogoû.s to that from -nerve gas manufacture. Thus, as well as

having a high.dilution in the effluent -of nerve gas products or their intermediaries,

there is also th: 7.ikeli.heod of other waste products having similar chemical, properties.

.Such a complication would be further exacérbat,;d if the plant were situated in an

industriaâ. cor::plex such as- those found on major rivers. Similar- considerations would

apply to the detection of off luent, discharged in the sua.

13. Should part îcular agents be made on a.sm^.ller scale', the effluent might be run to a

sewage disposal system where its dilution would become enormous. Of course, as in-the

case of the US Newport 'Chemical Plant described

r!erve as plant could dispose of waste products

in the US Working Paper CCD/293, a

into,deep wells rather than by discharge

into a river or the sea.

Pef ér^-,-Ore Measuros :

141.. If all th,:^ techniques discussed above.were developed and applied, the almost

insoluble problem would remain of attempting--to prove a negative, especially from

lirait cd and uncertain indicators.

15, i•the:ce acce:ss `to deployed military fôrces was not possible, confirmation of the

absence of chemical -aeapons or of destruction of stocks could not be guaranteed. A

consequc:nce of this might well bo the continued development and issue of defensive

oCiu1.ÿ,-ncn^., an'l ii-,s use in training. exercices. Lbiclence of such defensive training alone

provides no proof of the possossion, or lac?t, of o ffensive C weapons; the use of chemical.

w,::arr.n ;,-imulaüits, for, example, could either be a means of reinforcing defensive

moasure,s, or of nroviding practical training in the eniplo,lmen-t of actual chemical

we:^.ponâ .

10. On the ctliel hLuzd, the continucd absence of chomical defensive equipment and

assoc'iatcd -t-I,zal_ninC frcai the military forces of a state might well contriùuti;, in

conj :Ln ct;_or, with other factot_s. to confidence in the absonce of a chemical weapon

c:apab°Ll'itt'. rIo-wever, tte collection of such information would n_,co,7sit;ata a reduction

in the levai of the political constraints implied in the prececlirtg, discussion, and one

must a•.ccpt tr_t.it a C:1 s.^.,,-reemcizt would need to take accoLUZt of the ète;;r.,es of access

Z•lh_ch Ci7_ffL•Cri:Zr ])oli'ticU'.l systr_r^s al.lc)w,

I
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The Problem of Access:

17. Many of the vërification.suggestions already made in the.Committee, for example

the control of phosphorus prôduction (suggested by the Delegation of Japan)-a system of'

openness and reporting (outlined by the Swedish Delegation) and a variety of on-site

inspection procedures (discussed by the USA,. and included in the SIPRI„Report Part IV),

would either require a high degree of intrusiveness or depend to a considcrable'extent

on the availability of detailed pub],ished. information. This might.involvc, for example:

(a) budgetaty and fiscal information^ on dèfence research, development

and production;'

(b) identification of likely targets for on-site inspection;

(c) e.camination of •statistiçs. of chemical rindustry production and

distribution;

(d) access to,'and monitoring of, national transportation networks;

(e) examination and sampling of effluent disposal,systéms at

suspected sites;

(f) direct inspection of plant and equipment at suspected sites;

(g) examination and identification of raw, materials entering suspected

sites..

18. A number of these factors have already been examined, both in interventions and

in working papers laid before the Committee. But to take the single example of (d),

that of national transport networks, the size of. the task involved - quite apart from

the question of the political conditions in which close observation of' trains and roacl:,

would be possible - can readily be illustrated. There were for example in the UK at

the end of 1969, 12,098 miles of major rail routes, and 19,000 rail bulk liquid carriar.,j

(tank cars) . On the roads, there were esti.mated to be upwards of 20,000 licensed ro,,_d

tankers.

19. A nation i.ntending to contravene 'a ban on the production of Chemical 11eapons ne =.^;.

not, of course, move the necessary raw materials or finished ^,_ffents by means of such,

obvious verification targets as tank cars or road tankers. Almost any road or r^ail

vchiclo, and tacuzy aircraft, could carry containers or such materials or agents.
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-.20. Clearly some of the techniques listed abeve might have . ponsiderable rolevance in 

certain circumstances, for example where a state wished to invite inspection of a 
•. particular facility  in  order to disprove allegations by others; but not all of them 

- would be praeticable. Equally)  by no means all states would seem likely to accept the 

:application of slich techniques  where  they  themselves are concerned. 

21. We  conclude, therefore, that considerable problems still lie ahead  if  the 

•verification requirements for . an acceptable CW agreement are to be met. •It is, however, 

the intention of the United Kingdom to .cohsider every 'approach, both technical and 

political, which might help to achieve the goal of an effective abolition of the 

possibility .of chemicals as of biological warfare. 
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CONFERENCE OF THE COMMITTEE ON DISARMAMENT CCD/310 
25 Augu.st 1970 

-Original: 'ENGLISH 

• . 	• ARGENTINA, .BRAZIL,BNRMA, ETHIOPIIINDIA;  MEXICO, 	'! 
MOROCCO, NIGERIA, PAKISTAN; SWEDEN, UNITED AfiAB REPUBLIC AND YUGOSLAVIA 

Joint MemOrandum  On the question of chemical and Bacterio12gLA1.1  
• - . 1 –lbiolo'7iCa1f Methods of Warfare 

	

1. 	The international communityhas,..during recent years, been increasingly conoerned 

by developments in the field of  chemical and bacteriological (biological) weapons and 

by the grave dangers posed by such weapons to humanity-and the ecological balance of 

nature. 

2.. It is now universally recognized that  prospects of international peace and: security, 

as well as the achievement  of the goalof general and complete disarmament under 

effectivesinternational control, would be enhanced if the development, production and 

stoekpillng of chemical and bacteriological (biological) agents intended.for purposes 

war were to end and if they were eliminated from all military arsenals, 

	

3. 	The Geneva Protocol of 1925 prohibits the use i  war of all chemical_and: 	1 	 • 

bacteriological (biological). agents. .The General Assembly has, by resolution.-2162B('4U) 
called for the strict observance by all States of thé principles and objectives  of the , 

Geneva Protocol of 1925, condemned all actions contrary to those  objectives and invitud 

all States, which had not aIready,done so, to accede to . the 

Assembly - has, by resolution  2603 A(XXIV), also made a clear 

Protocol. The General 

affirmation that the 

prohibitionn-embodied in that Protocol was comprehensive and covered the 

international armed conflicts  of  all biological and 

regardless of.any technicul developments. 

4. 	In addition to the existing parties to the Geneva Protocol.of 1925 

usa in 

Imu-fare, 

there are other 

chemical methods of 

States which are considering accession,to or ratification of the Protocol. There are 

some who have unilaterally and unconditionally renounced one or both types of weapon. 

The se are welcome developments. 

5. 	The Report prepared by the United Nations Secretary–General, in accordance with 

the General Assembly resolution 2454 A(X)III) with the assistance of consultrrnt 

experts, on chemical and bacteriological (biological) weapons and the effects of th:.,ir 

possible use, and the Report of the World Health Organizationis grcup of consultants 

,— .70-18655 
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on health aspects of chemical•  and 'biological weapons, and other studies on the . mbject, 

underline the immense importance and urgendy universally.felt in regard to reaching 

agreement to halt the development, production and stockpiling of all chemical and 

bacteriological (biological) - agente for purposes  of  war end.to. achieve their effective 

elimination froM: the arsenals of weapons.- 

6. It is essential that both ehemieal and bacteriological (biological).weapons should 

continue to be'dealt with together - in taking steps . towards the prohibition of their 

develdpment, production and stockpiling and their effective elimination froM the 

arsenals of ,  all States. ••It'is the conviction of the Group of,Twelve that  an effective 

solution of the problem•should be sought on this basis. 

7. The issue of verifiCation is important in .the  field of chemical  and  bacteriological 

(biological) weapons, - as indeed adequate verification is also essential in regard to 

the succesà cf any measure in the field of disarmament. Reasonable guarantees and 

safeguards should, therefore, be devised to inspire confidence in the implementation 

of any agreement in the . field of C , and B weapons. Verification should be based,on a 

combination of appropriate nationaLandinternational measures, which would complement 

and supplement each other, thereby providing an acCeptable system which wolild ensure 

. effective implementation of the prohibition. 

8. The Group expresses the hope•that the basic approach, as outlined in the preceding 

paragraphs, concerning the task before the Conference of the Comnittee on Disarmament 

i . .in the field of chemical and baCteriological (biological) weapons would receive 'general 

acceptance so that an early solution could be found in regard to the prohibition of the 

production, development and stockpiling of such weapons and their effective elimination 

from the arsenals of all States. 
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CONFERENCE OF THE COMMITTEE ON DISARMAMENT. CcD/3i_
^5 .:urust 1970

Original: 1'^':Gl1,.LSH

UPiITPD ST2iTES..

;]orkimrPaneY.nçonomi.c Data ï:onitorinL- as a l:e`uzs of
Verifvin .- Cc,anlisnce vlt:l o3arl on Chemica? -;e^^.^ons. ._.....__.....r...^__...__

^+hiü pxper. C►i3cusse3 the contribution which i)i ^.^T'lÿ, ,be made by econoi2ic data

monitor illg to the verificatJAn of çoLPlLCilce i•ri't}l.. a treat-r iJellliling the p roG'.LLC'i,i

stoçlcpi.?inC of cheïaicaJ.'vieâpôns,.,. • Overtil.o :past si.; years, the United' States _:ls

Ccntrq-1_ and Disa.^.,nlayient .î-encf has, i.nvesti.gated the po'tentiow_ of econor:lic r:onito:intc;'
, , ,as a,o.D lied to çhëi!ri ^a1 weapons. T11•D.i:ls,te'ri a..^. in this l^. anei. "is at°at•rn vei--

frOr:l the 1'eSllltc of this research. 117 the interests Of eCOilOï!rr Oï.preSe;ltation and

becouse of their irportance, the- diSrussion ciil be restricted to orgcsophos.iloroilc

nei-re agents on-I.y. A•fost of the. ?•eséarcll was performed within the contes_t of the ï^a

econoiny, Cenera.lizations' bassd lax^e:^y on e^erience. i.n one country only shol^ d'e

_treatGCi with réserve.

Econï:ji_c 1,lOn1LO.1'llll? û^(Sqi,l '. , -
ZCCIlOï11C monitoring O:i El liU" bail'.1J011-ICl all,l at id0ilt1.:C?rill- changes or 1i1cOïlSi..'tei:(1c:

in eeonc!:>_i_e data s;a^ies that co uIld incîiçate the dtve:,opLlellt of c. C'.1 ^apa^^il't,^. i,L;"._
t!lel'P. 1S ïl0 pre-estab7.isiled- :etl.wd for utilizing eCGnoLT?c C!El.'tCL for arias cOni.^O!.

verif7.C^tlOn pllï'pOSes) we _1;LVe fOLU1C'i it useful in the case Of, "'i,ile OI'Lu110'^ilOS_^'^GlOl.ü)

1-1g^i?11"i,B t0 c0"1S7.Cci !lOFI. tilis tecilniCyu:? t0 .T.:'Gï11•tor the p1'Oi:L1C"^.."! O(i

COi1Suï.i -)tiOn of mkl.teri ais l-lila.cil COLC.-C1 be 11seC!, tO viOÛUC^? thOSe a,`.g,e11tS.

1:1LE;at, lDÿOCLOC: as f011_O1.iS,

1^i7? ';iOLI] of agents to be @aal:]iiled--•in ti?.is 'CCSe :::,..,i i7eï`vC élgï)1Ti;c3---1s C:Cf:_.i1C:;_

L}lll' 01117 Ti1Ct Si ^ i'tli1G "! S+'le ;:'.O1 CCLl1 C;•r S-i 1'üCtL,_ e CC1;_10:1 to 1"lE+i.'C . i! ;;

Tile 'oa sic structure of O:'^;<210 ) i1OSl^C10_OUS )^O].SOY1S i S til^lt of' O_10STJPOrOL1S .'.^!)O'_"_':^..
1

rat fouT OCl?1GS uG Ah:-)r C'_iC .1Cc !.':;=0u"ls. T}.^ePS %u'ÿOl1]û' Lï i) 1 ^7. ,.j 'ï) ^iC'1C C t0 U.! '`: lOï': ..".._

OtC!"_ Oj' sono CGïlbl.iluCG1"Oil O^ four :CeaC"i,ioil t7T'OCe'.SSeS:
O:idü"C1Ui1, i:StC:_'1ï? CL' i;ï.Gï1.

111:71Ct=bo;1^ and e?ti16r C1aii1il'i,i011 or Ï1111'la'léltlOn. :_t'OL1rji the exact Oi l;'"1

ai;taCileC!. ch:-::i:.C^^- LY'OL!i1S i ^il Z^!^cr E:E1Ci1 i'.1L1St c0'ti3J.ï1 One Oi O:ï"i r6 Cî_„^IilOLl -- ^c' '9 "L,^

eltilE':" L12 or t3ZG11:.U11^ n.^'Grogeil, fluorine o--,- carbon, !110w'il or. 't^_"sGf1

poisons COY!::"0-2I:1 to t'11CSG structural rlLleS,

rr0
•-.("C,v^ï
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Given the five bonding elements and four `bonding positions, the total nuLber of

combinations into which they can be arranged equals 525. ' lïaout 20 of these possible

..structural combinations, or classés, have been found to be sufficiently toxic to be

useful as poisons, and only six classes are considered toxic enough to be effective

as nerve agents. (Discovery of açlditional highly toxic classes is possible).

Within those six classes of nerve agents, there is ^an a7lirost infinite nuiu'uer of

specific chemical compounds which could meet the comraon structural requirements.

However, as with the agent classes, not all of these compounds would be sufficiently

toxic to be useful as nerve agents. Aaso, the practicallities of the production

processes involved reduce further the nunber of potential agents. These considerations

refine the number of nerve agents we must consider from a,theoretical.ly immense number

down to several thousand.

Our research determ'ined that,, with certain li.initing assLUaptioiis concerning the state

of the art of organophosphorous ehenùstr-y, all the potential agents could be rlanufactured

using about 90 component materials ( raw materials and interraediates) . lf, at: this point,

it were possible to say that, of the 90 materials only a few .were requi-red for the

production of all nel-ve agents, our monitoring tasks could be greatly s:Uiplified. Such

is not the case however; on the contrary,.:a rather low degree of "cor,mloilality" of material:

i •ras discovered. (The one exception to this statement `relates to elemental phosphorous,

t•rhich is the only material common to all nerve agents. Elei;iental phosphôroûs, however,

is used throughout the world in a variety of commercial processes. To be conclusive

alone, monitoring of the importation, production and consur^r-ption of eler,rénttil phosphorous

would have to be complctelly foolprooî ) . Thus, to m,'ce any useful statement about the

manufacture of agiven nerve agent, an economic monitoring syster:i raust consider

simultaueously c) 11, or almost all, of the 90 potential coinponents.

There are several r:ie tizods by which a nation can provide the cor:rponent r:io-t-eï i als

for agent production: (a) by increasing its own production of the ïeauired r:to.terials;

(û) by Clivertiil:g ï:l 't°rl'cLS frol"1 existing uses or f rom stockpiles; (c) by üilj^Ort:Liljï

the lequirec'm te^ials; and (cl) by a combination of the above. From the. stlndi.oint of

a nation ^:rishin^; to violate a ban on nerve agent production, the. least detectai^J_c ontions

41ou1Cl be to increase proc?^tction, especially if e^ïceüs production capacit-,;

I
I
I
I
1
1
I
I
1
I
1
I

or to Ciraa on stociCp?les. Diversion from e'<ast111v uses 1s More risl-y since it ilecl9SSar1ll;;^

affects people and institutions dO1RlStre'c`ra in the ^'^ï'oCiuctioll cycle. li?lp0itlilg llol_hC! be

the least attractive option because the supply must be soLig'_lt in other rations,

disclosai'c Il1llC'_1 r'oî P 11__O.^-J •

I
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For statistical monitoring to be sùcçessfuly.the pattern of. prôduction and

consur,iption of the various materials would have to be. "visible" against the background
.

of econor,ic statistics of the country being nonitored. This "visibilitiT" would be

affected by (1) the quantity of nerve agent to be produced, which in turn defines

the quantities of materials required, (2) the ability.of.the country to supply the

required materials froin-indieenous production, (3) the complexâty.of the economy,

and (4) the alaount, quality, precision and timeliness of.the data supplied.

The actual monitoring process would call for detailed data, for each. country

I
^

monitored, on each potential component material in terms. of (1) isaports, (2) the proces;;

of its nmanufacture,working backwards to initial raw naterial.s, and (3) ,its comercial

end uses, including exports 1f .an3r. Current data wou.,.d need to be reported frenuentl;T

and i•ri.th minimum dela,ZT. Historical data would also be reouired comparable to current
data to serve as a background against which to measure current trends rand 'de;ri atiolis.

The actual effort involved in ga.the-ring information would vary greatly from case

to case. It would be least difficult in a snall country with a simple econoray,

i•rilling to co-operate freely, with fast, accurate statistical reporting, i•rith r^.^zy

open sources of infoimation, providing reliable consistent, historical data, and 4na.c1h
possessed and/or irnported few of the materials used to produce nerve agents. As we
move away from this e:caluple, the level of effort required irou_û J,nerease sharpl;r

and the reliability of t.ze data being inonitored.would diminish.

Liinitations _snd Proble-is of 7conoraic ^ ionitoring

Our research indicates that the success of an economic monitoring sy steï,l depends

on having a free flow of accurate, consistent, timely data, over a consic?erable spa1 of
time. Cross-checking with related statistics wou-ld be necessarTT.

Ev;:n assu,^Ling fullcompJ_isnce by all parties to a treaty involving econoU,ic

;nonitoriiig, there are certain disadvaiitages and p'robleins inherent in the inet_iod itseli'.

the best of intentions, the problera of honest error e.c.sts. In deri^ ^nr

statistics for non-amis-control purposes, problems such as in-process wzsts, ,r•aîiat.i.oïis

in -p-roce ss yield or efficiency, changes in the nature of.the product, and fluctuations

in invéntoa:^r .c^n i.ead to significant erlror in the statistical results.

(-) .': relaaed proioJ.en, again not peculiar to arms control, is that stca:tistical. c?;,l-,a

are not a1wa.ys ulZiform or consistent in terms of ternino7_ogy and covera ;e, n.nd. t'^ale:^'o_

may not be strictly comparable.



. 	(3) Statistical data are often published only after a considerable time lag, 
• . 	 . ,-..... 	- 	 . 	. 	_ 	.. 

especial-hr.:where' the - dataare-voluminous e - eâMplex Or require considerable analySis. 
. 	 . 	. 	 , 	. , . 	 , 	.- 	 • .-., 	:,.. 	. 	. 	 , 	• 	. 	• 	• 	 . 	- 

-(4) ineeme Cases, the-oolieCtion  of data  might become intrusive. If the data 

' ,were detailed and extensive enough they-mightdisclose More than just  C1-related 	• 

activitiesi perhaps even  sonie of military'significance. In mome cases proprietary 

. 	commercial processes and secrets:might be disclosed to competitors. 

.' 	(5) .For purposes of verifying a. CU treaty,  sonie data which might be assumed 

, 	to  ce  useful in  fact could be misleading. For example, statistics on chemical industry 

., 	employment and investment are often hard to relate to figures in production, due to 

variations in factors sui as classification terminology and:labour productivity. 

• - „Lpart frola the problems, above, inherent in the method of . economic monitoring, 

- 	s. second order of problems arises if one assumes that an economic monitoring system 

' must-be capable of identifying deliberate attempts at deception. Our studies on 

' economic monitoring have been able to develop no effective way of dealing with the 

problem of existing stockpiles of CW agents. lso, they underline the problem of 

identifying small evasions. Should a nation not now possessing CU stockpiles so desire, _ . 
- ' it could,,possibly initiate CW.agent  production  by gradually increasing•production.of 

rar materials and intermediates without altering its rePortedstatistics, or by-small 

,„. ,...:,diversions, or both.:.. ..Such a gradual approach would be extremely difficult to detect 
, . 	_ 

by statistical methods, especially in a large complex'economy. . 	_ 
- Preliminarv Conclusions Dnd CoUuents 	' 	- 	 . 

(1) The indirect nature of econouic rilonitoring,which deals with - records of . . 	_ , 	. . . 	_ 	_ _ 
events . rather than the eventsthemselvss, is both its strengthand its weakness.  • 

L. -On the one hand, such monitoring is non-instrusive and  reliescntirely on unilateral 
analysis of reported data:. However,.even at best, it can show only the symptoms of a 

violation 'and not the violation. 	 ' 

(2) The  roi of econouic .monitoring *  wil1 vary greatly with the characteristics 

• the  country being monitored. It would be most effective when applied to small 

countries with open societies and non-autarchic .economies .. .Large:àountries • ith closed 

Societies and self-sufficient economies should face little difficulty in rendering . it 

ineffective. 	2ny  nation capable ofproducing and stockpiling  CI agents, and:motivated. 

to do so„ . would alsà• be likely to be ...able to conceal this.activity from the outside world, 

in  tarins. of  reported data. 

(3) Although our invostiation af the contribution .Of economic monitoring is 

still going on, cur 	 conclusions.re tnat, under optilmn conditions, 

economic monitorin cou•d be of ancilIa2y use, but alon would not nravido 

o. tua verifiction problora. It can servo as a precursor, guido, suoport  ad focusini, 

 .techniquo, but not as a :::ubtitute rçor diec -b technical on-sit. inspoction. 

;. 
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Original: ENGLISH 

CONFERENCE OF THE COMMITTEE ON DISARMAMENT 

UNITED .-ARAB REPUBLIC - 

Working.Paper concerning sufflstions on measure's of., 
verification  of a ban on Chemical and Biolouiéal ",fermons 

1. dhen dealing with the issue of verification of CBW, the following points need to 

be taken into account: 

(a) CJ cannot be banned without adequate verification. 

(b) Agreement-on a procedure of verification, despite apparent 

difficulties, is not out of reach. 

(c) Verification need not be 100 per cent effective. That would be 

both unnecessary and impossible to achieve. 

(d) Verification has both a technical and  ,a political aspect. These 

two aspects must be, as much as possible) -reconciled. 

Aspects of verification must be considered in such a way as to 

produce a solution properly adjusted to present day facts and 

conditions. 

(f) Procedures of verification should be both national and inter- 

national. They Should complement one another in the most suitable 

manner. 

2. Procedures of verification should fulfill two purposes: a nreventive one, seekin 

the non-occurance of a violation, and a curative one', to ascertain responsibilities  in  

,case a violation has been committed. These purposes could, perhaps, be best achieved 

by the following aeans: 	. 

(a) 'iach state party to the treaty is to undertake, within a certain period 

of time from the entry into force of the treaty, all necessary legal, 

administrative and otherwise practical measures, conducive to ensure the 

respect of the prohibitions. and the eliminati-..in of stockpiles of the banned • 

weapons. Furthermore, each party should inform the àecurity Council, or 

perhaps an impartial international body agreed-to, on the steps it took in 

this regard, as well as on the completion of the elinination of its stockpile. 

This procedure 'could be repeated whenever deemed necessary. 

(e) 

• GL.70-19197 
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(b) Each state party is to undertake the forwarding of relevant and basic

information.to be agreed upon to the above.mentioned impartial international

body with a view to assist the technicdl process of vérificat;on. Furthertnore,

assistance of eydsting competent international organs such as ?-dHO, FAO etc. ,,.

could be called.:.upon, . . ... .
.. ^:.. ,(c) In caqe of''doübt arisin concerning the 'âctivitiés of 'a state this would

have to be reported to the Securi-L•y Counçil which could take the neces.sary

raeasures of investigation. A complaint could be, of course, directly lodged

with the Security Council.

3. These.procedurés would notably increase in efficacity and credibility.if there

would be incorporatedin the treaty a provision on withdrawal therefrom as wellas

another regarding a review conference. This would be a proper safeguard for ensuring

the respect by all of the obligations entered upon.

I
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CONFERENCE OF THE COMMITTEE ON DISARMAMENT • COD/31.5 
3 September 1970 

Original: ENGLIEU 

IIUNGARY, MONGCIA AND POLAND 

Workin'i dôcument  concerning the introduction of a  
safeguard clause  - CCD/285 7  to the draft convention 
prohibiting the'deVelonment,_ production  and stock- 

ling  of chemical  and bacteriological (biological) 
welmons  and on  the destruction of such wea ons 	• 
•(Doc7777655) 'made by.Mr. J..Winiewicz, Deputy-
Minister for Foreign Affairs'of the Polish Peoplets - 

Conference  of the Committee on Disarmament 	• 

... After hearing,the•statementsof.practically all  the Members of.this Committee it 

•has become obvious that its 'Overwhelming. majority definitely favours a.  joint  treatment 

. 'ef•chemical and bactoriologicalmeans, ef -  warfare. 

shall then proceed With . fewceurents  on  our working paper (No.CCD/285) in 

connexion with certain articles of the,draffConvention as contained in doc.A/7655. 

The system of complaints enbodied in our proposal,. now before you, has been, to 3. 

'large extent, .inspired by the  provisions in respect of verificotion formulated in the 

British draft Convention.deding with,biological warfare: By referring all probloms 

having a direct.impact  on  the security of nations to the Security Council we are 

making use of the only organ of the United Nations which has the power to' enforce -

necessary decisions and is authorized to undertake tuch forms of investigation os 

necessary and derivng.fromthe• character 	the complaint. 

. 	In the second•paragraph of the proposed new article we are stating the obligation 

of every State to the Convention to.cooperate in carrying out any investigation, 

might be decided upon by the Security Council. Should the Security Council decide  fo r  

example on the need for an on site inspection, then, of course, the inspection shouàd 

be carried out. In order to secure a speedy .action in such a circunstance I think tL 

a very interesting suggestion has been put forward here by the distinguished reproseht:- 

tivo of Japan, Ambassador 	in  his statement of 10 March, when he proposed tiu2:t 

roster of experts on B and C warfare prepared by the Secretary-General of the  ÎJ:tiL ci  

Nations to be used for on site inspection. should such need arise. The Polish delegLi..;Ï:: 

will not  rail  to give this proposal a more thorough analysis. 

GE.70 -1953 5 



thesaid addition to the draft convention we are fully aware of the fact, that any

system of cor.iplaint and verification raust be credible and has to, inspire confidence

in order to avert suspicion on the part of the signatoriès..

,ensure that it is within the scope of obligations assumed under the Treaty . , Proposing

On the other hand we nust

methods of cor:ipliance with any

our guide, if we really desire

expressed by the distinguished

to

always lceep in mind that"when exploring the most perfect

measurc Of disdrllisr.ient, political. realism should re,sain

to make progress. Indeed, we fully share the,view

representative of Sweden, Madame ^i\ïyrdal when, in her

statement of April 9, 1970,. she said:

"The main objective of any verification procedure is that it should gener-ate

mutual trust".

b,lé agree and accept this to be the very essential elém_ent and factor of co-

opera"tion; based"on goodwill it may prove to be the most efficient if not the only

,way to solve differences that raight originate in the future between parties to the

Convention.

tilhen we speak of. a systeia of vérifiéation and control our prirsary concern must be

We also accept the view.of thé distinguished representative"of Sweden, that

complaint procedure does not securcfull positive observance of the provisions of the

Convention by all parties concerned. But we should liko to draw the Coram:itteo's

attention that in the last two prearabular paragraphs of the draft resolution of the

Security Council, proposed in our working paper, we are twice stre.ssing the necessity

to underta,ke proper steps as to ensure the.strict adherence to the obligations sterli:d.ng

out of the Conventiôn. It,aeaizs that the Security Council, in accordance with its

.statutory function deriving from the Charter of the United Nations is in a position

to take all appropriate steps resulting from the u-rocess of the investigation so as any

would-be violator could have no chance to escape sanctions.

There ere dol(--gations hesitating in relying solely on the Security Couilcil o<<

questions related to the application of safeguard of r:leâsures of d:i.. arisau:.c_it lb,i^cause of

the veto power of its perr,ianent 1fiey;iucrs. We would not argue that one could not

theoretically conc;:ive a r:ioro sophisticated and more efficient ::ysi,i.i.. Of security than.

tl" e one Urovided i'ur in. he Charter of the *United Nations. No bettGr :1 of

security has been clab^r;:L^d up till now,. and we doubt whether the foieseec:ble ft:ture

can brir_, cha_igos in this field. tic are convinced that the hresent :yste-i^i is vali,^

and ïullÿ sui'f'iciai t for the i urpose of the Convontion on CB4d.

11
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On the other hand We have to add, that many a,painfiiI.problem in international _ 	• 
relations remained and there are:some which Still remain unsolved not  as  the result of 

any shortcomings  of: th Charter  but - simply  as the result . of insidious disregard of 

its provisions and of the docisiens of the Security-CoUncil. - . 	. . 

The consideration of our working paper should in no way be separated from other 

•provisions of the draft convention and in particular•from its art.. V and VI. • 

Article V is an important  instrument  Safeguarding compliance with the provisions 

of the Convention , It provides.for the:,early•adoption . and enforcement . by  States in 	. 

accordance with their constitutional procedure -.of.the nàcessary legislative.and . . 	• 
administrative measures pertaining to,the prohibition of development, production and- .. 

 stockpiling of chemical. and-bacteriological (biological) weapons and to their destruc-

tion. One should not underestimate the importance of the subject matter and the 

•enforcement power of . ita provisions.. Like• in other wellknown international instruments 

of that type, the draft Convention envisagesthe need of supplementing international 

. ,obligations of Statoswith corresponding  national, and administrative Measures. 

. A pertinent interpretation of administrative measures that may be undertaken  in the 

fulfilment of the provision of. Pirt.V...of the Draft has been spelled out by the distinguished 

representative of Yugoslavia, Minister Vratnaa, in his stateMen-tof March 10 when he 

suggested that all States should placetheir - institutions engaged in CBid research, 

•,development and production under civilian administration. 

.Another possible important administrative measure connected with the iuplomentation 

of art .V  of the Draft Convention could be the inclusion into textbooks dealing with 

chemistry and biology of a formula indicating that the use of any chehical formula or 

biological agent for any warlike purposes constitute a violation of international law 

and will be prosecuted in accordance with the appropriate national legislation. Every 

. individual must become aware of the danger represented in CBW and lias  to be prepared for,  

sotie  form of participation in the onforcement of the Convention banning the development 

and production of those inhumane means warfare. I cannot abuse tho patience of this 

Committee multiplying examples of possible measures in this field. Uo are ready tu 

co-operate in spelling out other possible practical measures to this end. In the se . 

 considerations of ours we are guided by rur deep conviction on the necessity of 

mobilizing the masses of the peoples of the world against  dl  the dangers of ï'adern 

warfare. .That they miet be not•taken by surprise out of ignorance of the lcthal ameru -  - 

As Mr. GcmuJÀcc said in his speech at t .:'nsometimes comPiled by their own governments. 

cod Nations (;eneral Assembly in 1960: 
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"It is  of the ntmestibportancethat mankin be fully aware of the dangers. inherent 

in:modern warfare. We have nô  right - to. conCeal frob'the nations the trtith about 

the real effects of nuclear  amis and  of weapons of ,mass  • destruction. On the 

contrary, we are in duty bound to spread this truth in order to make it easier 

for all nations  to  join their efforts in the struggle against the threat of war 

for general and complete disarmament". 	• 	 • 

The  unfailing value of the safeguard provisions contained in art.V of the draft, 

.Convention is based on the consciousness  and  awareness of millions of peoples.  • 

Particularly those workers,. farmers and techniCians proud of their Participation in the 

setting up of a better world and not of its utter destruction. Together with  the  

• scientists engaged in research, 'even the, proper . instrument of international lai,  their 

- attitude can Constitute a valuable guarantee that the 'Convention proposed now by the • 

f .  socialist States will not be violated. 	 • , 	- 
. 	The problem - was raised as to how the national enforcoment.in different economic and 

11 •social system could be carriod out. It does not seem to be a : great problem. When the 

interests of entire populations are at stake, wheniwe deal with crucial problems of peace 

and human survival - the feelings and actions of individuals are very much the  sanie, 	.111 

• irrespective of political systems under which they are living. As far as we are concerned,. a 

.we.firmly believe in their final judgement. ... 
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Working paper concerniriti the prohibition of chcmical
warfare agents

One of the problem-s in the fi :ld of a prohibition of the development, production

and stockpiling of chemical warfare agents and chemical weapons is the necessity for

distinguishing between agents which have and agents which do not have legitimate uses

for civilian purposes. Wher. ea:.̂ the former category is likely to be suitable for

conditional prohibition only, the latter category could, in principle, be prohibited

unconditionally.

This paper intends to contributt, to the formulation of a basis for delineating

which chemical compounds should be included in such an unconditional prohibition. It

concentrates on the nerve gascs because, mainly as the result of their superior toxic

properties, these gases constitute the most serious threat among chemical warfare agents.

(See the reports of the Secretary-General of the United Nations and of the

World Health Organization).

During the infortr"l session of the CCD on April 22i1d, 1970, Lhe Swedisli clelegation

circulated a tentative list cornprisin;; ^L number of agents which could he ,,ul.)jeeh ;L,(-, an

unconditional prohibition. In spite of the comprehensiveness of the list, which

includes inter alia several nerve agents, it may well be incomplete as it limits itself

to a restrici.ed nu!nber of c;xzunple;; ^^f the different types of at;errLs.

In il,;; wnrkinE, papc:r ;f (), 1970 (C(.,D/3Ul) the Ja7tnnc;r,o dcac,,.;ation rugt,c:s'ced

to use the lcthal dom.: as a criti;ri.,)n f^,r the purjrctme of ^l reporting tiy:;tem on the

statistics of certain chemical ,uk;:;trances. This criterien seems to be a very useful

approach to the problem of formulai;in(T a prohibi i,ion. In the opinion of the Netlicrlands

delef;atio^n the propc;sed r^ubcutarteou:, t,^,xici Cy of 0.5 railligratn per kilugram of body

weigüt wuulù be, r.tII uu(.:c()l,ui)l.i: 1cvc::.L (;r,viderl t.,haL Lht: animal(;;) r. .C^;rrcil to ruicl Lüe

mc:ti()d (-)f' application a.rc: v:)ry well. ;aat.ul.arriizc-6. 1-1ownvcr, P,he fact 7;hni; :c^vernl

comprnrnrln which find ver;yr and 7_i ;^i l.ir.ir_rP,e, mfclicnl applications also show the

propn5ed or a itigher toxi,.:ity .level, it c]ifi'icult 'GO ace 1eLha.L dosc. as the

sol.c; (xitcrinn for definirip; n rauif;e of •.^.,;cnt; t;l^cat could be ;;ul;jei:i, to ,i,n uric^!tdi'lonc^.L

GE, 71-3669
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Th  z lists of compounds forming part of the forementioned Swedish and Japanese 
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proposals contain some representatives of the nerve gases. Rather than to present some 

vo'.l-knn exemple:, as a basis for prohibition purposes, the Netherlands delegation 	
11 

sugg.Jts to use a general chemical formula . which (at least for the moment) covers as 

:aplete as possible the spéctrum of organophosphorus compounds with suspected nerve 

p...operties. 

This general formula may be represented by 

R — Y 
N 

X R' 	X 

in  

Y = 0 or S 

= 0 or S 

. X = P. CN." N SR", S(CH2) nSR", S(CH2) nS+(11 1 ') 2' S(CH2 ) nN(R") 	S(CH ) N+(11") 3) 	 2' 	2 n. 	3 

R :• (Substituted) alkyl, cycloalkyl or hydrogen 	• 

..-: Alkyl, dialkylamino 	 • 

= Alkyl 	 • 

n7e formula should be handled in connexion with a toxicity level (LD50
) of 0.5 mg/kg 

subcutaneously (e.g. on rats), in such a waY that compoundà which  are 

 eo- _red by the general formula should be Subject to unconditional prohibition if they 

toxicity level of 0.5 milligram or leàs per kilogram of body weight. • 

IL to be unlikely that compoundlà covered by the proposed criterion will be 

used fDecivi1in purposes (e.g. as insecticides),  at least for the time being. Hoievell 

in order to take acCount of future developments in the field of organophosphorus 

it is suggested that the.criterion be reviewed periodically. 

The Netherlands delegation is aware of the fact that the suggestion worked out 

per)er shows some imperfections. In the first place it includes only one type 

of c'acic ,'.1 wr.rfare agents. If proven promising, the saine  approach might perhaps be 

extended to other types of chemical warfare agents in the near future.  IL is, however, 

.?:(1p,1 to consider organophosphorus c.ompounds first because of the very serious 

th' ;L orintLing from nerve agonts. 

nconuly the proposal does n(A incorporate chemical compounds which may. be used 

:£, -( . 711ed "binary° nerve gas weapons, in which the nerve gas is formed by mixing 

•.,wo components during the delivery of the weapon Lo iLs Larun. 

Nevrtheless the Netherlands delegs». on hopes that the proposal may serve as a 

hc formulation of a prohibition of the development, production and 

st.0(:kpnin7, of aemioal warfare agents. 
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Working Paper On- a Modk . fOr a'coMiœéhenSive'agreement  
concerning the prohibitiOn of chemical and biological means of warfare  

I. In the intervention by-the Swedishdelegation on 9 March, 1971 (CCD/PV.499) a 

model for a comprehensive convention .prohibiting the development, testing, production 

. and stockpiling of chemical and biological means of warfare was tentatively described 

in general terms. In order to make  the suggestions contained therein more easily 

comprehensible, they are outlined in thé following in an abbreviated. form. 	A 

skeleton" Of our ideas là -thus presented. . It should be underlined that  the  presented 

model is not'complète - it deals primarily with . the thorny issues of the scope of the .  ' 

prohibitions and procedures for verification - and- that some of the suggestions are 

still very tentative. 	As 'a Matter . of fact both the intervention itself and this 

abbreviated presentation should primarily be regarded as stages in the "mapping  • 

:expedition", covering the whole field'of CBW, in which the CCD has been engaged for 

more than a year. 

II. Scope of the prohibition . 	. 
1. No prohibitory rules should be included in the presently discussed treaty against 

ûse of CBW: which is dealt with in a comprehensive way in the  • Geneva Protocol of 1925. 

2. The treatY should contain a principal overriding.regulation, indicating the 

undertaking by the Parties "not to develop, test, produce, - stockpile or otherwise 

amiire chemical and biological weapons".  •  

3. This general undertaking ought to he complemented.with a pronibitory rule against 

all transfers  of weapons between Parties. 

4. Two corollary obligations to the general prohibition concerning weapons would follou: 

(a) the first concerned with destruction  or other disposal of existing stocks  of 	. 

chemical and biological means of warfare; 

(b) the second concerned with the training of troops  in offehsive combat with CM, 

instructions  on such methods in military manuals  etc. 

GE.71,-6083 



There.would follow a subsidiary set of prohibitions2 concerned with the agents_.._,

prohibitions would refer to production, testing and stockpiling' as well as transfers

which constitute C and B weapons or are integral components of such weapons. These

(export) of the agents. .
' ^ ^ ' : . .. . . ... .. , . .. ._.> .. ..

The agents-would be separated into twô-categories according to two technical

criteria: 1
(a) Category (a) would compromise those agents9 whether chemical,. toxins or.biological.

which have a practically exclusive use as potential means of warfare.. They wouldy at

the same time^ be thosë agents which are super-toxic. In the chemical field this

category would include all substances more toxic than 1 mg per kg body weight. It.

,woiild thus i. a. comprisé the chemical components' of nerve gases and mustards? as well

as all toxins;

(b) Category (b) would compriseall remaining'chemical agents,, less toxic than

indicated by the above mentioned formula and which can be used as means of warfare

but also have recognized peaceful uses. This would'be the main category comprising

such chemicals as hydrogen cyanide^ phosgene,'tear gases and defoliants. Also

most biological agents would belong to this category in so far as they are produced

for non-military purposes, e.g. for immunization.

7. There would^ finally, be a third category, category (c), cômprising ancillary

equipment or vectors^ specifically designed for using chemical and biological agents
r

as means of warfare. ^

III. Verification _

1. The verification procedures would probably have to be ].argely concentrated to the areal

of the agents. Suspicions of violations of the overall prohibition against CD weapons

would have to be taken care of within the framework of a detailed complaints procedure.

The same procedure would cover suspicions of violations against the corollary pro-

r.ibitionsagainst military training^ army manuals etc.

2. The details of the complaints procedure will have to be worked out carefully.

It should take the form of a system of successive steps, including consultations between

the parties and other fact-finding measures, The final step would consist of a

possibility of lodging a complaint with the UN Security Council.

3. Destruction and disposal of existing stocks of CB14 would also have to be verified,

preferably through an international procedure.'

^
1

^
!
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4. The .more specific v.erific«i;ion .pror^edures would be concen+,re.ted on. the_-- agents.. __

They would comprise a combination of national and international control. measures.

The most, ri;orous mahod: of control. x•tauld be those with c:.^tegor ,̂;^ (d)' abo-

i.e. chemicals more toxic than 1 mg per kg body weight, toxins and biological agents

without any recognized ne.tceful use.

The production of these compounds would in principle be prohibited. Any

deviation from this general rule would have to be reported to an international agency,

the report giving the re.::;ons for the production (scientific use, protective measures

etc.). In case of any large-;;cale- production (i.e. over one kg) or in case of

sii:;pected undeclared production, the international agency mif.,rht t;c; entitled to

r.onduct an. on-c,ite in:;nc !-Lioti, either on the invitation of the procluc:int* or suspected

party, or obliRntory.

5. The compounds comprisinr7 c^ter?ory (b) as wel.2. as the ancill lrt e:.!uipment and

vectors in c-,ater,ory (c) would be controlled by national means only, such national

con trol possibly in :;omc ca:,es complemented by stati:,ti::a1 repor tinEr by the parties

t.n -in .i.rrl,c:.rrrsll.iuu:rl :1frr:rr, :y; ;.Ii(;y w1,i0rl .t.1ir.•l.hr:n co i!' ::ruaJiuiOrr wtL:; :trou:;cii,

to the :le,tUC:ncn ot' procr:;;oe;• (orosoert irr .he (-:c,rnplui_rrl,,; prucorlrtro, throu(rh

consultation and challenge and, in the final. in::trince, by fc referercr.e or the dispute

to the Ûecurity Counc;iL of the United Pdutions.

f^. If and when new te(-:iznical.. deve l.opaent•e would nllow more :: Lrin^Tent verifiu^,tion

on ,}Ir' ::hou:Lci he Lo :;hil'L Lhem

to cateuorf (a).

1
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Working Paper on the destruction of chemical 
and'biological means of warfare  

The Secretary-General of the United Nations has called upon all states. to reach 

agreement to halt the,developMent,- production and stockpiling of all chemical and 

bacterihlogical (biological) agents for purposes•of mar and to  achieve their  effective 

elimination from the arsenals of weapons, One .aspect Of this elimination is 

destruction of already'existing -  chemical and-biological means of warfare as foreseen 

both in the nine countries' revised..draft convention•on the .prohibition of the 

development, production. and stockpiling of chemical and-tacieridlogical (I4olog4a1), 

weapons and on the destruction of such weapons (A/8136)- and in the revised text  of 
 . 

the United Kingdom draft convention for the prohibition of biological methods of • 

warfare (CCD/255/Rev.2).  q • 

Different attempts have been màde to'solve the problem of disposing  of chemical 

and biological means of warfare. Recently, an operation whereby chemical munitions 

(rockets) containing nerve gas were sunk  in the Atlantic became. widely known and was 

extensively reported on (see "Hearings•before the Sub—committee on Oceanography of the 

Committee on Merchant Marine and Fisherie:p;- HOUSQ of Representatives Aug 3, 4, 6 and 

7, 1970, Washingon, D.C."). . This report dealt thoroughly withseveral means of 

disposal and destruction and also provided the information that some types of equipment 

for destruction was under construction. 

In the present working paper the principles of destruction  of both chemical and 

biological means of warfare are outlined. 	An element of importance that has been 

taken into ac‘ount is that the effectiveness of the destruction should be easily 

observed and verified. 

CHEMICAL AGENTS 

The following.  is applicable to nerve and mustard gases which are considered to bo 

representative of the most dangerous compounds and, furthermore, are stockpiled in 

various parts of the world in great quantities. 	Such agents may be stockpiled in 

various ways which cause different technical problems when it com£:s to destruction. 

GE.71-6330 
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They may, e.g., be stockpiled in

(a) containers in which the agents are easily accessible;

(b) munitions, containing explosives and perhaps propellants, from which the

agents are accessible without prior defusing;

(c) munitions, the explosive part of which has to be defused before it can be
..... _....___.......,_.,.. . . _ .. :

emptied of the agent.-'_-,''

In the cases (b) and (c) the explosive part of the munitions causes special

problems, particularly in the latter case where simultaneous destruction of the

explosive part and the agents seems unavoidablé. Thus, from the point of view of

destruction, two alternatives can be anticipated:

(1) pure agents

(2) agents which are inseparable from munitions.

In the case of a pure agent two principally different methods for the destruction

are conceivable.

One is by means of reactive chemicals (in â.water solution) which detoxify the

agent and the second, which is also more likely to begenerally applicable,•by

thermal destruction ( i.e., decomposition by heating/pyrolysis/or combustion).

The chemical method may involve use of alkali or oxidants (e.g., bleach).

Chemical destruction generally gives nontoxic,end-products, but the character of the

products makes them an environmental hazard if introduced directly into the open,

the ground, sea, lakes or rivers. The question of how to dispose of large quantities

of the end-products, derived from the different chemical destruction methods, will

have to be investigated further. Special facilities may have to be constructed.

Heating the agents themselves in autoclaves is technically feasible but may lead

to some-complex end-products about which relatively little is known.

Combustion, in combination with absorption of potential pollutants from the

exhaust gases, appears to be the most promising method - technically and from the point

of view of environmental pollution. A suitable combustion process would require

specially constructed facilities..

The advantage of the thermal destruction methods.would be that smaller destruction

units might be used for a given amount of the agents and that the end-products are more

easily handled.,, Actual experiments would have to be performed to evaluate the order

of the most feasible technical steps.

1
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In the  case of munitions  from which  the agent  cannot be separated easily, much 

more drastic procedures seem to be necessary. Use of underground  nuclear explosions 

has been discussed and found technically feasible but.were discarded in the earlier 

	

. 	• 
mentioned case for several reasons, among them the risks involved in handling the 

defective munitions (Hearings before the Sub-Committee- on Oceanography of the 

Committee on Merchant Marine and Fisheries; House of Representatives Aug 3, 4, 5 

and 7, Washington, D.C. 1970. 	Instead, the formerly widely used method of disposal . 

by sinking the munitions  in the sea was applied. . The agents, when released from 

their containers, will be destroyed by chemical reactions with the sea Water in due 

time. - -However, this method-will be-less-attractive:with regard to some of the nerve 

sga.ses and the mustard-gases, which'need.a considerably longer peried to react with 

water. 	In addition, attention should be Paid to  the provisions of the reCent Seabed 

Treaty which prohibit, i.a.,.the storingof chemical and biological weapons on the 

seabed.. 

Another less attractive alternative is treatment of the munitions with lime or 

bleach in old mines or underground in places - chosen with great  cari.  

• 	UnderwaterAetonation in closed-off water-filled pools together with facilities - 

to take care of the toxic gases that may-escape from the water surface might be 

feasible. Any of the mentioned methods are cumbersome.. However, the greatest 

part of the existing chemical warfare agents can apparently be destroyed as such 

and according to the procedures suggested for pure agents.. 

BIOLOGICAL AGENTS. 

.Biological agents may be destroyed by combustion, in autoclave or by means of 

disinfectants. 	Also, destruction of biological agents has its ha-zards, but offers 

in general smaller problems than chemical agents,.especially since the quantities to 

be destroyed, and accordingly also the quantities Of end-products, should be much 

smaller than is the case with the chemical warfare agents. 	Various  destruction 

facilities intended for ordinary peaceful purposes already exist. 

CONCLUSION 

The destruction of munitions and agents intended for Chemical and biological 

warfare is technically feasible. 	Because of the high toxicity and infectiousness of 

the agents, hazards may in certain cases cause considerable destruction costs due to 

the need for special technical facilities. 	The destruction methods recommended abov 

may be subject to verification without major technical difficulties, but apparently 

only with inspector's present at the site of destruction. 
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Working Paper, on È1.1 verification

This paper examines three possible areas of W verification:, (1).safety

features in plants producing nerve agents, (2) the sealing and monitoring of plants

formerly,producing nerve agents,.and (3) sampling to detect possible nervé agent

production.

A. Safety Features of Plants Mariufactur'ing Verve Agents

1. Safety features.are.a usual -- and oftendistinctive -- attribute of

pro.cessing facilities which deal withtol;ic materials. The final stages of

organophosphorus nerve agent manufacture, involving some of the most toxic known

substances, demand especially.stringent controls to safeguard operating personnel

and surrounding areas.,:' D'Iany., althoügh not necessarily all, of the following safety

features might logically be expected ,in connexion with. nervé agent, production:

-- The building in which,processing is.conducted is likely to be unique

in design. The'spècifications may call for it to be constructed with

solid, airtight walls and roof, with all openiiig.s having ti^htly fitting

'elosures with a minimum possibility for air leakage. A building designed

and constructed in this manner would make it possible to have a éontinuoui^

pressure differential between the exterior atmosphere, the vork areas

within the building and the toxic product production areas. The

maintenance ,of lower atmospheric pressure in the production areas would

help to prevent any accidental lealcage of toxic materials from reaching

other sections of the plant or its surroundings.

Intermediate products producéd during•agent manufacture are highly

reactive with oxÿgen and moisture of the atmosphere. In many iizsta^nces.,

the materials are pyrophoric,' i.e.,,spontaneously flanziable with the

f
i

atmosphere or its components. Because of this, the equipment and process

operations would be expected -to have conrprehelzsive vent control sy ;teiiia .

They would be likely -to include provisions for inert gas purge of all

equipment as well as the maintenance of inert gas blailkets over all ]Proce..r.:

and storage vessels to prevent contact i•ri-11h the atmosphere: 'Vents f.1om.

GE.71-121901



all process equipment lines and storage vessels, would probably lead to a 

central vent where the gases•can either be 'scrubbed," 	separated 

by chemical and mechanical means,.from  the • atmosphere-or 'flared,'' 

i.e., burned under controlled'Conditions'to,prevent accidents. 

Pumps used in nerve:agent plants would probably be of .a type which 

' insure positive eOntrol of possible leaks of material.to the atmosphere. 

Because of the problems of keeping pumps leakfree, process flows might be 

by gravity. 'Submerged pumps could be Used in eterage and  supply vessels 

to minimize the likelihood that accidental leakage could spreacL 

'Within' the process building personnel areas Would•very probably be 

Separated frOM the process areas by• airtight construction. All normal 

production operations could be conducted by controls.located in the 

:personnel areas. For example, valves which may require manual operation 

, for proeess control could be'provided with reach rods which extend into the 

. operating area through airtight'packing glands,• i.e. )  seals  made of an 

•impervious material,•installed  in the walls separating the procees •area 

• from adjacent corridors -. Windows,Would probably be provided in the walls 

- between the safe corridors• and  the  process . area . to permit observation of 

the process.and'of any personnel that are in the toxic.area. There may 

.also be closed-circuit television, with the receiver in the control room 

using a portable television camera which pan.be plugged  in  at various 

locations in order to permit visual observation of: activities within the 

process . area by control operators. 

All personnel who work in the general area would probably be supplied with 

individual proteetive masks. There .would be a number of gas alarms located 

throughout the building in order  to  give automatic warning of malfunctions 

creating a toxic situation. Test animals, such as rabbits, may also be 

kept in cages in•critical areas to provide indications of leakage of toxic 

materials. All persons who enter the toxic area would normally wear full 

protective clothing. Portable radio receivers and transmitters may be 

provided for use inside such protective suits. This would allow standby 

safety operators in the corridor to communicate with personnel within the 

toxic area. 
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Doors.into the toxic area may lack handles.or other means of opening from

within the toxic area, and e•.cits from the process area would be through air

locks, with self-closing doors. Each air lock would probably be equipped

with sprays and with'sufficient spray heads to thoroughly drench any person

passing through the exit. The first or inner spray would likely be

connected to a 5%'caustic system and thé outer spray connected to a service

water system for rinsing. Waste from these showers would drain into the

I
1
1
1
I

chemical waste system..

The process area may be equipped with ove•rhead spray heads for spraying

a caustic solution or water as controlled by.valves in the corridor.

Caustic spray is useful to detoxi.fy equipment and to neutralize.agent

spilled within the area. Water sprays may'be used to wash down the

equipment and to wash away caustic contamination from the process area.

These saine sprays may be used in the event of fire in the toxic area.

-- There may be special arrangement's in the plant and process design

to reduce the hazards of sample taking. Special sample chambers may be

provided which discharge a predetermined amôunt of mate-rial which will

not overflow sample bottles. An interlock could be provided through the,

wall between the process area and the laboratoiy'so th. it samples can be

passed directly into a laboratory hood without the sample taker leaving the

toxic area. Provisions may.be. made within the toxic ai ea. to decontaminate

and dispose of returned samples.

-- Energency facilities, to include air for instrument operation and power

for lighting, operation of the air "scrubbers'', and ventilation, may be

provided as a backup in the event of normal power failure. This may

include a system for automatic activation of the auxiliary power source

in an emergency.

2. Any facility found to be equipped with many or all of these safet,y

features would merit further investigation. The presence of these safety features

would, however, not be determinative of nerve agent production. 14hat is considered

to be â necessary margin of safety may vary significantly from country to country,

betiaeen civilian and military-run facilities and from. one plant to another. There

are also some kinds of commercial chemical production, including that i^^volvinÿ



'attention in the broad.study of'CW verifiCiation... 

:B.: • Sealing and Monitoring of Production Facilities 	. 	 • 

1. One task.facing a verification,System for an agreement prohibiting production 

.1 of  chemical weapons is assuring that facilities which previously manufactured organo-

-_phOsphorous nerve agents refrain fromproscribed activity • 

2. There areseveral ways to dispOse of former  nerve agent plants'. 	For 

-:instance, they might be converted for commercial manufacturing. This would raise one 

• type of verification problem, whigh'hasleen frequently discussed in the CCD, based on 

the  need to assure that commercial manufacturing is not replaced or supplemented by 

• , agent production. 	 . 

3. Former nerve agent facilities could also be dismantled and the sites used for 

a.ctivities unrelated to chemical . processing. • While:offering verification advantages, 

dismantling would be expensive and deny future possible use of the facilities for some 

:non-proàcribed purpose.. • • 

• A third approach would.be  to shut down agent facilities, but to defer the 

decision on their further disposition. •  This  would preserve the option of converting 

.plant to other'uses.at some future date, or of eventually dismantling it. 

. 	5. 	Closing down former-nerve agent plants:would raise another type of verifica- 

.tionquestion. 	Assuming the location werelmown, verification's major role would be 

..aesuring . that activity was not resumed at the site. • One way. to gain this assUrance 

would be through sealing the facility. 	This coUld involve placing some form of 

'sealing devices on doors, fans associated with ventilation epuipment, or on certain 

.key valves in the process equipment. 	This would have to be done, however, in such 

a way that an inspector checking such seals would be able to tell whether they had 

been tampered with. 	This would depend on techniques involving tamper-resistant • 

- unattended safeguards. 	These have been studied in connexion with safeguarding 

:Power reactors and other nuclear facilities. 	A progress report on a joint Canada/USA 

organophosphorous compounds, which are potentially very hazardous for plant personnel 

. and, if not adequately controlled, damaging-to the environment. 	Such considerations 

may justify maximum possible safety controls in commercial plants similar to what 

might be expected in nerve agent production. However, while safety features and 
, 
environmental safeguards associated with nerve agent production may be found in some 

' commercial manufacturing, they are nevertheless sufficiently unusual to merit serious a 

•1 
1 
1 

1 
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cable threaded through holes in the::.cQntainer:_...-..A,-fiber-optic cable consists of glass

safeguards.research 'and development project sponsored by the Atomic Energy Control

Board of Canada and the US Arms Control and Disarmament Agericy was pres,ented at an

IAEA symposium in Karlsruhe, FRG, in Jiilÿ 1970. The project's purpose was develop-

ment of a practical system using unattended instrlunents, the integrity of i•ihicli would

be assured even though all design and operational details were knotrn to participating

goveriunents.

6. While it is doubtful that any seal or other technical barrier could be made

completely inviolable; there maybe ways to give high s,ssurance.that an unattended

system would show that it had or had not been tampered with. One possibility would

be specially sealed.containers around key valves or ventilation equipment controls.

The containersmight be made,of heat resistant Pyrex glass with alumin.i.zed inner

surfaces.; They would need to be the proper shape to fit around the item to be sealed.

Once placed around the object,-.the'.container might.be..locked by usiiig a fiber-optic

fibers, bonded together with epoxy.' Random cross sections of such cables show

distinctly differing fiber configurations, because of izncontrollable variables in

aligning the fibers during manufacture-. Each cable thus has its oim unique "finger-

I
1

I

print", which cannotbe duplicated, but which can be recorded by photographing the

optically polished fiber ends. An attempt to pull such a sealing cable free or cut

it would distort or destroy the unique "fingerprint'j. It would not be possible to

reproduce an identical "fingerprint", An inspector equipped with a photograph of a

cross section of the original sealing cable would be able to compare its configuration

with that in the locking device and notice any differences. Efforts to penetrate the

glass container without disturbing the sealing cable could be made discernible in a

number of ways. . For instance, the interior -aluminium coating referred to above would

help to make even small holes visually obvious.

7. Another way to ensure that a closed plant was not put into production again

would be by the use of seismic sensors. Every production facility with mechanical

equipment causes a vibration pattern in the structure, building or -round surrolll?dino

the plant. In theory a seismic device-could be installed in or at a closed facility

to dete-_,mine the presence or absence of vibrations which accompany manufacturing

activity.

8. There are a number of practical questions concerning the utility of sensing

devices such as seismic detectors in monitoring a closed-down facility. For ex^S4ple:
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1)- How would the sensor function? 

if vibrations exceeded a certain level?: 

'2) To what degree could.the sensors be Made tamper-proof? 

• 3) . How frequently would a sensor require maintenance servicing or inspection 

Would it transmit continuouàly or only 

cassure  proper functioning? 	• .. • ,., • 

Aj .At what distances and by what .means'could sensor signals be monitored? 

15) • Could seismic detectors . distinguish between vibratiàn patterns? Could they 

.:13e developed to monitor a fully or partially cOnverted plant tdassure that . it  was not 

'engaged in agent production? . 

H•.i• • 9. 	There are other types.of.sensors which might be useful in monitoring a closed 

:down plant if installed in or near the facility. For eXample, closed circuit - televi-. 

Sion or heat detectors could be of help in determining that a facility was not being 

In addition, there are a number of sampling -techniques -- some of which are 

discussed below -- that might be developed for use as remote . alarms signalling 

resumption.of activity possibly related to nervsagent . production. 	• 

:C. 	Sampling to detect possible nerve agent production. . 

1. . .grganophosphorous nerve.agent production is•characterized - by the presence of 

Hdistinctive chemical compounds in the later manufacturing stages. They are present • 

to Some degree in all materials,• . including wastes, which have come - in çontact•with 

::thà'final.processes. . 	• 

2.• A number'of analytical techniques, which are at various stages  of develop-

ment for other purposes, might'haye applicability in on-site sampling for nerve agent 

production. ' Japanese WOrking Paper CCD/301 described one such method, gas chromato-

graphy., . Other techniques of possible interest include infrared spectrophotometry, 

..thin-layer.chromatography, nuclear magnetic resonance spectrometry, emission .• 

'spectography, electron paramagnetic resonance, colorimetry, enzymatic analysis, and 

mass spectrometry. 	 •• 

3. It is probably necessary to concentrate CW compounds .  present in air, water, 

and soil samples before effective analyses can be carried out by any of these methods. 

*;41.r  and  water samples might be concentrated by passing them over absorbent materials 

charcoal or ion-exchange resins. 	Nerve agent compounds present in soil and 

vegetation samples could be extracted with a solvent. 	Some analytical procedureà 

'require samples with a very high degree of purity. 	With these procedures, it would 

be necessary to separate the target compounds from extraneous substances in the- samples. 

1 

a 

I 
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For 'example, Only*highquality saMples are batiefactory for use with nuclear magnetic 

reSonance.techniques. The.following analytical  techniques, in  àdditioh tà  jas  

chromatography, might be considered for possible roles in inspection sampling: 

-- Infrared Shectrophotometry detects and identifies small quantities  of  

substances by analyzing the structure of molecules. The infrared absorption spectrum: 

of a compound acts as a sort of "signature which can be compared with spectra of • 

various possible substances. * 
__ Thin-Layer Chromatography (TLC) is atechnique for séparating . the_cOmponents 

of mixtures on a thin layer of finely divided solid  absorbant.  The resulting 

chromatogram shows a series of small deposits each,-ideally, containing a single 

component of the analyzed mixture which can be visualized and compared to predeveloped 

signatures. 

-- Nuclear Magnetic Resonance  (NKR) is the term applied to spectroscopy used 

to detect and distinguish between the nuclear partiCles present in a saMple. 

-- 	mission Spectrographv  is based on the principle of supplying additional 

energy to the electrons of molecules. Since there are definite energy states and 

since only certain changes are possible, there are a limited number of wave-lengths 

possible in the•emission spectrum, which can be measured. • • 

-- Electron Paramagnetic ResonanOe  (PR)  is based on the fact that atoms, ions, 

molecules, or molecule fragments•hav•ng an odd number of electrons exhibit characteristic 

magnetic properties. 

- .Colorimetrv  is à quantitative method of measuring the amount of a particular 

substance in solution by determining the intensity of its colour. Most colorimetrio 

methods currently in use are photometric, where the colour intensity is measured by a • 

photoelectric cell. Readings can be made in visible wavelengths as well as in 

ultraviolet and infrared. 

- Enzymatic Analysis.  Substances which accelerate chemical reactions without 

being used up in the process are known as "catalysts"; those formed in living cells 

are called "enzymes". Organophosphorous nerve agents interfere with the action of an 

enzyme, cholinesterase, essential to the functions of the nervous system. An 

analytical system utilizing cholinesterase might be used to detect and measure 

organophosphorous compounds. 



-- Mass Spectrometry usés an instrument that sorts out ionsaccording to the

ratio of mass to charge. Usually, the ionic species are brought successively to

focus on a fine e:dt slit and collected on a device which can measure the intensity.

4. While all of these techniques are of proven.va].ue in analfzing

organophosphorous compounds under 1.aborâtory conditions, their respective

usefulness for on-site.inspection has not yet been thoroughly exami.ned. There.

are a number of factors that need to be taken into account, including sensitivity,..

'experise, portability, and speed as well as simplicity of o.peration under actual

sampling conditions. Furtherstudy of the technical aspects of inspection should

include attention to the question of.what kinds of sarirpling techniques might be

most appropriate.

I
!
I

1

I

I
1
I
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Worki_.riglaer-on-aspects  of the'definition of "toxins" 
. 	. 	. . 	 . 

Introduction 	• 	. . 	. 	. 	. . 	, 	• 	• 	• . 	. . 	• 	 . , 	. 	. 	 . . 	, 	. 	 . 
According to the definitions .given in the UN-report on•chemical and biological 

' 
weapons (A/7575) and the WHO-report on Health:aspects:of chemical and biological weapons 

(1967).toxins are to be considered as chamical warfare agents due to their (direct) . 	. 

toxic effects-on living organisms  and the  fact that-these effeCts- are not depending on 

multiplication of the. agent as is theoharacteristicum of B agents. However, nowhere 

has .a . comprehensive definition:of toxins been given : allowing'a clearcut delimitation, 

although a'useful description Of toxins is to be found in the working -caper CCD/286,' 

April 1970, of the USA. • In a.comprehensive treaty . covering'prohibition of development, 

production and stockpiling of both• BL- and CW-agents a.striet definition'would not be 
. 	. 
'neceSsary. For separate treaties, however,.a definition Seems indispensible, 

, The term "toxin" is often used in a vagué sense. Some: etithorities consider any , 

poisOnous substance of biologiCal origin or occurrence as a.toxin, other authorities 

regard only macromolecules of microbial. origin, lethal te man in microgramme amounts, 

as toxins. In addition there is the question Cf Synthetic or somisynthetic toxins to 

• • be Considered. . 	. 

The toxic effects of toxins extend oveli avide range,.the•weakest being comparable 

to the less toxic chemical,warfare agents and the strongest to the most potent bio-

logical warfare agents. Thiais exemplified in.the table annexed to this paper. 

The fact that uome very tonic compounds  of biological origin have_important . use 

as medical drugs in small quantities must be recognized and provided for in a treaty. 

- 	The following is an attempt to discuss briefly the implications of different 1.1tys t 

define t!le concept  tanins for use in a treaty dealing explieitly.with  tonus.  

Possible criteria for the definition of toxins . 

Criteria, which can be used for the definition of ' 1-toxins", are of four main types 

(a) The natural origin or occurrence of the compounds; . _ 
Example::;: Biological, microbial or microbiological, bacteriological. 

(b) Degree of toxicity, type or toxic activity ., and mode of actioni. 

, Examples: Highly toxic, toxic in amounts less than  one  mg, neurotoxic.,, 

.inc:Apacitating. • 

GE:71-12895 
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(c) The chemical nature of the compounds;

Examples: Proteins, macromolecules.

(d) Chemical operations, producing toxins and poisonous substances related to toxins,

Examples: Synthetic, semisynthetic, chemically modified.

A definition of "toxins" will very likely have to include criteria of more than one

of the. above types. In the following, some criteria and possible combinations of

criteria will,be briefly discussed.

Natural origin of toxins

One of the more or. less unspoken understandings with the hitherto presented

concepts of.toxins is.that they are chemical substances resulting from metabolic processes

of, living orgaz?isms. Thus, in the above mentioned UN-report on chemical and bacterio-

logical (biological) weapons, toxins are defined as "biologically produced chemical

substances which are very highly toxic and.may act by ingestion or inhalation" (para-

graph 44). This definition will include not only the classical toxins of microbial

.origin (e.g., botulinum toxin A) but also toxic compounds of plant origin (e.g.,convalla-

toxin) and animal origin (e.g., tetrodotoxin and many snake venonis).

For warfare purposps, highly toxic compounds of microbial origin are presently of

-higher potential importance than compounds of other biological origins. One could

therefore circumscribe the definition to include only compounçls of microbial origin,if

such a narrow.definition is desired. It would still cover most of the natural toxins

of potential warfare usefulness kno%,rn today.

However, it may turn out that some highly to^dc compounds of plant or animal origin

are sufficiently stable and easily distributed to have a place in a potent weapon

system. In order to anticipate such a situation, it may be advantageous to include

toxic compounds of any biological origin in the toxin concept.

An interesting fact is that some toxic compounds arise from non-biological trans-

formations occurring in nature, e.g.9hydrôl,ysis and oxidation of substances of biological

origin. In a strict sense, ^hese toxic compounds are no' °'biologically -produced", but

ought to.be covered by a definition of toxins.

Toficity of tc,;2n:3

1
I
I
I
I
I
1
I
^
1
I
I
I
1
1

-because they are ,^.;^1'f'ective in doses smaller, sometimes several order,, of ma,,.)-nit,-w__-1e

The ex-pression ''very highly toxic" used in the above-menti oi^ed UT^! report ref^,rei^ce

om^wh t in reci e S^n^ to Jns merit special consideretions as warfare agents

than one mi-l_ligranme for a.. man. This dose is below the dose limits otoday's most

powerful s-,nithetic agents. I
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If toxic compounds of âny biologic^.l origin are. considered, this interpretation of

"very highly toxic'' should include, e. g., botulinum toxZn, staphylococcal enterotoxi.n,

tetrodotoxin (fish, newt), and batrachotoxin (frog), see.the table. Some of the

naturally occurring toxic compounds, exclud^d by a defini^tion of "very highly toxic", are

monoflûoroacetic acid (plant: Dichâ.netalum cymosum) and hydrogen cyanide (fungi).

If a minimum effective dôsc is specified in a prohibition, it ^•rould appéar natural

also to specify the mode of administration, since many, compounds will differ considerably

in toxicity, depending upon whether^they are^introduced,e.g., intravenously, orally,

percutaneously or by inhalatione.. However, it is probably more conven^ent if the critericn

of to:à.ns is to be emploÿed to regard all compounds that ftilfil the minimum effective

dose criterion by any means of administration, as toxins (provided that they also meét

.:.. certain o ther criteria) . . ^

If the aim of a definition of 'che toxi.n çoncept for warfare purposes is to include

only the macromolecular (see.below) microbial to^ci.ns, criteria may be chosen from their

immunological properties. In contrast^t^o o-the-r toxic compounds, the macromolecula-r

microbial toxins act as antigenes and stimulate ântibody (antito,dn) production.

Chemical nature of toxins .

Most of the hi;hly toxic microbial compoLmds are proteins of high molecular wei^;ht.

However, also uther chemical types.of compounds are represented, ^.g., a highly fcver-

producin^, non-protein macromolecule is known frem E.coli (minimum effective çlose for

man 0.0001 mg). Many other types of chemical compounds are found amonô the hi;hly

toxic^plant^and animal constituents. .

The only possible delimitations of the toxin concept by i^:eans of ln^rely chemical

criteria are by defining toxins as proteins and/or macromolecules. I^Iot^^ever, in e^_th^;i

case, virtually all hi^;hly toxic compoiznds of plant and anim^^l origin, e.s well as some

of microbi:,^l or.igin ^^rould be excluded.

S^rnthcs^ ^lt'V1 ^^mi 5timthesis of toxi ns ^nd of ctilemically closel.sr re1^-^i.ed comnot?r_-!d.s

The criterion based upon some type of biolo^ical occurrence or ori^:iz does n^.^i co^^^_

the por,:;ibil^ities of man-made, chemically wholl.y synthetised substances. i^?either d\^^^.: -

c•over by chE:aic^-^1 means modified substances o^f biological o-rig^_n or occurrence.
Thu:,,

in ^.r^2ny ca^es, slight che;mical modific.ations of highly tor^ic mol.ecules c^u^ be rna<!.e

^,rithou^; m^^jor ^:lteration of their toxic properties, e.g.,if an extra methyl grout^ _^_s

introduced in a part of the naturally occurring batrachotoxin, the to.cicity i s^^o^^iewkl. i;
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enhanced (LD50.  for Subcutanenoua administration in mice changes from 0.002. to G.001 

mg/kg body weight). This semi-Synthetic compound is.beSt prepared from the relatively 

innocent frog  constituent batrachotoxinin 1 0  It would not qualify as a toxin, unless a 

proviso is made to the effect - that compounds, closely related to - naturally occurring, 

highly toxic compounds, will be regarded.asstoxins if they have similar toxic properties.. 

i LSD (lysergic acid diethylamide), which is considered as a potential chemical 

warfare agent, constitutes another examPle. Ithas not.been found in nature, but is 

very closely related to lysergamide (known from plants of the genera (Argvreia, Ieomea, 

and Riven). Lysergamide exhibits psychotomimetic activity in doses below the milli-

gramme level, and LSD is about ten times as pôtent. -  If only highly-toxic compounds of 

.biological origin are considered as toxins, lysergamide, but not its chemically produced . 

 derivative LSD, would be embraced by the definition.  • 

Judging by the rapid advances of organic synthesis, it seems very likely that within 

a decade numerous highly toxic compounds can bd prepared, modelled upon naturally. 

-occurring complex substances. A comprehensive toxin definition ought to include these 

probable synthetic or semi-synthetic compounds. 

It is evident that it might be difficult to cover in definitions  ail the varieties . 	. 
that may arise in this respect from different chemical operations and an expression as 
It compounds  chemicallSr Closely related to toxins° may be used although not totally 

adequate. It should be possible-to -overcome the imperfection by specifying the nature . 

 of the chemical modifications (e.g., substitution, change of an amino . acid residue, 

homologation). 

,,ummarv 

The concept of toxins must be clearly and unambiguously defined in a treaty . 

obligation. 

A definition for treaty purposes might.be  adopted by a selection from the different 

criteria listad'hereabove, i.e.', natural .and.synthetic origin, toxicity and chemical 

nature. 



TABLE 

Examples of toxins and some of their properties 

LD50 , mouse , 

Toxin 	 /ug/kg bodyweight 	 Biological origin  • 	Molecular weight 

Botulinum toxin A 	 0.001-0,00003 	 bacteria 	 900,000 • 

Tetanus toxin 	 0.002-0:0001 	 - bacteria 	 68,000  

Staphylococcal enterotoxin B 	.0.1 
(ED50 

monkey) 	 bacteria- 	 35,000 	•  

Ricin 	 0.6 (dog) 	 plant 	- 	 80;000 

Batrachotoxin 	 2 	 frog 	 399 

Tetrodotoxin 	 8 	 fish, newt 	 .• 319 •  

Saxitoxin 	 9 	 dinOflagellate . 	 370 

Cobratoxin 	 50. 	 snake 	 6,800 

Convallatoxin 	 80 (cat) 	- 	 . plant 	 550 

Curare 	 •00- 	 plant 	 696 

Strychnine 	 500 	- 	 plant 	 334 

For comparison, two synthetic compounds are included: 

Sarin 	 100 	 140 	• 

Musturd gas 	 8,600 	 159 - 
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Workirie PaD er on atm6sroheric serisin ' 'P and verificatio^
of a ban on develooment. production and stockDiling of

chemical weanons'

Over the past two years.many proposals.have,been put,.forward,for.:discussion•'_.. .^^.:..
at the meetings of the .CCD on possible ways of verifying;., that an international..-.,.,. . ... . _ : . . - , ^. ..
agreement on the prohibition•of the deve].opment,..production and stockpilingof .'.

chemical weapons is being honoured:by, the $ignatories. These proposals-have.ranged -

from the employment of on-site inspection teams, to remote sensing by.sophisticated--.,,

technical gadgetry.r The_most reliable._verification scheme is one where,international. .'
. ..: ... .. .. .... J:.L . . . - . . .. . . . . . ., ..

one . ,.. . . . . . .

inspection teams are permitted within a.country. A discussion of such schemes

is.given in the SIPRI report... However; the degree of intrusion may not be acceptable':-

and Canada, along with other countries, has been'striving to find..a method,.which:

is both reliable and acceptable, and during the past six months.has examined remote

atmospheric sensing of field testing.of çW agents.

First thevarious possibilities.of monitoring,the..industrial.,and military

activities of..a country from a distance were..considered.. The SIPRI report.suggested

that economic monitoring of ,a country might provide a good...indication of.contravention

of a çhemical arms agreement, but the US reported in a paper.last year.(ref. CCD/311)_

that in the.case.of the nerve..agents, ecoiomic.monitoring.in itself is-not feasible -
... - ,.,, . _. .: . , ... . ... , .

and the situation would be even more difficult'wilth other known chemical agents.::

We have,looked .into • the possibilitie s of moni_toring a country.-.by means of , •

satellites and while :4we have. limited expertise 'in the field of_military satellite

reconnaissance, we are unüble to visualize an agency wôrkingunder' .the auspicesof
..• . -•....

the UN utilizing suchan aqpproach.. The British.last year. concluded.-that:satellites .._
. .:: . ... i :: . . . .. _ _ . .. ... ... ..

zrauld not likely prove to be yery effective.. .oreqver i^ would be avery^expensive -. .... . . . ....^ -
and complex , approach to . verification which would be , available to..only .: a.,.few wen, ahy. ..;...... ... ..
.nations and under present

. ..^^;'.. -. .. . . . _ . _ .. . ... . ... . . . .. ... ... .... . ... ....__ _. ._..

GE. 71-14485
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We  concluded in our survey that the only approach which did not involve intrusion 

and was within the realms of feasibility was remote chemical sampling of chemical 

test areas. The SIPRI report expressed some  confidence in monitoring chemical 

testing while the UK in their paper .  to CCD last year expressed doubt • as to its 

value. 

In our study on chemical sampling we assumed that in order for a nation to have 

a significant chemical warfare capability it must field-test the weapons that it 

has developed, The size of such a test could range from the detonation of a 

single artillery shell to the spraying of terrain by an aircraft. Mia have chosen 

the case of ,  a large scale aircraft spray trial to illustrate the feasibility  of 

detecting agents downwind of a test site; obviously the larger the experiment 

the easier would be the possibilities of detecting it. But it is not believed 

that tests would be carried out with live agent on a scale larger than this since 

much can be done with simulants: i.e., use of agents relatively non-toxic but which 

possess physical properties similar to toxic ones and as a result when detonated 

or sprayed behave ift• much the same way. 

It was assumed that an aircraft could contaminate a strip of terrain of 

dimensions 1,000 metres cross-wind by 250 metres downwind to an agent density of 

between 5 and 20 g/m
2  . • Downwind concentration (mg/m3 ) and total dosage (mg. min/m3 ) 

profiles for the following agents: mustard, a representative persistent V-agent, 

and two volatile G-agents, serin and soman, were calculated. Mustard was assumed 

to have been laid down to a contamination density of 20 gin/m
2 while the others 

were assumed to be laid down to a density of 5 g/m2. These agents are representative 

of those which an industrial country with a CW capability might be expected to possess, 

i.e., a persistent vesicant, two volatile nerve agents and a persistent nerve agent. 

Calculations of the downwind concentrations and the total dosages were made with 

the aid of a diffusion model which Canada has developed to assess downwind chemical 

agent hazard. This model is based on classical atmospheric diffusion models; it 

takes into account the nature of the terrain, the absorptive and evaporative 

characteristics of the agent, and the meteorological conditions that the programmer 

wishes to simulate. Since this model is a steady state model, all agent vapour 

concentrations. 
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Two extremes of meteorological sta,bility were assumed, namely slight lapse and

moderate inversion, and the criteria of detectability of agent used was the level of _

sensitivity of the various agent detection devices currently avail.able to the_Canadian

Armed Forces.

Our studies have amplified the fact that certain agents, especially some persistent

nerve agents, are readily.absorbed on soil and vegetation over which the agent cloud

passes. For example, we do not believe, given the sensitivity of the existing detection

equipment, that a persistent V-agent could be detected at distances of more than approxi-

-mately:lO.Kms,downwind of our simulated source. And, in our opinion this distance would.

tend to be optimistic. On the other hand, there is some chance of detecting a large

sarin gas source at distances in hundreds of kilometres.. And mustard laid down in the

contamination density mentioned might be detectable at distances in the tens of kilo-

metres. Again we wish to emphasize that these are theoretica.l calculations and if

anything are overestimates. -Obviously if the test involved thedetonation of a single

chemical artillery shell,,the-problem of detection would.be much more acute.

No clear s-t„atement can be made; concerning the feasibility of remote chemical

detection of C[J agent field testing since we would require knowledge of.the characteris-

tics of the agents which we are attempting to detect. But from our studieswe find that

whilst it may be possible.to detect some CVf agents at considerable distances do::,nwind of

their source, it is virtually:impossible to.detect others at very short distances.

Therefore, it..is believed that remote atmospheric sensoring, by chemical sampling

techniques, is:not a-,practical approach to verification unless:sampling sensit ivit ies

are greatly increased and some-form of intrusion is allowed.

,It is reasonable to assume that chemical sampling capabilities couldbe inereased,.. , ^

say.a.thousand fold, and used to identify a nerve agent at an air concentration level of

approximately.2.5 x 10-5 mg/m3. Such.a level of sensitivity would greatly increase the

downwind distance.. at which detection and identification of agents could take place.

However, it is improbable that.chemical samplers, even if they had such a capability,

could be used on their oL•m and;outside a country to verify adherence to a chemical test

ban: some countries are just too large, also there is the chance of agent being :aashed

out by moisture and dispersed by natural barriers such as mountains. It is unrealistic

to suppose that an agent cloud after travelling for thousands of miles could be detected

by the presently available sampling equipments. Thus any country with a large land mass

could ensure if it wished to carry out a test, that its activities could not be monitored

by a neighbouring country by careful selection of the location of the site and under-

taking testing when prevailing winds were in the appropriate direction.
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Th3rz is another problem. jdhat countries are- -'willing to have-such'instrumenta-

tiou,. coiitrolled by foreign national.s9 .^^rithin the confines of their national boundaries?

Perhaps one might be restricted to placing them on the borders of a remote country

becp-use the country in qûestion may in turn be surrounded by an adjoining country

which is. again opposed'to this intrusion. Under'such'circiimstâ.nces=one would be

forced e3tYier, to sample.from the nearest countrp^willing to permit this.intrusion,

or from international waters, which might easily be thousands of miles away.*

In most studies on possible â.pproaches to verification the constraining factor has

been the problem of getting close enough to the source of possible clandestine

activities to- verify+ adherence to the internationâ.l agreement: We believe that

remote chemical ssmpling of the atmosphere to monitor the testing of chemical* `weàpons"

with the existing, or improved, equipment is not feasible. It might be applicâblé

to:sin37.1 countrie's but in the case of countries:that are thousands of miles in one

direction, dilution of the agent cloud over such distances would greatly decrease the

possibilities of-!detection.. Then also, as we havepointed out, some agents because

of. -their a;bsorptive` characteristics are virtually uridetectable a few kilométres ` doar-

wind of treir source.

So far this .has all been -rather negative. We *can suggest, however, a way Of

us =ng chemica). 'sarnplers in a- verif icat ion scheme; . which 'while involving a degrèe of

intrusion might be acceptable to those nations'sérioûsly interested in resolving this

problem. The effects of industrial pollution on our environment have caused incréasiZ1g

concern within the last few years, as the -industriâl: development of the world has

outstripped industry's efforts to dispose of its waste products. 'In the world today

iaany government agencies have been set up to control pollution and to a:ttempt to makè

in,-,'Lustry operate:-within strict anti-pollution guidelines. It is now normal to see in

:E,ily^ newspapers of large industrie.l cities in the North American continent tZe

reeasuréd atmospheric+concentrations of sulphur and nitrogen oxides abôvé thesé citiès.

We would suggest that 'since trace quantities of nerve agents from field tests could

conceivably be considered as other pollutants in the atmospherè, they could be

Gatectod by a national pollution monitoring system which has an international exchànge

of information.

I
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There would be problems, but the war gases of primary concern, the nerve agents, 

bave'their own distinctive signatures. They-are organophosphorous compounds, and as 

such are not easily confused with common industrial pollutants. It might be feasible 

to develop a "national" monitoring system if nations would agree to collect concen-

tration levels, for example, of organophosphorous compounds within their country. The 

collection of the data could be carried out by a national network of meteorological 

stations, whilst transmission and summary analysis of the data could be carried out 

within the framework of international exchanges such as now exist through the World 

Meteorological Organization. 

In conclusion we can summarize by stating that in our opinion remote 

(extraterritorial) chemical sampling for the verification of an adherence to a 

chemical disarmament agreement does not appear to be feasible. However, in addition 

to any economic monitoring, considered in other working papers, employed in connection 

with the control of pollution, the use of samplers for verification by national means 

and surveyed by an international organization merits further examination. It may be 

within this coribext that techniques might be established that would assist in the 

development of a verification mechanism for a ban on the development, production and 

stockpiling of chemical weapons. 	 • 
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•- ITALY, : 

WOrking raper on some Problems concerning the 
prohibition of chemical weapons . 

During the informal meeting held on July 7, 1971 with experts present, the 

delegation of Italy dealt with three major technical.problems which, in its view,. 
. 	. 	. 

.. 	should be tackled idith a vieW to a solution of the question of the prohibition of 

; 	• 	.chemical weapons', namely: (1) the compiling of a complete' list of agents to be - 

: . 	banned; (2) the Control of produCtion of such agents; (à) the deFtruction of 

stockpiles of Chemical .agents. •. 	-. ' 	 _ 
, ..For the Committee's further . Consideration the views of the Italian delegation . 	. 

II 
. 	are set forth.in this working Paper. - H i . . •- : 
; . , ; 	(1) With regard to the first problem:- compiling of a complete list of agents  

_ 	.. 

' ' > 	•. 
	

. 
-to be banned  - bur delegation'has studied with keen. interest the varidus proposals 

11 .e
-, 
 ' . .1. 	that have already been submitted by. other delegations. We  no 	however, that the f 	-  

11
•

Committee has so far been unable to undertake a'thorOugh comparative analysis of the 

Il  . 	. .. proposals and to draw, where possible, useful  conclusions for  obi- further work. In 

this connexion we should.like to stress once again - the desirability:of the Committee 

II itself tàkihg'steps to establish a group of experts with the'task of studying such : 

proposals'. It'will be recalled that on 30 June of last year We submitted a working 

II paper (CCD/289)'on this procedural matter. 

' . 	. Among theyarious suggestions for the compilation of a list, those sUbMitted .1); 

I the delegation of theSetherlands and of Japan deserve particular attention.' The 
- Dutch  proposai  contained in document CU/320 of 2 March last, has the advantage of 

coverihg in a single general formula ail the organophosphorus compounds recognized

••II 	tôday as chemical agents or as very similar to them; and it includes therefore, by iti: 

very comprehensiveness, all those which  are or will be synthetically produced, e.g.

•II t 	iari ,.Coman, Tabun, V Agents, Tammelin Esters, insecticides, etc. Even if this 

. general fcrmula leaves. out a number of sub.stances officially defined as warfare agent 

II • 	
(e.g. mustard gas, cyanogen chloride, phosgene, etc.) it does. cover all the agents tha 

actually constitute the Most .dangerous and lethal weapons of chemical warfare.  Il; shoud 

not be difficult, however, to 'reach agreement on a complete list of agents not covered 

by the formala.• 

GE.71-14439 • 



" ' (2) Concerning - the second problem- -control  of substances to be prohibited - 

--here again we note that the Committee has no suitable body to study and co-ordinate 

.'rthe  various proposLls in order that the CoL...aittee itself may mdertake a proper 

..assessment of this probIeM.. -» * --- 	• 	- 	. ' 	• • 

Some of .the working Papers and statements'of other delegations.on the control 

'question have received careful consideration.because of the specific data they contain. 

-In his statement of 18 March last.the distinguished representative of the United •. 

• ':• States discussed'the percentage'distribution of raW material flows in respect of its 

overn11 utilization.in  the econdmy'of a.given country. -According to this .statement e  • 

the percentage• to be diverted in order .  to obtain 10,000 tons àf phosphorus agents 

•i•.annually was. only about one per cent of raw material produced and therefore too 

-.T:.insignificant.a variation to arouse  suspicion and  justify a complaint. This con-

Hclusion •would.appear at first glance to rule out.any possibility of pursuing this 

•. list of inquiry. 

- If, however, welook-rore closely into the implications of the United States . 

representativeis argument, the question cari  be seen in less negative terms. It is 

-true that the percentage variation required for the production of 10,000 tons,of . 

phosphorus agents is small in the case where the quantity of raw material is quite 

- considerable. .Eut, by taking into. account smaller quantities of raw material ., we 

f.'ind that the percentage variation assumes significant values. -  Let - us assume, for 

Hexample, an economically advanced country processing in one year three million tons 

of ph)sphuto rock; its raw material productjon is assumed to be about one-tenth the 

amount postulaed in •the  American -=azaple bu': well above that of the great majority 

- of countries in the worI:l. 	It must be consider'ed that this hypothetical country in 

case of war (and perhaes•particularly in such a case) could not avoid devoting very 

important quantities of raw mateial to vital economic sectors (fertilizers, fuels, 

lubricant etc;.). It is therefore reasonable to 'estimate that the amount of phosphorus 

still available, from which the quantities necessary for the production of chemicill

•agents  • could be drawn, would be about 50,000 tons; which means that in order to 

Produce 10,000 tons of warfare agents the country would have to divert 2,000 tons 

(4% •  of the 50,000 tons) which is quite a significant variation. 

Th3 obj3ction that to take a,smaller parameter for phosphate rock mined or 
,• 

- available could Laply a smaller prôduction of chemical agents does not seem convincinu. 

• The quantity of agents produced:or to be produced does not depend on the availability of 

. raw material, but essentially on 7-dlitary requirements. The latter necessitate that 

production of chemical agents cannot be kept below a certain level without its 

. becoming of  no  military significance. 
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From these considerations.it seems clear that, if only one parameter is used for

I

thegreat majority of countries theqitantity which can be mined is quite small and

seldom such as to allow them to beself-sufficient in respect of its uses for solely

our analysis., controls.are.•not feasible forthe^generality of.countries, but it is

equally clear that the number of.côuntries for which controls do not seem feasible

would be small. On the one hand, there are a very few countries whose production of phos-

phate rock is so large that the percentage variation in respect of raw material that

might be diverted to weapons production would seem,insignificant. On the other, if

we examine the geographical distribution of sources of phosphate rock, we find that in

peaceful purposea. Thus the method of using,only one parameter, because it is not
unive-rsally applicable, could be only envisaged as a first approach.

In our working paper CCP/304 of 6;",ugust, 1970 concerning indirect controls we

formulated a number of questions for agroup of experts to work on. One of the

questions was related.to the use of percentage variation as a first step,toward

identification of signs to be deemed suspicious in the monitoring of economic data on

phosphorus production and flows. We further asked whether in the event of variation

in a single parameter not being significant in itself, it might become significant

when associated with a variation in ône.or more other parameters to be found.

I
I
I
I
I

In order to clarify bétter what we had in mind when we'posed these questions,

the example mentioned above may.be further considered with particular reference to the

production of phosphorus trichloride and phosphorus oxychloride as intermediates in

the production of agents. The annual production of these inte-rmediates, estimated on

the basis of the data'already used in this example, would come to 5,000 tons which would

be completely absorbed in the production of 10,000 tons of agents and yet would be

insufficient. The shifting of a parameter concerning the production of phosphorus

trichloride and phosphorus oxychloride would be therefore of very great importance.

A further question to be elucidated is whether it will also be sufficiently indicative

when applied to those few. countries producing large quantities of phosphate rock.

To sum up, it seems to us that on the basis of reliable data for a single parameter

a significant number of countries can, even now, be effectively monitored. Additional

parameters based on monitoring of percentage variations in respect of phosphorus and

organophosphorus substances would enable the range of .controls to be a;^tended. For

this purpose other parameters could be found and taken into account, and their

correlation wo^Lild progressively enable us to establish a model for use in an

appropriate computer and thereby create' an effective system of coci;;rol_s applicable to

the whole world. i1e feel justified therefore in urging that researchers mal;e a

determined effort to identify one or more parameters which, linked L._) the fi-rst, could

close all loopholes.
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We are well aware that the problem bristles with difficulties. Its solution

will necessitate the collection and processing by powerful computers of large quantities

of statistical data for the construction of complex models which must be tested out

and improved until a definitive model is worked out and proved.valid for all cases.

!1e share in this respect the views expressed by the Japanese delegation in

CCD/301 of August 1970 concerning the collection of statistical data. We appreciate

the ingenious method proposed in the Japanese paper for the selection of substances

for statistical monitoring. It would be very useful to compare this method with other

methods and procedures which experts from other countries may wish to propose. It

should be noted that a p-roposal"similar to.the Japanese is to be found in the Swedish

worki.ng paper CCD/322 of 16 March 1971. Nioreover, it seems -to us that useful

sûggestions are contained in the "inspection questioiuzairei' circulated on July 6,

1971 by the American delegation.

Working,paper CCD/332 submitted on the same day by the United States delegation,

highlights factors which can be utilized by means of on-site inspection to determine

whether.a plant is producing prohibited chemical substances, taking into account the

.characteristics of.the plant and the chemical nature of the waste materials released

by the plant. The most refined and up-to-date methods have been indicated for the

analysis of these waste products. The American paper, which assumes that there will

be on-site inspection, is a valuable contribution to a solution of the control

problem. It is reasonable to suppose, howevér, that this type-of inspection cannot

be of a permanent and general •ciiaracter. It seems desirable therefore to seek a method

whereby a suspicion can be formulated as a basis for a complaint. This in tûrn could

be followed by on-site inspection using, among others, the factors and methods

suggested by the United States delegation.

In making -I;hese remarks of a methodological character we cailnot of course foresee

whether the search for a solution, such as, the one we have outlined, will produce

positive or negative results. We are convinced, however, that t1ic problem must be

tackled so that we may know with certainty what is the answer coace^:-ning Lhe feasibility

of controls. If the results are positive the Committee will have a.sui.table gauge for

the detection of a daiangerous situation. If they are negative we shall at least be

able to draw the logical inference for the f'inal elaboration of a political instrument.

I
I
I
1
1

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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(3) Lastly, very careful consideration, in our opinion, should be paid to the

question of the destruction of stockpiles of chemical weapons and agents. The

Committee has already received a valuable contribution from the Swedish delegation

(working paper CCD/324 of March 30, 1971) drawing attention to this grave problem at

an early stage. Since destruction of large stocks by dumping into the ocean depths is.

unthinkable, and combustion is not readily praçticable, a more logical course would

appear to.be that of,chemical:transfo'rmation, which implies a timely study of

chemical processes and methods to be applied.

A closely related problem is.that of controlling the destruction of chemical

weapons. Once again we reiterate the necessity of having available the contribution

of a group of experts who should be given a precise mandate and asked to report back.

to.the Committee itself. The problem is much too grave and the risks involved are

too great.

In joining the other delegations that requested the convening of this meeting

the Italian delegation shared the hopethat a careful study on the technical level

would lead to further progress in our consideration of the problems outlined above.

This meeting may open up prospects for fruitful future contacts between experts

along the lines which we have indicated. The interesting new data and information

that the Committee has received will require further detailed analysis whose conclusions

should be cômpared and discussed together in another exercise of this kind in order

to trace the guidelines for constructive work before the next Uïd General Assembly.
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Working paper on a biological approach to the auestion 

of verification  on the prohibition of àhemical weapons 

- Organophoaphorus chemical agents - 

As the SIPRI Report "The Problem of Chemical and. Biological Warfare, Part IV 

Verification (February 1970)" has described,.nerve agent plants are usually kept air 

tight and operated at a negative pressure.. Furthermore, oritical chemical reaction 

equipment is handled by remote control - devices, and so forth, then plants are - 

désigned to avoid exposure of the àhemical agent to workers. Thus, the safety facilities 

are presumably completely organi'zed. It is no dciubt that• continuous and periodical 

health examinations are executed for -the ideal labour management. 

Here, we should like to make an attempt on a biological approach to the Question 

of verification on the prohibition of àhemical weapons from the viewpoint of workers!. 

health control. 

The biological effects of organophosphorus compounds depend mainly on their 

inhibitory effect on the activity of cholinesterase in man, and the inhibition rata 

is said to run parallel to  the  dose. It is also.known that a change in the activity of 

cholinesterase in the body takes place by the presence of an organophosphorus compound 

in a quantity which is too small to produce any clinical symptom, either subjective 

or objective, in man. Consequently, the measurement  of  the change is regarded as a 

useful indicator for checking whether or not the body has been exposed to an 

organophosphorus compound. 

It is to be noted further that the measurement of the activity of cholinesterase 

in the blood requires relatively simple techniques, since the àholinesterase in the

plasma, which is the amorphous part of blood, is'more easily affocted than that in 

the other organs or tissues; and moreover the activity level of the cholinesterase in 

the red cells, which are the scilid part of the blood, undergoes an irreversible change. 

Therefore, the measurement of the change in the activity of the cholinesterase in both 

plasma and red cells could be used as an effective and practicable method in protectin• 

those who are engaged in adtivities which have a'possibility of exposure to chemical 

compounds of the organophosphorus family.. 

GE.71-19161 
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It-might . be worthwhile mentioning in this context the governmental guideline 

adopted in Japan for the purpose of maintaining the health bf workers in factories 

••.Producing or using organophosphOrus compounds. Under this policy,,the diagnosis of 

-such symptoms as a decline in the level:of activity of the. cholinesterase in the 

.blood, sudoresis or . excessive Perspiration, miosis or the contraction of the pupil 

and museular fibrillation of the,eyelids and the face are,suggested as criteria for 

the periodical medical examinations. As mentioned above, among the four criteria of 

the examinations, a décline in the level - of activity of the cholinesterase is thé • 

most sensitive:. ,Therefore it becomes the best parameter for the biological chaiffl . : 

by the effect of organophosphorus compounds.  • Based on the above guidance,' in . a case . ' 

where the activity level'of the •holinesterase in the plasma of à wOrker.is . found to. ' 

have dropped  bÿ  thirty bercent or more, he ,  should be transferred to another' post or - • 

•given a *certain peribd of rest for the purpose of natural physical recovery. 

According to the above guidance,' organophosphorus compound producing olants in 

our  country have made  great  efforts for the maintenance of workers' health. For 

•example, in the case of workers in organophoaphorus pesticide producing plants, the - 

level of activity of the cholinesterase in workers plasma is measured three or five' 

times before.  workera'start ±o: work in the plant - , and therefore; the mean value of  •• 

the  level'calculated as . beforementioned is recorded as the  • individual normal leVel of 

.activity. Thé workersl level of activity of the  àholinesterase is examined regularly , . 

which varies from every . two weeks to two Months according . to  the toxicity of thé 

pesticide which is being -pro4ced. We have not had any significant incidents for 

over ten years'uP to the present l  including thaberiod of prodUcing even parathion 

which has a high toxicity on mammals. In a general observation, however, under similar 

conditions of labour management, the decline in the level of activity of the 

cholinesterase among workers who are engagedin the Production of organonhosphorus 

compounds compared with that among workers Who are engaged in the production of other 

chemical compounds is remarkable. 

Of course, even when a change is -detected in the level of aotivity of the 

cholinesterase in the blood, it would be aLmost impossible to dram from that fact 

an inference as to the type or the amount of production of .: the chemical compound. On 

the other hand, considering the fact that some of the organophosnhorus oompounds 

now used for peaceful purposes could. be  employed as Chemical weaPons and the plants 

now producing such compounds could change the nature of production as the need arises, 

a means of verification which covers a ride range, of  organophosnhorus compounds mielt 

be useful. 	 • 

11 
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It Should be natural that.the facilities of a factory vary according to the 

. degree of the workers' eXposure to organophosphorUs cc:impounds. However, even in the 

case of a plant with ideal equipment where the possibility of exposure to organophosphorou 

.organophosphorus compounds might be completely.eliminated, it would still be necessary 

from the medical point of view, as long as there are worker's engaged in the 

production,  to condUct a medical examination to completely ensure the safety. In 

the case of a factory where'precaution measures are being taken to such an extent 

as would completely eliminate the possibility of exposure, no biological change is 

detected in man. Such special precaUtion measures themselves would provide useful 

.data for verification purposes. •  

In accordance with the above considerations . , we should like to suggest that this 

Committee explore the possibility of establishing a method of verification based on 

the examination of-the level of activity of the cholinesterase in the blood of people 

working in chemical plants engaged in the. production of organophosphorus compounds 

and whether extraordinary safety measures are being taken in such plants. 

!. • 

t 

, 
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4lorking pâper.containing remarltis of Prof. Shunichi Yamada,

the University of Tok,yo, concerning the question of

verification on the prohibition of chemical hi q!121

presented at the informa-1 meeting. on 7 July 1971

The question of verification of compliance with the prohibition of chemical

weapons is considered to be extremely difficult because of the close interrelationslii.,.,.)

between the production of such weapons and industry for peaceful purposes and also

-because such'product`ion rèquires only côini)aratively sïmole techniques. He have made

careful study with a view to finding technical methods which would enable us to

conduct more or less effective verification,,which, as we have just mentioned, will

involve many complexities,.-and our past study has made it possible for. us to come tm

with some suggestions in this regâ,rd. We believe that a suitable combination of thèse

suggestions, though it may be fâ,r from perfect as a method of verification of chenLc;:l

weapons, will provide us with some clue in our presént efforts. This ypaper tries to

examine in more detail our past suggestions and attempt to'present them in somevhat

more precise manner.

Since the qûestion of verification of chemical weapons in general is much too wide

a subject, we have concentrated on the question of verification specifically relatin^^

to the production of nerve agents, which are, of course, organophosphorus compounds.

Organophosphorus compoiands are widely. used in industry, for peaceful purposes in the

production of pesticides and it was from the research in pesticides that the discover.y;

of nerve agents originated. However, unlike in the field of pesticides 14here ei'fo_•t:;

have been made to lower their toxic effects on mammals, the development efforts in

field of nerve agents have been directed towards increasing their to,ic effect. At

the present time the toxic level of nerve agents is reported to be between 1,000 and

10,000 times greater than that of nesticides: It is to be noted that -the dif:'Lerenc,_

in chemical structure between nerve agents and pesticides lies in the fact that,

while sarin, soman, V agents and all other new types of nerve a`ents, i-ri th a fe^^

exceptions, contain methyl-nhosphorus bonds, no chemical compotLnds with such bonds a__

used as -pesticides. Therefore, should ire be able to establish a highl-1,r sensitive

method of mïcroanalyzin^;f a methyl-phosphorus bond, it irould greatly facilitate the

detection of'nerve agents.

GE.71-19169
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: 	Last summer we submitted - to this Committee a working paper (CCD/301) in which we 

stated: "If an emission electrode for a flame thermionic detector is.attached to the 

nozzle of a flame ionization detector in gaschromatography,  a high sensitiVity will be 

shown by  phosphor e  compounds and the  minimum amount detectable will be 1 x 10-12  gram. Il 

We noted further that,.by using this.method, it Would be possible to detect and identify 

such known nerve agents as sarin, soman and V agents or their decomposed products which 

might exist in very small quantities in liquid Wastes from the chemical plant concerned, 

the soil and dust in and around the producing plant, or on theproduction equipment or 

- the workers! clothes, by checking their retention times. 	. 
1/ • Generally speaking, nerve agents are methylphosphonic ester halogenides and they 

are converted to methylphosphonic acid by hydrolysis, with their methyl-phosphorus bond 

remaining unsevered. - 11; theefore, we apply the method of gaschromatography mentioned 11 

above to such methylphosphonic acid itself or to its methyl or ethyl ester, which has a 	. 

,low boiling point,.we. might be able to analyse them both qualitatively and quantitatively. II 

Since this method would enable us to 'verify the presence or absence of known nerve agents 

11 as well as those deriVatives which have methyl.rphosphorus bonds and which cannot be used » , 

for purposes other than the production of nerve agents, it would be a useful means of 

- 	 II 

verification of nerve agents, irrespective of whether or not they are already known. 

It will hardly be necessary to add that further detailed study of various factors 

 affecting hydrolysis or conditions in applying gaschromatography such as the type of 	, 

columns to  te  used, temperature, sensitivity of the instruments, etc., would be required. 	' 

If we could establish  the  method of microanalysis of chemical compounds with a 

'methyl-phosphorus bond, it would be possible to verify whether or not nerve agents are 111 
being produced by checking liquid wastes from the suspected plant or even from the 

atmosphere or river water at aconsiderable distance from the plant. 	It goes without 11 
saying that the saine  method, if applied in the case of an investigation with direct 

11 - access to the suspected plant, would be even more effective. 	Although We have at 

present no such data based on actual experiments, we believe that the method we have 

representatives from other countries, facilities where nerve agents are actually handled 	, ii suggested can be a possible Means of verification and if we could visit, together with. 

and investigate them, it would provide us with valuable information to prove the 

effectiveness of our concept. , 	 II 
We put forward another suggestion in the same working paper dealing with necessary 

data which would contribute indirectly, if not directly, to the detection of production Il 
of nerve agents. 	To that end, we suggested the establishment of a system under which 

11 countries would report on the statistics for certain phosphorus compounds, giving the 
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àmounts produced, exported and imported and figures for consumption for different

purposes... If such a systemworked properly, it woul,d coi}tribute to the prevention of

the use of those sti.sta.nces for the product::on of nerve agents. We should now like to

1Q1 ttenpt to;explain.this approach,in rather more detail.. „

Tderve agents are organo phosphôrus compounds and their manufacture requires

phosphorus.compounds,as the.principal raw m^iterial as well as many kinds of auxiliary

materials or solvents, and the lack of any of them would make production impossible.

How.ever, since the auxiliary.materials or.solvents used in the production of phosphorus

compounds are also widely-used in the production of many other industrial goods and it

would.be extremely difficult.to trace the.flow of these..materials,.it would be practical

to leave them aside for the moment.and focus our attention cn the flow of.the principal

raw material, that is, phosphorus'compounds. 'Thus,.if we. check statistically the amotult.

,of.production and consumption.of yellow phosphorus, which is the starting material, and

other various important intexmediates, in the production of nerve agerits, we should be

able;to ascertain whether or not chemical compounds of.the organophosphorus family are

,.: being used for the production-of nerve agents. 1athough there are various methods for

the-production of such agents, which are already known,or could conceivable be

developed, it would suffice for us to. concentrate on some of.them from the viewpoint.of

^^.....,:

the possibility of industrial mass production. Important intermediates which.are

common in those.several practicable methods are yellow phosphorus, phosphorus

trichloride, phosphorus o7chloride, phosphorus pentachloride and phosphorus pentasulfid,.;

which are all inorganic phosphorus compounds, as well-as such orgunophosphorus compounds

as.dimethyl or diethyl phosphite, trimethyl or triethyl phosphite and methylphosphonic

dichloride or difluoride. With the exceptions of inethylphosphonic dihalogenides, thos^..

compounds are all used in ^,̂ reat quantities as materials or solvents in .the manufactz:.r.in,.r

of agricultural chemicals; pharmaceuticals, perfumes, dyestuffs, vinyl chloride

stabil,izer or plasticizer. Methylphosphonic acid dichloride or difluoride contains a

methyl-phospllorus bond, and bélongs to a special group of chemical compounds._ It is

also considered to be an important final intermediate in the production process of

nerve agents and is reported as possessing itself a high _to.tic effect. !dthough it i.,

reported that it can be used as a material for the production of pol^rners contiinin;;

phosphorus, we do not havé any detailed information on it.

In Japan, the statistics on the amounts of the production and consumption of the

inor.nic pho:,lhorus compounds mentioned zi,bove are systematized and made public.

Recently a:;urve,y has been conducted on the flow of those .intermediate material:3 iii JLI,::

For the information of each delegation, the tables on the amount of consumption of
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phosphorus trichloride and phosphorus oxychloride in•Japan are attached-to this working 

paper. liowever, there are not sufficient statistics on .organophosphorus compounds 

',other than agricultural chemicals. Furthermore, methylphosphonic dihalogenides, 

-which have no peaceful. uses, are, of, course, not industrially produced or Used in Japan. 

-• Accdrdingly; we believe:that,  ii  countries do their'bestto gather reliable Statistics 

. •in a more systematic way on the phosphorus compounds and clarify the flow of such 	. 

'compounds; it would make it possible to some extent to check the . possibiIity of their 

'being diverted to the production of nerve agents. 	Considering the possibilitY of other 

methods of manufacturing nerve agents and of the isolation of intermediates, those 

chemical compounds which we have -dealt'with.might not be-the best ones as check points. 

the question of the relationship.between the  extent of statistical errors and the 

,:amounts of intermediates required for the ijroduction of.nervé agents . might throw sonie 

(bats on the usefulness  of  preparing such statistics.. However, if we try to Minimize 

.• -the weakness in the system for the preparation- of'statïstics, and countries concerned are 

:: -. persuaded to make them public, it would result in a situation favouring the prevention of 

; ' the production of nerve agents and would-help to build up mutual confidence among states 

• ••• , 	We should like now to deal. with a matter which is not necessarily related to any 

... concrete means of verification but designed to prevent the secret development of or 

'research on new types of .highly toxic chemical weapons' in  the future. 	Last summer, in 

: ,- this Committee, we proposed that the existing chemical compounds with toxic effects 	• 

above a certain level should.be listed  as items to be repbrted .upon and that a system 

.. should be established so that, when new chemiCal substances whoSe toxic effects equal. ] 

or exceed that level were discovered, they might be tested by an appropriate international 

research institute and, if they Were found to have toxic effects equal to or above that 

level,  this  would be announced. We further suggested as the toxic-level to be used as 

the criterion for this purpose a lethal doSe (LD50 ) of 0.5 milligramme per kilograrame of 

body weight by hypodermic injection. The basis for this suggestion is that we #an 

safely  assume  that no chemical substance with a toxic effect equal to or above that 

level can be used for peaceful. Purposes.. 

There are more than ten kinds of chemical compounds with toxic  affects  equal to or 

exceeding the suggested level2 namely, tabun, soman, sarin, VX, a few organophosohorus 

compounds which were mentioned in our working paper submitted last summer .  (0CD/301) and 

- in the Netherlands working  paner submitted this Spring (COD/320), such toxins as 
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botulinus toxin and . tetrodotoxin, alkaloids such as aconitine and plant heart poisons 

such-as scillaren. -If these,substancea need to bé manufactured as -pharmaceuticals or 

for other peacefUl purpeses,. we would be- able to -  agree to report on the purpose, amount 

and place of the production. •• • 

The  criterion  lethal dose (LD50  ), of 0.5 'milligramme 
per kilogramme of body weight 

- 
would be based on hypodermic injection, the method by which most of our available data 

have been obtained. -HoweVer, there still exist auch questions as whether the criterion' 

should-be based on the same route of absorption as,in the case. of use as a chebical•

yeapon, that is, inhalation orpercutaneous absorption, and whether we should use a 

uniform Method of testing onanimals, specifying-the -kind of animals to be used, thpir' 

weight and.number. 	On these problems.we• should like to hear the opinion of pharmacoloy 

experts. It wouldalsb . be desirable to hold fUrther discussions on the question of 

. choosing an appropriate international body which would carry out authoritative tests. 

in this regard. - 



1lmount of Consumption of Phosphorus
Trichlorido (PC13) by Purpose in Japan

(tons)
i

Year
1965

Purpose
1966 ' 1967 1968 1969 1970

I `

est.

Agricultural 785 1.182 1.761 2.343 2.714 3.120

Chemicals (32.4) (40•3) (46.0) (51'.2) (53.9) (55.7)

Vinyl Çhioride 689 877 1.112 1.063 1.229 1.280

Stabilizer -(38•4) (29.9) (29.0) (23•1) (21+.4) (22.9)

I?yes.tiiffs 622 507 677 801 642 493
(25.7) (17.3) (17.7) (17.5), (12.7) (8.8)

Ph,a;rmaczuticals 77
(3.2)

115

(4•0)

80
(3.1)

122 99
(2.7) (2.0)

175

('•1)
Othors 249 '

(10.3)
250

^ (8.5)
200

(5.2)
250 353

(5.5) (7.0)
532

(9.5)

-Total 2.422
(100)

2.931
(100)

j

1 . 3.830
1 (100)

4.579 5.037
(100) (100)

5.600
(100)

II

Percentage values are given'in parentheses.

I

1
1
1
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1lmount of Consumption of Phosphorus
0xychlorido (POC13) Ly Purpose in Japan

(tons)

684
(22.6)

3.033
(100)

800

(23•1)

45
(1:3,)

1.157
(33.4)

3.462
(100)

Percentage values ara given in parentheses.
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790 1.017 1.288 1.164
(19.2) (20.6) (25.0) (21.8)

1L,1 134 107
(2.9) (2.6) (2.0)

1.270 1.405 1.233
(30.8) ! (28.4) (23.9)

1.199
(22:4)

4.120 `, 4.939 5.153 5.351
(100) (100) (100) (100)
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ARGENTINA„BRAZI14 HURMA,,EGYPT, ETHIOPIA, IffDIA 
MEXICO, MOROCCO, NIGERIA, PAKISTAN, SWEDEN AND YUGOSLAVIA 

Joint  Memorandum on the  prohibition of the developmenIl_production  
and stockpiling of chemical weapons  and  on their destruction  

• . 	In the Jointmemorandum'of the group.of twelve members of the Conference of the 
r' 

Oommittee on Disarmament on the question of  chemical  and  bacteriological (biological) 

methods of warfare (CCD/310),. the group had_expressed the following views: 

It is urgent and  important-to  reach agreement on the problem  of  chemical 

and bacteriologica0biological>. methods : of warfare;‘ •  

• (ii) Both chemical and bacterïçlogical:(biological) weapons should continue 

to be dealt . with . together in taking steps towards the prohibition of their 

development, production and Stockpilingand their effective elimination. . 

from the arsenals of States:. 

(iii) The.issue of verification . is important in the field of chemical.  and 

bacteriologiçal• (biological) Weapons, as indeed adequate verification is • 

also essentiel in - regard to the'sùccess of any measures in the field of 

disarmament. Reasonable guarantees•and'safeguards should, therefore, be 

devised to inspire .confidence in the implementation of any agreement in 

the • field of C and B weapons.  • erification should be based on a - 

combination of appropriate'nàtional and,international measures, which 

would complement and supplementeach other„ thereby providing an acceptable 

system which would ensure effective implementation of the prohibition. 

This basic approach was . commended by the General Assembly of the United Kations 

in its resolution 2662 (XXV). 	• 

The group of twelve members of the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament 

have taken note of the evolution of negotations which has since taken place, 

whereby only the elaboration of a Convention on the prohibition of bacterioloical 

_(biological) and toxin weapons and on their destruction seems possible at the 

present stage 'However, the group wishes to emphasize the immense importance and 

urgency of reaching agreement on the elimination of chemical weapons alSo. 



Bearing in mind the recognized principle of the elimination of.cYiemical weapons

as well as the firr.ily expressed commitment to continue negotiations in good faith

until early agreement is reached on effective measures for the prohibition of the

development, production and stockpiling of chemical weapons and on their destruction,

the group offers the following élements.on'which such negotiations should be based:

1. lai obligation to prohibit the development,production, stockpiling,

acquisition and retention of chemical agents of types and in quantities

that will be defined in future agreed provisions, and weapons using such

chemical agents as well as equipment or means of delivery designed to

facilitate the use of such agents or weapons.

2. An undertaking not to assist, receive, encourage or induce any State,

-group of States or 'international' organiza.tions in the above mentioned

prohibited activities.

3. An undertaking to destroy or convert to peaceful uses, taking all

necessary safety precautions,'all chemical agents, weapons, equipment

or means of delivcry and facilities, specially meant for the development,

production and stockpiling or for using such agents or weapons.

4. An undertaking to disband and not to establish anew special military

or other forces for using chemical agents or weapons.

5. The problem of verification should be treated in accordance with

the suggestions contained in the Joint memorandum of the group of

twelve members of the Conference of the Commlittee on Disarmament

(CCD,/31o).

6. A clear understanding whereby future agreed provisions for the

prohibition of the development, production and stockpilin^,r of cherainal

weapons are not to be interpreted as in any way limiting or detracting

from the obligations o,ssuned by the Parties under the Geneva Protocol

of 1925.

7. Puturc- al-raed provisions should. be ir!pler!ented in a manner

desi^,̂ ned -to avoid ha: cnerin{; the research, daviolopmen-'t, productiony

possession and application of chemical agents for peaceful nurloscs or

hindering the econonic or technological development of States Parties.

i
A
I

1

1

1
r
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8. An undertaking;to facilitate the fullest possible exchange of.

chemical agents, equipment, material ai:.I scientific and t.chnological

information for the use of.such chemical agents for peaceful purposes

9. A recognition of the principle that a substantial portion of the

savings derived from measures in the field of disarmament should be

devoted to promoting economic and social development, particularly in

the developing countrias.

The group is firmly convinced that the CCD should proceed with the task of

elaborating, as a hi&i priority item, agreed provisions for the prohibition of the

development, production and stockpiling of chemical weapons.

The Group finally expresses the hope that the elements suggested in the precedin`.;

paragraphs would receive general.acceptance so that early agreement could be reached

on the complete prohibition of the developnent, production and stockpiling of chomic<::l

weapons and on their effective elimination from the arsenals of States.
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(_ANFERENCE OF THE COMMITTEE ON DISARMAMENT CCD/360  
20 March 1§72 

Original: ENGLISH 

UNITED'STATE4 OF AMERICA 

Work Program- regarding négo .Éiatione - 
on  prohibition of chemical weapons  

I.  INTRODUCTION • 

, This paper sets forth some.pf:the considerationethat . are  relevant  to the question 

of prohibition of chemical weaporlà.y % It deals primarily with lethal chemiCalyarfare 
agents. The,paper does not attempt to treat all of the many factors which,we.or 

others may feel are - important With reepee itothese . agents or offer final judgements 

on thdee questions that  are  discussed. Ile:delegation.hopes that the material 

presented will stimulate further discussion and assist the, Committee towards reaching' 

a consensus regarding those considerations thatare'impOrtant to successful negotiations 

SCOPE  . 
This  section  (A) sets - forth  major  categories  of types of agents and precursors 

describing a.number of factors whichappear to the US delegation relevant to their 

consideration-in the context of arms,iimitation, (B) describes possible ways of 

defining substances that might be - controlled, and (C) sets forth and discusses classes 

of activities pertaining to. chemical weapons programs together with relevant arms 

limitation considerations. • 

A. .Major'categorIes  of substances related to chemical warfare include the _ 

following: • 	 • 

1. Single-purpose agents.  These agents have no large-scale  uses except 

in chemical warfare. Modern agents in this category, such as organophosphorus 

compounds, are extremely toxic. 	Some older agents, which caused a number of deaths 

in World:War I, also fall into the usingle-pUrpose'' category.. 

2. 'Dual-pUrpoSen agents  are chemicals which. are commonly used for 

civilian purposes, but.which might also be used as GW agents. 	Phosgene, chlorine, 

and hydrogen cyanide are well-known examples of substances in this category and were 

GE.72 -4602 



- utilized widelrin the first World War. The'extent Of the-ciyilian uses of these 

, agents was described in à working paper (CCD/283) submitted earlier by the US 

• . 	delegation. 	 • 	• 

3. Precursors. Intermediates Of modern agents may or may , not have 

civilian applications. Phosphorus_trichloride, for example, a key precursor in 

, the production of organophosphorUs'nerve agents, is widely °used as an intermediate 

;in.the manufacture of pesticides and plasticizers. Under present conditions 'agent 

intermediates  do  nOt - YassuMe immediate Military significance until processedfurther 

into an agent',,but . binary' -deVices,:bYlising agent intermediates asweapons components, . 	. 
could blur this  distinction ; . 	_ 	. 

• befinitions of Contr011ed  Substances  
_ 

• The follbwinggeneral"criteria'offer yarious possibilities for defining 

- chemical substances-  whiCii'might be uséefor chemical warfare 

• 1. 	General Toxicity Standard.  Modern-lethal agents are in general much 

- 

 

more  toxic to humans than are pesticides or other.chemicals used in the civilian 

. sector. . ,A.standard related to the toXicity of present+day nerve agents_would 

exclude,for all practical purpose!, chemicals which have civilian uses. However, 

allowance should be  made for  the facti'that a number Of  super-toxic compounds have 

legitimate medical applications, 	If à toxicity standard were adopted it,might be 

 necessary to provide fdr a uniform laboratOrythod of determining the toxicity. 

Of a compound. The kind of animals to be used, their number and weight, the 

' method of application of the chemical, and extrapolation of effects to humans, are 

among the factors which would have to be dealt with 	Questions regarding the 

•application ofa toxicitY standard Might be referred tb_an  international 

consultative body or some other aPpropriate internationa l body. 

2. 	Identification of Specific Agents. Màny cheMical substances whiph 

have been used in warfare or developed for weapons purposes are generally known. 

Although a comprehensive list of these known agents by.name_and_sregific structural 

formula might include the majority of agents in -current arsenals, there is no way 

at present to kndw whether such a list would include all the Major agents in the 

arsenals of states or under development. 
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relationship betwe'en chemical structure, and ability..,to inhibit.acetylcholinesterase.

A general structural formula might be:developed which wôuld describe the spectrum

of qrganophosphorus,compounds whichcould be used aslethal agents but would not

3.. Genéral"S.tructur.al Formula. All pr:..esently.identified nerve_Agpnts

are organophosphorus compoun.ds which exert theirtoxic effect by.inhibition of the

enzyme acetylcholinesterase. Considerable.information is available on the. , .

include compounds used as pesticides. 0ne_possibilitÿ is the formula presented in

CCD/320 by the delegation of the Netherlands.

4.. CriterionBased on Purpose. The Biological Weapons Convention relies

on a general formulation which prohibits agents "of types and in quantities,that have

no justification for prophylactic, protective or..other peaceful purposes!". This

definition is both comprehensive and simple. Such a definition by itself, however,

could be insufficiently precise for efféctive application to chemicals which are

produced in extremely large quantities;fox.peaceful purposes..

5. Combination of Methods. Having various possible prohibitions in

mind, the Committee might consider:what combination or combinations of criteria

could be âppropriate. The advantages might bei°weighed of using a.purpose criterion,

l
.1

1

accompanied by one or more of the other forms Of definition described above. If

differing prohibitions were to be considered for various categories of agents,*
. . ...., ....._..,......_...._... . .

definitions would be needed which could distinguish such categoriesfrom one another.

For example,, with.respect. to prohibitions covering the most lethal types of agents,

a definition might include, in addition to a purpose 'criterion, reference to

structural formulas of lmown agents and specification of toxicity levels.. . Binary

components, however, may not be readily distinguishable from many industrial

chemicals either by their structural formula or..toxicity. If such intermediates

were to be considered, because of their potent *̂al military importance, for specific

prohibitions, it might be desirable to consider a definition.that was based on the
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purpose criterion and a list of lmown, substances. There are, of course, advantages

and disadvantagesto.all.,ôf,,the:vaxious po ssibleodéfin'itions and their çombinations,
. . .. . :; :...,.. ,...... • ....:_^:., ,.._.:.__:^:^.: _. . _.

which should be carefully considered by the Committee as it'movésfôrwasd in its
. •.: ^. , , .. :,;..;.,.......,. ,..,..

work on questions.çonceria.a.ng CW prohibitions.; _. ,. ^ . •. .

6.....Maintaining Effective Definitions, The Çômmittee might consider ways

,in which.definitions could be:kept current. EScamples of Possible technological

developments which.çould affect the adequacy of`definitions in future circumstances.. . ., ...: . . . .. .. ;. '

are

(a) Development of very toxic'chemicàls with non-military uses;

(b) Development.of binary weaponswith..'!dual-purpose." chemical

components;...

(c) Develôpment of non-military uses for substances similar to
`. . ^. ..

present•,nerve agents;.
^. .

(d) Devélopment of chemical compounds which have potential military

utility but which do not clearly meet. tradition al criteria fôr determining controlled

substances. In :view of these possibilities, considération might be.giYen to.the
. , . „ ..:. ..,.

most appropriate means for continuing or periodic future constilts.ticns'tô help insure

that,the_scope of . substances to bé controlled remains effectively defined', with

updating as necessary.

C. Scope of Activities Which Might Be Controlled

The.Committee should give consideration to the various classes of

activities,pertaining to:chemical weapons programs together with relevant arms

limitation factors.

1. Production of Agents is a key element in acquiring and, over the long

,run, in maintaining a chemical warfare capability. The current process

of modern lethal agents is.a sophisticatedone carried out

facilities. These characteristics.g,ive rise to important

the question of nerve agent production controls:

cf manufacture

in highly specialized

considerations bearing on

I
I

I

1
1
I
I
I
1
I
1
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(a), Initiating nerve agent production .is a complex task. Considerable

time is required to construct a new agent plân^^ c^ri`vër^ a.nether chemical facility to
...,. . . . . .: , .: :._. ...

agent production, or even to reactivate an agent plant which has been shut down.for

more than a short_period. The engineering difficulties which must be overcome are
_ . .. . . . . .., . . . . . . ;_ .. . , :.. :: ... .

considerable. The cost of establishing a nerve agent manuîacturing facility of
: .,:.., .. ,.,. ,.. .. .. ...._ .... ,... :. .....

the type used in the past is many times greater.than for a production facility.for

Y Y applicablecommercial chemicals. These consi.derations may be fullin the

case of production of components for binary weapons...
r , :...

(b) While it may be reasonable to"à:s"süms ` thâ,t there are relatively
. : . : . . . .... . _. ,; ,

féw chemical facilities which :might be ,used ,at the .present time to- make organophosphorus

chemical warfare agents, information is insufficient -b determine which facilities in
. , , . . . ..... ..:

fact have this capability and have been engaged in agent production.

In the case of nerve agent production facilities, possibilities for

demilitarization 'range from closing or "mothballing" plants to conversion or
., ... . ,.,,.,. . ....,...: .. ..
destruction. Measures which might be useful in ensuring that rëqüiréd actions were

. : . . . :,. . .. .
taken are discizsséd below in the verification section

2. Production of Wea-oons

(a) Chemical munitions manufacture uses substantially the same type

of metal-processing facilities used tô^make casings for conventional weapons. Filling

of munitions with agent, on the other hand, characteristically is a highly specialized

process carried out under,stringent safety and security controls. The filling of

chemical munitions with nerve agent would normallÿ be carried out at or:neâr the

agent production facility, whére appropriate conditions for handling highly toxic

materials would already exist. This wôizld be a lesser con;siderâtion in the filling

of munitions using less toxic materials"stich as chlorine,'phosgéne or possible

components of binary iaeapons.

(b) In considering pôssible approaches to prohibiting production

of chemical weapüns,,the qûestion of mun'itions might assume varying importance

depending on the nature of the agents being utilized:
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Dnallburposè•Agents." • .A great magy -countries would, of 

Cduràé:ContinUeto possess'prodUCtion facilitieS for, and. large  quantities of, -  

•such  chenu. cals  as2 chlorine•and Phcsgene for peace-Ail industrial-  uses after.anYY 

chemical , Weapons'agreement. 	.S.uch:prodUction facilities,',or,. current  stocks,  - could: 

be utilized at anytime for making weapons. Thua'the activity which it seems-most 

:releVantrestrict-in this area would, be production of.  munitions  rather than 

. product-id-x-1:0f  agent  aj' 	 • • 

• (ii) Nferve'Armnts.,.  ,On. the other hand,:  in...the case of knoWn 

nerve:agent munitions, the agents themselves.do  not:have> largesdale peaceful uses, 

and their  possession in any quantity,-even when not filled:in munitions, has 

militaY significance. Thus, Controls affecting production of agents wOuld appèar 

to be of particular importance in connexion with such Weapons as those  usine  nerve 
.„ ' agents. 	. 	. • • 

Stockpiling 	Possession 'of - stocks cf:chemical weaponaisessentiarto 

màintenande-bran•immediate chemical capability. While there ià evidence which 	- 

 suggests the existence of substantial quantities•CdcheMical arms in present day 

'arsenals.of several nations, storage of chemical weapons_ by it.s.nature iS not a 

,readilyidentifiable activity.- • Several . conSidératiOns seem  pertinent in relation to 

; stodkpiling:- 	- • 

• (a) There is general,uncertainty'over the size and composition of 

chemicàl weapons stocks in eXistence. 	 • 
. 	. 

(b) •  A capability to retaliàté promptly in'kind to a OhebiOal attack 

is ohé -deterrent against initiatioh - of chemical warfare. 	 ' 

' 	(c) Destruction or demilitarization of stoOks, given the toxic nature 

of modern agents, requires time-cànsuming 'and carefully controlled processing under 

stringent . safety precautions. 	To ensure that none of the toxic agent escapes into 

the invironment, a destruction  fa:Cility must be operated. linder the principle of 

"total Containment". Anothér major- concern is the diSposal of the end-producte of 

the agent destruction. 	These end-prciducts while relatively non-toxic in themselves, 

might have a serious adverse effect if introduced into the environment in large 

. quantities. 
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Research and Development

(a) Research. Certain lethal-agents were an accidental by-product

1

1
i

of industrial insecticide research cond.ucted..in civilian laboratories. It may be

difficult to tell from the nature of research on toxic substances whether or not

such research is part of a military programme. It may also be.difficult to

distinguish many aspects of research for offensive purposes from research for.

defensive or propYylactic purposes. At the same time, it is possible that a.number

of countries will attach importance to the continuation of research for defensive

purposes.

(b) Development of promising CW agents.and. of ineans for disseminating

them are explicitly military activities and. go beyond the stage necessary for design

of defensive measures. However, d.evelopment,.like research, is an activity of low

visibility.

III. VERIFICATION

The Committee faces a number of'important questions.with respect to possible

means of verification, both national and. international. . This section sets forth a

number of considerations (A) on the relationship betweenthe scope of prohibitions

and. verification, and. (B) regarding the feasibility of possible specific.verification

elements such as (1) seals and. monitoring,d,evices, (2) information exchange, (3)

d.eclarations, (4) remote sensing d.evices,, (5) inspection visits, and. (6) monitoring

of imports and. shipments of-certain specific materials.

A. Relationship Between Verification and Scope

Various possible combinations of CW prohibitions would. be likely, in ord.er

to be effective, to require various measures of verification. Comprehensive

prohibitions would, by d.efinition, most completely limit chemical warfare capabilities.

Moreover, comprehensive prohibitions, by covering many aspects of CW activities, would.

tend. to reinforce each other. On the other hand., there may be some factors which

would. warrant the Committee's consid.eration of the relative merits of a phased.

approach in which some activities are prohibited. initially and. other activities at

subsequent stages. For example, a simultaneous prohibition of production of certain

agents or weapons, together with a reauirement for complete destruction of any

existing stocks of those agents or weapons, might require a higher d.egree of
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assurance of compliance than if prohibitions  were eaced initially on production alone. 

As indicated earlier, possession of a retaliatorY ClecaPabilityhas-been generally ' 

considéred to provide one deterrent to the -first-use Of Chemicàl.Weapons by'others. 

A state Possessing eemical weapons:could . feel that - it requiréaa very high'aegree - 

of assurance thàt others would be taking the same steps it waslto take, before agreeing . 	. 
to  prohibitions which,'when implemented, would . leave it With no ability- to retaliate - 

promptly. Thile, one possible way eOMe states might be'sàtiefiedwith sa soMehat 

. lower.leVel  of initial  assurance'wouldbe if the disarmaMent procees took piaCe .. 	• 

in stages,  that  is, inthe'eXaMple under'aiscUSsion If production of certain .  classes: '::  

:of agents or weapons were,prohibited initially while destruction of stockpiles were''''' 

to take place in à subsequent stage. - 	- 	• . - 

' 	B.. Verification Elements 
. 	 . 

- , 

I. 	Seale and Mbnitorin , DeviceS. ':The possibility . exista of aseuring 

that CW activity does not take place at "mothballed" facilities through the use Of 

seals or monitoring devices of the types Which have been studied in connexion with 

nuclear safeguards.' 	'llis.poseibility haà-particular relevancewitlrespect tC- 'a 

phased proceès in which :CW  production  faCilities are shut'cLoWn  but  not initially-

dismantled:. During the iàst session Of the CCD,' the delegation-of the United States

-submitted a working paper (CCD/332) which déScribes the nature and possible Utility . 
. 	 . 	 • 	 . 

.of sealing and monitoring  devices. . 

2. Information EXchange. 'Given the complexity, and the Probpects'for :  

growtliand change in the chemical industry throughoUt the world, provisions for . 

.information exchange might play a ueefu±'role - in verifying chemical-weapOns 

limitations. Consideration might le giVen in the COMmittee to the types of ' 

- information which Would be helpful. Possibilities might include information 

regarding: (a) quantity, types,and uses of organophosphoruS productS; (b)'quantity, 

types, and. uses of dual.  pUrpose chemicals; and (c) intended  use of major new 

chemical production facilities. 

3. Declarations. 	Two types of declarations which might be considered in 

'connexion with chemical weapons  prohibitions  *axe: 



(a) Declarations Regarding Lctivities.  The COmmittee might examine. 
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the utility.of periodic declarations regarding activities - réléVarit -te- an-agréement as 

one means to help reinforce implementation of an agreement. For exampleannual 

statements by parties, having the effect of affirming their compliance with . an  agreement, 

might:be considered. The Committee might examine, whether declarations which set forth 

annual national production figures for substances limited by an agreement would . offer 

to parties.an.additional degree ofassurance of continuing observance of an agreement. 

In the case of a prohibition'of nerve-agent  production, for example,_it would be 

expected that parties woUld—register.iero production or a very small amount destined 

for scientific research. To emphasigé.aparty's continuing.C.omMitmeht to  n agreement, 

•si..1q11 declarations might be endorsed or issued at the highest governmental level. 

.:(b) Declarations of Fabilities.  Declarations might also be.considered 

that:. could be, helpful'in increasing the effectiveness of various means of verification. 

For-example, submission by parties of lists identifying and locating facilities capable 

of handling.highly toxic_materials would bé of help in verifying prohibitions of 

'production. What types of facilities  mit  be included in such lists, and whether thé 

lists should contain supplemental information regarding past and present activity nt 

particular installations, could be a subject to be examinedwithin the Committee. 

4. Remote Sensing Devices.  The question of possible utility of remrte 

sensing d.evices to detect evidence of CW activity is•being studied in various countries. 

The present level of sensor technology, however, does not appear to offer significant 

prospects, in the near future, for the development of long-range sensors that could' 

detect evidence of the manufacture or storàge of chemical agents. The two principal 

problems in,this respect are the difficulty of achieving .  Stiffiàiently great sensitivity 

over large distances and the fact that substances resulting from prohibited and non-

prohibited activities may give closelY similar .  readings. 

5. Inspection Visits.  The Committee should consider possibilities for.  • 

on-the-scene verification, including such questions as how locations to'be viSited 

are chosen and what might be expected :to take place during a visit. An on-the-scene 

inspection by technically qualified personnelmay be the most efficient and direct way 
, 	 . 

of resolving a serious question concerninE implementation of chemical prohibitions 

at a given site. 

6. Monitorin of Imports and Shipments. Certain chemical substances have - 

limited commercial application. A disproportionate increase in imports or shipments 

cf these materials might be significant in verifying observance of an agreement. 



INTEItNl1TION1IL ORGt'.NIZATIONl,L CONSIDERlMONS...,...._ ................. . .. :
L number of questionspertaining-to international organizational considerations

could have possible relation to.measures co:ztaining prohibitions on chemical weapons.

This section discusses .(A),.,.possible consultative arrangements, .(B) relationship. to

the Seourity..CounciI of the United Nations, and (C) the usefulness of provisions for

periodic review. The.consideration of these questions,.-as well as.those in part V

below, would of course be sign.i.ficantly affected by the manner in.which questions in

the precedinb.:sections, pertaining to scope and to verification, were.handled.

A. Consultative Body

In assessing'which approaches to the achievement of restraints on chemical

weapons are promisinb.and which are not,,. consideration might be given, at an appropriate

stage-in the work.of the Gommittee, to whether.establishment of a standing consultative

.b,ody.woizld, be helpful and,,if so, what its role might be. Wliile -recent, mult^.ls.teral

arms control agreements have not established or defined special roles for a body of

this sort, a consultative,broup.might be able to perform!constructive.functions in

connexion with an agreement on-chemical weapons. Given the.complexities and difficulties

of CW vérification problems,.provision for a consultative body might.of.fer some:additional

element ofassurance to:potential parties.to an agreement. Participation in the.

consultative body of appropria,.te governmental., inilitary, and scientifiç representatives

.might in itself establish increased'international confidence, understanding, and

co-operatiori in dealing with problems iraherent in the implementation of restraints

on U.

1. Possible Functions.

(a) One function of a consultative body might be to keep abreast,

through the participation of appropriate military and scientific experts, with the

military potential of various advances in chemistry. Such a function on the part.

of a consultative.:body might.be particularly relevant if a chemical weapons agreement

defined.controlled substancesusing such criteria as a general toxicity.standard and/or

identification-of specific agents. h consultative body might perform the function

of reviewing questions.r-e,-esding new chemical. subs tances and of macin^S such determinations

as whether a particular commercially produced substance (i) fell within an abreed

toxicity or formula criteria, (ii) should be clsssified as single-purpose or as dua].-

purpose, (iii) should be considered a precursor; and whether in light of these

assessments the substance:should be classified as one controlled or proscribed by the

relevant definitions.

I
t

1
I

1
1
1
I
1
1
1
1
I
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. 	, 
.- ..'(b) Another:possible role which might beconSidered for a consultative ,.. 	. , 	. 

.body could. be  in helping toassure parties  to  a treaty that its provisions were being 

.r.) .  carried out. Such u. body might, for exampl be'the regipient of reports from parties II 
i 	• toia:treaty regarding.their compliance with:Its provisions for destruction of existing 

II 
i 	, 	..4: 

stocks'of. lethal'chemical agents and : chemical weapons.. It might also receive information 
__ 	.... 

reports on the intended use  of  organophosphorus substances produced by parties and on 

11 ' 	the use of certain eategories of existing and new chemical production facilities.: A 	: 

. 	consultative body might also receive'questiona from parties regarding. implementation . 

II , ,or observance or the CW agreement.. -In this connexion the consultative, body might  be 

- 	
the locus for arranging-inspection visits to clarifyan ambiguous situation and to  •  i 	. 

II 

; 	restore confidencethat an agreement was beine observed. 	 . 
2. 	Organizational Considerations. : 	 . 	 . 	. . 	. 	 . 

. 	 (a) Operations.. It would be necessary to consider in advance of 

II • . 
	determining whether to establish- a„consultative body the way in which it might perform 

.  

the functions expected of it. Attention would need to -be.devoted to questions such : 
(--, .as the powers that a consultative body might have to initiate actions, to make  

recommendations, and to solicit the eooPeration.ofparties in the resolution of any 

problems that might arise. It would also be necessary to consider such practical 

questions as funding, headquarters, staff, and types of services to be,provided. Parties 

II 	

to an.agreement would naturally wish.to  alioid unnecessary costs  in  implementing any 

• 	agreements in the CW area.and'would,not wish to establish a new international organization 

or assign new functions to an existing orgaization unless sut3tantial benefits could 

11 	be eXpected in the solution of problems involved in implementing the agreement. 
(b) Membership. T•e:question of membership and participation in such 

a consultative body would be an important one for potential parties to an agreement. 

One possibility might be to agree that representatives of all parties to a CW agreement 

would be entitled to participate in any .consultative body concerned with the implementation 

of that agreement. However,  a consultative body might itself determine how-experts 

would be selected for participation in its various activities. . 	„ 
(c) Relationship to Existing Organizations, Since a.consultative body 

might be cOncerned with a range of issues varying from use of chemical substances for 

agricultural.purposes to questions involving security and political issues; the 

relationship of such a body to existing international organizations might also be 
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considered. It might be useful to consider what ties a consultative body would need 

to have with such offices as the United Nations Secretary-General or with the United 

Nations Security Council, therqinited Nations General ASsembly, or United Nations,, 

specialized agencies,,..andhOw-theee might best  be  provided for. 

Relationship-to the 'Security CoUnciI  

nlImber_ofrecent armsaimitation treaties have contained provisions which - ' 

.specificallyrecognize.thepre-eminent'rôle  of the United -Nations Security Council . in 

. de-aiing . With mattereaffecting internationalïieaceand Security._ In  view,of the  

important securityimplications any-new eereeMent restricting chemical weapons.wouldf -

have, members of the Committeeimay wish-to Consider'whéther it would be.of Yalueto - 

reaffirm in an appropriate . mannér the'riet:df, parties to submit cOmplaints  of  

violationto the SecurityCouncil'together with all'POssible evidence, andto , set-forth 

. .anundertaking by parties to co-operateln . carrYingout any . investigations the. 

Security Council might initiate. 

Review-Conference- 

: The Committee might weigh the advantages of a periodic review,conference 

an additionalmeans of assuring-the continued effectiveness of a GU agreement.-, 

review conference could conduct a.broad - examination of. whether the purposes,and .  

'principles of the agreementwerebeing,realiZed, taking into - accountparticularly:an 

new scientific and technological developments relevant  to the agreement. 	The 	. 

discussion of issues and problems  at  a reView'conference'could be of assistance to the 

.subseqUent mark of any consultative-body- 'Preparations for a review conference oould 

be-entrusted to a consultative . body;,if one  had been eatablished. 

OTIR WESTIONS  

A number of other questions ;: cauld arise in the'courSe of consideration of possible 

prohibitions relating .to_chemical weapons; These -might include-(A) relationship to. . 	- 
the GeneVa Protocol, (B) facilitation of international '6o-operation in the field of: . 

peaceful applications, (0) prohibitions  of assistance td . third parties with respect 

to proscribed activities, (D). entry into force, (E) duration and withdrawal, and 

(F)amendments. 

. 	A. 	Relationship to the Geneva . Protocol- 

• 	In connexion with the achieveffient of:any new restrictiOns on chemical, weapons 

a question will naturally arise as to the relationship between these restrictions and 

existing restraints in the Geneva Protocol.. -Committee members may therefore wish to 

C.  

as 
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consider w.hether any new agreement on chemicâ.]. weapons should contain provisions noting

the importance of-the Géneva Protocol and ensuring-that nothing in the.agreement could

be interpretéd as in-â:ny way.limiting or detracting from obliCations assumed under the

Geneva Protocol.

B. Facilitation of International Co-operation

In view of the fact that restraints on chemical weapons will have ..an .:.. .

important béaring, di'rectly or indirectly, on â,ctivities in peaceful Sçientific and

industrial areas, the Committee may wish to consider whether it would be practical::and

desirable for any new prohibitions to be àccompanied by provisions that make.clear

the intention bf parties to co-operate with other states or.interriational organizations

in the further development and peaceful application of science in fields relating to.

the agreement. Provisions along these lines are contained in both the Biological

Weapons Convention and the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons. It

woûld, therefore, seem lôgi'cal to consider the desirability of appropriate provisions

in the case ôf restraints on chémical weapons..

C. Assistance to Third Parties

Since parties to any new agreement would be accepting restrictions on their

activities, it would seem logical to consider the possibility of appropriate provisions

pursùant to which parties would agree not to assist or encourage any others to carry

out activities limited by the new agreement. Such provisions, which have been

included in recent multilateral arms control agreements, would reinforce the

achievement of the broad purposes of any new agreement.

D. Entry Into Force

The question of how additional limitations on chemical weapons enter into

force is important because a new agreement would affect weapons of established military

significance. The Committee could consider whether a relatively large or a

relatively limited number of ratifications ought to be necessary before a new agreement

would enter into force.. This question could have relationship not only to the

possible scopé of a new agreement but also to the manner in which questions such as

duration and withdrawal are handled.

E. Duration and Vfithdrawal

The manner in which the questions of duration and withdrawal are handled in

any new chemical weapons agreement will have a relationship to the possible scope of any

new prohibitions and the extent of reassurance provided to parties through aereed means.
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of verification< . These.issues are in,turnrelated to such questions as the overall

stdbility of any new:agreement..and the_ex.tent of capab:dity remaining in the hands

of any nationto deter_the. initiation of chemical warfare by others. Approaches to

the question of duration could range from consideration of an agreement limited to a

fixed number of -years (with possibilities of continuation or renewal), to an agreement
. ... ... . .. . .

. '
of indefinite duration. Intermediate approaches mïghtalëô bé''ënvisiôriëd:Procedureo

for withdrâwal:could also vary; in,part depending upon whether duration was limited or

indefinite.-.,

F.. Amendment

Procedures for amenchients could assume,particular significance in the case

of chémical weaponsprohibitions. Chemical weapons and.agents,relate to a field of

science.and teçhnology,;which is, rapidly expanding and which may underco basic changes

in the future. Thus,*technical-aspects of prohibitions,formulated in the light of

technalogy.existinc in one-decade.coul,d be.significantly different in another decade

Whether amendments should be^relatively easier.or more.difficult to adopt could also

be related to the manner in which the issue of duration.was handled.

1
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BULGARIA, CZECHOSLOVAKIA, HUNGARY, MONGOLIA, POLAND, 
ROMANIA, UNION 011  SOVIET SOCIALIST.REPUBLICS 

Draft Convention on the prohibition of the development, 
production and stockPiling of chemical weapons-. 

• and on their destruction 	. 	. 

by.  

Bulgaria, the Byelorussian Soviet Socialist  Republic, Czechoslovakia«, HungarY, 
Mongolia,'• Poland, Romania, the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist %public 

and the Union.  of  Soviet Socialist Iblaublics  

The States Parties to this Convention, . 

Determined to act with a view to achievineeffective progress towards general and 

complete disarmament including first of all the prohibition and elimination of - all 

types of weapons of mass destruction .--- nuclear, chemical and bacteriological, 

Convinced that the prohibition of the development, production and stockpiling of 

chemical weapons and their elimination, through effective.measures, will facilitate 

the achievement of general and complete - disarmament under strict and effective 

international control, 

Convinced of the importance and urgency of eliminating from the.arsenals of 

States, through effectivemeasures, such dangerous weapohs of mass destruction as 

those using chemical agents, 

Recalling that the Convention on the Prohibition of the Development,'Production 

and Stockpiling of Bacteriological (Biological) and Toxin Weapons and on their 

Destruction affirms the recognized objective of effective prohibition of chemical 

• weapons, 

Recognizing the •important significance of the Geneva Protocol of 17 June 1925 for 

the Prohibition of the Use in War of Asphyxiating, Poisonous or Other Gases, and of 

Bacteriological Methods of Warfare, and also the contribution which the said Protocol 

has already made, and continues to make, to mitigating the horrors of war, 

Reaffirming their adherence to  the principles and objectives of that Protocol 

and calling upon all States to comply strictly with them, 

GE.72-4746 
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Recalling that 'the General Assembly of the United  Nations has repeatedly, and 

'particularly in resolution 2827A(XXVI) of 16 December 1971,'condemned all actions 

'contrary ‘ to the prinCiPles and objectiVei . bf.th“enéva Protocol of 17 June 1925, 

- 	Desiring to contribute to the strengthening of confidence between peoples and the 

:general  improvement ol-the international atmos phere,. 

Desiring also to contribute.to :the realizatiOn,of....the .  purposes and principles of 

the Charter of the United Nations, 

Determined, for the 'sake . of all mankind, to exclude completely. the pbssibility of 

Convinced that such use would be'repugnant to the conscience of mankind and that 

,-no effort should be spared to minimize this risk, 

Have agreed as follows: . 	 • 
'ARTICLE I 

Each State Party to this Convention undertakes never in any -circumstances to 

develop, produce, stockpile or otherwise acquire or retain:.  . 

• 	(1) Chemical agents of types and in quantities that have no justification for 

- peaceful purposes; 

(2) Weapons, equipment  or  means of delivery designed to use such  agent 's for 

hostile purposes or in armed.conflict. 

— ARTICLE II' 
. 	. 

Each State Party to this Convention undertakes to destroy, or to divert to 

peaceful purposes, as soon as possible but not later than' 	 months after  the  

.entry into  force  of thé Convention, p11.  cheMical agents, weapons, equipment and means 

of delivery specified in Article I of the Convention which are in its possession or 

under its jurisdiction or control. .In impleMenting the provisions of this Article all 

necéssary safety precautions shall be observed to protect populations and the 

environment. 

ARTICLE III  

Each State Party to this Convention undertakes not to transfer to any recipient 

whatsoever, directly or indirectly, and not in any way to assist, encourage, or induce 

any State, group of States or international organizations to manufacture or otherwise 

acquire any of the agents, weapons, equipment or means of delivery specified in 

Article  I of the Convention. 

chemicala.gentS being used as weapon's' chemicala.gentS'being used as weapons' 
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ARTICLE .IV
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Each State Party to this Convention shall, in accordance with its constitutional

processes, take any necessary meastires to prohibit'and prevent develonment, production;

stockpiling, acquisition.or retention-of the agents,'wéapons, equipment and means of

delivery specified in Article I`of the Convention, within the territory of such Stz^té,

under its jùrisdiction or under its control arrahere.

ARTICLE V

The States Parties to the Convention undertake to consult one another and to

cô-ôperate in solving any problems which may arise in relation to the objective of,

or in the application;of the provisions ôf, this Convention. Consultation and

co-.operation -pursuant to this r•Article- may -also -be undertaken--th•roû^^z appropriate

international procedures within the.framework of the United Nations and in accordance

with its Charter.

ARTICLE VI

(1) Any State Party to the Convention''t•ihich finds that any other State Party is

àcting'in breach of obligations deriving from the provisiôns^of this Convention'may

lodge a complaint with the Security Cotincil, of thé United Nations.- Such a complaint

should'"ï.ncl:üde all possible evidence confirming its'validity; as well as a request for

its consideration by the Secûri.ty Council.

(2) Each State Party to the Convention undertakes to co-operate in. carrying out

any investigation which the Security Côuncil may initiate, in accordance with the

provisions of the United Nations Charter, o~1 the basis of the complaint received by

the Council. The Security Council shall inform the States Parties to the Convention

of the results of -the investigation.

ARTICLE VII

Each State Party to the Convention iuidertakes to.provide or support assistance,

in accordance with the United Nations Charter, to any Party to the,'Conventibn which

so requests, if the Security Council decides. that such Party has been exposed to dan,er

as a result of violation of this Convention. •

ARTICLE VIII

NotliinE: in this Convention shall be interpreted as-in any way limiting or

detractina from the obligations assumed by any State u.n.der the Geneva Protocol of

17 June 1925 for. the Prohibition of the Use in War of Asphyxiatin-, Poisonous or Otheï

Gases., and of B.n.cteriological Methods of Warfare, as well as under the Convention on

-the Prohibition of the Development, Production and Stoclcpiling of Bacteriological

(Biological) and To.-.in Weapons and on 'their Destruction.
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ARTICLE IX  

, 	(1) The  States Parties  to the Convention undertake to facilitate, and have the 

right to lerticipate in, the fullest possible exchange of equipment, materials and 

scientific and technological  information. for the use of chemical agents for peaceful 

purposes. Parties to the Convention in a position. to do so shall also coroperate in 

contributing individually or together.with other States- or international organizations 

to the further development and application of scientific discoverieS in the field of 

chemistry for peaceful purposes. • • 

• (2) This Convention shall be implemented in a mannerdesigned to avoid.hampering 

the economic or technological development of States Parties :to,the Convention -or 

international,co-operation in,thefield,of peaceful chemical activities, including 

the international exchange of chemical agents and equipment for the processing, use 

or production of chemical agents for peaceful purposes in accordance with the provisions 

of this Convention, 

• ARTICLE X 	- 	 •• 

Any State Party may propose•amendments to this Convention. Amendments shall enter 

into  force for each State Party accepting.the amendments upon their acceptance•by a 

majority of the States Parties to the.Convention and thereafter, for each remaining 

State Party on the date of acceptance by.it  of the amendments- . 

• ARTICLE  XI 

Five years after the entry.into  :force  of this Convention, or earlier if it is 

_requested by a majority of Parties to the Convention by submitting a proposal to this 

effectyto the Depositary Governments, a.conference of•States . Parties to  the • Convention 

shall be held at Geneva, Switzerland, to review the operation of this Convention, with 

a view to assurinz that the purposes of the  preamble  and the  provisions of the 

Convention are being realized. Such review shall take into atcount any new scientific 

and technological developments relevant to . this Convention. 	 • •• . . 
 • 

• ARTICLE XII  

(1) This Convention shall be of unlimited duration.. 

(2) Each State Party to this Convention shall in exercising its national 

sovereignty have the right to withdraw from the Convention if it decides that extra-

ordinary events, related to.the subject matter of this Convention, have jeopardized 

the .supreme interests of its country. It shall give notice of such withdraWal to all 

other States Parties to the Convention and to the United Nations SecurityC souncil three 

months . in  advance. Such notice shall include a statement of the extraordinary events 

it regards as having jeopardized its supreme ihterests. 
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ARTICLE XIII`,. .

(1) This Convention shall be open to all States for signature. Any State which

does not sign the Ccavention before its entij into force in ac:,ordance with paragraph (5)

of this Article may accede to it at any time.

(2) This Convention shall be subject to ratification by signatory States.

Instruments of ratification and instruments of accession shall be deposited with the

Governments of which are hereby designated the Depositary

Governments.

(3) This Convention shall enter into force after the deposit of the instruments

of ratification by Governments, including the Governments desi.gn.- t,. ^

as Depositaries of the Conventiôn.

(4) For St,,,tes whose instruments of ratification or accession are deposited

subsequent to the entry'into force of this Convention, it shall enter into force on

the date of the deposit of their instruments of ratification or.accession.

(5) The Depositary Governrnents shall promptly inform all signatory and acceding

States of the date of each signature, the date of deposit of each instrument of

ratification or of accession and the date of the entry into force of this Convention,

and of the receipt of other notices.

(6) This-Convention shall be registered by the Depositary Governments pursuant

to Article 102 of the Charter of the United Na.tions.

ARTICLE XIV

This Convention, the Chinesé, English, French, Russian and Spanish texts of which

are equally authentic, shall be deposited in the archives of the Depositary

liuly certified copies of this Convention shall be transmitted by the Depositaz^f

Governments to the Goverrnnents of the signatory and acceding States.

In ,aitness whereof the undérsigned, duly authorized, have sirr?ed this Convention.

Done in copies at

tüis day of 7
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UNITED' STATES OF ArdERICA . 	• 
. 	. 

Working Paper on definitions of controlled substances  

In the "Work PrOgramme regarding - negotiations on prohibition of chemical weapons" 

(CCD/360) the United States delegation set forth several general criteria which might 

be useful in defining  substances  that could 1De used for chemical warfare. This paper 

presents ,more detailed information -on thesecriteria and  discusses some  of :the 

advantages,and disadvantages of each. It deals specifically with the principal known 

single- and dual-purposè lethal agents, their mode of action, and how they might be 

defined. 

SINGLE-PURPOSE AGENTS  • 

The super-toxic single-purpose chemical agents commonly discussed, such as VX 

and GB, are organophosphorus compounds. Another class of compounds which includes 

super-toxic chemical's with potential utility as chemical warfare agents is the 

carbamates. These two types of chemicals are commonly called - nerve agents because 

they act by disrupting the nervous system. Compounds related to "mustard gas", although 

less toxic in - general than the Organophosphorus and carbamate compounds, comprise a 

third group of potential single-purpose agents. 

NERVE  AGENTS  

Mechanism of action of nerve agents  

• The very high toxicity of many organophosphorus and carbamate compounds is due to 

their ability to interfere with certain enzymes of the nervous.system, giving rise to 

the term "nerve agents". An enzyme is a substance which acts in the body as a catalyst 

in promoting specific chemical reactions. One of the most important enzymes affected 

by nerve agents is acetylcholinesterase, which plays an important role in controlling 

muscle movements. 

*Reissued for technical reasons. 

GE.72-15105 
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At certâ.in points in the nervous system there are gàpsin the electrical .pathway

along which signals travel. A chemical, acetylcholine,.is used to transmit the signals

across the junctior_. When anelectrical signal reaches one side of the junction,

..acetylcholine is released. This substance moves across the junction and activates

muscle or nerve cells.on the other side. After sufficient activation has taken place,

the acetylcholinesterase present nearby in the body destroys the built-up acetylcholine.

When nerve agents enter the bôdyi`they react with enzyme molecules, thereby

blocking the catalytic action of.the enzyme. Acetylcholine then begins to build up in

all the muscles-because the supply of effective enzyme has been depleted. Since the

body provides no other means for stopping the activation process, the muscles remain

"switched on" and cannot be "switched off". All the muscles - even those pulling in

opposite directions - try to éontract. The result is'that all co-ordinated action is

lost and the muscles go into a staté of vibration (fibrillation) and then become

paralyzed. This applies not only to-the muscles of the arms and.legs, for instance,

but also to those that control respiration. The cause of death is usually asphyxi.ation

following paralysis of the respiratory muscles.

Structural formulas for nerve agents

Since organophosphorus and carbamate nerve agents 'exert their toxic effect by

blocking the action of acetylcholinesterase, thete•,is a strong correlation between

the.toxicity of a nerve.agent and its inhibitory effect on this enzyme. As a result

of studies of the functioning.of acetylcholinesterase, thère is considerable

.information available on the'structural features which would make a comUound an

`effective nerve agent and therefore of potential utility as a lethal chemical warfare

agen"T. This information can be summarized in structural formulas which describe the

spectrum of organophosphorus and carbamate compounds which are most likely -to be

developed as lethal agents (see Annex A).

".1l super-toxic organophosphorus and carbamate compounds Irnoi,m to us could be

deccribed by two general structural formulas. This definition wouldbe relatively

simple arid yet would cover the two classes of compounds which currently appear to have

the greatest potential for use as lethal agents. Howeve.r, the structural formul^s

would not be applicable to all super-toxic compounds, especially thosP which may be

discovered in the future. Using this broad criterion, it would not be possible to

separate completely compounds which have peaceful uses from those useful only in

warfare. Finally, the chemical components of binary weapons wonld not be covered undeï-

chis criterion.

1
I
I

1
I
I
I
I
I
I
1
I
I
1
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MUSTARD-TYPE COMPOUNDS  

Mechanism of action  

e -halogenated'sulphides '(sUlphur mustards). and:f4alogenated amines (nitrogen 

mustards) form a third category of potential single-purpose lethal agents. A typical : 

representative of this group is big-(2-chlorogthyl) sulphide,  the  ."mustard gas" which-

was used in - large'quantities.inliorldWar.I.. .The mustards act first, as a cell irritant 

and then as a cell poison.on all tissussurfaces contacted. The,exact mechanism of 

the toiic action is not well understood:- However, mustard-type compounds are knoiln to, 

react with certain nitrogen atomspresent innucleic acids.: The physiological action 

of mustard compounds resembles-to_some•extent the action of ionizing radiation in 

- changing the function.and structure Of cells: For  this reaSon some nitrogen mustards 

have been used in cancer treatment.. 	• - 	: 

Structural formulae for mustard-type compounds  • 	 . 
. 	The formulas shown below might be used to Asscribe the sulphur ancrnitrogen 

mus tarde:  

; 
R and R = substituted or-unsubstituted aliphatic and aromatic .  groups . 

' As already noted, many.of the nitrogen Mustards  have  small-scale medical and . 	. 
peaceful research uses. It does not - appear possible to develop a structural formula 

which would refer only to those mugtards which would bè usefUl only as chemical'warfare 

agents. 

TOXICITY LIMIT  

A key feature of modern agents is.their extraordinarily high toxicity to humans 

and other mammals. Chemicals used widely in the civilian sector are much,less toxic 

in general: As several delegations have suggested, a toxicity limit might be useful 

as one criterion for defining chemical substances which are potential chemical warfare 

agents. 
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_A criterion based on a toxicitv limit wouldhave_the advantage of heing directly

rélated to the potential danger from a_particular substance. Furthérmore,

determinatiôns af:Foxiczty are already routinel,y conducted in laboratories in many

countriës.. This,.técYiniqûe is used especiâ.lly in connexion with development of new

d"rugs..and. insecticides.,

However,,laboratoxÿ procerlures for-toxicity determination are not uniform from

country to country - or.even.within a single country. Accurate, reproducible toxicity

values can be obtained only if, the testing procedure and .forrA of presentation of'

results are. very carefully épéCified. in-advance <. .

A toxicity standâ.rd would be.appliçable to. knôç•m super-toxic substances or any

super-toxic substance.-discovered'in the future. However, it would probably not apply

to mustard-type compounds, dual-purpose agents, and components of binary weapons since

these substances are comparable in toxicity to many chemicals used exclusively for

peaceful industrial purposes.

LIST OF KNOWN AGENTS AND PRECURSORS

_pu3zpose agents and precursors by name andA comprehensive list of Irnoim single -

structural formula is likely to include most of the agents currently in national

arsenals and their precursors . Chemicals rrhich - âre likely to be significant components

of binary weapons might also be placed on such a list. The names and formulas of a

number of.lmown single-purpose agents andprecursors are given in Annex B. Those.that

are presently stockpiled by the United States are marked with an asterisk.

.At present it is not possible to be certain if all the major agents in the

arsenals of States or.under development would appear in a list of this type. Further-

more, a definition based solely on a iistlof lrnôwm a&ents could be circumvented by a

slight modification of the structure of an agent on the list orbv dPvelobmPni- of a

new type of super-toxic agent.

PURPOSE CRITLRION

.A general_cc;LJe1Zion, such as that in the Biological Weapons Convention, which

prohibits agents "of types and in quantities that have no justification for

prophylactic, protective or other peaceful purposes", would p.rszYZ^^ the simplest and

uLQ^t comprehensive definition. In contrast to definitions based on structural formulas

or toxicity, a purpose criterion would be applicable to binary-weapon components.

Without some specific technical gui.delines, however, difficulties could ari_se in

applying such a criterion in some situations.

1i
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DIIAL-PURPOSE AGENTS

The most widely discussed lethal agents which are also used on a.large scale

for peaceful purposes are chlorine, ph.osgena, hydrogen cyanide and cyanogen chloride...

Each of these dual-purpose chemicals was used as a lethal chemical agent in World

War I.

Mechanism of action

Chlorine and phosgene are lung irritants which exert their toxic effect by

damaging the,breathing mechanism. Phosgene, for exa.mple, injures the capillaries in

the lungs and leads to seepage of watery fluid into the air sacs. When a lethal

amount of agent is received, the air sacks become so flooded-that air is excluded

and the victim dies from lack of sufficient oxygen.

Hydrogen cyanide,,andcyanogen.chloride-;affect bodily,functions by inhibiting the

enzyme cytochrome oxidase, thus preventing the normal utilization of oxygen by.the

body tissues. Oxygen starvation occurs in the'cells and tissues very quickly. Death

occurs as a result of paralysis of the'respiratory centre in the brain-which controls

the nerves involved in breathing and through circulatory failure.

Possible definitions

The agents in the dual-purpose category are relatively few in number and possess

diverse chemical structures. rleither a toxicity limit nor a structural. formula would

appear to_be useful in delimiting possible dual-purpose aZents.--.

However, the dual-purpose agents which were used in World War I or have been

developed since then are generally well known. For this reason a list of lrnotim dual-

purpose agents would most probably include all which are now or have been in the

arsenals of States.

Among the compounds which might be included in such a list are those given below:

Potential dual-•purDose agents

chlorine

0

phosgene Cl-C-Cl

hydrogen cyanide HCN

chloropicrin Cl C-NO
3 2

cyanogen chloride C1-CN

tri chlorome thyl
chloroformate

C12

0
11

C13C-0-C-Cl

diisopropyl . 0

fluorophosphate F-P--^O-iso-C3I'7)2

In the area of dual-purpose agents it might be desirable to consider a definition

based on a purpose criterion and a list of lMown dual-purpose agents.
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ANNEX A: Possible Structural Formulae for Nerve Agents. 

1.  Organophosphorus Compounds 

The general structural formula for potential . organophosphorus agents proposed by 
the Netherlands in CCD/320 (shown below) 	' 

er on 

-CCD/365 
Annex A 
page 1 

R 	' R' 

Y 	Z 

\ 
R' 	'X 

in which 

, 	Y = 0.or S 	 . 

Z = 0"or S 

X=  F, CN,N
3' 

SR", S(CH2 ) 1iSR", S(CH2 )ne(R") 2 , S(CH.2 )nN(R") 2 , S(CLI.2 )ne(R" 

R (Substituted) alkyl, .cyclOalkyl or hydrogen 	' 
R'= Alkyl, dialkylamino 

R" ='Alkyl 	. 	 ' 	; 	_ 

would describe the gTaat majority àf organophosphorus compounds known to be potent 
inhibitors of acetylcholinesterase and at .the same time would.exclude compounds which 

currently have important peaceful uses. . 	• 	' 

' • This definition appears at . first to be very broad, but on réviewit is apparent 
that at least one type of super-toxic organdphosphorus compound, 0,0-dialkyl S-alkyl 

-Phosphorothiolates (shown below) 

R 

in which R,  R  = (substituted) alkyl, cycloalkyl would not be covered. Included in 

this group are 2-(diethoxyphosphiny1thio)-thiocho1ine:salts, 2-(diethoxyphosphinylthio) 

• ethyldiethylsulfonium salts and analogous compounds: 	• 

This type of Compound would be acCommodated irthe definition of R' (in the formula 

in CCD/320) were changed so that R' = alkyl, dialkylamino, alkoxy. 

Another feature of the formula in CCD/320 is that it would describe only those 

'types of organophosphorus compounds whose toxicity has already been determined. 
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A moregeneral expression'for:potential organophosphorus nerve agents can be 

provided by the general formulai 

II 	• 
• 

D 

I 

A = 0, s e  se. 
13, C, D maybe agy atomor group of atoms. 

This definition would"include all coMpOunds covered by.-the Netherlands general formula, 

0 1 0-dialkyl S-alkyl phosphorothiolates.and allsuper-toxic.organophosphorus 

:oompoundà whichmaybe-deveIoped in thefuture. However, many of the compounds 

:included under the second formula above Wouldnot be'super-toxic; some would  have 

 : important civilian uses. 	I 	 • 	" 

. .2. Carbamates  • 

The carbamates are another class of chemicals from which extraordinarily toxic 

,compounds with potentiaLutility as chemical warfare agents migtt be developed. • 

Although carbamates do not contain a phOsphorus atom, they function as nerve agents in 

:much the same fashion as organophosphorUs compounds. The carbamate-group 	" 
• 

' • 
"(-0-C-N--), which is the characteristic structuraLfeature of this class of compounds, 

" contains the very common elements carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, and. (often)• hydrogen. 

. 	A:separate formula, in additièn'tothe'one for organoPhoSPhorus compounds, would 

: be needed to cover carbamates. ,The•géneral formula below-Would describe as complete . 

as possible _a spectrum of super-toxic carbamate compounds: 

0 
\ • 	11 
N—C —OR" 

,/ 

4' 
R = hydrogen, alkyl 	P0=a11cy1 	• 

R" = any alkyl or aryl group 

Here again, many compounds not sufficiently toxic .to be potential chemical 

'warfare agentawould be included, among them some compolinds used in the civilian 

sector. It does not appear Possible•to design a general structural formula for 

carbamates which would include only the super-toxic carbamates. 
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1.iR1EX B. SINGLE-P"JRPOSE LETHAL AGENTS AM PRECURSORS

A.

Name Chemical Name Structural Formula

0

Tabtn7 Y GI_
il

Ethyl N,PT-dimethylphosphoramidoc^ranidate C9H 0-P-N(CIi

I< yve agents.-

Sa.rin, ® Isopropyl methylphosphonofluoridate-

3 Soman, GD 1,2,2-Trimethylpropyl methylphosphono-

fluoridate

0
II i CH

CH -P-O-CH
_.3_ ..I . . _,^ .

CH3

0 C(CH ,
CH -Y-O-CH

Cx3

^ ^ ^n ^ ^ r ^ ^ i ^ r r nw^ s ^ ^ n^ ^ ^
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Common Name 	 Chemical Name 	 Structural Formula 

. 	Eth;l Sarin, GE 	 Isopropyl ethyl-phosphonofluoridate 	
0 
11 	.. 

CH
3 

-PO-CH 
• 5 	I C F 	113 

GF 	 Cyclohexyl methyiphosphonofluoridate 
0 , 
Ji.' 	

.CH 	- 

CH-P-O-CH 	- 	CH '--. 

	

} 1. 	N 	, 	2 
/ 	' 

F 	CH -  ' 
2 _ 

 VE 	 07Ethyl S-2 -cliethylaminoethyl 	
. 

• ethylphosphonothiolate 0 :' 
• 1- 	

Ç 2H5 / 
C  H -P-S-CH -.-CH -N - , 2 	1 ' 	- 	2 : 	2 	\ 

C II' 
0C 2 .

H 5. 	
. 2 	5 . 



Coi;non Name Chemical Name

7. Amiton, VG 0,0-Diethyl S-2-diethylaminoethyl

phosphorothiolate

8.. Edemo, Vl~i 0-Ethyl S-2-diethylaminôethyl
methylphosphonothiolate

9. VS 0-Ethyl S-2-diisopropylaminoethyl
ethylphosphonothiolate

Structural Formula

. 0
Il iC 2 H5

C2H50-P-S-CH2-CH2-N\
Il

C2H5oC2H5

0
^i C2H5

CE -P-S-CH=CH-N2 2 ^

C 2 H 5
oc2H5.

0
IC3H7iso

C H 5-P-S-CH -CH -N2 . ^ 2 2
^Ç3H7 so

OC H
2 5 01

CD m--,-
k W

w Cr%
td ui



10. UX *

1 1 . . 33 SN

0
II A 3H7iso

CH3-P-S-CH 2 -CH 2 -N
^Ç3Hiiso

oc2 5

1 i.
CH3

H -_P-S-CH -CH -N
3 1 2 2 ^,CH3

. . _ OC2H5 7.

B. Nerve Agent
Precursors O

Ii Cl
1. . Dichlor Methylphosphonic dichloride CH -P ^

3 ' Cl

0-Ethyl S-2-diisbpropylaminoethyl
methylphoFSphonothiolate

0-Ethyl S-2-dimethylaminoethyl
methylphosphunothiolate.

* US standard agent



Structural Formula Chemical Name Common Name 

0 

ritr 	 F  
- 

3 

2. Difluor 	 Methylphosphonic difluoride 

C L-iso 
110--C11 --C11 	.3  I 

, 2 	2 	- 
NC3Hriso 

4. Pinacolyl alcohol 	3,3-Dimethy1-2-propanol 

CH ---C--- 
3 

3 

OH 

f 
CU 	CH 

3 

3. None 	 N,N-diisopropylethanolamine, 
2-DiisOpropylaminoethanol - 

>141  
v4 v-1 	CN. 

" 
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Common Name

B. I'•Tustard-type Agents

. P'lustard gas*

2. al-1

3. HN-2

4. HN-3

5• Ses quiinustard

6. T

ï;evi siite

Chemical Naine

Bis(2-chlbroethyl)sulfide

Ethyl-bis(2-chloroethyl)amine

P7ethyl-bis(2-chloroethyl)amine

Tris(2-chloroethyl)amine

1,2-bis(2-chlorôethylthio)etharie.

Bis(2-chloroethylthioethyl)ether

2-chlorovinyl dichloroarsine

Structural Formula

S -(-CH2 CH2 Cl) 2

C2H5 N -^-CH2CH2C1)2

CH3-N -t-CH 2 CH 2e')2

N -^cH2Cg2c1)3

(CH2 SCH2CH2CT),2.

o -(- CH CH2 SCH2CH2c1)2
2

CHCICH -- AsC12

(D (Dw
M CYNtd ^-n

* United States standard agent.
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I • - 	 Introduction 	 - 	- ... 	. :.  

..The US work programme  on Ci  (CCD/360) . .pointed out.that "while there is . evidence 

II‘ 	• 	.. 	. 
agents yand weaponsand_the extent to which storage may be observable. .The paper 

; 	-• 	discusses overall configuration of storage areas, .as well as. features of storage, such - 

I as security,  maintenance, and  safety. : The US Delegation believe s .  that an exaMination 
of these.luestions is  relevant in  considering verification•qUestions connected with : 

- 	possible prohibitions regarding possession and stockpiling of chemical weapons (CW) 
1 

• - 
' ' 	'(---\\ • and CW agents.. 	. . 	 . 	' - 	- 

II • 	problems as security and personal safety.. By màking available information concerning 

US storage methods and some possible alternatives, this paper is intended to contribute 

11 . ' 
to the establishment of a factual basis for examining verification in relation to 

.. 	• 	stockpiling. 	. 	 . 	 . / 
• • ■ II 1. 	General Considerations  

! 
- . • Storage of chemical agents and 'weapons involves providing for: the physical 

* security of stocks, the maintenance of such stocks to prevent and minimize the problems 

II 
, 

of deterioration, and the.protection and treatment of personnel who may accidentally 
: come in contact with the agent. .Physical security may be provided by maintaining 
Il.i 

,  

II! ' . 	and completely insioected, by'using lee detection and alarm systems, and by having 

GE.72-15043 

1 

II 	
. ' UNITED STATES OP AMERICA 

. 	, 
Working Paper on storage .of-cheMical agents and weapons  

[ 	which suggests  the existence of substantial quantities of chemical arms in present day 
I 	. i 	• 	arsenals of several.nations, storage of chemical weapons by'its nature is not a .   

readily identifiable activity." This.paper examines the storage of toxic chemical 
. 

The information set forth.below is drawn largely.from US experience. While  [ 
. 

similar.features could be -expected to apply.to CW storage . elsewhere, it is not known 

whether  ail  states.posseésing CW . stocks employ analogous methods to cope with such 

strict perimeter controls to prevent unauthorized . access. 	Maintenance can be 

facilitated by arranging munitions. or. other chemical containers so they can be easily 
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:- . decontamination supplies and equipment available. Personnel can be protected bY. 

regulating access, by providing protective clothing and decontamination facilities, and 

byensuring quick'access to specialized medical services in the event of exposure to a 

. .chemical agent. 

2. Perimeter Security 

Chemical agents and weapons çan be stored both gth14 restrictd areas of 7. 	• 

conventional munitions depots and at separate locations. Like military storage depo -6 

.in general, the perimeters of areas containing chemical agents or weapons are - 

.characterietidally Protecteâ bÿ  SeClisitY'féncing .  They  may alsO' bilarded by rdving 

patrOleand'MOnItoréd Wired'hanidai leeneingdevicee.; ''Acdess ie liMited'tOCOntrôlled 
. 	_ 

checkpoints'and normally requires-a•Pe.cial.Paes.or docuMenté. SbÉreer',..‘ rnOné -ofthese 

physicarbeéùritY precatitions  are unique  tb.  CW àtorage..  

Perimeter -SafetY Measure's to protect-personnel againet possible leakage, on thé 
.„ 	• 	. 	• 	 . 	• 

-other -hari4 . :May bé indiéative'orCW storage. : . liegUiar'saMeing of  -the air around 

periméter -ie One MeaSure COmmOn tO 'CW 'etbrage areas's/AI:not norMally found éléeWhere. - 

air 	statiOns . housed in 'small  sheds  alonethé: .  

. .periméter have'been beed for - thie pu/pose. Portable'samPling eqUipMent ha'a :aisdSéen 
. 	, 

.shown . to be.effective, 	Another method of checking for leakage is to place' dageà 

containing . test aniMatà atselectéd pciinte'cin the periphery'as Well ae - ineidé- the 

:storage-area: 

Thé Most- readily Visible indication-of storàgei assuming no . effOrt 'toWïthhold : '' 
. 	• 

,knoWledge .  frCAT1 	 the- imMediaté area, might be warntng siàns. 	àigns - • 

'cdUlciSëïàst'ed'ailii:;eriMters'of .  CW depot' àl'eâs'ater -àng'personnetiié .irbreèeilde' 
. 	• 	• 	. 	. 	• 	 • 	•• 	•..• 	• 	• 	. 

of hazardous -6r tcixic niate 	Wh rials. 	Ilé they might  • not be visible' to "persone entering 
, 

a general military storage area in which chemicals were also stored, special 'sighs -- 

could warn those approaching the chemical section of the hazard:involved -and-Of what ' 

protective equipment may be:necessary to  gain admittance. 	Perimeter- guards patrcilling 

areas where Chemicalà are . stored Might be exPeOted'to Carry - . or have readily . 	. 
available prédective Masks 	PersOns• entering the imMediate area of toxic Materials .  

storage Might be ex'pectCd  t' 	impermeàbIe clothing and to  carry' arrY  protective masks. 

3. . Considerations Relating to 'qloes'of i/lateriarà'Being 'Stored  

- Storage .  problems differ according to the type Of agent that is being stored.' - 

Some of - the 'agent  Ë used in World War I, .sUCh  as  chlorine, phdégehe and hydrogen cyanide, 

require less stringent storage precautions than do mustard or nerve agents, although 

such basic requirements as monitoring of stoéks for leakage and precautions for safety. 

- - 
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are similar. Air-sampling. eq:uïpmént'might be used.to warn of :leaks; • emergency

protection for personnel couTdbe assured.by_having:availableprotective, masks.

Effectivé protéctiôn, ôn.the other hand,:against mustard agents and some nerve

agents (such as the V agents) requires impermeable protective olothing as well as masks.

It might be expected that such equipment would be worri by persoris servicink stocks of

these agents. Medical' facilities for treating organophosphorus nerve agent casualties

would have available a supply of'arritidote, such as atropine and 2-PAM chloride, as well

as equipment for rapid bloôdanalysis.. ,Such supplies and equipment would not be found

at medical facilities connected with storaggëareas containing only conventional.weapons.

Also available in the immediate storage.area would be decontamination eguipment, such as

vehicles,with pressurized spray tanks and decontamination chemicals such as super

tropical bleach for use in neutralizing agents from leaking containers or accidental

spills._ ^

In addition'to perimeter warnings^'signs may be.used within a chemical storage

area'to alert personnel to the exact natiire of the hazard they.would face in the event

of an accident, Under US practice this has been done by pôsting large signs with

symbols indicating the type of materïàl being stored.' In the interests of ensuring

maximum safety ôf'persorinel,'-hazârd indicators might warn if "special hazard" materials

(such as nerve agents) are`present,-and if so, whether they axe volatile (GB),

requiring masks, or les s. volatile (VX)*, req,uiring protective suits as well as masks.

4. Storage-of Bulk Agent and Filled Munitions

Chemical agents are stored in bulk containers or in filled munitions. Filled

chemical munitions would normally be kept in military storage depots. Bulk agent

might be stored either at munitions storage.depots, or at locations associated with

production or with facilities for the filling of munitions.
,...:.....

For bulk storage thë, US has used "one-ton" cylindrical steel drums.' Bulk

containers offer the;advantages of limiting the number of units that need to be.

inspected, and, because.they are designed specifically for storage purposes, of

minimizing long-term dangers of leakage. They are also suitable for compact storage

under a variety of.conditions - in the open, in buildings, or underground.

Storage of agent in filled munitions entails more complex maintenance problems

over the long run because of the increased number of items to be monitored and the

somewhat greater rate of deterioration. If munitions are stored with their explosive

^
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components, they would need to be.Maintained also in accordance with procedures for 

storage of high explosives. 	(Under.US practices high explosives are  kept in widely- 

spaced, reyetted and.reinforced concrete bunkers.) 	 . 

Stc/re zeariclecti°n • 
.• 	' 	• 	 ' 

A variety of configurations are possibie within a chemical storage area. Bulk 

storage of agents can be carried out in the.open t .in  various . types of sheltersp.or 

undergrourid. Open-air storage of containers in  rows is perhapsmost•convenient for 
. 	 . 	• 

gystematic maintenance purposes. ,iowever, other-possibilities range from stacking 

.containers  .in  compact tiers  under sheds ,e,t Military depots ,to,.:illarehousing bulk agent 
_ 

at,or near production facilities. ., Ineither,exampleHtha etructure .  used might 
. 	 , 	, 	. 	• 	• 	• 	• 	 • 	.. 	. . 	. 	 _ _ 	. 	 , 	. 	_ 

-phymically resemble standard storage sheds or,buildingsat.least externally -r 

conldbe large.or small, closed or open,  •or high or low. 

; 	Large volume storage_at one -location offers. more efficient,useof eguipMent and 

-- facilities. 	The convenience offered byconcentrating storage'at  one location  might l ,• ,  • 

howeVer, be  offset 1?y other:factors such as:a depire-to_make etorageless visible.and 
. 	, 	 • 	• 	• 	. 	, 	• 	 , 	... 	• 	• 	•• 	. 	• 

less yulnerable by.dispersing stocks.: ,Filled.munitions might beexpectedtoiozbupy' 

larger. storage areas thanyould similar:quantities of agent. in-bulk.containers.H. 

■ . Filled  munitions have  tended,to. be_placedin'widelyeeparated magazines which.were 

built to store: . Conventional weapons asNell.H Other : structuxes,offering suitable 

protection against weather damage and meeting : appropriate standards for chemical and 	• 

explosive  hazards could also,be used . 	Some munitions may•be stored outside, under 

canvas or.similar covers. 	If warning_Signs are:used on bunkers  or otherstorage 	- 

structures, it would be expected.that they would indicate not only .  a chemical hazard 

but  whether explosive components,erealso present: Such.signs could offer the only 

ready external means of. distinguishing.bUnkers.containing conventional munitions from 

bunkers storing chemical munitions. 	 • 

6. 	Alternative Patterns of Storage  . 	 . 	 • 	 • 

While the preceding descriptions are representative of some actual storage 

practices, they do not exhaust the many:possible alternative ways ;  to handle the problems 

• connected with storage of chemical agents and. munitions.. Other methods might.cost more, 

or sacrifice some degree  of personnel  safety. 	They,might,...however, be •considered worth 

the possible extra costs and safety risks by a countryplacing r particular emphasis on 

,concealing its stockpiles. 



Evidence of chemical weapons storagp activity offered by the storage methods

discussed is of low visibility, even to observers near a storage facility. These'

indications might,be almost completely eliminated through'the use of alternative

methods of sampling for leakage and by doing away with or hiding safety features.

For example, removal of warning-markers from perimeter fencing, entry points, and

rr

a

within storage areas would eliminate the most obvious sign of chemical storage. Use

of small, hidden air sampling stations in place of permanent, fixed meteorological

^facilities would remove another indicator. Material and related equipment, such as

bulk storage containers and decontamination equipment, normally stored in the open,

could be kept out of sight'in buildings or in below-ground storage.

Safety measures, which might"be necessary or highly desirable in connection with

storage of substaY.ces such as nerve agents, would not, however, be equally necessary

for storage of binary chemical weapon components. Any accidental leakage from binary

.munitions would not present a hazard substantially greater than that posed by many

chemicals in industrial use.

In general, there would appear to'be only very limited opportunities to

distinguish chemical agents and wéa=s storage from other munitions or military

storage. These opportunities would seem particularly limited at any significant

distance from the immediate'storage area. Furthermore, such indications of

chemical storage activity as may be available to persons near.or at a storage facility

are largely of a type which could be relatively easily altered. Thus, while some

indications of CW storage may be visible under certain conditions, it is questionable

whether thess will be significantly helpful in formulating a reliable and negotiable

system of verification of possible CW stockpiling.
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Working Paper on.the destruction of chemical weapons

^ This paper describes environméntal protection and safety.procedures used in current

United States operations for'demilitarizing limited quantities of chemical weapons.

Such ii- description will, it is hoped, be helpful in gai.ning an understanding of practicai

considérations involved in thé.objective of destruction of chemical weapons stockpiles.

The exaznpiz provided below involves the'demilitarization and'disposal of nerve agent

cluster bombs. The current:United-States plan for destruction of these munitions offers

an opportunity to examine practical factors relating to the disposition of weapons

containing one of the most toxic types of chemical agents.

Growing conceznifor environmental safeguards has been reflected in the United States

by an increasing body of laws and reguTations controlling governmerital as well as privato

^actions affécting the environment. The major United States legislation affecting

destruction of toxic materials is the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969. This

Act requires that every proposed Federal Government action significantly affecting the

quality of the environment include a détâ,iléd public.statement on its environmental

impact. The Act creates in the Office of the: President a Council on Environmental

Quality with responsibilitÿ for reviewing and appraising such proposed actions. While

directed primarily at non-military activities, the Act also applies to destruction of

chemical weapons.

In 1969 the Department of the Army initiated plans to dispose of approximately

2,500 tons of nerve agent in munitions of a type'considered obsolete, stored at Rocky

:Iountain Arsenal in Colorado. Under the National Environmental Protection Act, before

proceeding with demilitarization of these munitions, the Army-was reauired to prepare P.

statement detailing its destruction plans. Comments on the Army's proposals were

requested in February 1971 from interested Federal, State and local agencies, including

GE.72-15046
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• 	 . . 	 . 
the - United States Department -ofllealth, Education  and  Welfare,  the State of Colorado, 

and the Denver Regional Council of:Governments... A revised statement was made available 

to the Council on Environmental Quality and the public in December 1971. It is 

anticipated that destruction will. begin in 1973 and require approximately eighteen months 

	

'to. complete. . 	_ , 	. 	. 	• - 	• . 	 . 	. _ 
The environmental impact statement in this case, with attached plan for 	 . 

•demilitarization and disposal of waste productsl _includes Over 850 pages of' discussion 

and supporting data. As required by the Act,,it contains-a detailed discussion concerning. . 	. 	.• 
adverseenvirpnmental effects of destruction, and relates these effects to 

various alternative.methods of destruction.. The plan for destruction offers'full relevant 

‘ibackground information on all  aspects  Of deMilitarization.' This'inpludes_tephnical 

descriptions, with.appropriate'photographs, chartsl , and diagrams concerning  the munitions 

-tc) be destroyed, the site at which destruction - is to be'carried out, and the proposed, 

. destruction and disposal process.,:The description of proposed demilitarization 
. 	_ 

•operationscovers.methods of transporting the munitions from the storage area to : the 

and demilitarization building, removal of inert parts and their decontamination, 

draining of agent from munitions through a chemical pipeline to agent deactivation 

facilities, detoxification.ofagent, and processing of waste residue in a centrifuge/ 

Hspray dryer system prior to r  final s disposal. _Safety controls, including provisionsto 

prevent any release of, agent during normal destruction operations or as a result of an 

accident, measures.to control by-products released during detoxification processes,•and 

alarms.and equipment to protect personnel, : are described. The results.of pilot tests 

(using. simulated.agent) are also provided.- 

• . The following excerpts from the summary portion of the statement are illustrative 	, 
, 

of the types of information necessary in order that,responsible agencies may consider 

whether a given plan for destruction of toxic substances provides adequate environmental 

safeguards. These exceripts also : offer an indication of the rigorous procedures that, • 
must:  be followed in carrYing out destruction of chemical weapons. 

"Background 

• This environmental'impact statement presents the programme for the demilitarization 

of the M54 cluster stockpile at Rocky Mountain Arsenal. This programme encompasses about 

21,000 1154 gas bomb clusters containing approximately 454,000 gallons of agent GB.. 

(volatile liquid 'nerve gas') which will be disposed of by chemical neutralization. 
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.The M4 demilitarizationegortwee.i,nitiated:in . August 1969..by a special group ; 

designated Task•Force Eagle ....--InetrUctions and guidelines for the Task Force placed 

particular emphasis:on.safetyand secUrity,rather than cost or time. 	• 

• "The.Clustzr,-Gas Bomb., Nonpersistont,'.GB.  1000- .7pound M34-is an air deliverable • 

munition containing 76 individual M125.bombs filled-with.2..6 Pounds of GB.nerve agent • 

(methylisbpropoxy-fluorc-phosphine oxide) and a 0.55 poUnd tetryl central burster. The' 

:M34 clusters were manufactUred in.the mid 1950'e, are stored at Rouky Mountain Arsenal, 

are now obsolete and therefore must.be  dispdsed of. 

"Small quantities:of 1434 plusters.had. been .demilitaxizedin the past under field 

conditions at Rocky Mountain.Arsenal.: Review of the procedures and safety fOr.such -out-

door demilitarization indicatecrtheir -inadequacy'to meet the. current emphasis and 

guidance on maximum safety,Jparticularly.where many•thousandeof clusters are involved-

AcCordingly; Task Force Eagle. was:established to plan and conducta programme for 

indoor demilitarization in an explosionrprOof, gae-tight facility, usineremote control 

and automated equipment to the maximum_ extent. The objective wae:to reduce.or eliminate " 
the use:of personnel in direct proximity to the declustering Operation - and to provide 

Complete safety to the surroundingenvironment and population during.normal operations 

or in the event of . accidental munition functioning. , 	, 

• "It is• currently planned to demilitarize 60M34 ,clusters per day in two 8-hour. - 

shifts. This will permit completing the entire. demilitarization about 18 months after 

start of Iive operations 

"Environmental  Impact of the Proposed Action, 

The M34 cluster demilitarization progra_me has been develcped with the specific. 

purpose of insuring that there will be no deleterious  impact  to the environment .as a 

result of this effort. It is possible that extremely small amounts of undetoxified GB 

nerve agant • ill be emitted -to the atmosphere during the demilitarization process. 

leel will not exceed the concentration limit prescribed by-the . 

Surgeon General cf the Public Health Service for the' general-population and unmaskea 

workers ..... Other air pollutants (hydrogen fluOride, HF; nitrogen dioxide, NO2 ) may 

emitted to the atmosphere intermittently during the demilitarization . process. NCD9  

emission will 1) ,. controlled not to exceed the level set in latest Federal Standards .... 

The waste products from the chemical detoxification will be processed through a 

centriluep/sPray dryer system to remove thé solids and evaporate the water. The. 

. solids will be packaged in drums and stored temporarily in a warehouse at Rocky 

II 



Mountain Arsenal pending nltimate disposition.- All pipe and sewer lines transporting

,agent and/or waste products will be verified to-be leàktight priôr to start of

operations.

"As noted above, :e.. the munitions declv:stering will be carried out in a facility

which will physically contain.any explosion that may accidentally occur. The facility,

'has-explosion-proof doors and automatiç:blast',valves.that will insure-that the facility

is gastight in the remote event of anaccidental munition functioning and will prohibit

any-deleterious leakage.of agent to the atmosphere. Any liquid agent then will be

decontaminated by a special spray,system and any residual'agent vapor subsequently will

be bled to the scrubbers -(cleensing devices). During normal operations the area will

be contin.ously ventilatea (under negative pressure relativeto the outside) and any

agent that may evaporate will pass through ventilation'ducts.to scrubbers where it will

be captured and chemically neutralized. Operating personnel are experienced in the

handling of nerve agents. They willbe given preplacement physicals and subjected to

periodic followup clinical examination., to ensure the adequacy of the detection and

protective measures provided. In addition, they also will be given special training

in: the conduct of this programmé :..."

These examples of planning for an actual CW destruction operation involving a

limited quantity of weapons indicate that,destruction of chemical weapons is a complex

and time-consuming task which requires the most detailed-prepâxations. Comprehensive

,destruction of all. lethal CW stocks in arsenals every-where would involve major

environmental and safety considerations which would affect both the methods that might

-be appropriate for large-scale destruction, as well as thetinie required.

1
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The Canadian and. Japanese delegations (CCD/300, 301, 344) have, suggested that it

would.be useful to'review the possibility of compiling production and trade data on

certain chemical substances used in preparation of lethal chemical agents. In response

to this suggestion, the US wishes to share with other members of the Committee the

following information regard:ing the production and trade of chemical substances in

the US.

US Production Statistics

The United States presently releases considerable.data on chemical production.

Annual production figures for eight of ,the sixteen chemicals listed in the Canadian zuzd:

Japanese papers are.available in US Census Bureau or US Tariff Commission publications>

Statistics on the eight other cheruicals on the. Canadian and Japanese lists are not

published by the US Government either because production is minute or nil or because

US law restricts the publication of figures which might disclose the output of

individual producing firms and thus restrain competition by placing them at a possible

competitive disadvantage. Methylphosphon.ic dichloride and di:fluorid.e, and. pinacoïy-l

alcohol fall into the first ce.temry of. eVtre*^e.ly linited. or ni.7. production.

Production data for phosphorus pentachloride, d.imethylphosphite, sulphur dichloride,

thiodiglycol, cyanogen chloride, and. die tl;y ianiino ethÿl alcohol are reported to the

US Government but not reics.sed publ_cly because of leg3J. limitations on disclosure.

Production d.atca for the other eightt chemicals on the Canadian and Japanese

lists are capsuled. in Table 1. Included also are data on chlorine because of its

extensive use in World.War I and data on organophosphorus insecticides because

of the similarity of their chemical structure and. mode of action to nerve agents.

GF;72-15051
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• ,Production-:figures-cover all.chemiCalsproduced.in  the USduring the year, 
•Ifhether sold or•devoted to "captive" Uses :The term"captive" refers to use of a 

chemical by a single manufacturing firm for Production of another chemical.  

Production Trends 

Production trends of the cheMicals listed vary considerably.  Most of the listed . _ 

-chemicals require further'pr.cicessirigetoTbecomé .  Usable-end:prodiapts -. Demand . is 
therefore determined by the user-industries  (which may build up or draw down 

inventories in any given year), and Ultimately by the final consumers. Production 

is accordingly affected by: 

1. The general level of business activity; 

2. Relative prie and cost levels, which among other factors are influenced 

by changes in technology, by shortages, and by availability of alternative chemicals 

means of processing; 

3. 'Changes in consumer preferences. For example, production of elemental 

'phosphorus declined more than 13  per cent between 1969 and 1971 bedause of concern 
that the use of phosphates in detergents caused environmental damage to waterways 

receiving sewage frob homes. 

. .Regional Production 	 • 	 ••

Table Zindicates the geographic distribution of plants where these chemicals • 

are manufactured  in the  US*. Almost half of the plants are located in the South 

Central region, althotigh all the chemicals listed except hydrogen cyanide  are  

produced in at'leaat threé of the fivebrbad regions designated in the table. . 

. Plant lbeation is baSed on the availability of raw materials and inexpensive 

transPortatïOn as well as . proximity to direct'Users and final markets. Plant 

location over'time does vary as older plants become obeolete. Frequently older 

plants are replaced by ones located nearer areas of expanding population. 

Foreign Trade  

The US  requires customs dedlarations of both quantities and. values for all 

commercial exports and imports, but does not at present publish trade data on all 

individual commodities. The only chemicals with potential utility for àW purposes 

* Not listed  in the table are ethylene and organophosphorus insecticides. The 
former is produced. by 23 firms and. the latter by 15 firms. Since some firms have 
several plants, the number of producing plants involved is considerably larger. 

or 
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for which- data are.published separately,ar.e those^,listed,in Table 3. Many chemicals

are traded in such smallquantities tYiat.they are classified into broader categories

for reporting purposes. The trade in phosphorus trichloride, however, is reported

even though that trade'is virtually infinitesimal.

Generally speaking US imports and exports of chemicals with a potential for

CW usé are very small. The exception is organophosphorus insecticides for which

exports represented 30 per cent of US production in 1970. The only other chemical

for which separately published trade statistics can becompared with production is

chlorine. brports as a percent,ôf production varied from between one half of one

per cent in 1967 to one sixth of one per cent -in 1970, Imports represent one per

cent or less of US-production.

The sigiiificant feature of these'trade statistics, aside from the small

quantities relativeto production, is their erratic variation from year to year.

I
I
I



Production of Selected Chemicals in the US (in Klotri.c Tons)
Vd

.Pl orn
a

1966 1967 1968 1969
1970 1971*

Elemental Phosphc?us 513,067 5329532. 5569425 5"i69590 54A 918 49494's6
Phosp'-iorus Trichloride 39,987 46:391 49 94 l=' ;19 9°3 41976- . 50,091

Phosfaorus 0^ychlor:ide 27,724 28,860 5094^:? 2394G^ - 29,E:D3 28,069.`

Phosphorus Prntasulfide ^.;8 ,788 !4, 170 ,4698 44 ^?09?03 = 639456

Ethylene Oxide 1,055,482 ï,0.16832 19190:8c'5 d95459748 17 7:3, 0`^3 1,637,644

Phosgene l -49:575 16e 9759 2029571 .229,0.78 280,C65 ---

Hydro gen Cyanide 146: 557 114,421 138 , 0;:0 167 .699 14^.^ 625 .::
--- _

EthylEne 5,093,956 5,377,208 5,965.9116 7 ► 455, 500 8;205.,209 ;i.,2,705

Chlorine 6,535,806 6,967,176 7,6E0,e13 8}5Ô5,822 80854,441 ° 8,4739983.

Ozganophosphorus 54,397 289996 34941^4^.. 41,939 6ô,lQ0
Insecticides

for 19'11 are not reported monthly. -

are.available

-^-*Cyclic only. In 1967-1969, figures for acyclics were not published becausè figures for_individual firms

would have been disclosed. In 1966, acyclic production was 21y129' tons, and. iri.1970 it:kas 25,066 tons.

M^Mm M r MMM'MMMMM^M _- rr MMM
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TABLE 2 

Number and  Location of US Plants  Producing Selected Chemicals  

Location/ 	Elemental 	Phosphorus 	Phosphorus 	Phosphorus . 	Ethylene Ph 	Hydrogen Cyanogen 
Chemical 	 Phosphorus Trichloride Oxychloride Pe 	 osgene 	 Chlorinentasulfide Oxide 	 Cyanide 	Chloride 	i '• 	- 
	_  	 . 

iortheast 
(North Atlantic) 	2 	 3 	 2 	 1 	1. 	2 	 2.10  

Southeast 
(South Atlantic) 	4 	 2 	 I - 	> 12 

North Central 	
. 	

1 	 1 	 1 	 1,• 	il - 
, 

South Central 	5 	-1 	 - 4 	13 	6 	8 	2 	28 	, 

West 	(Pacific) • 	- 	3 	. - 	_ 	 .•1, - 	_ 	 7 
* 

Total Plants 	14 	 7 	 : 	16 - 	 ' : 68 	- 

There is -also one -ilant in Puerto Rico 

it:1 CD 
la) CD 
CPq t=3 

CD 

CD 



TABLE 3 

US Trade in Selected Chemicals (in Metric Tons) 

›ed 
ca 

Osq t:J 
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1966 	 1967 	 1968 	 1969 	1970 	1971 

Exports  

Chlorine 	 19,334 	32,896 	• - 52,935 	23,924 	14,801 - 	10,412 
Organophosphorus 
Insecticide 	 15,490 	21,765 	25,468 . 	25,926 , 	1 7,753.. 	22,811 

Imports 

Chlorine 	 65,699 	- 3,108 	. 38,056 	20,530 . 	22,618 	t 	31,875, 

Ethylene Oxide 	 117 	 598- 	 264 	- 	21 	 25 • - 	- 	28 

Phosphorus 	 341 	284 	 380 	 409. 	 279__ 	• •285 

Phosphorus 	
__-)'. Trichloride 	 LV 	.014 	 .004 . 	-.007 	2111 	 . 004 

containing 
eighths of 

4*/ 

***/ 

In Addition, during 1966-1971, US eiports of formulations of pesticides for agriCillturalé 

small proportions of organophosphorus- pesticide- ingredients amounted to approximately three 

the export volume of organophosphorus insecticides categorized in this'table.: 

Not repôrted . separately. 

Less than half a kilogTam. 
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. UNITED STATES OF A1y2RICA

Working Paper on US domestic legislation
re^arding chemical substances

This paper describes relevant provisions of domestic US legislatiôri with respect

to the use, production and handling.of chemical substances. The delegation of Sweden

has already pointed out that â review of the situation with respect to national and

international regulations in this area would be useful^and desirable (CCD/PV.556,,p.18).

The following description may be helpful in the Cor.^miittee's consideration of the extent

to lahich eYisting legal restraints might be relevant'in reinforcing the observance of

chemical weapons prohibitions.

The provisions of US domestic legislation described below are illustrative, not

comprehensive. They have been condensed from voluminous and detailed material and are

described only in brief, essential terms. Some material of special interest, such as

that relating to definitions, has been included in.footriotes. Special attention has

been given to the possible relevance.of "these provisions.with respect to the control of

the use, production and hs,ndlinn ôf.texic chemical sûbstarices which can be used for

weapons purposes.

The United States is a federal state. Consequently ther,:.^ exist parallel systems

of legislation, respectively within the domain of the Federal",Gcvernment and of the

various states. States do not have the authority to legislate in some areas where the

US Congress has acted. State laws vary widely. In some jurisdictions, for instance

where there has been extensive industrial development, there is likely to be far more

legal regulation than will be found in'other jurisdiétions, where this has not been

the case.

It will be noted that some.provisions of TL,ederal legislation deal specifically

with chemical warfare agents and govern the importation, exportation, handling, use and

disposal of these substances. Most Federal legislation affecting chemical warfare

agents, however, applies to them because they are chemical substances and not

specifically because they are chemical warfare agents. Legislation in this category

relates to such matters as production, sale, transportation and disposal of chemical.

substances. Parallel provisions may be found in State legislation.
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An effort has been made to  arrange relevant  legislation in such a way as to 

_ 
• . Importation and Exportation of Chemical Warfare Agents  

• 

, 	The.Mutual .Security Act of 19541/  authorizes the President "to cOntrol,..in .  

:furtheranceof.world peace and security and foreign policy Of the United States, the 

export.and import of arms, ammunition, and implements of war, including téchniCal data 

"relating thereto". The President .  may designate particular items falling withih  the 
; 

above categories. All persons engaged'"in  the business of manufacturing, exporting or 

importing" Such items must register with the Government. Penalty for willful.violatiàn 

$25, 000 ,  two years  in prieon,' or both. The powers of the President under"this  section 

have been delegated to the Secretary of the Treasury for import and the Secretary of. •• 
State for export., 	

• 
_ 	. 	. 

, ,,Among the . "implements oft war" designated by regulation are "chemical agents", 

!'nerve gases and . incapacitating agente. 	• : 

Handling 9  Use and Disposal of Chemical Warfare  Agents  

. Several sections of Title 50 of the United States Code regulate the, transportatiOn, 
-open7air tésti»ng, deployment i etorage,.disposal of, and procurement of deliveryeystems 

: for °lethal chemical.warfare agents"'by the US GOvernMent.• Section 1511 requires that 
_ 

•the Secretary of . Defense submit semi-annual reports to Congress setting forth the . 

_amounts spent during.  the  preceding six-month period for research, development,. testing 

, and  évaluation and procurement of all lethaland non-lethal chemical agents. 	. 

Section 1512 prohibits the transportation, open-air testing and disposal of chemical 

.warfare agents unless the proposed action can be.accOmplished without endangering the 

. 	*1/ 22 USC 1934 (1970). 	, 

21 Exec.-Order No.. 11432, 3 0'U.51 (Comp. 1966+1970). 

, .5/ The term "chemical agents" is. defined as sastances."useful in warwhich, by 
:(their) ordinary and.direct chemical action, produce a ,powerful physiological.effect:'. 

'facilitate a review of the legislative provisions described below. 	. 

. Federal Laws Directly Applicable to Chemical Warfare Agents  

Most of the Federal legislation affecting chemical.warfare agents'applies generally 

to chemical substances. Some statutes,.however, do limit the importation, exportation, 

. handling, use and disposal specifically : of chemical .  warfare agents.. Accordingly, these 

.statutes deserve special treatment,: 

22 CFR 121.08. 
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public health and safety. Section 1513 prohibits the deployment, storage or disposal

outside of the United States of anÿ lëthal chemical warfare agents or their associated

delivery systems without thé giving of prior.notice of thé.proposed action to the

country exercising jurisdiction over the area in question. Section.1516 prohibits the

procurement of delivery systems for lethal chemical warfare agents unless the President

certifies to Congress that the delivery systems are vital..to the safety and security of

the United States. Finally, sections 1517 and 1518 prohibit the disposal of chemical

warfare agents unless the agents have been det::xified or made harmless to man'and his

environnment, uizless-immediate disposal is clearly.nècessâry'to safeguard human li,fe or

in a.... emergency.

II. 'Federal Legislation Applicable to Chemical Substances G.enerall.y

Iilthough theze. are only a few, laws directly. affecting chemical varfare agents

ep r'se, there are many Federal lawsa.ffécting them as.chemical substs,nçes. These laws.

generally regulate the.production and sale, the interstate transportation and the

disposal of various.chemical substances. The most pertinent legislation is set out

below. ^ .

A. Federal Legislation Regulâting the Production and Sale of Various

Chemical Substances
. ^ .

1. Federal Hazardous Substances Labeling Act.

:The Federal Hazardous Substances Labeling l^ct^ prohibits the introductiôri into

interstate commerce of. any misbranded hazardous•substànce or banned hazardous substance.

The Act defines"misbranded hazardous substance" as a hazardous substance which,

inter alia, failsto bear.a label which states conspicuously the word "poison" for.any

A/ 15 USC 1261 et se ..(1970).
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-. hazardous substancewhich is high1y . toxid.-5-/  The Act also-bans .  haZardous substances 

- which might otherwise be used in . the household but which cannot .be made safe by 	. 

cautionary labellinà.. 

_ . 	' 2. 	Fedral Insecticide, Fungic_Lde and Rodenticide Act  • 

• §./ The Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide At'  prohibits the.. 

distribution in_interstate commerce and the exportation of pesticides not properly . 

:registered and pesticides containing improperly labelled substances which are highly 

toxid to man.-/ The Federal Environmental Protection Agency.(EPA) administers the 

- Act's - provisions for registration, packaging and labelling of such pesticides. The . 

. EPA has the authority to inspect the records of the manufacturer-to determine.whether 

the provisions of the Act are being met.. FurthermOre, agents of the Department of 

- Agriculture are'authorized to physically inspect shipments of pesticides to ensure that 

the provisions  of this Act are enforced. •inally,-  in cases where the safety of the 

pesticides is challenged by the EPA, the manufacturer of the challenged pesticide must 

eStablish the:safety of the product. 

, .5/ An example of an extremely Specific statutory definition is found in the 
:following-definition of the terà "highly toxic": _flany substance which falls.Within 
Tany.of.the following categories:' (a) Produces death within fOurteen days in half or 
more than half -Of a group of ten.or more laboratory whiteratseach.weighing between . 

:_two hundred and_three hundred grams, at a.single dose of fifty milligram's or less per 
:.kilogram of body)qe-ight, when orally administered;' "or (b) PrOduces death within 
• foUrteen days in half . or more'than half of a group of-ten or more laboratory white .. 
:rats each weighing between two hundred and three hundred grams,.when inhaled 
continuouSly . for a period of one huur or 1:.:ss at an atmosphec concentration of .two 

• hundred parts per million  bÿ volume or less of•gas or vapor or two milligrams per liter 
,by volume or  less of mist or dust provided silch concentration is likely to be 
encountered by man when the substance:is Used in any reasonably foreseeable manner; 

. or (c) produces death Within fourteen dayS in half or more than half of a group of ten 
or more rabbits teated in a dosage of two hundred milligrams or less per kilogram  of• 

•body weight, when adMinistered by continuous contact with the bare skin for twenty-four 
• hours or less". 15 USC 1261 (h)(1) (1970). 

6./ 7 USC 135 (1970). 	• 	 • • 
- 

// This Act prohibits the sale :of pesticides containing the arsenate, argenite, 
fluoride and fluosilicate compounds listed below unless these compounds are 
•distinctively colored to identify 'their presence .  in the pesticide. k pesticide 
containing such an uncolored compound would be per - se mislabelled and therefore could 
not.be introduced into.interstate commerce. .The compounds specifically covered by 
this Act are standard lead arsénate, basic lead arsenate; calcium aràenate, magnesium 
arsenate, zinc arsenate, zinc arsenite,. sodium fluoride, sodium fluosilicate and 
barium fluosilicate. 	• 
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Under proposals presently before.the Congress, the power of the EPA to regulate

the marketing of pesticides would be extended to include the application or use of such

substances as well.

3. Federal. Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act

A great deal.of domestic legislat'ion affects.the production and sale.of various

chemical substances.P/ The Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act,-9/ for example,

exteilsively regulates the production and sale of drugs. A"drug" is defined as.an

article (other tha.L1 food) intended to affect the structure of any function of the body

of man or other animals. The Act â,l:so prohibits the adulteration of any drug in

interstate commerce.10 In order to enforce the prohibitions of the Act, Federal

agents have the'authority unde'r section 374(a) to-enter.,and to inspect any factory,

warehouse or-establishment in which drugs are manufactured, processed, parked or held

for introduction'.into interstate commerce or any vehicle being used.to*transport such

drugs in interstate çommerce. These inspections,extend to all records, files,-papers,

.processes, contracts and facilities bearing on whether adulterated drugs are being

manufactured, processed, parked or transported in such places.

B. Federal Legislation Regulating the Transportation of Various Chemical
Substances

There is fairly extensive.Federal regulation of the transportation.of chemical-

substances within the United'States. Section 832 of Title 13 of the United States.

Code prohibits the transportation, carriage or conveyance-within the US of etiologic

(disease causing) agents unless authorized by the Secretary of Transportation.' The

^/ U.nder theOccupational Safety and Health Act (29 USC,650 et seq. (1970)), the
Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare is authorized to.establish and administer
standards protecting the safety and health of workers employed in business engaged in
interstate conmlerce. The Secretary of HLW is required to take action in cases where
"employees are e-.;posed to grave danger from exposure to substances or agents determined
to be toxic or physically harmful ...".

^ 21 USC 301 et seg. (1970).

10/ An example of a general statutory.definition is by 21 USC 351 (1970) which
defines adulterated drugs as drugs which.(1) contain-filthy, putrid or decomposed
substances, ( 2)-were. manufactured under . . conditions not-^-conforming to current good
manufacturing processes, and (3) do_not;conform to standards of strength, quality, or,
purity as set forth in either the•IIriited States Pharmacopeia or the Honieopathic
Pharna.copeia of the United States, if the drug purports to.be one listed in either of
these -publications.
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Secretary is authorized to pror.niTgaté rules and regulations covering the transportation

of these agents"^i^^order tô.'ensure their- sâfe.tra^nsportatiôn. These regulations apply

to all land carriers.engaged in interstate-or,foreign'commerce and contain the

^. designations of roû.tes over which etiologic -a:gents may.bé trsizsported.

Section 834 of Title lE3.of the'Uiiited'States Code authorizes the Secretary of

Tra;lsportationto regùlo.te the transportation within the US of "dangerous articles"

including etiologic agents, corrosive liquids,- compressed gases and poisonous

substances. The Secretary's regulations are.binding on all land carriers engaged in

interstate and foreign. commerce; and on . all shippers making shipments of "dangerous

articles" in interstate and foreigri.commerce. ll Under this section the Secretary is

:.authorized to require carriers to adhere to the.best-lalo= practicable means for

parking, marking; loading, handling whilé in tra.nsit,and inspecting such articles in

order to inslire their safe transit.

Section 170 of Title 46 of t1ie.United;,St^atés Côdé prohibits the marine

transportation of explosives and other dangerous articles or substances, including..

'!iizflammable liquids and sblids, oxidiziizg mater'is1s, - corrosive. liqizids, compressed

gases, pcisonbusarticlès or eubstances,'hazàrdôus articles ...11

; yith. the regulations of the Coast Guard. These regulations cover the marlting,

pâ,ckâ.ging,. .handl.ilzg, stora:gé,. stowage , and labelling of dangerous articles . and

substances.

Under Section 1716 ,.of Title 18 of the United,, Stated Code the transmission
through

thé^mails of poisonous drugs and'materials which may kill or,injûre another is

prohibited.

Pinally, the Anti-Smuggling Actl? regulates the transportation and distribution

^of merchandise Litô"the customs jurisdiction of the United States. Another section , of

the US Code contains . a ,list of. the çontrolled= niercha.ndi:se.!^/ ' Various chemicà.l

substances are enumerated in this lis.ting. There are specific regulations relating to

viruses, serums, toxins and a:nalogoup products for.use.in the.treatment of human

beings and domestic a^zimals.l4

11 The.regulations promulgatéd by the Secretary,

chemical agents;:see 49 .CrR 112.5-

12/ 19 USC 1701 et se. (1970).
. i

^ 19 USC 1202.(Sub-chapter 4) (1970).

^ 19 CFR 12.17, 12.21'. ,

f:Transportation list many

I
I
I

I
I

1
^
I
I
1
I
^
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C. 	Federal Laws Controlling.the Disposal of Chemical Substances  - 

Under Federal water po1lution'1egis1ation 12/ -the Federal Environmental Protection• 

Agency (EPA) has the authority . tdestablish methodà and means for preventing 	_ • 

"hazardous substances" from entering the navigable waters of the  United States. In 

thislegislation'the term "hazardOus substances" . is defined as "such elements and 

compounds which; when discharged in any quantity,into'or_upon the navigable waters of 

the. United  States or adjoining shorelines. or the waters of the contiguous zone , . present 

an imminent and-substantial.danger - to'the public health or welfare, including, but not 

limited to, fish, shellfish, wildlife, shorelines and.  beaches". 	• 

Analogous authority is given.tà the EPA with respect to certain hazardous air 
1_62 • pollutants.- 	 • . 	. 

.-, When the destruction  Or disPosal of any 'chemiCal substance by a Federal agenày 

may have' a significantly adverse-effeCt  on. the  quality of the human environment, the • 

National Environmental P ,:licy Act. 	requires that-t4e Federal agency undertaking snen • 

an-action file an environmental4Mpact'statement:assbssing the pOssible threat to the 

environment posed by the proposed Federal action...: 	 • . 	 , 
III. State Laws.Applicable to Chemical Subsances 	

. 

State legislation regulating the production, sale, transportation and•disposal  of 

 chemical subetances generallY shows oonsiderable diversity and is-in many casesnôt as 
. 	 . 

comprehensive as Federal :eEulation..: In some areas where  th è US Congress-has enacted 

•legislation the States are without authority to doso .. ,In other cases parallel 

Federal and State legislation exists. 
, 

A. 	Diversity if State Regulation. • 	. . 

One characteristic of the body Of State regulation governing chemical substances 

is the diversity'froM one jurisdiction to . another. For example, Maine, New Jersey and 

New York have one type of legislation•- in virtually identical.terms 	regulating  thà 

sale and distribution of, pesticides. :Under this legislation-pesticideS must be 

registered prior to sala and-there.are provisionSHeverning the handling of Pesticides 

33 USC 1162 (1970) hazardous-. 

-.- 	42 . USC 1857 (1970). An air Pollutant is defined to be "an air, pollutant to, 
which no ambient  aire  quality  standard is.applicabie end which in the judgment of the 
Administrator (of EPA) may cause, or contribute to; an increase in mortality or an 
increase in seriuus irreversible, or.incapacitating reversible, illness" 

1// 42 USC  4321.(1970).. ' ' 	' 	•' 
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in commercial transactions-: The .legislation a:7:so contâ.ins.: provisions designed to

prevent:injûries arising out`of the disseminationof pesticides.. California; however,

has a very.different type of legislation not only pertaining to sale and use, but also

to manufacture of pesticides, which is illegal without a licence. Provision is made

also for inspection of manufacturing facilities by competent State authorities.l8

B. Scoi)e of State Regula.tion

Even though the most heavily industrialized stâtes,;like California, New Jersey.

and New York, have extensive in4ustrial marketing and pollution legislation, the scope

of legislation with respect to.the production, sale,, transportation and disposal:of

chemical substances often is not,as.'comprehensive as Federal legislation. A case iri_

point_is California, which has extensive legislation embracing the manufacture and sale

of d-a-.tgs, pesticides and -injurious-or haza,rdôus chemical substances 19

pollùtion legislatiôn:which prohibïts*the.dischurge of-chemical substances into the

waters.of the State ifsuch dischargee.is likely to liedetrimental to wild life.20

California; however, does not hv,.ve specific legislation..regulating the transportation

of chemical substances within the Sta.te;- nor does it have the equivalant of the

Federal.,Occupational Safety and '.Health A,ct.^;..:which sets safety standards for production

facilities that manufacture hazardous chemice.l: substances.^_. .. .

The scope of lè;islation,in;other Statés,is in some cases even lesscomprehensive.

. Néw Yorlx, for. examplé,, has legislation. `governing the .manufacture and sale of drugs, the

distribution and sale of pesticides and the disposal of:chemical pollutants.21, It does

I
I
I
I
I

I I
I
I
1
I
I

18 The basic legislation.-regulating pesticides in New York may be found at
N.Y. -AGRICULTURE AND MARKETING LAW Sec-149 (McILinney 1954).; analogous New Jérsey

legislation may be•found at N.J. STAT. Sec.4:8A-2 (1960); in Maine the relevant
legislation may be found at 7 rI.R.S'.A.Sèc.581 et seg.;, in California the relevant
provisions mc.y be found at CAL. AGRIC. CODE Sec.12751 et sea. (West 1954).

19 The manufacture and sale of drugs are controlledin general by CAL. HEALTH
AND SAFETY'CODE Sec.11000 et ser, and Sec.26 j10 et sect . (West 1954) ; pesticides by
CAL. AGRIC. CODE Sec:12751 et sea. (West 1954)9 injurious materials by CAL. AGRIC.
CODE..Sec. 1^;.001 et sec!. (West 1951".-); , and hazardous substances by CAL. HEALTH AND
SAFETY CODE Sec.28740 et -seQ.(Wést 1954).

20 See CAL. FISH AND GA.ME.CODE Sec.5650 (West 195/4); for-general prohibitions on

^.the clis.cha-rge of chemicals,which degrade 4iater vuality'standards, see CAL. WATER CODE
Sec.13000 et seg. (West 1954'.) .

21 The manufacture and sale of drugs.is govenned by N.Y.'EDUCATION LAW Sec.6808
et serr. (McKinney 1954); pesticides by N.Y. AGRICULTURE AND. MARKETS LAW Sec.lA9

McKinney 1954); chemical pollution of water by'N.Y. PUBLIC.HEALTH LAW Sec.1200 et sea.
IL1cKi.nney 195,10 .

I
I
I
1
I
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not, however, have a Hazardous Substances Act or regulations gove:rning the manufacture

of pesticides or other injurious substances. Moreover,'New York, like California, does

not have a comprehénsive State Code regulating transportation of chemical substances

within the State. Unlike California, however, New York regulates the routes over

which vehicles carrying dangerous.chémical substances may trave1.22

22 N.Y. VEHICLE 'APID TRAFFIC LAW Sec.1630 (McIiinney 195z"..) authorizes certain
localities to regulate the transportation of dangerous chemical substances.
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Working Paper on remote detection of  - 
chemical weapon field tests  

A 	1. 	In an earlier Working Paper (CCD 300) the requirements for verification 

of chemical weapon arms control measures were reviewed in broad terms in order 

to put the overall problem of verification into perspective. 	Subsequently 

a number of Working Papers have continued this process with-varying degrees 

of elaboration of detailed aspects of the problem. .It is appropriate, now 

that the Committee has a general understanding of the  problem, for • 

consideration to be given . in detail to some  of the  Verification techniques 

which have been suggested, so that positive action can be focussed on:those 

which show real promise of practical application. 

2. 	One technique which requires further examination since it r has been 

suggested as one which•would not. inVolve on-site  inspection is the use of 

satellite-mounted sensors designed•te detect field tests of chemical weapons. 

Thiàpaper seeks to examine in-detair 

i) whether such.a system would be feasible.in  terms of sensitivity 

'requirements and equipment performancer. - and 

ii) rhat would be the probability of detection of field tests on 

the basis  of certain assumptions. 

3. 	A fundamental assumption is that field tests of chemical weapons would 
be essential as part of the development process culminating in production 

and stockpiling of the weapons... It'is important to note that while this 
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may be true for any new development, for example by a state previously

lacking a chemical weapon. 'capability it..is not necessarily a-valid assumption

for countries which have préviously had such a capability, unles-s perhaps

development of a new type riere initiated.

The characteristi_es andsensitivitZ* reguirements of sensors

4. The remote detection of a.chemical, agent liberated during a field test

necessitates the transmission of a sit*nal, from the chemical to a sensor, and

'inorder.to differentiàte,such tests from tests-of weapons!such as high

explosive or smoke shells,• the transmitted signal must allow identification

of the chemical. This need to transmit a,-signal indicates the.use of'

electromagn.etic radiation of some lform'and .only thosé frequencies of the
r. .

electromagnetic spectrum need be cons'idered'which are transmitted by the

earth! s ati:iosphere and capâble of giving-chemical 'information. Absorption

by the atmosphere limits .the useable frequencies to "windows" in'the near

ultraviolet, visible.light.,. infrared, microrrave and'ràdio-frequency regions.

Of -these regions only the ini°rared t,rill ,produce chemical data on all. '.

molecules and of the--available windôws- in the infrared regiori, that from.

8- 15 ,z is preferred becàuse;

a. it is a-region in rrhich many characteristic infrared absorption

bands. are found-

b. the black body radiation from_ the earth peaks at about 10,Li

Consideration will therefore be limited in this paper to a remote detection

device woricing in the 8 -' 15.A. window.

5. For the purpose.oî examining the capabilities of a typical satellite-

mounted sensor, the orbit^of the earth resources satellite (ERS) will be

considered as the sensor lequirements for'Ithis have been extensively repo-rted.

The LRS will be plr,.ced in a circular sun synchronous orbit at s, height of

1

I
1
t
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I
1

I
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880 KM with an orbit inclination of approximately 99°. This produces a 

ground point shift of 2860 Km pér orbit and a westerly shift of 170 Km each 

day.. The sensors have a field of view of almost 190 Km producing a 10% 

overlap on successive days. 	The ground velocity of the satellite is 6.7 Km 
- sec 1  which imposés severe constraints on the infrared sensor, 

6. Two types of senàor uhich . are available-  are  a suitable photoconductive 

detector, such as cadmiummercury-tellurium (0dHgTe), and a pyroelectriC 

detector such as trigIycine-sulphate. The former will require cooling to 

77°K,  the latterwill -operate-at-ambient temperature.: 'The:photoconductive 

sensor is usually used in a linescanning system, similar to the line scanning 

.of a television'screen,:without interlacing, whereas the triglycine sulphate. 

can be used in a Pyroelsctric-vidicon detector.  in which the'whole image ip 

formed on the detectorsurfacwhich:ie'ruled to give. a number of diScrete• 

point detectors.and the charge on :these points isaubsequently scanned by ah 

electron beam 	In normal sYstems wortcing in the visible and photographic• 

infrared regions of the spectrum, the différentapectral ranges are each 

monitored by a separate vidicon,uSing a'filter to . isolate the 'respective 

wavelength regions. 

7. The choice Of which:system to. -use for surveillance of chemical - weapon 

tests from a satellite will be'governed hy the degree of spectral resblution 

required. •' If  the identity.cf a chemical aéent pan be established using a 

- small number of wavelengths then either system•could be used. • If a large 

number of wavelengths - are required then the Consequent multiplicity of 

vidicons woUld be.prohibitive 

8. In remote sensing of nerye agents'from the  ground-using infrared - 

absorption, .deteOtion can be based on the 9.7)1 band common to most nerve 

agents. 'However, this band cannot be used for satellite-based observation 

because of the atmospheric ozone absorption band at this wavelength. 	• 

I .  
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:hen the spectra of the atmosphere and a selection of nerve agents are examined 

toether, it is apparent that since it is  impossible  to use the 9.7ju region for 
identification, no simple combination of .bands will allow agents tole detected. 

- _,Identification will then have to 'depend on eumninrall the information available 

the 8 - 9.4 and 9.8 - i2)11 regions, the individual agents being:identified 
pattern recognition techniques. This will require a spectral  resolution of 0 4 1/11 

. or  better which would require a minimum of 38 vidicons  :It therefore appears that 

the  line scanning approach would , be preferable. 	. 

When using scanning techniques based on passive infrared .  it is essential 

-HYthat the spectrum scan shauld be completein the timé interval in which a single 

Vtarget is.being viewed.. Since the sensor : detects.the,absorption by a vapour cloud 

of infrared radiation from theHearthts:surface, a changing pattern of absorption  at .„ 
'..1:1ifferent wavelengths would result if this background surface radiation varied 

during the course of a single Scan .. Relation of the data , to the pattern for 

individual agents would then not be  possible If the spectral , Scan covers areas 

of . different emissivity then false signals-can result. The highest resolution of ' 

linescan instrument yet achieved is 0.5. milliradiana with .0.25, mdlliradians as the 

:qpractical'limit. This gives a.minimuM line width  of about 250 m for the ERS system, 

. but the value is of course dependent on altitude.' Taking the instantaneoûs target 

:1Deing scanned as a square of this sizethen there will be roughly 800 Such target 
H - 

i dots in the 190 km line'scan ' or(804) 2  dots in the square frame. This frame is 

_completed  in 28  secs givinga 'dot': time of 40>us. In that time it.would be necessary 

:td.measure absorption at at least 38 waVelengths - . requiring a detector reaponse of 

l jus or better. This is within the capabilities ofa. cooled CdHgTe photoconductive 

The fastest scanning system yet, described would scan the 8 - 12 )u. region 

• 
• 

• 
• 

detector: 
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in 3).Zs. at a resolution of 0.50)u, s'o that the required scanrate of 40JUs is feasible.

This data would need to be digitised for transmission to earth and commercial

converters have speeds up to 15MHz. Allowing'4 bits.per wavelength interval (intensity

scale of 16 : 1) and using the position of the.intensity bits in the bit string to

denote wavelength, the data transmission rate would be 4MHz. It appears then that

it would be technologically feasible to design a satellite based.system with

adequate speed.

10. Considering now the sensitivity of an infra.red line scan eystem, the limiting

system noise may be found. Howevér, measurements at ground level indicate.that

atmospheric turbulence itself.sets a noise limitation of 0.04 per cent on the

discrimination sensitivity. These terrestrial measurements were made with an

instrument having a low-time constant, but still one significantly higher than

that of the satellite system. It there)fore appears unlikelÿ that a discrimination

level better than 0.1 per cent is likely to be achieved, so that a sensitivity

of 0.1 mg m2 is the most that appears praçticablé. Essentially, it appears that

the intrinsic sensitivity of existinginfrared detectors is adequate, but that

the limiting factor is likely to be the random noise level of the overall system.

detectors may become available and that more efficient means of suppressing the.

discriminating power of the present CdHgTe detector is 0.08 per cent, the noise

level limitation of the scanning system is 0.1per cent. The corresponding

detection sensitivity for an average nerve agent is about 0.1 mg m2 based on its

strongest band. For identification several bands will have to be used which could

degrade this sensitivity by a ,factor of 2 4. It is possibie that more sensitive
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71. Before the practical value of such a detection sensitivity is examined, it should 

be  noted that such a detection system aethat discussed above oould only recognize 

known  agents as the patterns for recognition would have tc› be stored within the Esstem. 

.' The  detection of tests : with a new•agent Would be outside the'capabilitiee of such 

a eysteM as the necessary spectrum analypie,•at a rate  of the Order of 2,500 spectra 

.:per sedond,'Would.inVolve an extreielY large computer organization EVen comparison 

of the liMited range of"wavelengthe with a limited librariof known chemical: agents 

at this rate is at the limits Of current computer capabilities. - • 

ào far eensor sensitivity has beendiscussedin • terme of' the rapid' response , 
necessary for a satellite giving widecoverage'by tracking over.a  large proportion _ 
of the eartWs surface.. With a satellite geo-stationarY orbit covering a fixed' area, 

there woUld bè a poesibility of:improving the:sénsoi. seneitivity by ueing integrating 
, 

techniques as explained in paragraph 21.belpw, 	- 

The prdbabilityof detection'by satellite-moUnted sensors ,  • 	• ' • 

In assesihg the probability. Of successful .  detecticin'of 'chemical weapon field • 

tests  from a seneor-satellite system, &number of assumPtions.have to be made in  order 
. 	. 

..to provide quantitative data inputs.,.  Two necessary assumptions have already arisen 

fropi thé discussion-of appropriate sensors, -  Viz that the.sensor is an infrared 	• 

>spectrophotometer designed to detect vapours of . chemical  agents  (aerosols would not 

be as readily detected by this type of inStrUment); and that tests are carried out 

with known agents. 	 - 	- • 	 • 

14. Two more assumptions of particular iM:r;ortance are made in the following 

. • assessMent Firstly ,that tests axé  Carried  out  at known fixed locations and eecondly 

that tests  are random With respect to time.. Arguments can easily be raised against 

:both these.assumptions. While soMe tests would probably,inVolve complex support 

facilities which could not-easily be moved, undoubtedly»much teeting could be carried 

out without such facilities. The-choice of random test.timee was dictated by the 

need to empioy numerical values in this quantitative . assessment. Although it is 
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reasonable to examine the performance of a detection system under these assumptions,

one must consider later the factors bearing.upon detection possibilities in the

case of a deliberate attempt at concealment.

15. A logic diagram showing the interactions of the various components which

affect the separate probabilities involved in the overall surveillance system is

given in Figure 1 attached. In addition to the satellite-sensor system which

would scan the test area in a systematic manner. the other main components are.a

source (munition/agent) whiçh,releases,a "puff" of agent vapour, and the environment

which determines the dispersion of.thepuff and also has a large influence on its

detectability. The probability of successful surveillance of field tests (Ps) is

calculated as'the product of the following.four terms:

Pc -the probabilityof a clear,sky condition.
(environmental factôr.only)

Pa the probability of coincidence of the affected and scanned areas
(satellite orbit'and puff dispersion factors)

Pt the probability of coincidénce of thè puff dispersion and sensor
scanning times
(environment and satellite orbit factors)

Pd the probability of detection (sensor, puff and satellite factors)

• The first three terms are readilÿ determined and'allow favôurable orbital config'uration.3

to be selected. The probability of detection will be a complex function of sensor-

satellite characteristics., puff characteristics and environmental factors and can-

ônly be estimated on the ba,sis of further assumptions. The overall probability of

successful surveillance can then be.calculated for thevarioizs satellite orbits

considered and the following pasagraphs give details of such calculations.

l'/
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Calculation of Probabilities 	' 

16. The following assumptions are made as. the basis:for .calcuIating the probabilities 

for Surveillance: 

an instantaneous point source of  10 kg of volatile nerve 

agent (such as might be produced frOm one round of a . 

• muitibarrelled rocket launcher) 	 • 

the agent concentration within the pull' assumes a normal , 
Gaussian  distribution  which is.maintained during dispersion 

downwind. Thamagnitude of . this  dispersion  was calculated 

on the  basis of a Mathematical model and the ellipses defining . 

the areas Corresponding • to various leyels of detactable agent 

(according to sensor sensitivities) were derived ph the basis 

of this model 	 • • 

Environment: a flat test location; neutral temperature gradient; wind 

steady in directionat2 mpe. : Cloud cover is the average 

.incidence of .overcast sky during the period 1900 . to 1939 

(with separate winter and summer values) . 

a multiple-spot line-scan (800*X 800'infrared 

spectrophotometer with a scan time of 26 s, &resolution of. 

0.25.mrad and a sensitivitY of (:)1 mg i2 . (this sensitivity 

is derived  as. a product of puff concentration and.puff 

.height terms) 

Satellites: 	Details of some possible satellite Orbits which'have been 

..included in the calculations are given in Tabla I attached. 	• 

An important factor which has not been considered is the 

system coàt which will increase with satellite size, 

• complexity'and altitude.. 	. 

Calculation of Pc  . 

17. This is the probability of—a. clear sky and ie obtained as 1 - Po (the probability 

of overcast ,sky), the latter being obtained frbm meteorological records for areas of 

interest for the months. of January and July, taken to represent winter and summer 

conditions. 

Source: 

Puff: 

à 
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Calculation of Pa and Pt 	t. • 

18. These are the probabilities that the ground track area covers the area of puff 

formation and/or dispersion and the probability that the puff is in the.scanned'area 

at the time of tracking. Both terms. will differ according to the typeof satellite. 

a. Polar orbit  A sensor in a.  near-recursion sun•synchronous orbit . 

of this type having a shift for the second day's track of one . 

swathe width (170.km) would'achieye complete earth coverage in 

18 - 20 . days. - By a graphical method relatinedistance travelled 

by the puff centroid,yind speed and sensor,sensitivity, it 9an 
- be deduced that .Pa .x Pt 	 2 0.02 for 0'.1 mg m sensop 

sensitivity. 

b. Inclined.orbits  The elliptibal sun-synchronous inclined orbit 	• 

with a period of 12 hr may,bé used to àcan the northern hemisphere • -. 

' for two 8 hr periods during.each-24 hr at apogee...In view of the 

. persistence of thepilff at detectable levels fora...sufficient 

	

- time, Pa x Pt 1 Scanning at perigee would give a lower 	 • 
. 	. 

• Pt value. " . 	. 	 . 
The relatively low circular inclined orbit will result in lesà . 

. favourable Pa x Pt terms than the elliPtica“rbit.' 	• 

C. 	Circular equatorial orbita  A satellité . in * a geostationary Orbit . • 

having a- sensor aligned and focnssed.on a 7,200 km square  centred 

on the . puff'release point can carry.out constant surveillance. , - 

Thus Pa x Pt = 1 and Pd will:bethe critical factor in this case'. 

A satelfite in a 10,000 km- orbit scanning a band of 2;000 km 

centred on an appropriate latitude would repeatedly-interrogate 

'a given area once every:6. hr. 	- 	 -  , 

As with inclined orbits Pa x Pt = 1 exCept:at high wind speeds 

(during which field tests.would be unlikely). 
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Calculation of Pd

19. Either the sensor will detect a puff or it will not, ie Pd. = 1 or 0r•.•.A-••. •-

pôsitive sensor system response'will'depend not only:on puff characteristics and

environmental conditions, but also particulârly'on,sâ.tellite characteristics,

:.especia].ly altitude since this determines_the resolved spot area. If the product

of,the ratio puff arèa/résolved spot area anda functiori of • the puff . height and

,agent concentration is equal to or greater:that^ the.detectox' sensitivity,then

Pd = 1. The area ratios are given in Table 2.attached and. show that only with

equatorial orbits at lowsensor.sensitivity"(1.0:and 0.1 mg m?) will Pd = 0. This^;. .
arises'from the higher altitude of the equatorial, satellites, but sensors. of

higlier sensitivity in such satellites will be effective' when the. puff area has

increased over. a period of, time..

20.. In the case'of elliptical inclined orbit it is anticipated that.sensor

performance would be likely to be degraded bydirectional and focussing problems;

and that Pd wôuld be low as a result:

21. For a sensôr in a non-geostationarÿ orbit', it is considered. that the

pperational characteristics are likely to be ajsensitivity.limit of 0.1 mg m2 and

airesolution of Q.25 mradians. .• This performance is attainable; with present'

technology making allowance'for; envi.ronmental: degradatiôn factcrs but calculations

...have for completeness been carriedout with sensitivities one order of magnitude

on-each side of this value. As noted earlier (paragraph 12), the..use..of

•^integration techniques is possible for a sansor in geostatioiiary orbit. By the

rapid..,accumulation ôf spectra (as in the use of a "computer of average transients")

the signal to noise ratio can be improved by a factor which approximates to the

square root of the number accumulated. Thus,. superiinpositicn of 100 spectra will

give an improvement in sensitivity of:afactor of 10. For this reason.a possible

.sensitivity limit of 0.001 mg m2has also been included for such a satellite.

t
I
1

1

1

1
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cover. 

Conclusions  

The probability  of  successful surveillance  

22. Details of the individual probability terms discussed above and the final 

values of Ps. (with separate values for'winter, ancisummer) are given in Table 3 

attached. • . 

)25. It is evident from - the Table that the best : orbits.  are those  in an equatàrial 
é 

plane although an inélined . gircular orbit may aiso be satisfactory if sensor, 

sensitivity can be improved. A qualification to be.applïed to equatorial Orbits 

•is that sensors may be sCanning 'certain  locations  at low elevations and the 

resulting increased atmOspheric . path length will. introduce an,unknown factor into 

the Pd values'(see Figure • 	• , 	 • • 

24. It• is seen that in the best_conditions the determining-factor for successful 

, surveillance is'the occurrence of'clear eky conditions  at the test site. The 

:  values given'in Table 3  are for a typical 1Vorthern Hemisphere continental location. 

yThe dominatinginflüenàé of.thiepartibular factor places additionalimportance. 

, on the basic assumption discussed-earlier,:that tests are random,with respect to 

time. Furthermore,  the, yalues. for the probabilityrof clear sky (Pc) are derived 

from data for completely,o'vercast eky and do•not take account  of partial cloud 

25. -From this analysis it leconcluded that limited; detection by satellite 

sensors of chemical field testeof:knOwn'agents in .known:areàs is technically 

.•feasible.. The Mos promising'surveillance systei would.requireaninfrared .  

eensor mounted in a satellite  in geostationaryorbit. .The incidence of : cloud _ 
cover at the test site would'be a,major faCtor . in determining the probability of . 

successful surveillance. 	• ' 	I 	 • 	 • • 
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SOME POSSIBLE SATELLITE ORBITS (APPROXIIMATE VALUES)

r

r

Type
Orbit

Altitude, Km

Apogee, Km

Perigee, Km

Inclination, (°)

Period, h.

Recursion No

Stability, years

Classification

Example.

Sensor, type

Polar Inclined Eguatorial
Circular : Circular. Elliptic Circular Circular

880.

Swathe, Km . 170

Spot diameter, Km 0.22

Elevation at 50° 90
latitude, (°)

1000

`• 0.25

90

Var.

Var.

Var.

10,000 36,000

6

4

24

1

2,000

2.5

18°18,

Geo-
stationary

'SYP?C0T1'I
(NATO)

7,200

9.0

32°44'



TABLE 2 

Ratio of -tuff area/sensor resolved area: 

CCD/371 
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1 
Polar 

Inclined 

Equatorial 

Type • 	Satellite - 	resolution 
Altitude 	radius (km) 

. km .  

Puff Area/Sensor'resolution for 
Sensor sensitivity (mgm-2) .  

1.0 	0.1 	0.01 	0.001 • 

	

880 	 0.11 " 

	

'1000 	 0125 
Elliptic 	'Variable  

744 	9258 

71 . 	577 	7180 
. , not calculated 

92'  

, 10,000 
' 36,000: 

1.25 	 0.71 	5,8 	71.8 
4.5 

 

	

0 . 055 	0.44 	5.53 	39.5 

Source strength 10 kg 

1 

Sensor resolution 0.25 mradians 
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Sensor ' 
éensitiity 
m gm- 

:Probabilities* .  

Pc(W) • , Pc(S) 	Pa x Pt . Pd 	1 Ps(W) 	Ps(S) 

Satellite 
type and 
altitude' 

	

1.0 • 0.5 	0.7 	0.01 	•  1 
9.1 , 	0.3 	0.7 	0.02 	1 
0.01 	0.5 	0.7 • 	0.07 • 	 1• 

	

1.0 	 0.3 	0.7 	0.15 	1•

0.1 	 0.5 • 0.7 	0.35 	1• 

	

0.01 	0.5 	0.7 	1 	1• 

	

1.0 	 0.3 	0.7• 

	

0.1 • 0.3 	0.7• 

	

0.01 	• 	0.3 	• 0.7 

	

1.0 	 0.3 	0.7 • 	1 	• 	0 

	

0.1 	 0.3
•

0.7 	• 	1 • 	1• 

	

0.01 	• 	0.3 	0.7 	•  1 	1 

1.0 	 0.5 	0.7 	• 	1 	0 
0.1 • 0.5 	0.7 	• 1 	0 

0.01. 	•  0 .3 	0.7 	1 	• 1• 
0.001 	0.5 	0.7 •1 	• 1 

	

0.01 	0.01 

	

0.01 	0.02 

	

0.05 	0.07 

	

0.05 	0.11 

	

0.11 	0.26 

	

0.30 	0.75 

0 	• 	0 
0.50 	0.75 
0.30 	0.75 

0 	• 	0 
0 	0 
0. $0 	• 0.75 
0.50 	0.75 

Polar 
880 

Inclined 
1000 

Inclined 
Elliptic 

Equatorial 
_10,000. 

.Equatorial 
36,000 - 

not calculated 
11 	• 	11 
I 

TABLE 3. . 

Summary of Probability•Terms 

NI • 

Pc 	• 	= probability of clear Shy for winter.Pp(W) and summer Pc(S) 

Pax Pt = probabiiity of the coincidence  of the agent puff and scanned area 
and coincidence in time. 

Pd 	• = probability of detection by the sensor 	. 

Ps 	=,overall probability of sUcceSsful surveillance in winter «  
• 	 Ps(W) and summer Ps(S) 

er: • 
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Work^.ng Paper on two groups uf chemical agents of warfare

INTRODUCTION

Within a comprehensive treaty prohibiting the development, production and storing-

of cheu.ical agents of warîare e.nd prescribing their destruction, thoseagents which.are

pa.rticularly toxic and thercfore capable of inflicting heavy losses would probably

require more rigorous methods of control than others. This working.paper examines some

of the prerequisites for such speciâ.l.treatment. It studies whether chemical agents of

warfare as comprised by the Geneva Protocol and the UiV Report on Chemical Agents of

Ziarfare (United Nations. Chemical and Bacteriological (Biological) Weapons and the

Effects of their Possible Use. Repôrt of.the Secretary--General. United Nations,

New York, 1969, A/7575/Rev.l) might be divided into ttro groups with such characteristics

that different verification procedures would seem meaningful.

Chemical substances,.whether gaseous,. liquid or solid, which are suitable to be

employed in warfare because or their toxic effects on man, animals or plants, are

chemical agents of warfare.

Some compounds are already knoVm as chemical agents of wârfare, others as potential

chemical agents of warfare. Future compounds which are not yet identified might also

become agents of warfare. 'Known chemical aD^pnts of warfare are listed in literature ,O`.

e.,- . the UIT and the WHO reports (United : Nations. Chemical and Bacteriological

(Biological) Weapone and tY,o Eff'ectT, of tr.e^.r Possible Use.- Report of the Secretary-

Ceneral. United Nations, New Yoric,.1969, A/7575/Rév.l,.World Health Organization.

Health Aspects of Chemical and Biological Weapons.. Report of a WHO Group of Consultant::;.

Genève., '.070.), an^l. some potontia.J_ ones are also mentioned in scientific publications.

Such lists or descriptions are easily expanded when the existence of new agents for

chewical warfare becomes irnowm or can be inferred.

The purpose of this papeT is tô discuss the principal'possibilities.to delimit two

groups of the chemical agents of wq.rfare, i. e. supertoaic agents and other chemical

agents of warfare, and to'suggest a reasonable procedure for this. A delimitation

between them should facilitate the discussions on verification, which are necessary in

connr_xion with negotiations.on a'comprehensive treaty. Possible methods of verification

for the different groups will not, however, be dealt with in this.paper.
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EARLIER DEL=TATION CONCEPTS I

During the discussions in the CCD the following concepts.have been used for.

different delir,ù.ting pur1ooses.

'Conditional or unconditional.prohibition of_produçtiôn

(Swedish Statements 12 March 1970,

CCD/PV.457 and 13 April 1972,

CCD/PV. 5'56 ) . .

Supertoxic or toxic'agents (Swedish Statement 9,March 1971^

CCD/PV.499), ^.

Single*or'dual purpose agents (US Working Paper Work

programme regarding nègotiations-on

A conditional prohibition would be restricted to production for-use-in war.

prohibition of chemical weapons,

20 March 1972, CCD/360) :
, ^ •

These concepts may need further explanations.

An.unconditional prohibition wouldmean a;.total prôhibition,of production.

Nearly all.supertoxic agents are "single purpose" agents, i.e. they have only a

:belligererit use, and it has..been suggested that their production should be unconditionally

,,prohibited. Al]. single:purpose agents are not supertoxic..,Other chemical agents of

warfare may also have a'civilian use, i.e. they.are ".dual purpose agents".

It is apparent that tizese sets,'of'côncepts are closely interrelated, which 'should

be.borne'in mind in the following discussion, which deals with the.supertoxic,agents.

SUPERTOXIC^AGENTS

Exactly which agents should be,considered as supertoxic has not yet been definitely

decided,,although some have been mentioned,:e.g. the nerve agents, mustards, and the

toxins.. ExistinG, potential . -and future ^chemiçal. agents of warfare will in all

,probâbility have the following properties in common:

Iügh toxicity

Rapid onset of effect - minutes to hours .

Physico-chemical properties allowing storage and dissemination

(or in the case of binary weapons only dissemination)

Reasonably economic use;

I

1

1
I

. 1
I
1
I



From the user's . point of view the acute toxicity of.a.chemical agent of warfare 
' 	.is of the greatest importance, and strong effects of low•doses•considered.as an 

II :, 	advantagé. The most toxic compounds.known, which also fit the:other criteria.  
mentioned for a chemical agent•àf warfare, constitute the greatest threat. Very few 
of these compounds have.  agy .peacefUl use, and•none has a necessary use outside: 

scientific laboratoriés. However,.it.has to be admitted. thatfuture warfare agents 
with a very high toxicity and an indispensible.peaceful  use are possible, although not 

likely. There are'also technical uncertainties in the determination of acute 

toxicities, such as.lethal or effective doses.  

' The effects Of chemicalami . living organisms are indeed -complicated.  In 	. 

oànsidering which compounds should - be regarded  asrsupertoxic. the  lethal dose . ià ' 

important, as is the effective dose:— The effective dose' has to be effective .  from 	. 
military point of view, - and thé,effedie:have to have a certain'predictable duration, 

say from 24 hours and longer following exposure'. 
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• • The concept of supertoxic - agents Should cover  all  chemical agents of warfare which 

are uarticulaaydangerous.- Such compOundein.very.small quantities cause death or 
severe, long lasting disability. 

'A tentative delimitation of supertoxic agents isi_llustrated in the table. The _ 	. 
delimitation is based upon.known'facts and data about:some-knOwn compounds. 



Table. A tentative deli ^mitation of supertoxic chemical agents of warfare evaluated f
chemical weapons (United Nations. Chemical and Bacteriological (Biological) Weapon
New York, 1969, A/7575/Rev. 1, World Health Organization. Health Aspects of Chemicj

E
Supertoxi

Eva,],uation properties Botulinal
toxin

A

Staphylo. •
coccal
entero-
toxin

Lethal dose!/ (LCt50 mg.min/m3)

Effective dose!/ (ECt50 mg.min/m3)

Time to onset of éffect

Daration of effect

Dual purposel/

0.02

hours

weeks

no

0. 03^-/

hours

24 hours

no

c agents

^
u

Nervea /
agents=J j

10-400'

2-2051/

minutess

days
weeks.

no

1/ The values are estimated for man ( see United Nations and WH0 reports)
when not otherwise stated.

^ According to US Working Paper CCD/360, 20 March 1972.

^ Inhaled dose in mg, which caused emesis in rhesus monkey (see
WHO report).

^ Larger groups of agents may be characterized more strictly, e.g.cfr_Dutch
Working Paper CCD/320, 2 March 1971 and US Working Paper CCD/365,
20 June 1972.

Sarin, VX, see United Nations and WHO reports; Tabun estimated doses
see Ftanke, S.,Lehrbuch der Militâ.rchemie. Vol 1.
Deutscher Militgrverlag, Berlin 1967.

t



1 500 

100 

hours 

weeks - 
months 

(no)1 

3 200 

1 600 

hours 

weeks - 
months 

y e 8 

5 -00e/ 

2 0002/ 

Minutes 
days. 

yeell 
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1 TOM data obtained mainly from the United Nations and WHO reports on biological and 
ll[n  
s d the Effects of their Possible Use. Report of the Secretary General. United Nations, 

and BiologiCal Weapons.  Report of a•WHO Group of  Consultants,  Geneva, 1970). : 

Other toxic agents 

Mustard 
gas 

Phosgene, 
Hydrogen 
:cyanide 

CS 

\l / 

50 000 

10 

..-minute s '  

minutes 

yes2/  

Tentative line of 
délimitation :. 

.6/ Might be used  as an inteimediate in laboratory scale synthesis; at present 
of no known industrial value. 

// Raw material. 	. 
• • . 	- 	

. 	• 

gj Varies with the concentration in air during exposition due to the rapid 
destruction of the agent in the body. 

2/ ,Police use. 
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TECIINICAL BASIS.AND,PROCEDUREFOR DELIMITATION-. 	 . _ 	, 
Since -the supertoxic agents will  have  to batreated differently within a. . 

	

, . 	comprehensivalan.ol: iiroduction,.atc, of . chmical .  agents, it 	be necessary to 

	

- 	agreaàn a method for»deciding which•new.chemical compounds should be characterized 

as sUpertoxic - chemical warfareagents. From a technical point of view . this should not 

be difficult. :-..A,group.-of experts.usinethe-kind of. theoretical and practical aPproach 

suggested in.thie.working.paper should be able tà.take.on this task.. 	. 

Many such groups of,experts exièt: for different purposes. Examples can be èeen 

in internationalscientific and_technological organizations l  which . perform.their tasks 

continually or-intermittently.  The International  Union  of Pure and Applied Chemistry 

• • (IUPAC) . is one .such organization, which e.g, handles noMendlature . problems, 

Accordingly a'list of the supertoxic agents might. ize, produced on request by .an . 

 appropriate United Nations.authority.:. This.might'be patterned.on the work of the 

	

T 	United Nations Committee that is evaltiating radiation hazards of radioactive chemical , 

isotopes, United Nations Scientific.Committee on the Effects,of Atomic Radiation on 

Man and its Environment, UNSCEAR i  which in its turn gathers standardized data from two 

	

- 	international scientific.bodies,.the International Commission on Radiation-Protection, 

ICRP, and the International COmMissiOn on Radiation Units and Measurements', ICRU, as 

well- as from UNESCO, WHO, FAO, and , IAEA.'. 

Reference has already been made to pcssibletachnical changes in the future, which 

might necessitate i.evisions in a.treaty: . The need for an updating mechanism covered 

by a treaty thus seems established. The sere groups  of expertl and United Nations' 

authorities jus ...; discussed might perform also . this task. 

CONCLUSION  

• There is need for a delimitation of particularly dangerous chemical agents of 

warfare, i.e. sUpertoxic agents, as à basis for different means of control within a 

comprehensive treaty prohibiting production etc.  of  chemical agents of warfare. 

In modern applied  science the  Understanding of patterns of data has increased. 

'The effects of chemicals'on living organiSms are indeed complidatedand are best 	• 

described by such patterns. -Delimitation of supertoxic agents from othèr chemical 

agents of warefare has to be founded upon the effects Of chemicals on living organisms 

and thus on the recognition of patterns of data from several scientific disciplines and 

technical specialties. • 

• 
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Data on chemical agents of.warfare are available in literature, e.g. the

United Nations and WHO reports on chemical and biological weapons. These data have,

as an experiment,been used in this paper to demonstrate the possibility to

delimitate supertoxic agents from all agents described in the reports. As a result

it was possible to delimit the most.dangerous chemical agents of warfare as supertoxic

agents, which rarely have a peac'eful use and never, a necèssary one outside scientific

' lâ.boratories. Many toxic compounds., môst,. of them with peaceful uses such ,as hydrogen

cyanide; could not be considered as belonging to the-group of supertoxic agents.

A technical basis for the delimitation,'if.the concept,of.supertoxicity becomes

'operational, has been discussed. This can also serve for a periodic re-evaluation,

which.becomes necessary.becaizse of conceivable future inventions in the field of
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Working Paper on identification and classification of chemical warfare
agents and on some aspects of the problem of verification

I. Chemical agents that could be banned

During past meetings of the CCD there was a clearly.discernible need for identification

of "chemical warfare agents" with a view to negotiations on a treaty to ban-the

development, production and stockpiling of chemical weapons, and to provide for their

destruction.

In our opinion a decisive step towards.,the identification of chemical weapons could
.. . ..., , .

be taken by defining the characteristics which, from a militâxy viewpoint, are

necessary to classify a chemical product as a chemical wâ.r.agent.

It must be bôrne in mind, when trying to assign an operational effectiveness

coefficient to a chemical agent, that this coefficient is the result of a combination

of many factors, of which toxicity is.merely one and not necessarily the most important.

These various factors, which are closely interlinked, cover aspects ranging from the

possibility of propa^-ation.in the;target arec,.to production, storage, etc.. It is only

through a careful and correct appraisal of all these factors that it will be.possible to

classify a chemical substance asa chemical warfare agent.

With a view to negotiating a treaty bann;ng C weapons, the chemical substances which

present the following characteristics may be considered as chemical warfaTe agents:

(a) Substances whose harmful effects are brought about through contact, ingestion or

inhalation, excluding those whose èffects a-r-e caused only through.injection.

(b) Substances which, because of their chemical and physical properties,.can be

diffused in the atmosphere by normal military means (aircraft, helicopters,

artiller, missiles, etc.) with a concentration high enough in the emission area

to produce the effects predetermined.

GH.72-15163
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-(c) Substances which ,biacting through the means referred to under point (b) are 

highly toxic or are capable'of rendering the area uninhabitable for a Certain 

. tiMe: 

Substances having the above-mentioned characteristics and capable somehow of 

remaining in the environment long enough,to develop their harn1U1 action. 

Substances having the above-mentioned characteristics and which can be produced 

and stored ilisuch amOunts •  as:to constitute a . veritable military stockpile. 

, .0n the base of these requiremenid it seems possible tO-etart drawing uP a first _ 	_ 	. 	_ 	. 
. list of substances which can certainly be coneidered as•chémical warfare agents, with 

.: •a, view to determining the scope of a treaty banning chemical weapons, as foilbwa: 

. .PHOSGEgE•or CARBONYL CHLORIDE . 	- ' 	• 
• COCI 

2 	 • • 

Choking agent. Intermediate-product. Used en a largé scale in the chemical  

industry for thé preparation of dyestuff, pharmaceuticel products, plastics, etc. 

ESTERS OF FLUOROCARBOXYLIC ACIDS . 	• 	 . 
• 

	

. 	. 
F-(CH2  ) COOR . 	n = odd• . • 	. 	: . 	n

• 
. 

• . 	 ‘ R.=-alkyl or halogenalkyl • 
GeneraI.toxic.action. • 

'CHLOROPICRIN or NITROCHLOROFORM 

02  N-CC13 	
• 

Choking agent.. Disinfestor for etored - goodà and for grounds. 	- 

CYANOGEN BRODE . 	 : 	: 

BrCN 	 , 

'Tear'and general. toxic agent. 	 , 	, 	• 

CYANOGEWCHLORIDE 	 . . 	, , 
C1CN 

Tear  and  toxic agent. Used in cyanate 1.preparation' and halogenation for the  

synthesis.of dyestuff. . • 

- ' . THIOPHOSGENE or THIOGARBONYL CHLORIDE , 

CSC12 



- MUSTARD GAS =
2,2' - DICHLORODIETHYL SUhFIDE

S(CH2CH2C1)2

Blister agent.

- ETHYL CHLOROSULFONATE

C1-S02-0C2H5

Blister, and tear agent.

- NITROGEN MUSTARDS and TERTIARY 2,2'
DINALO DIALKYL AMINES

R-N-R2 R = Alkyl, halogenalkyl

R' = halogenalkyl

Blister agent..

ARSINE

AsH3

General toxic agent.

METHYL DICHLORO ARSINE

Used for veterinary products.

Irritant and blister agent. Used for veterinarY prodLicts.

- LEWSITE or DICHLORO (2CHLOROVINYL) ARSINE

AsC12-CII=CHC1

Blister agent.

- PHENYL DICHLORO ARSINE

AsCl2C6H5

AsC12CH3

Irritant and blister agent.

- ETHYL DICHLORO ARSINE.

AsC12C2H5•

Irritant and blister.agent.,

- DIPHCNiCL CHLORO ARSINE

AsCl (C6H5)2

Irritant and blister agent.
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DIPHIUïYL CIANO ARSINE

AsCN(C6H5)2

Irritant and blister agent.

- ADAMSITE or'DIPHEtIYL AMINO CHLORO ARSINE

AsCl(C6H4)2 NH

Irritant agent.

IRON PENTACARBONYL

Fe( C0)5

! General toxic agent.

CHLOROFORMOSINE

C1CH=NOH.

Tear and blister agent.

PHOSGENE OXIN or DICHLOROFORMOSINE.

C12C=NOF!

Irritant.

CHLORO ISONITROSO ACETONE

CH3COCC1=NOH

Irritant.
.. ... . ...

ORGANO PHOSPHURUS COrIPOUNDS -

Tabun, GA.(ethyl.N,N-il.imethylphosphorâmi.docyanidate)
Sarin,'GB isopropyl methylphosphonofluoridate)

. Soman, GD 1,2, 2-triméthylpropÿl ineth:ÿlph'o'sphonofluoridate)-
V agents alkyl esters of S dialkylaminoethylmethyl

phosphonathiolic acids).

The structural formula proposed by the Netherlands approach (see CCD/320,

2 March 1971, page 2, last paragraph) could also be used..

N.B. -- In the case of dual-purpose agents their peaceful uses are underlined.

I

1
I

I

I
I
I
1
I
I
I
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Of côurse, this is not an exhaustive list. It is proposed as a starting point 
for a more thorough study of those agents which must be considered as cheMical warfare 
agents for all intents and purposes. However, this list seems tO us sufficient to 

warrant some preliminary remarks on the levels of control‘which would be required for 

an effective prohibition of chemical weapons. 	• 

II. Classification of chemical agents  

As an examination of the list shows us, the chemical warfare agents which ooulà be 
banned by treaty may be divided as follows: 

according to their use: 

1. . single-purpose agents; 

• 2. 	dual-purpose agents; • 
• 

according to their degree of toxicity: 

1. predominantly lethal agents whose effect is achieved in minimum 

concentrations. (It is interesting-to note that only single-purpose 

• agents fall within this group of warfare agents). 

• 2. 

	

	agents whose harmful or lethal: effects are achieved through rather high . 

concentration in the environment. 

r Special attention must be given to the organophosphorus compounds: some are 

	

II • ' 	already found in military stockpiles, others can be diverted to warlike.ùses, and 

C : • 	finally others are used in agriculture as insecticides. If, as appears' likelY, the 	. 

II

.  

.
use of such substances for peaceful purposes is to be banned, all organophosphorus 

.  
compounds may be considered as chemical war agents. . 	. 	 . 

1M 
11 	

.III. Some considérations on the problem of verification. 	 . 	. 	. .  • 

i• 	1. 	Single purpose agents. 	 • 	 .• 

! Turning to the problem of verification, me see that the single-purpose agents - 

," II and the most dangerous ones -  are in,  most cases based on the use of raw materials which 

can be considered "critical": these materials, though abundant, are critical in as 
7, 

much as their sources are limited' in number and are located in well-defined areas. In : 

! ( . 	one of our previous working papers (CCD/335 of 8 July'1971) -  we tried to highlight the 

I/ 	possibilities and limits of a non-intrusive system of controls of such materials i 
. • 	 throughout the entire process of production, trade and use. 
. 

II 



This type of control, which is based in large part on the analysis and  • 

interpretation of statistical data, will be all the easier to carry out ai the 

proportions of raw materials required for Militariuse are greater than the average 

amounts used for Civilian purpoees in a even-state, if that state were to decide to 

build up a militarily useful chemical stoCkpile. 
, 	. 	. 

, Accordingly, this type of .control would be applicable to - a-wide,ranje Ofstates, 

at least for verification of suspected violations, and appropriate procedures should, 

of course, be laid  dom for following action. .Gen the , other hand, this type of 

control would be,impossible in the' case of countries which are major producers and 

consumer  of such raw materials. In their case, it.would be ueeful and fittingto 

invite contributions in the form of studies and ideas froM countries represented on 

this Committee in 'order to determine which factors if any - when combined, might pave 

. the way,to a:method of control-(hopefully, a nonintrusive one), even for this limited 

number of cases. • ' - 
-2. puai purpose agents. • 

.Concerning those chemicals which can be used.either for Civilian or military 

purposes,  the problem o.fverifiCation seems .  easier. These chemical agents have, in 

If a State wishes to build uPa. militarily usefU1 arsenal from such substances, 

it would have to divert lare amounts of them for that purpose with significant impact 

.6n the average amoUnt produced for large-scale ciyilian ruses. 

. 	Under these circumstances, the establishment of a method of monitoring these 

substances based on the compilatiOn . (already dOhe in''part-fcirothér pUrposes) and 

interpretation of statistical'data appears to be a simpler, and certainly not an 

insoluble problem. • 

The industrial and economic data would have to be sufficiently ample and an 

. analytical to reveal,meaningful deviations either in the average or in the forecast 

indexes. 	- • • 
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Working Paper on the question of a criterion to be used to characterize
super-toxic.chemical agents

1. Determination of a toxic criterion

The LD50 of all.chemical :substances, if plotted accordingly to the degree to

toxicity, will give an almost unbroken line.(tentatively to be called the LD50 spectrum,

see Chart I). If the Tiumber of such substances is finite, that line will be of a

definite length. If botulinum toxin A.(LD50 in mice 0.00. - 0.00003 ^zg/kg)-, which is

said to be the mosttoxic substance known,.is placed.at,the left end of that line, all

other substances will be to the rïght"of botilinum toxin A. While it is not clear what

will come at the other end, of.the line,.we may. ignore substances at the right end as

they could never be utilized.as chémical weapons.

At the meeting of this Committee held on August 8, 1970, we tried to limit .the

scope. of prohibition to chemicâ.l substances coming to the left of a certain marked point

(target point) on this LDS0 spec.trum 'and- suggested. the toxicity level of -LD50, 0-5.

milligrams per kilo,^ram of body' weight byh^,podermic injection (CCD/301). The figure

was chosen with a view to listing asmany as possible of those compounds which could be

used for chemical weapon purposes, at least those.recognized as such, and omitting as

many as possible of those chemical substances which are used and produced only for

peaceful purposes. .

The reason why we suggested LD ,.0.5 mg/kg-by hypodermic injection was that we

chose to concentrate on Soman (LD50500.35 mg/kg, s.c.) which is one of the lowest in

toxicity among the existing nerve agents, and that, by selecting as the target point a

toxicity level close to the LD50 of Soman on the spectrum, all the.known nerve agents

available for use as chemicalweapons'would come.to the left of that target point, while

only a few chemical substances used fôr peaceful purposes will come in this.category.

GE.72-15384
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- , It is a well-known fact that  the LD50  of,chemical substances  varies with changes 

in the experimental conditions, e.g. animal species and administration route, etc. and 

_:.itisdesirablethereforethatthe .  LD50  spectrum should be arranged with . the measurements 

from tests carried out under identical conditions. • , 

'. 	This paper deals - in.  SOMB detail and in a concrete  mariner  with the results of 

investigations we  have  conducted making use of the  available literature. The'LD
50 

of. 

about one hundred-and thirty organophosphorus compounds, the group to which the above- ., 	 _ 	.• 	, 	• 	. 	, 	• 	•.•.••••.• 	•••. 
-mentioned nerve agents belong, axa:known.he-ID K" of organophosphorus agents for use 

as 	
50 

insecticides and in medicine are shown -in'Tables I and II respectively, while the 

LD
50 

of organophosphorus agents for use as chemical weapons and . other oi-ÉanOPfiOsphorus- 
.  
agents  . 	Ofroughly similar toxicity are.shoWn in Tables III and 

.11any of the data were obtained in tests with mice and rats, while,the:administration 

route was mostly intraperitoneal or oral. ., As-to organophosphorus.agents for use as 

%chemical.Weapons,,there are many data2available on iniraPeritoneal injections. In the . 

i-case  of inseCticides,,marly, statistics  are obtained from oral administration. However,. 

J:.we.may estimate the LD50  for intraperitoneal administration en:MI statistics for oral . . 

administration, as about a fifth of orallYadminiatered LD
50 
 is conaidered to be the .. 	.- 

for,intraperitoneal Idbinistration. Consequently,. it . becomes possible to construct .  

..the LD50  spectrum for the more reliable intraperitoneal injectionin a mouse, by makingH . 	. 	_ 	. 
1.1,Se of the  available statistics.' We believe' i -Lwill-be'possible to select  .a. target . 

: point on an,LD 50 spectrum, taking into account the same factors as when we selected a. 

	

target point on the LD50  spectrum for hyPodermic . injection mentioned above. In other 	. 
•  

.words, it . would,be appropriate . to  select the LD50 1  0.62 mg/kg, i.p. of Soman as 
the 

	

Y target point. - 	. 	, • 	 . . 	_ ' ' 	 • _ . 	 . 	 . . 	. 	. . 	 . 
.  , 	If we choose this as the target pointi,among the organophosphorus agents for  civil. ,. 

uses coming to the left of.this point on the spectrum shown in Chart I, there will be 

-. one insecticide (tetràm: 0;5 mg/kg, mice,:i.p.) and,two medicines (paraXon: 0.6 mg/kg, 

mice, s.c., echothiophate:: 0.14-mg/kg,  mice e . i.p,). -  Table IV gives thirteen organo-

phOsphorus coMpounds Which are considered to be ofapproximately the same . toxicity level 

,as chemicalyarfare compounds. Nine of those chemical compeunds will comato the left 

of . the target point. 

Judged-from the LDP .
0 
 of these twelve.organophosphorus coipounds, there is à strong 

5 	. 	. 
. possibility of their beingused .  as chemical warfare: agents, while the abovementioned 

three chemical compounds, which are:obviously.used for peadeful purposes, could - quite 
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:possibly be replaced by other les toxic chemical compounds. Therefore, even if those 
:twelve or so of magy_organophosphorus compounds are to be prohibited, it would not greatly 

• affect peaceful industry. 	 • 	 • 

Thus, two toxiCity levels-are suggested; one for hypodermic injection mentioned in 

our working paper (CCD/301) and the other for intraperitOneal injection. It is also 

- suggested to choose, by way of an example, one promising criterion of Soman,  as the  lowest 
• in toxicity. However,•it would be necessary to make adequate adjustments according to 

circumstances, as when, for example, a means of increasing the.toxicity of lower toxic . 

compounds by combining several chemical compounds or by using adjuvants is developed or 

when a hitherto unknown chemical warfare compound is discovered.  • 

• 2. 	Standardization of experimental conditions  for tests to determine LD .  50.  

The above-mentioned toxicity levels have been chosen as a result of.aur•study made 

. exclusively on the basis of the data which are available now. Of course, all LD
50 

to be - 

used in selecting the target point must . be accurate and have a high objective  • alidity. 

•Therefore, the following itemsshotild be given due consideration in setting the experimental 

conditions for tests for the determination of toxicity. 

(I) ' animais  • . 	 • 

.(1). Species (e.g. dogp - monkey, rat•and/or mouse) and strain (pure.strain). •  

• (ii) sex, age, weight 

.(2) chemical substances 	• . • • 

	

concentration, vehicle .. • 	• 	•  : 	 • • • 

route of administration . (intravenous, intraperitoneal, subcutaneoUs, intramuscular. 
..1 

oral, inhalant, and/or cutaneous) and the region where subcutaneàus, intra,,  

muscular and cuticular injection is to be effected .  

others 	 • 	. - , 0 

(i) temperature, humidity 	• • • 	, . 
. 	

' 

(ii)fasting time 	• 	 . 	•- . • 	• 	 •  

	

.•
• • 	 , 

(iii)duration' of observation, ete. . 
. . . 

. 	• 	
•  

. 

3. 	Delimitation of organophosphorus compounds 	 .• • 	, 

We believe that the classification of chemical compounds by toxicity criterion as - we 

have suggested is one effective means by which to designate those nerve agents which are 

available for use as chemical weapons. However, using only a toxicity criterion based on 

•the LD
50 

upectrum, some of the chemical.substances for civil uses (alkaloid, plant heart 

poison, etc.) come under the category  (Ii) of Chart II. 	• . 	 . 

Accordingly, we could limit  the  scope of chemical agents in amore clearcut way by 

selecting super-toxic chemical agents, which can be subject to. verification and which 

(i) 

• (ii) 

(3) 



I
I

would.be.those--most•likely tô be used in warfare- from -among the chemical compounds classifie.

:.as super-toxic:compounds using,our toxicity criterion. In the light of such a cons'ideratior};

it might be appropriate that we concentrate ourselves on super-toy.ic, organophosphorus

compounds (the squâ.re*indicated by P.on Chart.II).

This is.because.organophosphorus compounds have the following characteristics:

,(1) the super-toxicorganopYiosphorus-compounds are those of 'the highest toxicity and there

is a stronà possibility that moretoxic chemical weapons will be developed in the future

from.among such organophosphorus compounds.

:(2) it is possible to measure the,amount of'such'organophosphorus compounds at the stage

.of production because they are prôduced from yellow-phosphorus.

(3) all organophosphorus compounds indicate,spécial, anti-cholinesterase activities.

(4) •,there are differences in chemical structural formula between such orga:nophosphorus

compounds for peaceful and those for weapon purposes. '

It should be..noted that, by making usé of the characteristics mentioned in para. (3)

and (4), we could detect the relevant super-toxic organophosphorus compounds by means of

gascromatography or by measuring.cholinesterase activity.

I
I
1
I

I
Possible chemical structural formula for organophosphorus compounds for weapon purposes.

As-to the method for defining such, super-toxic organophosphorus compounds, the

atherlands representative suggested a method using chemical structural formula (CCD/320) .

The common characteristics of.organophosphorus nerve agents for weapon purposes, such
I

as sarin, soman, and the V-agents are that.there are methyl and•phosphorus (CH3-P) bonds in

their.,molecules. On the other hand., though-the.mechanism of theiraction is the same,

organophosphorus insecticides, which are of amxch lower toxicity, do not have any CH3-P bonds

in their molecules: Nor do other organophosphorus compounds for peaceful piarposes have

such bonds.. Therefore, if we could establish techniques for the micro-analysis of CH3-P

bonds, it should contribute greatly to the detectionof organophosphorus nerve agents.

However, 'some super-toxi c organôphosphorus compounds have bonds of lower allcyl

radical and phosphorus. The representative of the Netherlands'presented in above-mentioned

working paper a general structura7, formula (see Chart III) as a criterion by which.to

define super-toxic agents. . As we, conside.r that the approach suggested by the Netherlands

to be.vEry appropriate, we have carried out our work on the listing of all generally lrnoim

organophosphorus compounds and putting them in order on the basis of their.structuralZ

formuïa.

As a result of this work, we have come to the conclusion that the general structural-

formula for organophosphorus nerve agents given in-Chart IV is the most suitable. (See

the annex -for details. )

I
I
1
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Cljem ical aCen-L s hich11
,,<could be used as

Warfare agent
/xx^

Amount of
distribution

Substances

Spectrum

B.toxin A

(mg/kg) 3x1018

-o
ti

-
10-2Fjx 6x10 1

-

Chemical subtances
for peaceful purposes

2. ^x103

..,

2xj04
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ChemicaLagents 
for 

peaceful purposes 
(II)  

Chemical agents 
,  for 

 weapons purposes 
(I) 

Low-toxic compounds 



Chart III

F
r

A general formula proposed by.Netherlands.(CCD/320)

. R

\

in which

:. OorS

Z: OorS

R X

X: F, CN, N3, SR'', ,S(CH2)nh", S(CH2)IN(RI1 )2,

8(Og2) n*(RiI)3 .'.

(Substituted) a11yl, cycloalkyl or hydrogen

RI: Alkyl, dialkylamino

RI': Allqrl

t
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. 1
A general structural formula of our study

P

I
I
I

in which

Allqrl; diall^ylamino,, alkoxy

R'. : (Substituted) alkyl, cyçloall^yl, hydrogen

Y s O, S

X, : F, CN,. S(CH2)n^" q S(^2) ^"2'

S(CH2)n2! S(CH2) ^t^3, S(CH2)nNHR

S(CH2)nS02R"

R" : A71y1

I

I
I
I
I

I
1



Name (mg/kg) 

Accthion 

Amiphos, DAEP 

Azethion, 

ChlorOthion 

CCD/374 
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1280 	mice- 	i.p. 

	

432 	mice 	p.o. 

	

1000 	rats 	p.o. 

	

337 	micc; 	p.o. 

	

1500 	rats 	p.o. 

	

750 	' rats 	i.p. 

gyanox,'CUP 

•Delnav 

DDVP. 

Dibrom 

Dicapton . • 409 , , mice p.o. 

Dimefox, Hanane 

Dimethoate 

Diazinon 

	

995 	mice 	p.o. 

	

110 	rats 

	

29 	' 	mice 	i.p. 
50-70 	rats 	p.o. 

•65 	mice 
108 	' rats 

120 	mies 	p.o. 

	

1.2 	mice 

	

4.5 	rats 	p.o. 

140 	mice 	p.o. 

i.p• 
p .o. 

i .p. 

Diptrex 

Dieyeton ., DithiosystoX 

DSP 

EDDP, Hinosan 

EPN 

ESBP 

Ethion, Nialate 

•500 	mice 	L.p. 
450 	rats 	p.o. 

	

5-6 	mice 	i.p. 

	

14.4 	mice 	p.o. 
5 •- 	rats 	p.o. 

	

65.4 	mice 	p.o.•  

	

218 	mice 	p.o. 

	

48 	mice 	i.p. 

	

33 	mice  • 	p.o. 

	

14 	rats 	p.o. 

	

750 	mice' 	p.o. 

	

179 	rats 	p•o. 
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Name

Gusathion, Guthion

IBK, Kitazin-P

IPSP

Isomethylsystox

Isosystox,.Isodemeton-

Lebaycid, Baycid

Malathion

.
Mecarbam

MEP, Sumithion

Mesyston

3-5' mice i.p.
16 rats Poo.

660 mice p.o.

86 mice p.o.

- 60 - rats p.o.

5.6-5.9 mice i..p.
_1.5 rats P. 0.

88 mice p.o.
250 rats p.o.

870 mice p.o.
242, rats p,ô.

27.2 mice ` p.o.
.50 rats p.o.

Metasystox, Me.thyldemetôn -2.9-3.3 mice s.c.,

, Methylparathion

17 mice p.ô.
.40 rats ' p.o.

19-22 mice p.o.
30 mice sec.
27 rats p.o.
2.8 rats - i.p.

Mipafox, Isopestox 90 rats i.p.
4.5. rats P.O.

Neiaacide 270 rats ' P.O.'

NPD 1100 rats i.p*

OMPA, Schradan

Paraoxon-ME

17 mice i. P.
8 rats i.p.
8-10 rats P.O.
1
1.4 mice C.

I

1
1
I
I

I
I
1

I
Parathion 10-12 mice s.c.

5.5 mice i.p.



Name (mg/kg) 

P. 

16 	mice 	i.p. 

45.6 	mice 	p.o. 

'270 	rats 

TIlT 

Vamidothion 

ECP • 
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PAP 

Phosdrin.. 

PI,  

Potasan 

Pyrazoxon' 

Pyrazothion .  

34 	mice 
3.5 • 	rat:. 

8.9. 	. . mice 

34 	. 	mice 

. mice  
15 . 	. 	• rats 

4 	mice. 
. 	. 

12 • 	• mice 
36 	rats - 

P .O. 
i.p. 

P.O. 

p .o. 

S.C. 
i.p. 

P.O. 

P.O. 
P .O. 

Ronnel, Nankor 	 250Q 	- rats 	PeO. 

Resitox, Asuntol 	 100 	rats 	p.o. 

Rubitox, 	' 	 . 131.3 	mice 	p.o. 

Sulfotepp 	. 	 8 	mice 	s.c. 

Systox, Demeton 	 , 	3 	rats 	i.p. 

	

-30 	rats 	p.o. 

Tetram, Amiton 

	

0.5 	mice , 	i.p. 

	

3-7 	rats 	p.o. 

Thimet ' • 	 2.1 	.mics 
ratz 

Thiometon, Ekatin , 	• • 	 64 	mice 

i .p. 
p.o. 

P .O. 

P.O. =  oral, •  S.c. = subcutaneouS,, lip..= intraperitoneal 



DFP 	. 	• 

Echothiaphate 

Paraoxon 

TF2P 
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TABLE II 

Name 	 LDen (mg/1 -.,;) 

4 	mice' 

0.14 	mica  

0.6-0.8 	mice 
7.8 	rats 

0.7 	mice 
0.85 	mice 
1p9 	mice 
0.65 	rats 

i .p. 

s.c. 
P.O. 

i .p. 
i.p. 
p•o. 
j op. 

p.o. = oral, s.c. = subcutaneous, i.p. = intraperitoneal 
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Name LD^ (mg/kg)

Sarin 0.214

0.42

mice - .

',mice

0.560 mice

0.585 mi.ce.;

9:.2 .- • . mice

0.045, rats. .

0..056: rats..

0.116 . r.ats

0.113 rats'`

0.55 - rats .

0.016.- rabbits

0.046 . . guinea- .
Pig .. .

0.038•- : ,monheys. s.c.

Soman 0.0752. mice... i.v.

0.2 mice i.p.

0.62 iaice , . . i.p.
.. ,. .

7.8 mice' p•c.
;. ,

Tabun 0.15 mice . : . i.v.

0.6 mice. i.p.

B.M.-Askew.(1957)

B.'Holmstedt (1951,1959)

.T.A. Loomis (1963)

T.A. Loomis (1956)

T.A..Loomis (1963).

K.P. DuBois (1963)

J.H. Fleisher . ((1960)

J.H..Fleisher (1970).:

B.M. Askew (1957)

DuBois (1963)

B.M. Askew (1957).

D.H.' Mch^^ (1971)

B.M. Askew (1957)'

T.A. Loomis (1963)

T.A. Loomis (1963)

K.P. DuBois (1963)

B.:Holmstedt (1951)



Reference 

P.O. 

i.v. 

P.O..  

.p.o. 

1 
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Name 

Tabun 0.06 	rats 

0.12... . 	rats._ ' 

3.7 	rats 

0.06 	rabbits 

16.3 	- rabbits 

0.08' 	dogs 

8 	• 	dogs 

0.05 	mice  

K.P. DàBois (1963) 

•J.H. Fleisher.. (1260 

DuBois : (1963) 

K.P. DuBois (1963) 

U.P. DuBois (1963) 

K.P. DuBois (1963) 

K.P. DuBoi9 (1963) 

i.p. 	S.M. Aquilontus et al 
, 	(1964) 

1 



Name

Diethyl •S-ethylsulfony1meth^*lthi.ophosphate

Diethyl S-ethylthiomethyl'thiophosphAte`,,

Diethyl S-(2-di.mothylaminoethyi)
thiophosphate , ,.

:0:5.

0 .25

rats'

rats

0.4].' . mice

DiethyJ. S-( 2-triethylammwnium methyl) thio-,
phosphate iod'id0:17. mice

Dimethylamido.-isopropo^y-phosphoryl cyanide . 0.5 '.' mice ' ï.p.

Ethoxy-methyl-phôsphoryl thiocholine iodido.., 0.03 mice i.p.

Methylfluorôphosphorylcarbôcholine 0.80, mice i.p.
0.100 rabbits

Methylfluorôphosplioryl- -methylçholinë 0.07 micé • ï.p.
: . , . O UUE3 ranits love

Methylflùôrophosphorilcholïne, 0.1Q % mice i.p..
0.010 , rabbits i.v.

MethylfluorophospYiôrylhomocholine.: 0.05. mice . , i.p.
0.06 : .". . rabbits

Methylisopropo,V-(2-dimetl,^iTl'Tmirioéthfl)
.:thiôphosphine oxLde, *0.27

Methylisopropox-jphosphor-,rltlv.ôcholine.

Tetraethylmono•4hionop^-rophosphate 0.7 '-, . . , . ; . " . ,

I
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- JAPAN.

WorkinPa er on the cuestion of a criterion

to be used to characterizesu^er-toxic chemical agents

ANNEX: The explanation.of, thé'general formula.for the
designation of super-toxic organophosphorus

compounds

comp ôunds .

A general formula (I) has been proposed by G. Schrader'L/ for those

organophosphorus coucpounds.which have. Yiigh.toxic propértiés:

. . . ^

In this annex a detailed explanation of-the possible general formula proposed

for the super-toxic organophosphorus compounds is presented for consideration in

connexion with CCD discussion to find possible general formula to designate nerve

agents within the field of the organophosphorus compounds.. The following'remarks

relate,to the chemical structure and toxicity of the super-toxic organophosphorus

. 9mong the compounds wi,th. this

alkoxy, allqrl, or amine

inorganic or organic radical groups

(for example, -F, -Cl' -SCN, -S,phenol,

enol, etc.)

formula, there are many super-tôxic nerve agents,

many of which are the sô-called.chemical warfare nerve agents.

M. F. Sartori, et al. also prôposed, in the Chemical Reviei^r-/ a general formula

(II) for%some of those super-toxic organophosphorus compoiands lrnowm as^ G-agents,

and the toxicity of the agents covered by the formula was compared with that of

diisopropyl.fluorophosphate (DFP).

I

0
11
I

1
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.R 0, CH CH3
^ >CHOR' (ÇH N,.C"H NH,32 65 cx

On the other hand, the Yügh.mammalian toxicity of,such nerve agents as sarin,'

tabun, soman, etc. has been investigâtedby many researchers using various mea;suring

^methôds. 'Tâlile--1 and -2 list ''the toxicity df "those °'agents which have 'been reported

,in the published literatüre.: As shôiai in Table-2, -. hôwever, differing values of'

LD50, as median lethal dosage,.are reported for:.the same animals using the same

experimental method. This is.ône of the problems wrhich.should be carefully discussed

by toxicology experts when•a toxicity-standard".is being; estàblished. If a to.ricitÿ

method for determining.the toxicitÿ,ôf,a compound.. For example, the following

factoxs should be dealt: with; the ki.nd of animal . to ..be used,, their number and . weight,

the method of application of.-the chemicals, measuring'conditions, vehicle;,equipment

criterion is adopted, it will:Qe necessary to provide forâ uniform laboratory

and instruments; and other conditions;^

Since World War II.,.new compounds which.are extremely toxic to warm-blooded

animals have been developed'by.many investzgators, such as Dr. Schrader and Dr. Ghosh,

etc. Nowadays, under such code-names-as VX, VE, GT-23,.S-27, Edemo, or F-gas, these

new nerve agents are lrnôwn as chemical warfare'nerve-'agénts. Table-4 lists sixteen

compounds that have been described.in.the.published literature and which correspond

to the general formula (III) for the V=agents published.by the British CW establishment

namely:

in which

Rl, R2, R3 = alkyl or.aryl



r• 
.J• 

, 

s(cH2) 11*( 

(\a ) 
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Of these V-agents, the phosphates known•as VE which have CH_ - radical in  
• 

'- their P - aikyl'bond are exceptionally:toxic, •11hen comPared with•the G-agents, 

,Such as.sarin, tabun and soman, the toxicity of the V-agents isfound to be from 

several times to several hundred times greater than  that  of the G-agents, as shown 

in Table-3. 

• In addition, several super-tonic organophosphorus compounds with chemical' 

structure analogous - to .that of the :V-agents,. and whose tonie effects  are  reported 

in the literature, are listed in Table-5 1  from  which the Chemical structure and 

the toxicity of these compounds are seen to be almost the same as those of the _ 
V.-agents.  Prom this table, the-following:three sub-general formulae (IV), (V) 

and (VI) are summarized ' 	- 	• 	 ' 
- - 

2 )41. (R4 2 	, 	• 	, - 	, 	. 	11, 	z 
, (Iv ) 

• 

'•..S(CH2 ).1.1*(R3 ) 3 , rS(CH2 )n1HIL3  

(v) 	- 

,o, 

. • in .which 

- s (cH2 ),IN(R3)2' 
- s( c42 ) nso z43 , 

s(m2 )nsR 3  • 

RLV  

R 	R • 1 ,  2 R' 3 
Similarly, the following . two sub-general  formula (VII) and (VIII) are summarized 

from.Table-6, in which the chemical structure and the toxicity of the compounds are 

almost the same as thoseOf theG.-agentS, 
• 

Alkyl 



in which 

.11. 

R, à lky 1 

;///\\ X 	• 	OR' or OR'N(R') 5  

(vii) 

O ,  

in  which 

X 	• 	= . 	CN .  . 

Y 	. 	= 
2 	• 	. 	 • 

On the other hand; sinCeit was proved that organophosphorus compounds exert. 

their toxic effects by inhibition of the enzyme:acetylcholinesterase, a considerable 

amount of information about the relationàhip between Chemical .  strticture and ability 

to,inhibitacetyIdholinesterase has beCome,available.' .The reactivity . of' 

organOphosphorus.compounds with the enzyme  is considerablY -influenced by the 

following factors; - 

(1) the strength- of the-electron affinity of:phosphorus atom 	 ' 

(2) bonding-force of ester  group to phosphorus atom 

(5) steric effects of substituted groups,'etc.' 	 • 

Furthermore, the ability of these phosphorus comliounds'to inhibit - the enzyme is also 

in proportion to their affinity to Cholinesterase.' » 

The agents ilith a great capability for inhibiting oholineeterase ïn wardl blooded 

animals are in general of two main types,namely, organàphosphorus Compounds and 

carbamate compounds. Here,'three or four hundred of the more toxic àrganàphosphorus 

compounds are listed from among those compounds which have:relatively high toxic 

effects, and Which are mentioned in the literature, and subsequently; various 

sub-genéral formulae  are  summarized in Table-7 as #oups 1 - 12. 
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The super-toxic group mentioned previously is,ôf course, covered by these

sub-general formulae, but not all the compôûnds`'which have these general formulae

are super-toxic compounds, and it is obvious that one group will contain compounds

of differing toxicity; in other words, these sub-general formulae cover probably

almost all the super-toxic organophosphorus compounds which have been reported in

the published literature. However, considered from the point of view of reactivity

of phosphorus compounds mentioned above, it is very possible that new,,more toxic

nerve agents will be produced in the near future by the inclusion of different.

elements in the P X bond or as radicals:,Rl.,,or R2, etc. For example, it is said

that.the chemical structure of phosphonate typé; R(0)RP(0),- or (RO)RP(S) - may,

show extremely strong.toxic effects when compared with'the structure.of phosphorate

type (R0)2P=0(S)-, and that orgânopYiosphorus compounds with leaving groups

.analogousto that of.acetylcholine in their P*- X bonds, as shown below, may show

greater inhibition ofcholinesterase:')for example; analogous leaving groups,

e - -SCH2CH2*(C2H5)3,

,-SCH
2

CH2 e(CH 3)3

-SCH2CH2 C2H
5^H5

-0CH2CH2^T(CH^)-3, etc.

have here dealt with the principal super-toxic

organophosphorus çompounds or.related compounds from the standpoints of. their

chemical structure and toxicity.. It goes without saÿi.ng that the problem of deciding

:..on a rtoxicity level is very important, when a.possible general formula for .the .,

designation of the nerve agents is discussed..

If the toxicity level of 0.5 mg/kg, s.c. were to be adopted as the line of

demarcation, as our delegation proposed at the CCD last year, all of the

organophosphorus compounds which have hitherto béen reported in the literàture as

chemicàl warfare nerve agents may.be coveréd;by,,the sub-general formulae mentioned
^ • . - .. .

-above. However, in.addition to these compounds, such compounds as those in Table-9,

which lie close to the line of demarcation, toxicitylével 0.5 mg/kg, should be

carefully studied.

We may conclude from theabove that.asa possible general formula for-the

designation of potential nerve agents,'the following general.formula (IX) may be

.the most suitable formula, in which radical group R, R', Y.or X should be

carefully selected; that is, in order that it shall cover

t
^
i
1

1
1

It
1
1
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all.super-toxic nerve agents with toxic effects equal to or exceeding-toxicity level

0-5.mg/1tg ;S..c. ,-as,,shôwn;,c]:early^.:in Table-l Table-6, =the -radicàls 'which àre shorn
in Table-9 should beincluded..

in uhich

Last year, the'delegation of the.Nétherlands suggested at the CCD the possible

general formula (X); the.radicals for which are shown .i^i Table-10.

in- which

= see Table-10.

Z

X

This suggestion of the Netherlands seems to be.very reasonable. Basically,-we

give our support to this approach of the Netherlands.,

However, in.addition to the difference in the two general formulae, we would

suggest different radicals as can be seen from Table-9:,

In order to include all of the super-toxic nerve agents and related compounds

with toxic effects equal to or exceeding the suggested level, such as the compounds

shown in Tables 4-6, it may be more reasonable, we thinlc, to suggest the radicals

shown in Table-9.. In addition, for the possible general formula, for the reason that
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which 

,:the super-toxic agents which have been reportedtto date in the  published literature are 

only the compounds with the phosphine oxide.bond,, 4.. 0, in their àhemical structure, it 

'limy be, appropriate to suggest the. general-formula- -(IX)'-described above. 

' 	Of course, it is impossible to designate nerve agents usine a general formula only. 

,Thus, as the delegation of the Netherlands suggested last year, it goes without'saying 

that it will be necessary for this general formula (IX) to be used in conjunction with a 

'carefully selected toxicity level, for example, 0.5 mg/kg s.c. 

Consequently, for the general'formula we suggest: 

-R' 

R. = alkyl, dialkylamino,or.alkox3r. 

R' = (substituted) alkY1,. cycloalkyl or hydrogen. ,  

Y =- à or S .  • 

.X = F, CN,. S(CH2)nàRf'„ , S(CH2:),R 1 ., S(CH .2 ) neyi. 

, S(CH2) 11!RI, S(CH2 );INHR" . , S(CH2 ) ±1S02R" 

R" = alkyl 



;imam 

1) -  
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Table I. Toxicity of G-narve agents4)

Chemical
structure LD50• 1 . Animals Administra-

(Name) (mg/kg) used tion route

CH3CH0^ 0 0.42 mice
iopo

^3 CH " PI'
9.2 mice p.c..

3 0.045 rats i.v.
(sarin) 0.ü3 rata s.ç.

0.55 ., rats . . p.o..
0.016. rabbits. . i.v.

(CH3)3CCHO ^ /0 0.2 mi. ce i.p.^H P :

CH ^ F 0.62 mice i.p.
3

(soman) . . . 7.8 mice p.c.

C H 0 0 .
2 5 - ^

0.15.. mice , i.v.
P

(CH3)ZN^ ^CN:
0.6.
0:06

mice
. rats

i.p.
i.v.

3.7. rats P.O.

(.tabun)
0.06 ` rabbits i. V.
16.3 rabbits p.o.
0.08 dogs . i.v.
8 dogs . P.O..

(VX) . Q-0.5--, mice.`. i.pe

i.p. = intraperitoneal, p.c. = percutaneoûs, i.v. = intravénous,
s.c. = subcutaneous, p.o. =,oral.

f
Is
1

1

^
^
1

t
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Table 2. ,The- toxicity (LD 
5 

of :Sarin (GB) 

, 	--- 

Animals 	. 	- 	Administra- 	 LD 50 

	

used 	 tion route 	 Reporter  

i-P• 	 0.585-0.023 	 T.A. Loowis 

i.p. 	.• 	0.42 - 0.59 	 Hodge, Holmstedt 

s.c. 	 0.06 - 0.15 	 Lohs et al.•  
mice 

	

. 	--s.c. 	- 	. 	. 	0.173- 	s• 	 E. 	Bay 

s.c. 	 0.22 	, 	 B.M. Askew 

•inhalation 	 .150- 360 	 EuBois et al. 
(mg -min/m1 ) 

• s.c. 	 0.17 	 D. Grob 	 . 

	

. 	sic. 	 0.14 	 D.R. Davis 

s.c. ' , 	 0.63 	 E. Bay 	. 

s.c. , 	 0.109 - 	 S. Calaway 	- 

s.c. 	 0.097 	 H. Culumbin rats 
0.127 	 B.M. Askew 

... 	i.v. 	 0.08, 	 H. CuluMbin 
, p.o. 	 0.6 	 D. Grob 

inhalation 	• 	220 - 300.x 	 DuBois 
(mg -min/md ) 

	

. 	 .  

s.c. 	 0.025 	 S. Calaway 

s.o. 	 0.025 	 B.M. Askew 

i.v. 	 0.0205 	 P. Cresthull 
monkgy 

i.v. 	 0.021 	 S. Oberst 

.  inhalation 	 64 - 150 DuBois 
(mg-minim') 

inhalation 	 • , 	0.0235 	 W.S. Koor et al.• 
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Table

Name

Tabun

Sasin

SoIIian

VE

200 - 400

100 - 200

50 - iôo

2 - 10

I

I

The toxicity of typical nerve agents
14

Lethal dosage.ôn•baxe skin,

1
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Table-4. . ' .V-agents that have been described
in the p^:bl_::^ed li+éra, zre 5).

Formula,

C2H50p -0

S(CH2)2N(C2H5

C2H5O `p / 0.

n C6H13 _.^' 3 (CH2)2N(C2H5

C2H50 p . 0

n-C4H9 ^ 8 (.CH2)2N(C2H

C 2H5O
p..i`, 0.

n-C3H7 "`^' \S(CH2)2N(C2H

C FY 0 0
i 2 5 .p
i-Q H^^ S ( .CH- )*N('C H

37 22. .2

C2I150

C2H5^ S(CH„)

^C 2 H 5 0 0

N4

C2H5 ^ S(C^i2)2N(C2H5

2H50p0

C2H5S(CfI2)2N(CH3)2

C2H50 'l-, p :::^_ 0 . CH3 .
^S(CH2)-2N - C HCH --'

3 65

C 2 H 5 0
'--. p
j

CH3 -*'^ _"' S(CH2)

H50 P I:5: 0

CH3 ^ S(CH2)2N(CH3)2

Name

I Ethy1'S-2-diethylaminoethyl
cyclohexyl phosphonothiolate

Ethyl S-2-diethylaminoethyl
n-hexyl phosphonothiolate

Ethyl S-2-diethylaminoethyl
n-butyl phosphonothiolate

Ethy1 S=2=diethflaminoethyl
n-propyl phosphonothiolate

Ethyl S-2'-diethylaminoe thyl,.
i-propyl phosphonothiolate

Ethyl S-2-piperidylaminoethyl
,-ethyl phosphonothiolate

Ethyl S-2-diethylaminoethyl
.ethyl.phosphonothiolate

Ethyl S-2-dimethylaminoethyl
ethyl phosphonothiolate

Ethyl S-2-methylphenylamino-
ethyl methyl phosphonothio-
late (GT 23)

Ethyl S-2-diethylaminoethyl
methyl phosphonothiolate

(F-gas)

Ethyl S-2-dimethyl aminoethyl
methyl phosphonothiolate (VX)

(1).



• Formula Narue 

• HO 	0 	, 
p 

CH3• S(CH 2  ) 2  N(C 2  E5 
 ) 

, 	. . 	 . 
• CH30 	 - 	. 

• p 	 . 	 ". • 

- 	 2 2 • ? 2 

• 

P1 

CH 	S(CH ) 3 	 2 2 2 52 

1--c 3117° 	° 
• s  S 	r nN.  ( CH 1) 

4  4  I  Er > 0 	' 
p 	' 

CH'3 	S(CH 2  ) 2  N(CH
3 
 ) 

,  

, 

i-C H
7  0 
	0 3 	, 

( S 27) 
, 

• 

Methyl.S-2-diethylaminoethyl . 
methyl phosphOnothiblate 

Isopropyl ' S-2-diethylamino- 
ethyl methyl ,phosphonothio- 

' late 	 (.37 SN) 

Isopropyl S-2-dimethylamino-
ethy,1 -methyl ph.osphonothio-
late 

Cyclopentyl S-2-dimethylamino- 
ethyl methyl phosphonothiolate 

CCD/374 
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,Table-4. Continued. . 

("`• 

I 

1 

1. 

I.  
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Table-5. Compounds_analogous o  the  V-nerve  agents 4,6)  

i.p. 
B.C. 

0.14 
0.26 

i.p. 0.03 

0.5 

0.004 
0.005 

I  ,Animals used 
Name 	 Administraticn 

• route 	IlD 50 _ 

(mg/kg) 
p.o. 0..25 

_ 
Formula 

C2H5 °.;' ,*(). 
C H - 	.S(CH ) .25 	• 	2 2 	2 5 

0 
2 5  
CH • 	S(CH 

	

3 . 	- 	2 

	

C H 0 	0 2 5 	:› . P 
2 H CY". 	S(CH . 	• 

C - H 0 	0 • • 2-5- 

-GH 

	

3. 	• .. 

CH  • 2 5
,  • P 	•• 

C H  2- 5 	2 

C H 	• 2 5 	0 

C2  H5 • 	4S(CH 

CH 3‘ 
CH3.,  

C H 0 	0 2 5  
C H (Ve  SCH SO C H 2 5 	2 2 2 5 
C H 0 	0 2 5 

C 2H 5 0 	S(CH2S C2H5 
C 2H5 O 	0  N. P 	• 
C H 	S(CH ) N(CH ) 2 5 	2 2 	3 2 
C H 0 	-0 2 5 

C 2  H 5 	•SCH2  N- (C 2  H 5  ) 3  I 

C 2H 5 O 	0 

3 CH - •'S(CH2 ) 2N(CH 3 ) 3 

p.o. 0.25 

-Diethoxy phospho7 
ryl . thiOcholin 	mice . 	. 

Ethokymsthyl 	• 
phosphoryl thio- mice 
cholin 

Diethy1.5-2-ethyl-rats p.o.,  3.5 aminciethyI thio-. 
phosphate , (Amiton) mice  

Diethyl S-2-tri- 	 - 

ethylammonium . • : mice.  
ethyl thiophosphate- 
iOdide: - 	 • : - 

D'imethyl S-(27(S'- 
ethyl-St-ethyl- 	rats i.v. 
thioethylsulfonium) 
ethyl) thiophosphate 

Diethoxy 	 . 
sulfonyl methyl 	rats p.o. 0.5. 
thiophosphate 

Diethoxy S-ethyl- 
thiomethyl thio 	rats P.o. 0.25 
phosphate .i. 

Diethoxy S-(2-di-
methylaminoethyl).mice.i.p. 0.41 
thiophosphee 

Diethoxy.S-.(2-tri- 
ethyladmoàium 	mice i.p.:0:17 
methyl). thiophos- 	' 
Pilate iodide (DST.) 	 ' 

Ethoxy,methylphos- 	, • 
phoryl thiocholih mice i.p. 0.03 
iodide 

Ethox:r  5 .-27ethyl7 
aminoethyl ethyl rats 
phosph'.ne oxide . 	• 

- 	• - 
Ethoiy S-2-ethyl-
aminoethyl methyl rats 
phosphinè oxide 



Formula 

3 3-dimethylbutoxy( 2) 
methyl phosphoryl 
fluoride ,  

(Soman) 

S.C. mice 

i0.05 
0.2 

methyl fluo. rO 
.,phosphpryl: 2-methyl 
cholïn 	' 

dimethylamino ethoxY • 
phosphoràa dyan.icie `. mIce , i.p. 0.6 

s . (Tabun) 

, 

i 	3 2 ■, p  ..- , 	 , 	
. i (CH ) N _.0 	 dimethylamino iso- 

	

 , 	 1 
propoxy phosphoryl 	mice 	i.p. 	0.5 

 !i-C H ' \ C 	 cyanide N 1 	3 70  
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Table-7. Possible ^sub-geheral formula-for

relatively high tôxic.organophosphor.us

compounds.

Group.
sub-gènerâl

formula ' Radical groups

R1C,,P::::^,0. 'X

R,;O \ X R

X.

R1R2N^P^

R3R4N X

= F, Cl',

R2; R3 = alkyl, aryl'

_ F,CN,C-1:,,OCN,SCN,OR4

R2'.R3, R4.= alkyl, aryl

X =

Rç=.alkyl, aryl

R10 0 : :X = F OR3

R2 PR1^R27R3 = alkyl, aryl

0(S) 0(S),.. OR., R. .R„.R... k.= alkyl aryl11 ^

20,/P 0 P^.OR4 RO exchangeable for (CH3

R1S(0)" /S(0)

R2S (.O)X, .' .

^ ..1R2NPS(O)\

R3(0) S/ ^-X

, X = F, Cl, SR3, OR3

R1,R2,R3 =.alkyl, aryl

X =. F, Cl,: OR4

R = alkyl, aryl

R1R2N` S X= F, Cl., aryloxy
P

R3R4NN̂. ;R1,R2,R3,R4 = alkyl,. aryl



1 
• = alkyl e , aryl 

•■, X' OR 14 (R) '!• 2 	3 3: - 
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'Tab1e=8, Th-e organophosphoruscompounds which

should be studied

Formula Name
Animal

use!

Adminis-
tration

rrn^t -q--^^-^---^

tetra-ethyl mono-
thiono pyrophos-
phate..;

P -O-P'N
0 . . 0C2H5

0 ^ 1 C) OC2H5

P -0- P^OC H
0^ 2 5.

T E PP

Echothiophate'

mice

mice

mice

i.p.

i.p.:

i:p.

'0.7

.0.7

0..14

H 0 S 00C„H2 5 \ , , il

.
mice i.p. 0.6

0.8

k
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R

a]1y1

Table 9.. The radicals suggested.for inolùsion

in genéral formula (IX).

(substituted
a1ky1

cycloâ] kyldia].kylamino

A1koxy, .

proposed, ,by ; the Netherlands ` ?

a1ky1,

hydrogen

CN!.

-S(CH2)riSRJA ;

; S (CH2 ) NHR ► r

' S(CH2)ri R2I

S(CH2)nSR2t

; S(CH2)n^R 3t .

S(CH2)nS02R^r

R I r = a]1y1

Table 10. The radical. groüps^in.géneralformula,

diallqrlamino

'(substituted)
,. allY1

cycloaTl^yl

. SR' ;; :

S(CH2)SRi,

.-, S (CH2 )NR2 c

S(CH2)SR2r

c ( CH2 )riI^R3 ^

' R 1 1 . .. alkyl

1

I



CONFERENCE OF THE COMMITTEE ON DISARMAMENT CCP/375 
5 July 1972 	• 

Original: ENGLISH 

YUGOSLAVIA 

Working Paper on some aspects of the definition,  
classification and prohibition of chemical agents  

. Endeavours to achieve complete prohibition of. chemical weapons have giVen 

particular importance to the question of development, .production and stockpiling of 

chemical agents. For that  .ose a mOre detailed and precise explanation of the . 

question of definition, Classification .and prohibition of chemical agents ie required. 

I. Definition  

It Seems necessary to.call attention. to possible harmful uses of chemical. 

Compounds which are not classified as chemical•warfare agents. For instance, a total . 

herbicide used in  standard concentrations hae toxic effeCts on plants but it is not 

dangerous for men. 'However, if used in Concentrations ten,times higher,. it may also - 

' have, beside its basic effect', direct. and indirect toxic effects - on people and animals.. 

As another example, one could MentionTOOP, which is normally . usedinchemical 

industry, but if applied.intentionallv  against man çan have harmful consequences on 	. 

the nervous system and may even be lethal - after a latent'period of several months. 

Applied together with certain organophosphoroueineecticides. of low - toxicity, the 	. 

' Combination may reach an index:of - toxicity similar:tO 'that:Of highly toxic chemical 

: agents. 

' 	In order to-define what precisely:is prohibited,_any_agreement should contain a 

definition of what are the chemical 'agents  intended for purposes of war. This 

definition should be given in.a sufficiently precise  and  clear manner. 	 • 

• 	2 Definitions of chemical agents are-  found in the Report of. the Secretary-General 

of the United Nations, Chemical.and Bacteriological (Biological) Weapons and the' . 

Effects of their Possible Use (A/7575/Rev.1, para. 17),.in the report of the WHO 
21/ entitled "Health Aspects of Chemical and Biological Weapons", and also in Protocol III 

to the Bruxelles Treaty' of 23 OctOber 1954 relating to the renunciation of those 

weapons by the Federal Republic'pf Germany- ' 

1/' United Nations Treaty Series, Vol. 211, pp. 364 et seq. 

GE.72 -15485 
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H• 	In an  attempt to find a suitable definition of chemical agents . that would cover 

all.the already known chemical' agents and prevent the eventual use of any'chemical 

'..compound which, under certain conditions, could be used as chemiçal agents, we think 

that.the following definition could be usefuli 	 • 

"All chemical compounds•intentionally used in quantities Which directly or . 

indirectly, immediately or after some'time, can produce physiological disturbances 

or cessation  of physiological . functions in men and animals, should be considered as 

chemical agents". 

2. Classification  

' 	In classifying chemical agents two main criteria  cari  be used: 

1. 	Tactical • • 

2. .Physiological.(accordinita their basic mechanism of action). 

•The tactical classification  which is in -fact aMilitary one, refers primarily . to  
, 	. 

the'aim whichTis to be.achieved when specifia agents are used . Depending on  the  

-;neffect to be achieved and on the  degree Of:protectionaf the adversary . as  well  as on 

.i?1.1er elements, this 'classification includes: 
'- Lethal agents 	, 

- Incapacitating agents 

- Harassing agents 

r, --Theoicalassifition is  based on the.so-called dominant effects 1/2 of 

'HChemidal agents in war conditions:. lung-irritants, blood gaees, vsiCants, nerve .  

, 	gases, lacrymators, sternutators, etc:  •. 
Under these classifications almost-alI . substancea which are classified as chemical 

agents could be further sub-divided into'different graups, - depending on their use and 

target, and on their concentration- -  ' _ 	' 	 • • 

It seems, however, that these classifications do rat represent a good starting 

point for the gradual solution,of.the technical aspects of a. comprehensive prohibition. _ 	. 	 • 	1 
'The . physiological classification could.be more acceptable as a baàis for discussion, 

even,thaugh it.does not refer to the degree of toxicity of- different groups of chemical 

agents and within such groups. 

: 	It seems very likely that the Value of médian lethal dose (LD 5o), precisely 

4 defined, should be the most acceptable'parameter,for  the  delimitation of chemical 

agents. 
. 	, 	 . 

.,1. 
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What is at present known about chemical agents points out to the toxicity index

(LI1-5o) as the most acceptable basis for fùrther discussion,.owïng in particular to

the following facts: -

(a) possibility of standardization,

(b) possibility of determining the protective index on the basis of such

standardization.

The present knowledge of technical and medical protection should not be

neglected either. For instance, a poisori which hâs.toxicity X and for which there is

no effective medical protection represents danger Y. ..A poison whose toxicity amounts

to, let's say, lo X, for which there is loo X effective medical protection, although

more toxic, is less dangerous.

^.

^
i

r

On the basis of all that has been said, it is quiteifeasible for a group of

experts to prepare., in a reasonably short'period of time:

(a) a comprehensive definition of:all classified and potential chemica^ agents;

(b) an elaborated study of laboratory testing procedure and criteria.of

chemical agents toxicity.

The report of Secretary-General (A/7575/Rev.1) and the report of the WHO,

mentioned above, represent'â, sound basis for the further elaboration of this problem.

3. Prohibition

Consideration of the prohibition of chemical weapons should not be limited to the

prohibition of highly toxic chemical agents,and related problems since other groups of

chemical agents aswell represent real danger also closely related to the-degree of

technical and`medical protection of the country which may be attacked.

Chemical weapons, ready for use, are concentrated in the hands of very few

countries. One cannot exclude the,possibility.that in an eventual conflict, a greater

number of countries might"come into possession of..chemical weapons-either by producing

them or acquiring them from others. -However, a high degree'protection against chemical

weapons exists.only in modern,and well equipped armies.. Moreover, the means fôr.an

effective protection of;the civilian population exist only"in a very smà1T number of

countries, which means that by far the greater part of the world population remains

unprotected. Consequently, the prohibition of only one group of chemical agents (the

highly toxic) does not essentialljr eliminate the danger of chemical warfare for the

unprotected population in the world. The use of "less" toxic substances might have

catastrophic consequences for it.. ^r,,
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Therefore an agreement on  "the prohibition of chemical,weapons should cover the 

prohibition of chemical  agents. "in toto".and not only of highly toxicchemical agents. 

• In.  view of the existence of different,groups of chemical . agents, (low'or high-

-..toxic,agents, dual purpose agents, etc.), an agreement on complete prohibition might 

..cohtain specific provisions in connexion with -ffie development, production, stockpiling 

and destruction, as well as the Contrcil, Of certain groups of chemical agents, since 

,»the use of chemical weapons isprohibited by Geneva Protocol of 1925 and is.contrary to 

generally accepted norms of international.law. • , 	. 

The d.egree of danger rePresented by certain groups  of poisons is,not uniform, 

since it depends on a series ofvariabIes namely,' who is using it and againSt*whom it 

used, ways and meanS of such use, and:the.levèl,oftechniCal and medical protection. 

A/loreover, thé very  saine substance with its determined_degree of toxicity has-entirely 

..different effects on the target if aPplied bidifferentMeansof .delivery. 

Consequently, all chemicaLagents,  an  not Only.the most,potent ones, represent 

rioleradays a latent danger for the greatest Text of mankind and the-elimination of only 

Hone  group of highly_toxic chemical  agents  does not essertially exclude the danger of 

Chemical warfare.  For instance, the use,of.phosgene or mustard gas against less 

idevelopedcountries:today. would.haVe . the same effect as before.' 

-Therefore, it should be stressed once agaih that any  'agreement  concerning the 

.:;prohibition of chemical.agents- must be a comprehensive one,  i.e. cover all kinds of 

':Chemiçal weapons and all phaseS:of.their deVelopment, production, Stockpiling and 

destruction. 
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Upon-instructions from.my:Government, I.have the honour to enclose a

Wcrki.ng Paper by the Government.of Finland to the Conference of the Committee-on

I'isarmament with the request that you would take appropriate steps to have it

distributed in the Conference of.the Committee on Disarmament.

Accept, Sir, the assurances of uy.highest consideration.

Encl.. (Signed) Klaus' A. Sahlgren

Ambassador

Permanent Representative

of Finland
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SORKING P 	BY TEE GOVERNMENT OF FINLAND TO THE CCD 

On definitions of chemical warfare agents .  and on technical 
possibilities for'verification  and control of O.-weapons with 
partic -Lar regard to a Finnish  project on creatic ,. on a 
national basis  of a CW-cont.uoi 	for cossible future 
international use , 

• 
There is a„need .,:for sUhstantiVaPreparatory wqrk in the.field r of•promoting 

scientific knowledge.and dé,opereion'in the Study of . .technicalprobleMs connected with-

the verification ar.A. gontzol of - chàmicai_weapons within the'fraMework of a 0g-treaty 

under consideration  in the CCD. ToAD -e effective, it should be truly international 

nd employ leading scholars-working.  intheir personal capacity.: It . is the opinion of 
. 	, 

the Finnish Government that,all nations, whether metbers of the CCD or not, have a 

vital interest in promoting concrete progress in disarmament.. ,  By ità project 

,designed to create a national 0d-control-capacity for possible future international use, 

l,: the  Finnish Government is endeavouring to make a practical,contribution'towards this 

end. 

In pursuance 'of the General Assembly resolution 2827A()OCVI), -on December 16, 1971, 

Which in.Paragraph 3(b) requested  the COD "to take nte: account  in its further Work ... 

c;therpxoposàlà;' euggàbtios, working papers  and. expert viewa:Plit forwai.(Vin'thé' -: - 

ConferenceÏ,..nd in the First•Committee",ltha'GovernMentof'Finland haa ..the: honeUr'tà 

stibrnit to the  CC]) the followigliorking . papeir on . definitionabf chemical: . warfare'agents 

and on technical poseibilities for verification_and control of: C.,weapons with particular 

gard to a Finnish project on creationon . à national basis ,  of à 0J-control:capacity for, 

:Possible future international use  -. 	. 	 s  , 	• , 	• 

. This paper is also-,intended to elaborate the ideas put forward by the , 

representative ef Finle;ad 2.n a sreeoh-5r. the First Coomittee of the General Assembly 

on  NoveMber, 17, 1971., He stated inter  alia: "In 'the opinion of the Finish  Government, 

e chances of-srecese in the negotiations on 'chemical weaponashould be improved by 

-paying, special attention ... - to following-issues:  (i) one  should, in international 

co-operation, study and develop:methods which would make available to all interested 

. : governments expert information on verification and control of the chemical agents and 

.: chemical weapons 	(2) technical capacitY should be developed and the facilities... 



shoUld be :acquired on-a national -baaisfor'Verification.of chémical.agents and for 

controrof - their prohibition, having,in'mind the eventuality•thatthis kind 

.practical 'capacity would be needed_for international 1128." 

3. As far  as definitions.of CW-agents- are Concerned, .a purpose criterion would 

provide the siMplest and most Omprehensive definition of.chémical warfare agents for 

a comprehensiVe treaty. Sucità general definition Would have the advantage . e I 

covering all poeeible future . agénts and , also'binary systems of weapons.. 

In addition, à Classification eknown agents by categories may also be necessary, 

because'the most dangerous'agenta require the most stringent control .  and verification 

. measures. Such a classification Would aiso facilitatea progress step by step. It 

is>rather'a cOMmon'VieW -thatéMorigthe'poseiblesupertOxic CW...agents the nerve agents '- 

.form the group of compounds Ofireatest concern.: As suggested by the Dutch delegation' 

in 1971 (CCD/320) they can.be  defined' with a general chemical formul a  connected with a.. 

toxicity lev4. criterium 	) 50.  of 0.5 mg or  lees 
per kilo of body weight determined -- 

,  
, subcutaneously in a spedifiedtestanimal. ' 'Modifications to  this formula have been 

proposed:later bY japan onJUli4,1972 and.by  theUnited.States '(CCD/365).- .  In the  latter 

document a very general formula le:'proposed, which would - cover practically all 	. 	• 

'derivatives  of orthophosphorià 	'-Between the DutCh and Japanese formulas e . there 

seems to be -only minor differences,and-itseeMs.not too-diffiCult to come t6 an  

agreement on a definition of'Organophosporus-nerve agents on the basis of'these . 

 proposals. .The Italian .(CCD/373)and the Swedish'(CCD/372)working papers provide 

further valuable contriblitiOn on theee problems. 

It has been pointed Out  in. thé :working paper ofthe United States delegation 

.(CCD/365) that carbamates present à- second type-ofnerve:agents, "While certainly . 

highlytoxic, their chemical  and physicalproperties seemslese suitable  for  use 

in warfare and it is not knowri that : any State would have'developed wweapone gystem 	- 

based on them.  They could.also be . covered by a general formula but.this.vould also 

.cover somecarbamates in civilian use- 	 . 	 . . . • 

CCD/381 
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It hàs been suggested that the productiori of organophosphate nerve agents (and

possibly carbamates, too) shoul& be subject to unconditional prohibition (save for

minimal amounts of carbamates for medical purposes) and that the,.compliance with the.

prohibition should be stringentlÿ verifiecl. Regarding organophôsphates, verification

I
1
I

could be based on national recording and international statistical analysis of the

principal.raw materials,,yellow phosphorus, phdsphorus trichioride, and phosphorus

oxichloride, as suggested in several working papers in CCD.

However., economic mônitoring. alone, would not provide a-complete answer to the

verification problem inlall cases. Some additional generally acceptable international

-verificaticn mechâ.nism is evidently needed, and the national systems would provide' the

basis for an eventual international méchanism. The Pinnish;Government has taken.

cognizance with great interest about the views put forward by the expert from the USSR

at the informal ÇCD-meeting on.July 5;- 1972, on' the possible-ways of co-ordinating a

verification by national teams of inspection at an international level.
.. ^.

A second câ.tegory of compounds which have no peaceful use, but which are stock--

:piled as chemical ^rarfâré sgénts, are the mustards. Their production also should.be

ubject to unconditional prohibition. Iliconomic monitoring would be even less feasible

o this category of.cômpounds thân;for nerveagents•beoause they are produced from ra^r

materials which are widely usedlin civilisn;industry. National control with reporting

mustards have small-scale medieal 'and peaceful reseaxch uses and. a clause mal^.ing possi e

statistics.to an international agency mig
ï: bl

lit 'ha sufficient regarding these`agents. . Some

these uses might be necessary in this cacé.,;l too.

A third group'of chemical warfareager.ts', the so-called dual purpose agents,

=contains all those toxic çompounds which can also have peaceful uses and which are less

to.cic than indicated by thé abôve tôxicitjr, . valize .(LD 50 equal to or more than 0.5 mo/l.g

body weight. This group would contain e. g. such common raw materials of chemical

industry as phosgene, hydrogenecÿanide, cyanogene chloride, etc. Although the

technologically advanced nations 'probably would not eveiz corisider them as chemicaJ..,

warfare agents-today, they might still,be usâble,as such under some circumstances.

National control, possibly combined with reporting of statistics on use to an

.international agency, could be.sufficient to this category of compounds.

According to this aiialysis., efforts to develop verification and control methoas

could be concentrated in the first instance'on the group nerve agents, at least

initially. The Finnish efforts
1
1 visualizing the creation of a national C11-control

capacity for possible future international use will focus primarily on this aspect.

1
I
I
1
^
^
1

I
1
I
t
I

.
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'4. It ismot-the,intention-of the yFinnish Government to exaggerate unduly the 

technical aspects.of.an:eventual treaty on C-weapone. -  All efforts to find a basis 

for a comprehensive . pplitical,bolution, like e.g. thelraft Convention presented by 

seven socialist  members.of the CCD- on March 28,:1972 (CCD/561),are indispensable and 

welcome. It is obvious that in the final analysis . , the achievement of a OW-treaty ..  

- will depend on.politicalyill rather -than . onsolvingproblems , of technical character." 

Besides the obvious need for adequate verification, the purpose of efforts  te solve 

the most obvious technical problems connected with a C.Vtreaty wouldbe to promote an 

atmosphere of mutual' trust .and ,thus to proyide conditions.for the emergence of a 

political consensUs. The goalA.s,, in . othér words, :taobtain a positive. feed-back fron 

'etechnolàgy-to-pOlitics. -An-anaIogoue'case isthe ,pràbIem of the comprehensive test 

ban, where thé role'of detection seismology is also . to contribute to mutual trust 	.. 

necessary for the concluaionof an -agreement 	 •• 

5.. The functions Of a national control: capacitY•would be threefold:. (1) • to assure 

that the prohibition against the manufacturing or CW-agents is observed. 

(2) verification of the destruction of  existing stocks or CW-agents.. (5) to 	• 

investigate a possible cOmplaintabout the use of C-weaporis in the field. Although 

. the first function.is  the more  important  in the context:of an eventual.CW-treaty, the 

third.one should not be forgotten,':éither. The use Of-Cweapons, at least those of 

the traditional Wdrld-War Itype l  might still .otcur, despite the prohibitions of the 

Geneva Protocol of 1925,in . certain cases of limited:warfare.. • However, it is mainly 

H the.problem of verification of thé production of:GU-agents which plays a significant. 

role in the negotiations at this  moment. ' .r.L'ae Methods, equipmmt and the drers . caoabl ,  

of performing inspection'cluties in Order to assure thé non-production can in most case 

be cànverted for Verification of an alleged ueeendvice-versa. • 

6. As has been statedIn CCD,.,e.g..by Minister MYrdal of Sweden on March 14, 1972, 

the work on a CV-treatycould.be concentrated in the beginning on those agents which 

, correspond to the double - criterium.of.(1) being produced,solely for military purposes 

and (2) are highly toxic: The-sol-Called "Super-toxic agents". Mrs. MYrdAl emphasize 

the importance of studying, vwhich methods  are or may be made available for the 

technical control of the production etc. of supertoxiochemicai agents (CCD/PV.549). 

(5) Ambassador Rosenberg Polak Of.the Netherlands Stated .  on March 25, 1972 that one 

possible course of action would'lead . us io concentrate. initially on.a prohibition of 

nerve agents as a model for progress in other fields (CCD/PV 552 p. 16-17). 
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7. AlthougYi the ultimate goal is,:of course, a comprehensive -,ty banning all

C-weapons; this approach is.suppôrted by the Finnish Government for practical reasons

and without prejudice.to. its views on 'the scope of the prohibitions of a future

CW-treaty. In his speech on November 17,'1971, the representative of Finland

announced that the Finnish Government, for its part, has begun to study how to

establish, on a national bâ,sis, and within the resources available in.Finland, for^. .
possible international use a verification and control capacity on chemical weapons.

The study has proceeded as planned. A survey of resources has been made, and the

Gôvernment of Finland is consid.ering the necessar ,̂^ budgetary allocations for an initial

research- and training programme for.this purpose.
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Introduction  

Both from the Report of the ecretary-General of the United Nations (1) and 

from the Report of the World Health Organization (2) it is clear that the nerve  •  

agents constitute by fax the greatest threat in chemical warfare. 

Nerve  agents  belong to the group of organophosphorum compounds which also contains 

vury useful compounds such as pesticides, polymers, flame retardents and plasticizers. 

This immediately brings up the problem of the -Possibility of distinguishing between 

organophosphorus compounds which have, and compounds-which do not have, legitimate 

uses for civilian purposea.: In.Othér':wordis-it. possible to delimitate nerve 

agents within the field of organophosphorus compounds.  

In order to be considered-as a potential chemical warfare agent a chemical compound 

shoUld meet certain requirements (5). Some of these can be listed as follows: a 

considerable toxicity for mammals, chemical etability in the presence of air and water, 

stability at explosion and a certain rate of penetration through skin and materials. 

This list can easily be extended. In this paper we have limited ourselves to the 

most important property of a potential warfare agent, namely that of toxicity, taking 

the  view that this property, more than any of the others mentioned, might be used in 

'»thedelineation'mentiOned above. 

In Order to bé classified as à potential pesticide an organophosphorils compound 

has also to mget certain requirements. Here, too, the most important will be a 

considerabletoxicity for the pest species it is intended for, e.g. insects or spiders. 

, Ideally a good pesticide should possess a very low-toxicity fOr mammals in general and 

.for man in partiOular: : in other words it éhould possess_selectiye toxicity. 

Unfortunately, in the field of.orgànophosphorUeoompounds the molecular basis 

:Of•thestàxicity>is thesamein,loth.mammalsand insects. • Toxic action:is-Mainly based 

.on the, inhibition of thé enzyme acetylcholinesterase in positions, where  • cetylcholine 

acts as a neuro-transmitter (4,5). However, there are a number of cases  where 

.organophosphorus compounds have a high'toxiCity for insects and a low toxicity for 

; Mammals (e.g. the insecticide Mélathion). In"these  cases the  selectivity can be 

oontributed.to secondary effects auch  as  differences in-the rate of detoxification.or 

to differences in the rate of penetration through membranes. ' 

We are thus faced with the-problem of whether we can draw a borderline between 

organophosphorus compounds that have an exclusive (potential) uéé as nerve agents - 	, 

and related compounds that can bé used as pesticides 	a. borderline  could be 

'CCD/383 . 
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:based on a certain toxicity level. -..-blereas-it is theoretically possible to.use a 

nerve agent such as Sarin'as an insecticide, ,' this-is highly improbable .due to the 

, very great hazards this procedure would cause to-humans. 

Thus, the delegation:from Japan.atthe CCD (6) . haslproposed:a toxicity level 

of 0.5 mg/kg subOutaneoUsly as a.  borderline between Compounds having exclusive use as 

chemical:warfare agents and other compounds. In the.same way, the Swedish delegation 

at the-CCD . (1),proposéde. level  of 1 0 mgikg orally.... These proposalsseem to be. 

:very reasonableindeed providethat-stifficiently standardized methods  for' the : 

determinationof the tOxicity could be worked outinternationaliy by toxicological .. 

experts. 

chemical formula we mill have at least a lead in,a possible verification process.  • , 

Toxicity of organophosmhorus compounds related to chemical structure 

In a way the position with organophosphorus compounds is a favourable one in that 

we know'a good deal about the mechanism of the toxicity on the molecular level: the 

fore-mentioned inhibition of the enzyme acetylcholinesterase. There seems to be a 

reasonable relationship between,toxicity  ad  the anti-acetylcholinesterase potency (8). 
, 	. 

As toxicity depends not only on the,intrinsic pharmacological effect but also on factors 

like permeability thraugh membranes, rate of excretion and rate of metabolism 

better-than-reasonable relationshimcannot be expected. As the dependence of 

cholinesterase inhibition :on chemiCal Structure is, more clear-cut than the dependence 

of toxicitye lle:havein the following limited ourselves to a surveraf the first- . 
'mentioned.relationship bearing inmindthat.some . Organophosphorus compoUhdsare not 

cholinesterase'inhibitoraper sebutaremétabolised into potent inhibitors  in the 

•organism.' 	• 	 • •'-.• 	• , 
.All  the  nerve agents: mentioned4h the literature  (9)  axe powerful_inhibitors. 

.of acetylcholinesterase, in thé majority ofcaseériluch.more powerful than compounds 

used as insectiCides., -  The-problem isthus limited"to that of predicting,ohemical • 

structures giving rise to poten -UantiacetYlchOlinesterases. 

The.relation between chemical structure and the inhibition - of acetilcholinesterase 

• A very great amount of literature is available an:this ,  problem._ • It .is not our 

intention to review these:publicatione We  w.11 insteaegive some summarizing'results _ 	. 
'with the emphasis on measurements'carried out in our laboratory, not - that these are 

letter . than those obtainedeIsewhere but: for  comparative reasons 	' ' • 



The general formula of an organophosphorus compound which is able to inhibit 

acetylcholinesterase may be represented by 

is oxygen or 

enzyme and is 

the active site 

of the enzyme is phosphorylated in an irreversible way: recovery of enzyme activity 

does not occur or onlylat a very slow rate. The process of inhibition can be described 

_by the fallowing equation (10). 

__ 

in .which E is the enzyme, I the inhibitor, [Elf • an enzyme-inhibitor complex and [EI I 
the  irreversibly phosphorylated enzyme. The  reversible step of the reaction depends , 
on the  affinity of the inhibitor for the active site of the enzyme and is determined 

by the dissociation constant Kd 	z = k..jkl.. The phosphorylation constant k is a measure _ 	 P 
for the rate of phosphorylation. 

phur 

therefore called the "leaving graUP" 

Ri and E2  are alkyl, alkoxy or amino groupsZ 

and X is a group that •is split Off in the reaction withthe 

In the process of inhibition 

The most relevant data to obtain are obviously K and k• Unfortunately l -howèver, 
d 	p 

only few data are available,and fewer still for.powerful antichalinesterases.  Nain 

(11, 12) in a number of publications gives some data and we , ,also obtained both constants 

for the réaction of stereoisomers of a V-type compound. However, for the problem with 

we may also use:the bimolecular rate•constant of the reaction. which we are concerned 

for which the relation k. = kpiK sin the case of a powerful inhibitor can be shown (12). 

k.is reasonably easy to deermine . (for methods sée inter alia ref. 13). 	' 
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In the.:following, we wi11 use this.rate constant as a measure.for anti-

acetylcholinesterase effects. !In general, the rate of enzyme inhibition depends or

a number of factors that can be groûped in two categories: (a) the strength of thrl

P-X bond and (b) the interactions of thé different parts of.the organophosphorus

compound with sites of the enzymP., The factors are of course interdependent.

For reasons of simplicity we will discuss the influence of the structure of

group X and of groups R1 and R2 successively

The influence of the structure of the "leaving group" X

Some data onthe rate of reaction of isopropyl methylphosphonates are shown ir

the table (taken from 141 15). Only the rate constant of the faster reacting

:stereoisomer-,has been .-shown.

As indicated above two factors,cazi be distinguished..

(a) the strength of the P-X bond.

(b) the interaction of group X with the enzyme.

Ad. (a) In general, the greater the strength of the P-X bond the less reactive

a compound will.be in regard to reactions involving the.breaking of.

this bond. This is a.general effect which can be observed in both

the hydrolysis and the rate of reaction with esterases. The. strength

of the P-X bond is related.to the pK of the conjugated acid HX;:, the

lower the pKa.of HX the more reactive the organophosphorus compound

will be.- Thus we find that fluoridates are very reactive.towards

acetylcholinesterase whereas m-dimethylaminophenyl compounds are very

unreactive (14).. The few experiments we carried out with azidates

(X,N3, pKà HN3=4.7) point in the.same direction. A number of :

p-nitrophenyl compounds also show a reasonable rate of-enzyme.

inactivation (pK p-nitrophenol = 7.0).

Ad. (b) The interaction of group X with certain sites of the enzyme is of

course much more specific and will vary from enzyme to enzyme.

Limiting,ourselves to. acetylcholinesterase it is well.lrnown that

this enzyme contains.ari`anionic site which.interacts with the cationic

ammonium head of the substrate acetyl.choline. If one introduces such

a catiônic head in the leaving groupt; a.very high,rate of inhibition

of acetylcholinesterasé is obtained (16) with a far more specific

effect than with'the.compounds mentioned under (a). This rate is not
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in agreement'with the abôve-mentioned dependence on the.pKa of the

conjugated acid (sée table) and is therefore attributed,.,t.o.a

fàvourable interaction-of'thig'leaving..g*oup with.the.enzyme, probably

-;--thè'sô=câ3led anionib 'sité. TYie^. importance.-of the, charge can be séen

by comparing the'--rates of compounds 4, 5 and 6 on the one hand and ,. .:, ,..,

compounds' . 7 and 9 on'the'.other hand.. Studies on:the pH.dependeno.e

have shown (14) that in the case of'compound 8 only the protonated

(charged).form reaçts-.with aee:tylcholinesterase.- That.there is.,still.
. .. ._. . ,...... .. _.__..

a dependence on 'the strength -of .the P-X bond. stems from. ;the fact that.

the corresponding P-O-C-compounds do not show any.anti--acetylcholinesterase

affect whatsoever. Concerning the size of the,gxoups on the nitr ogen_

or the sulphur atom, we observed no great changeé.in.the rate constants

if.the alkyl groups do not exceed acertain size. Concerning the number

of carbon atoms between the thiol sulphur. and.the cationic head there

seems to be an optimum between 1 and 4,

The cyeno-group âs:léaving-group ;takee a special position. In phosphates and

phosphonâtes'the cyano group gives rise.to extremelyunstable - compounds, but
A ith a fairly

If the influence of the structure' of the leaving group X on the â.cetylcholinesterase

inhibition rate is rather-clear-cut, that of the structure of the groups R1 and R2,

which remain bound tothe central phcsphorus atom in. the process of the inhibition,

(we will not discuss here the subsëquent process of ageing whereby one of these groups

can be split off) is much more complex. The general outcome, of: our investigation,

together with amido groups linked to the phosphorus atom, compoun w

high anticholinesterase effect `(Tabun) ; -are ,-obtained..

Summarizing the results discussed-we.-may conclude that in the formula
0

^ R 2

compounds with X = F, N3, CN, S-(CH2)n

are very powerful anticholinesterases.

X.-

2 i S-('CH 2)ri•-NR2 and.S-(ÇH2)n

The corresponding toxicity is in

alsovery high: These compounds have therefore

in general

most cases

to be.regarded as potential chemical

warfare agents with merely limited non-military use.

The influence'of the structure of the groups R1 and R2

together with other results available, will be presented here.

I
1
1
I
1
I
t
1

I.I
I
1
I
I
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First of all, we will.distinguish.between.-the..following,three groups

1
1

0 0

(Alkyl)2 ' (Alkyl 0)2 P^ ',, and (Alkyl 0) (41kyl) F.^,...

called phosphinates, phosphates and'phôsphonates respectively.

The phosphinates are in general.rather poor inhibitors of acetylcholinesterase

(some of them•however do inhibit other enzymes rather well) and fairly unstable.

.The phosphates..(among them e.g. DFP) give rise-to rather gocd inhibitors with

rate constants., in the order of 105,,. M: 1min. -1. .

Fbr chemical warfare agents, their.-potency seems -to be toô low, hôwévér:• ,. .

The phosphonates comprise the group:containing the most dangerous nervé,agènts,

so a somewhat more- detailed consideration•seems to be•in place.

Concerning the alkyl group directly bound to the phosphorug atom in'the....

phosphonates, it seems that maximum rates are obtained with methyl groups and fairly

high rates with ethyl groups.- Wi,thlarger alkyl:.groups the reaction rates drop off

very.rapidly (14).

The structural.r.equirements• fôr the alkoxy group seems. to be léss stringent.

There seemsto be a maximum in the C4-C6 range. Very.high.rates are obtained, with '

alkoxy groups containing a dialkylamino or':a trialkylammonio grflup (so:'calledTammelin

compounds) (1,6) and with-çycloalky.l groups. Rate. constants of cycloalkyl methjrl-

phosphonofluoridates are.all in the 108,range (M lmin..-1) from cyclopropyl up to
, •

cyclooctyl. Also unEaturated.alkoxy groups (rive mostly very effective cholinesterase

inhibitors.

In general the substitution of thiols for thq alcohols, giving phosphonothiolates,

-give somewhat less but still•some.verypotent inhibitors•(17).

The dialkylamido group has a somewhat peculiar ^position. In combinâ.tion with an

alkoxy group an&the cyano group as the leaving group, it gives rise to compounds'

reacting rather rapidly with âcetylcholinesterase and- showing a correspondingly high

toxicity (e.g. Tabun) (18). In some other-combinations, rather unreactive compounds

are obtained. The situation is certainly less clear than in the cases discussed above.

Finally, we have to consider the OH group. In the.literatûre (19) it is stated

that 0-desalkylation normally reduces anticholinesterase activity more than 100,000-fold

but with certain tertiary amine-containing organophosphates.the activity is only reduced
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100-fold. As the last mentioned tertiary containing - amine dompolinds are thé most  active 

anticholinesterases known, the dorresponding OH-containing compounds are still very 

active, a fact that was confirmed in our  on  studies. 

Summarizing the results discussed, we may conclUde that in the formula 

compounds With Y . = 0 or S; R 	alkyl, cycloalkyl,'Substituted *alkyl or hydrogen and 
‘ 	1 

R2  is alkyl or dialkylamino can give rise -to compounds with high anticholineSterase  - 
.rates and corresponding high toxicity although not in every combination. 

'The compoUndà Mentioned (with  the X groupà diecuesed earlier) have thUs to.be  

.regarded as potential chemical warfare agents. 

The influence of the P=Z .grOUp 

Up till now we have discussed compounde containing a P=0:group. It is,' howeVer, 

known that a nuMber of . compounds dontaining the P=S group are also toXic.• Sàme of the 

compounds, virtually the P=S analogue of the'nerve gas soman, is as potent'an'inhibitor 

as the dorresponding P=0 cdmpOund'(20). ' In:other  cases, the P=S dompounde Show a much 

lower inhibition rate that  the corresponding P=0 compounds but : areetill . rather toxic 

becauée of a biooxydatidn to the corresponding P=0 dompounds (eig. 21).. For this - 

reason,  • we believe.  that certain organophosphorus compoUndS, containing the P=S group, 

- may have an application as'chemical Warfare agents. 

Sumary' 	 • 

In the preceding paragraphs we have tried to establish some general rules according 

. to which an organophosphorus compound behaves . as  a potent inhibitor of 

acetylcholinesterase. As With most Structure aetivity relationshipà these rules should 

be-regarded:rather as tendencies and no firM prédictions are possible (although some 

.quantitative predictions turned out surprisingly good (le. It is therefore impossible 

to delimitate the potential nerve agents using a general formula only. This formula 

has to be used in conjunctiàn with a toxiciticriterinm which should be established by 

tdxicological experts. For the:general formula we ProPOse: 
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in which 

• 
st

I .  

I .  
I " 

I.  

'y 

Y = 0 or S 

à or S 

X  =  Fe  CN, N
3
, s—(cH2 ) 2 . ) R2 11 , ; s—(cH2 )n—N R2 III or S-CCH2 )n-N R3 III 

'RI =, (substituted) alkyl, cycloalkyl or hydrogen 

R ti  = Alkyl, dialtvylamino 

RIII = Alkyl 

In combination with a carefully selected toxicity criterium, we consider the 

delimitated group of Compounds to include very few compounds which are used as 

pesticides whereas the majority of compounds may be used as chemical warfare agents. 

This group could therefore be liable to an unconditional prohibition of production and 

stockpiling. 



(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)•
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Bimolecular rate constants 	min.71 ) of the inhibition of 

acetylcholinesterase by a number of compounds with the general 
formula. 	. 	i-Pr 0 , 	• 	0 

N Me
2 

1c .(25°, pH  = 7.7) 

1.0 x 103  

5 7.0 x 10 

1.4 x 107 

5.4 x 10' 

7.1 x 102  

1.5 x 104 

 3.7 x 107 

1.0 x 107  

7 5.3 x 10 

FCC pK of LTX a 

(1)HO- 

(2)HO-('  

(3)HP 	. 	. 

(4)HS-CH2 _cli3 , 

(5)ES-CH2-CH2-CH Me2 

(6) ,  HZ-CH2-CE2-.-&.Me' 

(7) ES-CH2-CH2- Me2  

. (8) 'F1'S CH2-CH2-N  Me2  

(7) (9) HZ-CH2-.CH.2-N Me3  
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Working Paper on domestic legislation in
Sweden regarding chemical substances

During the discussions in the.Conference of the"Committee on Disarmament on a

chemical weapons prohibition particular attention has.hitherto been focused on the

super-toxic agents, which have no peaceful use. As the goal should be.a comprehensive

treaty on the prohibition of the development, production and stockpiling of all chemical

weapons and on their destruction, time has now come to consider more in detail also the

less toxic, so called dual-purpose agents.

As has been pointed out, considerable control efforts are already being devoted by

experts and organs in other fields than disarmament to the vast quantities of chemical

agents which are,used in civilian life. The Conference of the Committee on Disarmament

should therefore be able to take advantage of the national and international control

which is being built up for environmental and health purposés, in the form of submission

of statistics, licensing etc.

It is in order to illustrate this view that a paper on domestic legislation in

Sweden regarding chemical substances is presented. The aim of this legislation is to

prevent injury to human health and damage to the environment from the increased use in

dâil-ir life of chemical substances.

Thé regulations now in force in Sweden in this field are numerous. A review

prPpared by the Swedish delegation last year for internal working purposes listed no

less than 44 different laws and regulations of widely different character.

These laws and regulations largely belong to two different groups. One group

refers to products as such and their"direct control, e.g. their composition, manufacturey

distribution, use, etc. This category includes the Poisons Act, which.is the basic

piece of legislation as far as.products injurious to health are concerned. Coupled with

this there is special legislation concerning products such as medicines, narcotics,

flammable goods, explosives, radioactive substances, foods, animal feeding--stuffs,

pesticides, polychlorinated biphenyls (PCB) and fuel oils containing sulphur, used for

heating purposes.

.cE.72-21254



The,,other group of regulations refers to actions such as the emission or release

of hazardous substances, pollutants, etc. Most noteworthy in connexion with pollution

control is the Environment Protection Apt. The Public Health.Act and other legislative

provisions, to a greater or lesser extent,, control the discharge and spread of

substances potentially detrimental to..the environment..

It has been found, hôwéver, that the present legislation does•not provide adequate

protection. The Government therefore requested the National Environmental Committee to

study the situation and to make appropriate suggestions. The Committee has recently

recommended a more comprehensive legislatiôn in the form of a new Act on Prôducts

Hazardous. to Man and the'. Environment which it. proposes ehoizld . come into force - on

1 July 1973. The already.existing National.Environment"Protection Board should be the

responsible^ aizthority and -- based on authorization given • in . the Act - issue

regulations etc. regarding chemical products. It should also be the supervisory

authority under the terms of the Açt.

It'is'recommended that the new legislation be flexible. The risks connected with

a certain substance or other product ma.y depend on many different factors. Any one

•harmful effect maybe caused by a ranpa of,different products and d'ifferent control

measures maybe reqtii.red•depending on the product involvéd. In addition, the degree of

intervention in each case would have to be based on,a risk-benefit evaluation, i.e.

decisions should be made after a consideration of.the socio-economic need for the

product bala.ncéd aga:inst;the risks connected•with'it. Ftzrthermore, new developments in

science demand continuous.reconsiderations of regulations in force and of decisions

already made..Por these reasons the Environmental Committee,has fôund precise and

detailed•regulations out of the question. Accordingly, the Committee has suggested

that the new Act,on.Products Hazardous to Man and the Environment should have the form

for importation, manufacture, marketing,. destruction or other handling of such products,

of a central statute containing-(a) fundamental principles concerning the pre-requisites

and (b), authority to the administration to issue special regulations for implementation

of the Act.

As to the more detailed contents of the Act, the following proposals of the

Committee may be of some interest. ..

The Act shall be applicable to products hazardous to human health and to the

environment, defined as substances and preparations that because of their properties and

handling are known or suspected•to cause poisoning or other injury to man.or harmful

effects in the environment.

I
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Those engaged. in .the, -handlof products referred` to' in the Act shall take all

the necessary'steps to prevent or minimize harmful' effects from the goods. Those who

manufacture or import, ,a product should normally be primarily responsible for any

preventive measures required. '

i

.4

The obligation to investigate the effects of.a product on human health and the

environment shall include all known relevant hazards as far as current methods of

examination permit. These investigationsobviously cannot be required to exceed the

prevailing level of scientific,lnowledgé., . , .. ^ . .

The Government or an authority",nominated by the Government shall"be authorized to

require that hazard5usprôducts as well as partiçular groups of substances and

preparations among which such productsare to be 'found; may beimported or handled

only after permission has been given by an authority nominated by the Government. The

Erivironmental Committee has considered the.question of extending the system of

compulsory licensing whi.cYi now applies to pesticides so as to cover all,or at least a

great pâ,rt of chemical products.-. This system.involves a décision by the s,uthoritiès

in each case before a nroduct.is put.on the 'market. Considering the great number of

individual produçts çoncerned and the inadequate.availability of toxicologica7, and

other expertise, the Environmental Committee has not found it possible to-recommend

the universal adoption of a.system of compulsory licensing. However, the Committee

assunies that the number of.product groups subject to this kind of licensing will be

gradually extended under.thé provisions.of the Act...

The Government or^an authority,nominated by the Government shall.be authorized to

prohibit the importation or handling of particûlar hazardous chemical products.

The.Governnent or an authority nominated by the Goverhment shall receive an

authorization to issue special regulations and to stipulate special conditions

regarding the importation, manufacture, markéting, destruction and conversion and* any

other handling of hazardous products_as well as particular groups of substances and

.preparations a.mong.whïch such products are to be found.

In addition to instructions to protect the health of the consumer, the Committee

mentions, as an example of a,new kind of regulation necessary for some products,

instructions for destruction or for bringing remains of.the product to an authorized

destruction plant'.



To be able to maintain a satisfactory control of hazardous products the 	• 

. supervisory authority needs access to, information about which products are on the 

market or otherwise used and their ascertainable composition, toxicological-ecological 

characteristicS„ their sales-turnover. ' In authority n6minated by the Government is 

authorized to'issue regulations  about an obligation to report the above facts. - 

: A supervisory authority shall have the right to deeide on.prohibitions that are 

clearly. necessary in order to ascertain that the'regulations made are being complied 

with. 	 • 	 . _ - 	• 
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Working Paper on toxicity of chemical substances, 
methods of estimation and applications to.a chemical control agreement 

(Background paper prepared for presentation .  by 
Mr. Roy MacPherson at the Informal Meeting of the CCD, 5 July 1972) 

INTRODUCTION 

Considerable difficulty has been encountered by the Conference of the Committee 

on Disarmament in the formulation of an agreement banning the development, production 

and stockpiling of chemical agents for use in warfare: - • A 'question which.has been 

raised a number cf times:by'Various dlegates to-the C.C.D.. (Japan CCD/301, 344; 

Nètherlands CCD/320: et.al .) has been that of developing a means of defining those 

chemicals which should fall within the terms of reference of such an agreement. The 

United States in their paper of March 20, 1972 (USA CCD/360) outlined a number of 

criteria by which a chemical arms agreement might delineate, for the.purposes of control,. 

-those chemical substances which have potential usefulness in warfare. Since an agenda 

item of this meeting is "Criteria for Characteriiing' 1 Super Toxic' Agents", we have 

chooen to discuss toxicityas a means of classifying chemical substances to be _ 

controlled. . 

Generally, the term,toxicity refers to the capability of a chemical substance 

to produce a noxious effect upon living processes. The physiological . effects can range 

fcom those that are-jùst observable, to  the  extreme end cf the spectrum, acute . 

 lethality. Classes of chemical substances are available for use in warfare, which 

encompass this spectrUm of noxious effects, as is illustrated in Figure I. We shall 

consider in this paper procedures for estiniting the potency of potential chemicals 

of warfare which have lethality  as  their primary toxic effect, and in particular those 

which might be referred to as "super toxie, for example the nerve agents. Our.  

MI ; 	

comments in regard.to  the role of a toxicity criterion for defining OW agents will not 

be applicablé to the control of the less toxic chemical warfare subStances, for example 

the irritants, incapacitants, or some of the older.agents such as the mustard gases. 

Wé are assuming herein, as the United States'paper suggests, that such chemicals 

would be defined by other criteria Of the control agreement.. 	 • 

GE.72-21515 
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FIGURE I: Classes of CW Agents Defined bY Primary Mode of Action 
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In order to have a toxicity criterion, and in this context we imply lethality, as

a part of a chemical control agreement, it will be necessary to dèvelop,standardi.zed

laboratory testing procedures and means for interpreting the ensuing results should a

complaint arise concerning-the production or use of a specific chemical substance. We

will outline briefly procedures for estimating the lethal toxicity of such compounds,

considering for example, resource requirements, choice of test animals, methods of

testings, experimental design considerations, etc., and conclude our remarks by giving

our opinion on the relationship of lethality testing to a chemical control agrèement..

FACILITY AND RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS

To assess the lethal potency of a.chemical substance properly, the following

supporting factors should•bé considered in order.to make a biological test system-

functional;

(1) A minimum quantity of thé.chemical will be requiredfor complete testing;

59 if it is a solid or liquid", and the.ability to synthesize it.if it is a gas.

(2) Ph,ysico-chemical information is required on each sample tested to verify.

its authenticity, solubility,.composition,.ete., for use by the.toxicologists directing

the biological tests.

(3) Testing laboratories must be equippedwith adequate facilities as well-as

trained operators to "m::e ;;afely compounds of a"super toxic" nature.

(4) Conditions of storage for the test compounds must.be such that the chemical

stability of the samples is maintained:

(5) Test laboratories must have the facility to dest'ory or detoxify thesamples

after testing thereby en^uring no unnecessary holding of':toxic chemicals.

To carry out the task of defining the lethality'of'candidate chemical substances

adequately, the following specific investigational requirements must be met:

(1) Quantitative testing must be carried out on more than one animal species,

the minimum requirément being two rodent and one non-rodent species.

(2) The species of animals used must be of u.ni.form genetic stock which are

gua.ranteed to be in continuous long term supply. Rodent species used should,be albino

to facilitate the observation of eye and skin effects. Swine if.used should be white-

skinned.

(3) Optimum standards of animal care'must be practised rrith uniform,environmental

conditions for animal treatment and•post-treatment holding being employed.

LETHALITY TESTING - RECONMEN'JED GENERAL PROCEDURES

It is not possible to define in detail'ri gid procedures which should be followed

in the estimationôf the lethal-potency of `a chemical substance with relevance to its

;s,1.



possible usage in warfare. Much depends upon the nature of the.substance and the

circumstances under which it, is being tested. We would, however, recommend the

following general,approach to lethality.testings

of this presentation. If it is a solid or liquid, it should first be administered to

mice by intraperitoneal injection using a gross observational method for recording

I
If the substance to be tested is a,gas, then, for simplicty the analyst should ^

. Stage 1,

çarry out inhalation-studies, the elements of'ivhich we will discuss at a later stage

animalsin each dose group should be'closely observed for 30 minutes and all

suspended in 0.9 per cent saline^solution containing'0.5 per cent methylcellulose. The

^ a s a a o ume o . 5 m r= o ma e

!mice weighing-from 28 to 32 g.. If.the'substance is`non-water soluble it can be

0 9 per 'cent saline solution) should be dnüni tered t v 1 f 0 00 1^ t 1 `

should be carried out at a dose of 50 m^^k^.. It and-all subsequent dilutions (in

dose-effect similar..to that described by Campbell and Richter.-^'J ' Initial testing

physiologicai symptoms recorded;, subsequent observation for mortality should be

carried out at 24, 48 and 72 hours. If animals die between 24 and 72 hours, it will

be necessary.to extend mortality observation to 1;A. days.

In addition to the above.testing,.other groups of male mice should be similarly

injected-intravenously with the chemical in a saline solution, or if it,is insoluble,

,'subcutaneously in suspension:at an injection volume as above. The rate of the

i.v.:injection should be'constant:at,0.01 ml/sec.. The dose,administer.ed shoizld again

be 50 mgA-g,.and a.similar observation,,time as employed following the i.p. injection is

recommended.

If deaths appear in groups of ten animals treated at a dose of 50 :_,__:L, ')y either

method of administration, subsequent dilutions should be made and injected into other

groups for. determination of LD50'.1 s by appropriate statistical techniques.^

Under the assumption that further testing is still required, male rats weighing

.200-250 g should be injected_with a saline solution or suspension of the test compound.

Grôups of_ not less than five:rats are to-be tested with the'compound being injected by

both the intraperitoneal and thelintramusculariroutes. , Thè volumes for administration

are 0.002 ml/g for i..p. and 0.001 ml/g for.i.m. Observation for dose mortality effect

:..should be carried out for 72 hours and aga.iri if deâth occurs between 2:;. and 72 hours

the group's of animals should be observed for a total of 14'days for final recording and

it
I
I
1
1
.2
I
1

LD50's for the compound, administered by the two different routes,
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Compour.ds 4-rit h LD50's significantly less than 50 mg/kg in either of the rodent

species by any route of administration thus far used. should now be tested'in a non-

rodent species. The animal of choice for this testing is the dog.

If the compeund is Polubie in water it can again be administered in a.0.9 per cent

saline solution via the intravenous route (injection volume 0.2 ml/lcg, rate 0.2 mi/sec).

If it is non-water soluble it should be administered subcutaneously in an aqueous

suspsii::icn containing 0.5 per cent methylcellulose at a volume ôf 0.1 mlAcg. Each

animal would -tlien be closel..y cbserved for eight hours after injection for symptoms and

5ubstDquently o:t 2J., 48 and 72 hours. Surviving animals should be held for a total

of 1'r üays ..fo- observation of the occurrence. of .delayed _.symptoms and death.

On the bas:is of the to x.icity data obtained from -the tYiree . species .possibly tested,

the chemical substance should now be categorized according to its lethal potency

utilizin.- the minimum L;`50 thus far recorded. One possible categorization is that

gaven in Table I.

TkBI.E I
, - --,.

CV7 LFTHAi,ITY CATb'.CORIZATION

Class LD5 DoQ se Ran

To-t i:c . . 50 •- l m9/kg

Hi..ghly tôxic 1.0.- 0.025 mg/kg.,

E:; treraely toxic :0.025 mg/kg

Tl:o.,e cn-niicals classified as toxic may be viewed as being within the upper limit

of whal, rVould be log5.sti.call.y féasible as. lethal weaponry. Purther toxicity studies

are not recormui?nded on such cheaticals. 9ince it is unlikely that they would come 14ithin

the te.cm,-, of i':.!fiiZition of a toxicit,y c-riterion; however, this does not imply that the

infor:^^il-ior. c,v^^,ilabLe car^nct be interpreted with regard to other criteria of the chemical

would Warrant fizrthercontrol z,mre:ement. ^i^h^:sP. 1.oi,nd to be h^.^hl_y or super toxic

ccnoideracion and this implies t'^iat the investigators must orient their apprôach to

evaluc,tir_g i;ne chemical substance r=rith regard to its potential usefulness in v,,arfare.

This requires a dcta.iled interpretation of the potency data obtained thus far, and also

an ur:üerstand.i.n` of the phy-sico-che,nical properties of the substance.



which are found to have an intrinsic toxicity categorizing them as 

potential lethal CW agents (e.g. LD<l mg/kg), should be subjected to further 

testing as follows. Similar toxicity studies as previously carried out in the two 

rodent 4ecies should be eXtended to include separate assays for both male  and  female 
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Chemicals 

animals. If significant differences in lethality appear which are attributable to 

sex, it will be necessary to carry out both male and female assays in the other 

species utilized. 

Autopsies should be carried out on the rats and dogs tested to look for any gross 

pathological changes. This should be'done on animals killed by the agent and also on 

those which had survived the sub-lethal dose treatments  for a period of 14 days. 

Compounds which are highly or extremely toxic should also be tested with relevance 

to their  mot  practical route of entry in man, the most,practical route of entry being 

based upon the physico-chemical properties of the substance, e.g., as illustrated 

in Table II. 

PRACTICLL ROUTES OF ENTRY IN MAN VS THEAGENTS'PHYSICO-OHIIII= PROPERTIES 

Route of Entry 

inhalation 

•  inhalation - vapour 	- 

inhalation - aerosol  •' 

percutaneous - intraocular 

Physico-chemical property 

gas(at normal temp érature and pressure 

.liquid.- high vapour pressure 

- low vapour pressure 

- normal skin 

inhalation - vapour 

inhalation - aerosol 

percutaneous - introcular 

- normal skin 

The assessment of the lethal hazard of the chemical substance being tested by the 

- nermal skin • . 	. 
inhalation - vapour 

inhalation - aerosol 

percutaneous - introcular 

- normal skin 	• 

Thé - assessment of the lethal hazard of the chemical substance being tested by the 

abeve mentioned ,routes of entry should . be  carried out according , to standardized techniques, 

solid - high vapour pressure 

solid - low vapour pressure 

nnA 	rne.nrnric,,à 	 nn-infc 1-1,n mnncirler+nri. .and we. recommend the'following points be considered: 

1 
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(a) Inhalation Route: 

Inhalation lethality should be calculated from two relatively short exposure 

periods of two minutes and:ten- minutes, end the dose response reported as an LC t 50 . 
The choice of species for inhalation studies is either the dog or swine. _The vapour 

or aerosol exposure facility would require  the support of an  analytical chemistry 

facility to monitor actual agent concentrations in the:chamber during the exposure. 	• 

If the substance is a solid, it will be...necessary that aerosol particles be generated 

in an optimum particle Size range ,  to permit penetration into the lunealveoli. 

Immediately after exposure the animals must beobserved closely for symptoms 

for a period of eight hours  and the  sùrviving animals periodically observed  for 14  days. 
Special note should .be:taken'of the delayed increase in:post-treatment pulmonary 

insufficiency and pulmonary -secondary infection. L11 aniMaIs, both in cases resulting 
in mortalities, as well as those surviving'for 14 days, should be autopsied with 

particular attention being given tb the'inciderice of lung necrosis and edema. 

(b) Percutaneous Route: 	 . 	. 

Specialized integuments Such às the corneal surface or conjunctival sac of the 
• 	 I 

eye should be challenged with thé lethal substance.. Water soluble . liquids or solids 

should be dissolved in a saline:solution and instilled as a 5 ul-drop-into the 

conjunctival sac'  or as a I.ul drop'en theeorneal.surface of the eye of _a rabbit. 

Non-water soluble substances may be dissolvédin propylene glycol or.suspended . 	. 	_ 
in 0.9 per cent  saline  containing'0.5 per cent Methylcellulose.. The  animala.should 

be closely obserVed for time to onset of symptoms and death, and surviving animals 

should be retained for 14 > days at the end of which they:should be examined for 

ocular pathological effects. 

- Chemical liquid substances, classified as highly or extremely toxic by previous 

animal tests, may be further tested.for.their percUtaneouS lethal potential on intact 

normal skin. In this case clipped rabbits and clipped swine• can  be contaminated on 

the skin of their back with 200 micron free-falling drops of the pure liquid chemical. 

The . animals would be restrained  fora  period of two hours after treatment and then 

released for an additional . 14 day observation period. Close observation of the 

contaminated area would be carried  out for  the  formation  of chemically induced lesions. 
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Thus far, we have outlined briefly test procedures for determining the lethal 

potency of a chemical substance with particular attention to its application as a lethal 

CW agent. These procedures are summarized graphically in Figure II. The major problem 

.that would arise after such testing is the interpretation of the data in relationship 

to  a chemical arms control agreement., 

itELLTIONSHIP OF LETHALITY TESTING TO CHEMICLL Ai ■MS CONUOL  • 

The objective of the lethality testing is to assess quantitatively the relative 

potency of a s lubstanee .in term2 of its LD50 
 or LCt50'  and relate these to 

a chemical 
'  

: arms control agreement. These derived lethality indices can contribute to a chemical 

arms control agreement in a number . of,ways. They not only provide a means of 

ategorizing toxic chemical substances but also they can be used to define this 

categorization. If the situation arises that a specific chemical is being produced or 
‘. 

used in apparent contravention .of the terms of a chemical control agreement, its lethal 

:potency can be established according to the procedures outlined, and then its derived 

"index compared to a ucut-off" level defined by a toxicity criterion of the agreement. 

This information will contribute to the interpretation of the situation being 

' investigated. 

The Japanese representatives to the cCD have suggested (Japan, MD/301) that a 

;çhemical substance with a lethal dose k:ss than 0.5 mg/kg be considered for control. 

We would agree with  tins Ucut-off" point' for intrinsic toxicity -. Such a level will  net  

however control the less lethà1 potentialchemicals of warfare and in tins paper, as 

.stated before, we assume that such chemicals would be defined by other criteria of the 

agreement. 

The problem will arise that some:ichemicals because of their high intrinsic toxicity 

could be . considered for centrel whénin façt they.need not necessarily-be practical 

,GW'agents. It is for this reason that .me have attempted to eMphasize the fact that the 

.toxicity data must be interpreted with  relevance to the chemical's petential for meeting 

:the necessary characteristicsof a"chemical warfare agent; 	. 

Toxicity alone does not make a chemical  substance a'S-Ood lethal agent of warfare' 

H 2 Other factors must be considered,, for instance, availabiLiy, of raw materials to produce 

4.-t, simplicity of production, cost.involved,, storage stability;'stability during and ' 

'after dissemination, ease and efficiency of dissemination - Failure to meet a numb&. of 

:these factors could prevent a highly toXic substance becoming a CW agent. 

1. 
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It will be necessary to define toxicity test prooedures in more detail than

discussed herein. This can best be done by a panel of toxicologists and for the sake

of brevity we have tried to limit the mount of detail presented. The United Siates

in their paper have suggested that a consultative body of experts be set up to

co-ordinate and interpret such work. Scientific investigations could provide estimates

of LD50Is and LCt50Is according to proceftures such'as have been outlined, but it would

be the responsibility of the consultant experts to interpret the results in

relationship to the control agreement.

CONCLUSIONS

(1) Procédures,for. estimating th e lethâl toxicity of a chemical substance have

been outlined with emphasis being plaçed upon assessing the potential of such substances

for chemical warfare.

(2) If a toxicity (lethality)criterion is-to be included,in,a chemical arms

control agreementwe would recoimuend the following points:

(a) Control of chemical substances (con$idered,as lethal CW agents) which

.have an LD50> 1 mg/kg cannot \be based upon toxi.city alone. -

(b) Thôse with an LD greater than'0.5 but less than 1.0 mg/kg should be
.: 50.,

considered as potential lethal chemicals of warfare but it would be necessaryto

assess their prâcticability as CW.agonts. This^Would depend, to a large degree,

upon the substancets physico-chemical properties,` Means other than a to xicity

criterion would be necessary to,clefine controls for such chemicals.

(c) Chemical substances.which have an LD50 < 0.5 mg/kg should be controlled

and a feasible approach to thi's control within a chemical arms agreement would be

a toxi.city criterion. !
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Working paper on the concept of amplified verification in
relatiori to the prohibition of chemical weapons

The -principal role of verification in disàrmament treaties

The use of control methods is stipulated in a trëa,ty in order to vérify.thât

with their undertakings under that treaty. General models for

control,can be worked out. However; the conditions in the field

treaty determine the actual verification measures to be

can be exemplified briefly: with regard to the' comprehensive

control'measure (detection of underground explosions) is

t

1

the parties cômply

different.types of

to be covered by a

stipulated. This

test ban, only;one

discussed; with regard to nuclear material, control of the production of only one

substance (down to kilogram quaiztities) by means of several methods.is discussed.

In contrast, a possible treaty prohibiting the development, production and

*stockpilin of chemical agents of warfaxe will have to employ several control

methods, covering not only several activities but also (tons of) many different

chemical substances. •This'fact implies nu b only thât usual :lecisi_on 'theories are

not easily applicable, butalso that the question of false alarms must be given

special attention. A discussion of these two aspects is attempted in the following.

Practical and poli-tical implications are considered.

The role of verification in a ban on DPS of chemical agents of warfare

A chemical DPS ban covering several chemical agents .ri7,1 require several

different control methods.
This has beçome quite clear from the discussions in the

CCD.

It has been argued,;although no consensus hasbeen reached so far, that the

primary purpose of the many possible control methods in a future chemical ban should

be to trigger some kind of procedure to establish whether a violation of the treaty

has occurred or not..
Eurthermore, no agreement has been reached whether this

procedure should involve on-site inspection or be restricted to some less intrusive
-_-._---

^ The expression "development, production and stockpiling" is in the following
abbreviated."DPS".

GE.73-43064
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Procedure. This part of the verification process will not be discussed in this, 

• paper . It is , however, assumed - that the control methods discùssed in the following _ . 	. 
are  to be managed by.-an international 'control organization, Using e.g. nationally 

information for the -  purpose. of contrOI,' as may be agreed uPon in a_treaty. 

' The necessity of using many control methods and the uncertainty as to the form 

• ..for establishing a treaty violation makes it .insufficient to Consider the kind of 

discriminatory decision levels generated by a single verification measure which ' . 	. _ 	. 
• 'would apply in the  case  of the comprehensive test ban... Instead,_itwill le 

necessary to consider the effeCta - Of 'séVeraI'Vérification meaSiii.e -S- in' combination; 

• in o ther words , to evaluate _ thé aMplif iect. verif i cation_ des cribect.slater  in  this paper. 

Amplification of verification efficiency  

Mùch discussion has  been devâted to  hou effective a non7intrusive method' for the  

:verification of thé compliance with Év disarmament- treaty should bé in  order to deter 
, 
its parties from violating:  the treatY; 'When 'SUbsegilent 6h-site  inspection i.s allowed 

or  not, as the case may:be.. There-  .àeems to be CohsensUà.:that the verification 

'methods need -  in no case be lb() per cent effectiVe. -  

LeSS attention Seems to have been focused on the cone equehceS of using several 
. 	• independent . methods  of Verificationi each: With liMited. prospects. of . , success , in 

.. 	... 	 . 	. 	. 	_ 	..  . 	 . 	 .,:.. 	 -: 	.. _ , 	 . 	,  . 	. 	 .. 	 . 	. 
.warfare. ,• ._ 	 . 	. . 	. 	, 

	

.. 	. 	, - 	. 	. • .• 	. 	. 
• i 	. 	. 	 . 

.. :•. It is intuitively felt that the use'ofYseverai independent methods .of 

verificatiOn' should increase the . possibility of:detecting .  treaty ‘ viOlatiOns. 	Such ' 

. . :- an  increase can easily be shown formally . by. applying .a. simple MathematiCal reasoning 

- • about .  probabilities . ' (See j.  .: Lundin; Considerations :  On a .  cheMiCal arms cOntrol 

:treaty and the concept of amp1ified, verification, . POI- Réports -7':1 (1973) 1 .-. 5.) - 

: .  • 	To illustrate_ the effect .of. .the.  amplification, of. the_verificaticin, one me.;y,. ____ . 

:consider the hypothetical situation:concerhing a bah on the IPS of chemical warfare 

, • • agents given below.. • The revealing. probabilities • given  in the example may .be too 

•high to be realistic, but then more methods can be introduced under the headings 	. 

_. ••given. 	In a real case the given "revealine-probabilitieS" should -be .  evaluated by 

' ,• 'relevant experts, as discussed later. • 	..•• 	, .• 	. 	•• 

;reves.,ling a violation. • • This is oOmmented.upon in 'the f ollowing, with special _ . 	 .. 	 . 	. 	 . 	, 	. • 
• -reference to the attempts to agree upon-  a ban - on the DPS ' Of . Chemical . agents  of - 	: 	. 

, 
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Elements contained in -anassUmed prohibition of chemical arms .  and 
:hypothetical verification resUlts of their application  

F 	b  ad 	
Hypothetical value 

	

ori 	
S 

. Possible. verification method: 	, 	• 	of revealing. 

	

activi erÉ 
	 • 

ty.• probabilities 

Development 

	

Research on. 	Scanningliterature by.computer - 	 0..03 
supertoxic 

	

substandes, 	 . 
antidotes 	 . 

Field tests ' 	Remote sensing from satellites 	 - . 	
2.13 

	

Production • 	,Statistical",surveyOf,export-import data for 
basic chemicals,. e.g..., 

Phosphorus , : 	 -: 0.03 
•Phosphorus trichioride 	I 	 0.03 . 	.... 

	

Stockpiling. 	Finding.instructions .for handling of 
ohemicaI munition 	. 	 0.03 

	

- Training 	Finding manuals-  oro)ffensive:use oe:chemical.. 
munition' : 	. 	 0.01 

- I 	 . _ 	: 

21/ 

False alarms  

Evidently, the political drawbacks of a false alarm.due to the performance of a 

control method,are serious. That à nation, becauée of imperfect technical means, 

can,be falsely accused of. Violating a treaty may to some parties be more objectionable 

than being left with-a verification,method thatcannot detect every violation 

committed by other parties.. It is thus -  important that the verification results be 

presented in a waY that cannot be interpreted as an accusation. To achieve this is 

one of the aims of the verification'model_disaussed in:this paper. 

It is assumed that the function-of:the accumulating circumstantial evidence from 

the several .  verification methods shall be to trigger such, further inVestigatory 	- 

procedures as may be agreed upon in_a , treaty. One could then foresee that requests 

for complementary  information,  to back up quite.normal,findings - aboUt toxicological 

Work, pesticide production, etc.., obtained by the Verification methods, would be 

considered as a normal'routine prodedure. SuCh a , .procedure would'probably also make 

it easier tosecure co-operatiOn With industries. 



I

Need to give alarm,alleging that.a party has viola'ted a treatÿ will arise only

when several or all verification methods *concur to indicate the possibility of a

treaty violation, when requests made by routine for complementârÿ informatiôn are

The way of circumventing the problem of false alarms would lie in the insight

and acceptance of the.fâ;ct that eaçh..vérificatiôn'mèthcd is in itsëlf.a weak

instrument which only in exceptional cases can give a straight answer, and which
.. .. .. ..... .... ,. ......

normally provides incomplete answërs.. Thiis,.there
.

should.be .no.reascn tô loôlç ûpôn

a single result as an alarm, but rather as;part of the continuous information

rejected without reason, or whén the information given turns out to be inconsistent

with other information obtained.

The remaining-genuine uncertainty

It might be questioned whether the,application of the "amplified verification"

system has a reassuring rather than a deter.ring effec.t on a.party to.the treaty..

When two potentially adverse parties',adhere to a treaty prohibiting production

of chemical warfare agents, this implies:'that both parties.'officiallÿ wish to,uphold

the.treaty. Being signatories.of.the treaty, neither wishes.to be exposed as

This may be described in the following way:

viôlating the treaty ban. At.the s2.mè time, neither can accept that the other party

could -secretly violate, -the treaty.. •. Thus the primary need is. to:- have_ -a veTi€-ication

system sufficiently reliable to expose to some degree an adverse violator.. If one

.,of the parties feels reassured about thése. possibilities, he can absta.in from a

capability of waging chem.i.cal war himself for any of three reasons: (1) '_e- do-not -

wish to have such a capability; (2) he.would not need it, since an adversary can be

expected to be disclosed at an acceptable level of probability (provided, as is done
heré, that this gives himself time to take.countérmeasures); (3) he would himself

suffer the same risk as the adversary of bei,ng exposed by the verification systeni.

From this reâsoning it can be inferred-that the reassuring effect would corne first

and-thus in itself be sufficient.

The situation would essentially be the same if one or both of the parties already

possesséd`.a war-waging capability,with chemical agents befo-e becoming'parties to the

treaty. -A treaty prescribing destruction of stockpiles would require verification

methods for this, as well'as for other activities covered by the tréaty. Thizs, by

definïtion, the verification effect'would be amplified again by introducing another

control activity.

Thus, if it is possible to construct a.reasonably reassizring côntrol system, the

problem would revert, to the genuine.uncertainty of whether some other power - perhaps

1
1

1

I
1
1
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a potential adversary - intends in,the future to acquire a chemical war capability.

It can be assumed that any party entering into a treaty would expect other parties to

observe the treaty obligations. The genuine uncertainty reférred to above would

therefore only.relate-to a.more distant future. To assess this remains a political

task, where one would have..to..take into account the option offered by the withdrawal

clause in:the tr.eaty:

Practical and.political implications.

It may be interesting not only to determine how successful a verification method

may be in disclosing a forbidden activity which is in effect not likely to occur.

As suggested above one could e.g. also introduce a concept implying that a

verification method investigates some normally occurring activity which is likely to

undergo some change if and when a violation of the treaty is.being prepared or is

already taking place. The control methocl could.be designed to analyse certain

relevant data. The effiçiency might be expressed through the confidence which

experts would have in the verification method as to its ability to perform its task.

Politically, this means that it would be difficult for a country to start an

activity in the field of chemical wa.rfare which could go on totally unnoticed:

warning signs would be obtained, even if they might be explained away.

Should several warnings appear simultaneoizsly,,.they should certainly, taken

together, be sufficient to.warrant an_investigation, if such a procedure is provided

for in the treaty, or to entitle any party to't•rithdraw from the treaty. Since the

result of the verification methods would be official and be known by all parties,_ it

would be easy for all other parties to judge"the fairness of a withdrawal.

This procedure should therefore be easier to apply in the event that a suspectecl

violator was unwilling to. explain the coincidence of several "warning signs" or

vetoéd an investigation.

A withdrawal clause similar to.the one just discussed hypothetically is f.ound

in the first DPS ban on biological and chemical agents of warfare, the convention on

biological and toxin weapons.

Conclusions

The over-all efficiency of the verification system of a treaty prohibiting DPS

of chemical agents is increasedby the use of several verification methods. The

-verification methods may not be exclusively aimed at detecting violations, but could
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, 	. 
primarily be deSigned"to -detect r  with known efficiency,  charges  in normal activities 

, in the chemical  field. . Such changes  mir  t constibite warning signs. The • 

occurrence of many warning signs on behalf of a:party to the treaty, in connexion 

with unWillingnesstc exPlain them Or•to let an investigation take place, might 

:enable other parties tà withdraw from  the  treaty.  This construction of the 

• verification system makes it reassuring rather than deterring.  In  view of the fact 

that the use of chemical warfare agents is already - forbidden-hy7the'Geneva Protocol 

of 1925, such a reassurande should be Sufficient. 
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Working paper on the prohibition of the development, production  
and stockpiling of chemical weapons and on their destruction  

Having, on previous occasions, axpressed. in working papers (CCD/310, CCD/352) 

their•preliminary views on banning bacteriological (biological) and chemical methods 

of warfare,  the delegationscf Argentina, Brazil, Burma, Egypt, Ethiopia, Mexico, •. 

Morocco, Nigeria ;  Sweden, and Yugoslavia, members of the Conference of the Committee: 

on Disarmament now wish, as a concrete contribution to progress in negotiation, to 

present some further views on 'the following four important aspects of a Treaty 

banning chemical' weapons:-. (I) General.Provisions .(II) Scope of the Prohibition; 

Verification and System of Control; (IV) Complaints procedure. 

(I) GENERAL PROVISIONS  • . 

Any agreement banning Chemical . weapons should includel . 

1. 	A clear understanding - whéreby future agreed provisions for the prohibitioncf 

the development, production and stockpiling.of chemical weapons are not to 

be . interpreted as in any way limiting or detracting from the obligations 

• assumed by the Parties under.the Geneva Protocol .of 1925. 	• 

2. 	Provisions to ensure . that the agreement'sÈould be implemented in a manner 

• designed to avoid hampering the research, development, production, possession, 

transfer and application Cf chemical agents .for peaceful purposes or hindering 

the economic or teChnological d.evelopment of States Parties. • 

3. An undertaking not to assist, encourage or induce any State, group of States 

or international organizations in prohibited activities. 

4. Undertakings to facilitate, and a right to participate in, the fullest possible 

exchange  of  chemical agents, equipment material and scientific and technological 

information for the use Of such chemical agents for peaceful purposes. 

* Re-issued for technical reasons. 
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5. A recognition of the principle that a substantial portion of the savings

derived from measures in.the field of disarmament should be devoted to.promoting

economic and social development, particularly in the developing countries.

6. Security guarantees which in the,interest of many countries should go beyond

those envisaged in already existing disarmament and non-armament agreements.

(II) SCOPE OF THE PROHIBITION

7. Discussions in the Committee show a basic agreement on the objective of the

negotiatiônsrelating to Chemical Weapons, namely that .they should aim, in

acçordance.with relevant United Nations resolutions, at reaching a comprehensive

ban, covering the deveJ,opment, production and stockpiling of all Chemical

Weapons, their equipment and means of delivery,'as well as the destruction of

existing stocks.

The degree of danger represented by the use of chemical.agents for purposes of

war depends besides their toxicity, to.a high degree,on the protection available,

as.well as on the means of delivery. 'Since adequate protection âgainst any kind

of chemical weaaoons is not available to the greater part of the world population,

even less toxic agents can créate as great a danger as highly toxic ones and

therefore should be prohibi:ted. ,

It is essential that the prohibition of chémical weapons should be coupled with

adequate verification. The question of verification has both technical and

political aspects which should be rQaonciled and therefore it is connected with

the scope of the prohibition. Solutions tô,the problems of scope and verification

should not be Liscriminatory and shôuld maintain.an acceptable balance of

obligations and responsibilities for a11.States. A partial solution with respect

to the scope of the activities to be prohibited, which would only ban the

development and production of chemical'weapons, will b:e particularly

discriminatory and will not be acceptable to many countries, specially to those

which have abstained from prôcuring.such weapons.

10.: In the Treaty.!s•text, a comprehensive ban could deal with the problem of scope

by a general purpose criterion while dore detailed provisions could be elaborated

in the annexes to the Treaty. These agreed provisions may be revised and

updated by the international control organ,referred to in part III, paragraph 14.

(II_T.)VRRIFICATION AND SYST}-114 OF CONTROL

.11. The purpose of the verification system in,a treaty.prohibiting chemical weapons

should be to give every Party a reasonable assurance of compliance of the

prohibition. Such assurance could-be provided through a combination of

national" and international measures, which would complement and supplement

I
^
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each other, thereby providing an acceptable - System which would ensure effective 

implementation of the prohibition. :At  least  the  following basic elements 

should be included: (A) the self-control' of states,  (B) national means of  

verification,  and (C) international measures - of verification. 

• (A) 

12. The Self-control of states parties to the treaty might encompass 

•(a) declarations,•at the time b>f entering>into force of the prohibition, as 

regards national activities related'to production and development of chemical 

weapons and agents, particularly concerning the destruction of  existing 

stockpiles; (b) measures aimed at implementing the prohibition, including the . 

enactment of laws and relations.  (c) the Organization of a national system 

of control  and control body with authorization to co-operate with the 

,.international control organ and (d) informing the international control organ-

of these measures'of self-control. 	• 	 • 

•• . 	• 	• 	'• 	(B)  

13. Every state •could•use its;own means to verify the observance of the prohibition, 

in accordance with internationalqaw and United Nations charter. 	The States • 

Parties'might undertake•to consult one another and to co-operate'in -solving 	- 

any problems which might arise in relation to the objective of, or in 	•

• application of provisions of the Treaty. 'Consultation and 'co-Operation might ahic 

be undertaken through appronriate international procedures within the 

framework of the United - Nations and in iaccordance with its Charter. 

•• (C) . ' 	. 

14. International measures.of verification should be performed by a qualified. 

and independent international control organ to be designated by the States 

Parties, and the resultsshould be made available to all-parties on an automatic 

and factfinding-basis. 

They might couprise collection, analysis and.circulation of relevant data 

and assistance to states parties in the development of self-control as well as • 

national means of verification. 	On the other-hand, the international control 

organ should receive full assistance of States Parties in the development of . 

international verification.  measures, includinE relevant technology at the 

disposal of States Parties. • The verification system should encompass all 

activities related to development, production and stockpiling  of  chemical warfare 

agents.. As a non-recurrent measure, international inspection could also be 
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specially provided for in order to verify destruction of stocks, in a ma.nner to

be agreed upon between.the International Control Organ and the State Party

concerned.

15. The international.verification system should, within the provisions.of the

Treaty, be reviewed and as appropriate improved, taking into account new

scientific and technqlogical achievements. The verification system should be

conceived.and implemented in such a: way as to avoid the disclosure of scientific,

industrial and commercial secrets.

(IV) COMPLAINTS PROCEDURE

16. Any State Party might, asa last resort, lodge a cômplaint with the Security

Council concerning an alleged breach of the provisions of the Treaty by another

State Party.

17. The complaining State Party should._submit all possible evidence, including a

report or reports,. which might be prepared by the international control organ

mentioned in part III paragraph 14 above, to the Security Council.

^
1

I
1
I

I
I
I
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BULGARIA, CZECHOSLOVAKIA^ HUNGARY,.MONGOLIA, POLAND, ROMANIA,
-UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS

Working paper on wa,ys of implementing control over
compliance with.the convention on the prohibition of the

development, production and stockpiling of chemical weapons
and on their destruction

Introduction

A system of guarantees to ensure that all parties to the agreement are

complying with the obligat:)ns they have assumed'shoiild be based on national forms

ôf control combined with certain international procedures. This is the basis from

which the present working paper proceeds.. Of course, it is for each State party

to'the convention to determine the fôrm and methods of implementing national.

control. The following considerations may be regarded as outlining possible.ways

of fulfilling thé°obligations of States,parties, as provided for in article IV of

the draft convention submitted by the socialist States on 28 March 1972 (CCD/361).

National.control coaimittees

A State Party to the Convention establishes a national control committee as an

element, in the national system of control over the prohibition.of the development,

production and stockpiling of chemical weaporis.within the territory of the state

concerned,, under.its jurisdiction or control.. The national control committee should,

by way of random verifications, supervise the destruction of stockpiles of chemical

weapons and the closure or conversion to peâceful-production of the chemical

enterprises which had, before the conclusion of the convention, been engaged in

production of means of warfare. It would also supervise compliance with the

prohibition.of the production of the means of delivery of chemical weapons. The

composition of the national control committee could be determined by the State party

to the convention, The committee could consist-of representatives of governmental

and:public organizations, depending on the specific conditions existing in the

country concerned. The committee staff could include specialists in chemistry and

economics. Effectiveness of control is ensured by the modern methods available

to specialists in chemistry. These include the use of detection apparatus, analysis

of waste gases, analysis of waste water and soil at enterprises, the installation

of sealed sensing devices, and visits to enterprises by the appropriate specialists

GE•73-47386
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representing the national committee. It is also desirable that the national 

control commit -t ees should, as necessary, be able to examine reports on research 

work carried out ipy various  research institutions in the chemical industry and 

related fields. Internal legislation should provide for the national control 
- 

committees to submit reports .to national governmente . on_ their activities . and - 

should also allow for the possibility .  of publishing such reports for general 
" 

information. 

achanges of information 

The national system ofoontrol could :aIso be accompanied by exchangée . àf . "• . ' 

information among States; on a voluntary basis, in the form of discussions on néw 

data Obtained as a reShit of scientific research on the deVelopment of new produCts 

- for peadeful purpobès.: 	• . 

:Statiatical analysis 	. . • . . 	 . 

Analysis'of statistical datai,  oontained in Open publications, on the 

production and ConsuMption Of raw materials and:semi-finished products could form 

one of the  elements Of control over the prohibition of chemical weapons. A 

comparison of the amount of chemicala,(raw materials.and Semi-finished producte) 

manufactured over à year Or some other long enough.period, with the VOIumé of the 

consumptionof chemicalSforpeacefurpurposes, might to a certain degree provide 

evidence of the way ih:which -à State is complying witlithe obligations it  bas 

 aSsumed under the agreement. .-i2vsizable - excess of production - over consumption 

would give grounds for assuming that the surplus .as  being diverted for military 

production. In Such a comparison, due acCount should of course be:taken of .the 

amounts of chemicals imported .; which should be added_to the total production figure, 

and also of the amounts exported; which may notionally . . :be: includedunder , 

consumption. Some propôrtion of Output may be placed' in,storage if there is 

temporarily no Market forit e -or for other reasons. .011 the other  band,  consumption 

may include chemicals Which had been -produced before the.beginning of the period 

under study. Bearingthese circumstances in mindl any discrepancy between thé 

Volume of production and the volume of oonsumption should be'carefully studied. 

When /IC) data are available on  the  consumption of,a particular chemical, it would be 

useful to analyse data  on thé production ofsubstances in whose manufacture this 

chemical is used as an initial or semi-finished product. 11 one knows the 
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approximate amountof the chemical needed for the production process, one can 	- 

thus calculate the total amount of the cheniical consumed.  At the same time, it is 

of course essential to remember:that —the rate of use of one and the same chemical 

may differ widely from enterprise to enterpriàe l . depending on the level of • 

industrial technology, the degree of mechanization, etc. 	 • 

Limitations on patenting 	. • 

It would be expedient, as a measure to inereaSe control over scientific 

research, to prohibit the patenting of chemical substances, weajmns, equipment and 

means of delivery which are banned by the convention, i.e. to stop issuing patents: 

and to  cancel existing.patents .in'this field. This measure, which is in keeping. 

 with the provisiens of article; IV of the  draft convention submitted by the 

socialist States l .would considerably lesserOhe incentive for further research in 

the field of chemical . means of.warfare. 	• • 

I i 
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Worlci_nE_Raper on_an international orpan for the sup;^ort.
of a C1lconvention and other disarmament agreements

I
^

,î.
^

1
r

I

1. In recent discussions concerning the possible form and contents of a CW conventioil.,

the creation of a standing organ for the operational support of such a convention has.

been suggested by several delegations. The subject was first broached in the

United States working- paper CCD/360.

2. The present working paper contains an elaboration of Netherlands views expressed

on this subject in the past and it is submitted with a view to stimulatin,- further

discussions on thisimportant aspect of a ban on chemical weapons.

3. The paper is mainly of an illustrative nature. In part II it briefly describes

some organizational aspects.bf the establishment of a standing orjan and deals in

part III with the functions to be allocated to an international organ as envisaged by

the Netherlands delegation. Part III is-based.on a number of working hypotheses,

which could be modified if found to be unsatisfactory: This part is also mainly

illustrative, but it could stand on its o.^m if, rather than discussing the concept of

an "embryonic IDO", the CCD would prefer to focus attention on orEanizational

arrangements in thé context of a CW convention.

II

J,. The Organ could be constructed along the familiar pattern of many international

organizations, i.e. a plenary Conference, a.Board and a Secretariat.

5. P4embership of the Conference would.raise no problem if the OrLfan would function

in the context of a CW convention only; members would be the parties tô the

convention. Taken as the nucleûs.of an international disarmament or`anization with

future responsibilities also in other fields, the Organ should be open-endéd. Ri`hts

and duties of individual members, except for the right. of speech, would -then have -to

be limited and determined by their adherence to the.treaties (or their review

conferences) which specificiallÿ provide for certain tasks of thé Organ.

6. 4mile the Conference, as a rûle, would only meet at certain intervals,. the Boarcl.

would have to be so or,,ranized as to be able to function continuously. Members of the

Board would be elected bythe Conference. Its main functions could be envisaf?,eci as

providing practical guidance to the work of the Organ on the basis of a nro,-ramme to be

established by the Conference.

GE . 73-4.9623
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7. The Secretariat, headed by an Administrator, would consist of a permanent staff

and such additional panels of experts as may be,required for the performance of

.ad hoc or highly slPecialized activities such as special investigations or technical

studies.

IM :

8. It is assumed tha:t° a CW: conven•tïôn_wiT.T. hâ,ve-an-1`annex côntaining a list of

agents that would specifically be forbidden. (This assumption is based on the

insufficient.:precision of the purpose.priterion :by.itself.: It.may be notedthat the

assumption is oonsistent'.with-a::çomprehensive approach towards chemical disarmament

as well as. with a phased, or .partial: one. . The. Orgari= would have. to do the up-dating of

.the annex if necessary. Whenever a party would dispose`%.of,information which, in its

opinion,::would require"an amendment-to-the annex, it should.notïfy.the Administrator

of the Organ and fuxnish him with -the information in support. of the notificati,on.

Appropriate procedures would be.:•needed to,enable...the.Board-to amend the znnex.

.prôvisionally,,!pend:ing a definitivedecision to be taken by the Conference.

9. It is'assumed that., even under an uricondà.tional prohibition;of certain agents,

parties will:be entitled to keep.small.quantities of thes.e agents for prophylactic,

protective ôr.other peaceful purposes. Parti:eswould undertake:to supply to.the ..:

,.Administrator on :a regular basis all infor7nation on the.kinds an.d,.quantities of the

agents concerned and on-the purpose of their use.. The.Administrator should make this

information available to all other'parties.

10. A provision of a CW convention for the destruction of existing stockpiles- of.

chemical means of warfare.or their diversion to peaceful purposes, should call for

the declaration of the se stoclcpiles.and-for..international- observation of their

destruction or diversion. The Administrator could be the addr.essee of the,

declarations as well as the'originator. of observational açtivities,- in which experts

of the Secretariat could take part together-with observers from interested parties,.

The Administrator.should keep a.ll.parties informed concerning matters pertaining to,

the destruction or diversibn:of.military stockpiles...,

11. A:CW convention will probably contain a.non-transfer and a.non-assistance clause..

The Conference,. on its own initiative.,: or upon recommendation by .the Board or by the

,..Administrator,could.igive gouidanoe:for,its*implementation,.,é.g.:by means,of; im-..and.

export re@ulations.

1
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I
I
1
I
I
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I , 	lai'An'artibleC .f.:'a CW'conventicincould Call- for .national legislation to .ensure 11' 	- 
Ir 	- the - fulfilment  of the  basic Obligations under'theconventionSuch Measures coUld . 

_ 

	

: 	, • be reported tà.  thé. Organe.hd cOordinàted by the:,Organ.:: 	;' • 	.,-,....: .-.:  
L 

13: Ehould-a.CW'convéntion proivde:fàr the exchange of eConomic data,. the  Organ woUld , . 	. 	. 	 . .  

be the indicated:clearing house for .such an exchange. . 
- l4. ....in  general', parties could undertake - to furnish to'the Administrator suCh , 

• • 	information as the Board might request for the performance of itsflinctions,-and  ii 

	

II[' • 
	' ' 

particular an annual report'on.the workinE of the convention within their 

respective territories stating inter àlia  if any activity prohibited under the 
■  

convention has occurred... 

15. Upon decision by,the Board the Administrator could be authorized to request any 

party to provide complementary or supPlementary information regarding any event or 

II circumstance : connected with compliance with the convention,  setting out his reasons. 

for the request. 'Parties should undertake to:cooperate with the Administrator, 

16. This procedure could also•be initiated upon,a request to the Board-by a party. 

17 Confidence in the information to be supplied•would significantly .be enhanced if 

the Administrator could bé given  standing authorization.to  carry out randomchecks. 

• la. If reasonable doubts.would remain whether a party has fully complied with his 

Ir.:  y : y 	. . obligations under the convention,' these doubtS could only be.removedly a special 

11- - ,, 	investigation.. Such a special investigation should be decided upon by the Board, 

11 . 	
which should fOrmulate - the procedure for the organization and execution of the 

_ 

.,.. 	. 

':».. L  ' investigation. As a rule, such . investigations would have to be carried out by , 
experts to'be apir■inted by the Board from a).ist of experts drawn up every year by 

II ' the Administrator upon recommendation by parties. Parties should undertake to 

render all assistance to the investigators as necessary for the performance of 

II ' 	
'their duties. A'copy of reports resUlting froM such an investigation should be 

transmitted to.all parties and to.the Secretary-General of the United Nations for 

11 
11:" • 	

transmission to the Security Council. 

19. A special investigation:might also.be  barried.out at the request of a party 

suopected. of having violated the convention' or  at the'request of a party which is of 

.11 	 the opinion that certain activities on its territory could give rise to suspicion. 

1 	1  
- 
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20. The Board might decide, or any Party might request,  the  convening of a special 

session of the Conference for the purpose. of considering the reports resulting from 

.a.ny special investigation. The Conference might make recommendations to  the parties  

and submit reports to the Secretary-General of the United Nations for transmission 

to the Security Council . . 

21. If the Organ would be available, a CW convention could dispense with a provision 

for a review conference. 
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LETTER DATED 9• AUGUST 1}73 FROM-THE ACTING. PERMANEA?T PP.LSLl?T11'1T+IE
OF FINLlIID T O THE, SPECIAL REPRESE17TATIUF OF THE SECt'LL;rl! RY-GLïi'2.L. ....
TO THE COl•t^L wifCL OF THE CONIMITTËË 01?" DI^ARMATZEI?T''PRli (STIITTIî;G A

WORKING PAPER BY THE GOVERNMFNT OF FINLAND

OY THE PROGRESS OF THE FINNISH PROJECT FOR THE CREATIOi?
ON A NATIONAL FASIS OF A CW.COYTRQL'CAPACITY FOR POSSILLE

FUTURE INTERNATIONAL USE

Sir,

Upon inc^truction:: from my Government, I have the honour to enclose a Worl>inE

Paper by the Government of Finland. to the Conference on Dicarmament with the reque,^i

that you would take appropriate ,,;teps to have it diotributed in the Conference of

the Committeeon Di2;armzment,

Accept, Sir, the assurances of my highest consideration.

(Signed.) Seppô Kauppila

Acting Permanent Repre;;entative
of Finland.

Encl.

GE• 73-50695
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WORK= PAPER DY THE GOVERNMENT OF FINLAND TO THE CCD 

On the progress of the Finnish project for the  creation 

on a national  basis of à CW control capacity for  possible 

future international use  

• 
1. In the working paper Prebented-by the Government of Finland to the CCD a year aEo 

(CCD/381) it was stated that 
, 	. 

"There is a need for substantive,Preparative work in the field of scientific 
knowledge and co-operation in the study oftechnical problems connected with 
the verification:and control of chemical weapoils within the framework of a 

	

CW-treaty now under consideration in the CCD". 	
• 

The Finish project was intended to concentrate  on the  creation of a national 

.CW-control capacity for.postible future international use and *would focus in the first 

instance, on the group Of nerveagento. The goals of  the  Finnish project were 

further described in a statement by the Representative of Finland in thé First Committe 

of the General Assembly of the United Nationu on November 7, 1972, as follow_i: 

"In a way thé Finnish projéct looks beyond the preuent toward a situation when 
a CWtreaty may  have becoMe a réality. In order to be useful in alternative 
situations which a future treaty may entail, it has been conceived as a 
multipurpose project both uUbstantially and functionally. Substantially the 
planned control capacity could:be useful in three different verification 
activities: verification of  the destruction of stocks, of non-production  of 

 Chemical'weapons and of alleged-use.' Functionally  the qapacity could be of 
service whatever the ultimate solution'of the verification problem might be: 
it would obViously be useful for national verification in Finland or any 
combination of national inspection with international elements. It could. 
also be of potential.use in connexion with an investigationordered by the 
Security Council subpequent to a complaint. Finally, it seems to respond to 
a concern which has been voiced.in  the CCD by a number of developing countries 
on account Of their difficulties in shouldering the tacks of verifications hy 
their available national means only." 

2. The Finnish project has proceeded,as planned. Concrete research work was 

initiated in the spring of 1973 when budgetary funds became available. The project is 

under the direction of Foreign Ministry and supervised by its Advisory Committee on 

Disarmament. Its purpose is to train scientific e::perts and to develop verification 

and control methods for chemical agents. At its initial Stages, the work focuses on_ 

chemical problems and ensymatic methods for the detecion Of the effects of nerve 

agents. The work is divided between 6 research teams located in the following 
laboratories of Finnish Universities and the Defence Forces: 

1 
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Departments of polymer chemistry, organic chemistry and forensic medicine of 	. 

Helsinki University, Department of organic chemistry of Jyvlskylâ University, . 

Department of chemLstry,'Defence Forces' Research Centre and 1-ie CBR-school (Chem., . 	. 
Biol., Radiol. protection) of the Army. The work of these research teams is 

centrally co-ordinated and provides for.exchange of information, preparations and 

 personnel as the need  ma Y be. 

Thé,research.teamu .  have at their disposal very modern scientific instrumentation . 

 including gas chromatograph-mass spectrometry unit with computorized data processing, 

IR and NMR spectrometers etc.  • 

3. The initial.researchprogrammes focus on the following aspects of 

organophosphorus  nerve - agents, 	 . 

their synthesis including precursors of binary systems, 

their analysis, primarily by gas chromatography  and  thin layer chromatography, 

their detection by the anticholine esterase method and by specific indicator 
reactions, 

their decomposition reactions,  and the percistance in nature of their - 
decomposition products.. 

Identification of unlmoun compounds is most,effective when a large collection of 

reference sample s is available. In addition to all possible nerve agents of military 

interest and related organophosphates with'peaceful use, like insecticides, 

identification of their prePursors, intermediates and decomposition products is also 

. relevant. This requires a considerable amount of.synthetio work,  part of  which  has 

to be carried out in a special laboratory uith appropriate sp,2ety arrangements. 

Because the scope and nature of  -a possible chemical-weapons convention .  are as yet 

undetermined the .goals of the project are defined with a certain flexibility. 

Initially, however, the emphaSis is on analytical methodology. 

4. It is hoped that one of the results of the project will be an analytical handbool: 

which could be Useful in the verifiéation activity of national control systems, of 

possible international groups of experts or of other international disarmament control 

and monitoring organs ("IDO", "UN-DISCO"), as propOsed e.g.,  by the representative of 

Sweden (CCD/PV.610, 	15) or in the Dutch working paper ,submitted to the CCD on 

July 31, 1973 (COD/410). 

I \ 
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5. The cociali^A countriec. have devoted a working paper CCD/4.05 to national

verification activitieü. Tô"carry out:ouch â.ctïvitiew reqùireLj, of courae,

-pecialized ;;cientific exnerti2e; that may not be. readily avai'_able..:tô all nuti,on:;.

Reliable chemical data in handbook fôrin' could therefore be u-,eful for national ac.wel1

a2 international control;ond verification activity. It ie hoped that the Pinnish

Project can provide a contribution, albeit a modect one, in .thi2 field.

The Finnich Government will keep the CCD informed about the future pro&recoof

thia project.

I
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Workin(; 2aner on the main points of aninterr_ational
at;reement on the prohibition of the deyelo ment,:-.
Uroduction and stockpilinL of chemical wea ons

and their destruction

In his statement on March 22 (CCD/PV.594) and June.26 (CCD/607), the Japanese

representative Ambassador Nisibori suggested that a gradual approach be adopted in a

practical as well as realistic manner in order to facilitate an early settlement of

the question of banning chemical weapons.

Using this as a basis and with a view to facilitating the settlemént.of this

question in.a coricréte manner, the Japanese Delegation presents this working paper

which includes'süggestions on an international 'agreement embodying a treaty and its

supplementary document.

The working paper contains: I. General Items, II. Scope of Prohibition,

III. Verificat^.on.

I. General Items.

1. The international agreement on banning çhemical weapons would incorporate:

(a) atreaty which prescribes a comprehensive ban;. and (b) asunplementarY document

defining the scone of the forezoinR treaty.

The supp7.Amentary•document would be re;,arded as an insepwrable part of the treaty.

The procedures allowing for amendments to the supplementary document would be

simplified ones and would be included in the treaty.

2. 1-Jhile the matters which should. be prohibited in the international agreements

cover (a) activities (development, production, stockpiling, transfer, etc..),

(b) chemical agents, and (c) weapons, equipment and means of delivery, Japan considerc;

it appropriate to start temporarily with a partial ban on (a) activities and

(b). chemical agents.

î.. In drafting the international agreement, the following formula may be considered:

the treaty would first prescribe in a.compreherisive manner the mattars

(ennumerated in (a), (b) and (c) above) to be;prohibited, and then the supplementary

document and a provision of the treaty would prescribe the matters to be excluded

temporarily from the comprehensive ban. .. .

GEI.73-51368
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In prescribing the exclusions; a choice between -the two following formulae is 

• suggested: 

(1) The supplementary  document  would Prescribe a part 2f the matters  

. (ennumerated in (a) and (b) above) to be excluded, and a Provision of the treaty would 
. prescribe that the forégeink 'matters  be excluded .  frem : a ceriiPrehenSie ban; . 	. 	_ 

' II 
' 

	

	. (2)  the  supplementarY dooument would prescribe.a.part of the matters (ennumerated 
i 

II 

in (a) and (b) above), and a provision of the treaty would prescribe that matters other . 

than those mentioned  in the Supplementary  document  be eXclUded from a comprehensive 

ban. - . . 	 • 	
. ' 	• , 	 ' 	. 	. 

4. , In adcpting either Of -the foregoing formulae ef'the'treaty prescribing a 

comprehensive ban (including (1) and (2) above); Japan Considers it appropriate to 

.) place a ban in the treaty on:' ' 
, 

(a) developing, producing,. steckpiiing 'or Otherwise acquiring or retaining of;i 

and 

(b) transfer and assistance, encouragement; or inducement in manufacturing or 

acquiring.of; " 

chemical agents and weapons, equipment or means of,delivery designed to use such 

agents. 	• • 	' 	 . 	. 

5. On mattèrs which.  have  been  excluded temporarily from a comprehensive ban, the 

tréaty_shouid include a Provision by which  States. parties  to ithe treaty Undertake-to 

continue negotiations in good faith in order to agree at the earliest date on concrete 

.Measnres for realizing à comprehensive -ban. - 	 •'• 

- The treaty would:Centain a  provision  Ulat eaCh State pal-by to the treaty 

undertakes to conduct national verification probes which by nature are autonomous, 

and also another provision under which international-verification would be conducted, 

- for the.  purpose of ensuring the fulfilment of the, obligation assumed under the treaty. 

Details pertaining to national and international means of verificatien.would be 

.provided in the supplementary document.. 	 • 

.7. Relations between  the  Geneva Protocol  and. the international agreement on banning 

chemical weapons,  consultation and.  co-operation  anion g the States parties, and such 

procedUral matters as . entry into  force and duration of the treaty would be drafted in 

:conformity . With the cerresponding provisions of the Bd  treaty. . 

II. Scepe . of Prohibition  

1. • While general purpose criteria (e.g. types and *quantities that have no 

justification for protective or peaceful purposes) Would be adopted in arcomprehonsive 

ban on the agents; the agents which fora partial ban should be prohibited 
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immediately as:nientioned in I.2.'would beprescribed in the suphlémentary document

under objective criteria (e.g. toxic criteria, general:structural formulae,

liNtin^5, etc.).

2. General purpose criteria ( e.g. for hostile, purposes or in azmed conflict) would

be adopted in a comprehensive ban on the weapons, eqLÛpment and means of dolivery ::u:;

mentionea. in 1.2. .. Japan cônsiders developing and prodtiicing as the a;etivities .whir:ii

;:houlcl be hroYLi,bitEd immediato.ly.

3. The supplementary document would contain an additional provision prescribine

that the time and, formula for the destruction or diversion for peaceful purposes 61'

chemical , agents, ti•^eàpons,. equipmer.t, . means of' delivery, etc., as mentioned in .

foreping 1. and 2. are: to be settled at the time of the agreement on concrete mea^_-u^oc-

for bannir_g,their stockpiling.: . I

,III. Verification

1. National vérification

National verificatiôn to, be. conducted by each State party to the treaty tiloLil.d be

primarily autonomous, its purpose:beingto ensure the fulfilment of the treaty. Sturl,^

should be made as to the'inclusion:of an obligatory provision in the treaty which

would'oblige' each Stat© party. to co-operate when necessary with the international

verification organization men^ioned in 2..below including reporting on a regular

basis to the organization on matters deemed necessary for the purpose of ensuring the

fulfilment of the treaty.

2. Iiternational'V(,-rification

International verification would be conducted by an international verification

orjSanization. Activities of the organization would include constant and objectivL,

surveillance and inquiry as deemed necessary.

If an inquiry is conducted.hÿ the international verifica-tion organization, it

would be desirable for the treaty to contain a provision which obli^es the or^aiv ^_itic

to report the results of the inspection to an appropriate Unitdd Hations Organ, An

ordér to define relationsbe•tween the ôr,-,,anization and the United Nations.

The supplementary document would have an additional provision reaardin^; the

composition, activities, etc. of the international verification organization.

j. Request for Explanation

Both the international verification organization and States parties to the

would be permitted to request an explanation in the case of suspected breach of

obligations deriving from the treaty. It mid•ht be effective for the treaty to contain

the following provisions on the prôcedures for this purpose;
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' (1) The international verification organization or any •State party to the treaty 

which suspects that agy other State party is acting in breach of obligations deriving - 

from the treaty may request an explanation -from the other party in question., 

(2) A State party which  ha  s not  received a satisfactory explanation from the other 

State party in que2tion through the foregoing. procedure (3.(1)) may reoUest an inquiry • 

by the international, 1 . ification organization. 	 • 

4 Inspection 

It would be uoeful for the treaty to contain provisions on the following procedures 

on inspection to be conducted•by the international verification organization: 

'(1) A State party Which has been required to•provide.an explanation in accordance 

with the foregoing 5.(1) MaY at  air  time invite the international verification 

organization to conduct on-site inspection; 

(2) the international verification organization may . notify a State party of its 

planned. inspection in case; (a) the organization finds that the State party has. not -  • 

provided a satisfactory explanation  and.  that it is acting-in - breach - of the obligations • 

. deriving from the treaty or (b)  -a request for inspection is filed by any other State . 

party; 

(3) any State party whiCh is notified by the international verification 

organization of its planned inspection would have to give strong reasons for not 

..comulying with the notification. 	• 

• 
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The problem•of defining chemical substances 
in a treaty prohibiting the development,: 

production and stockpiling of chemical weaPons 
The Problem 	 • 

The purpose of this . paper is to, address the question of .defining as simply  and 

 unambiguously as possible the uàbstances that Might be banned or controlled as 

chemical weapons agents if a,comprehensive agreement on chemical weapons could be 

negotiated. . • 

2. 4 the effects of chemical substances on living-  organisms are both. varied and _ 
complex, it has pr6ven difficult to formulate simple.definitions to separate those .• 

chemicals th at are relatively 'harmless from those that have military utility  and  which 

are'alco in • production  for' civil purposes. 

3. A widely eXpressed view.in  the CCD has been that a treaty .could  :et out the .Jcope 

of a comprehensive ban_by way of a general description of the chemical agent;; to be . 

affected by a. general purpose criterion, while more detailed technical provisions ceu.1 

be'elaborated in an annem . .to the treaty which could be olibject to periodic review and 

revicionby an international body.eutablished for that  purpose by the treaty. There 

has aluo been a view that to the extent possible the scope of a treaty should encon1.- .a .  

the chemical agent r .  found in Civil use which have been .or could be put to military iu;e. 

4. ,Thic paper examines the basi c  on which a general purpose criterion in a 

Hcomprehensive treaty could be supplemented by a more detailed technical ocheme of 

definition of.chemical uarfare agents based on levels of toxicity of chemicals. It 

also examines how such.a scheme•of definition could be used, together with other 

definitions,:to assist in establishing the ucope of prohibition under a treaty. 

It-is uueful at this-point to draw attention to the meaning of some of ,the terms 

in-this paper: . 

toxic meanu poisonous in the sense of causing physiological injury to a human; • 

this effect includes blistering, blindness, and death; 

supertoxic  means highly poisonous; that iG, only very small quantities are needed 

to produce physiological harm; in practice, for the modern nerve agents, this 

meanu death; 

GE.73-51372 
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binary agento or precuraoro are agent-, employed in weapono i_i wlv.ch the corn)onenta

nece ;e;ary to produce a cuper-toxic agent are kept c:eparated until rv.xed during

the procecc of del i-.rery. The main advantage of such a wea•^^on i,_^ the eace of

Apnroacheo to definina._C^l a^•éntc-. - .,... _-^ÿ,... .
6. From a number of rrorkina,--pàperc • preÜented to the CCD, it Iu ap-_parent that three

general approachec to defining chemical weanons ae-ento can be am-ploya<<.

(a) a definitioii. ba ^;ed on pilrpocé or intént;

(b) a c;trict- tecluzi.cal definitiori; of chemïco,l,; tiawéd on teneralized fôrmulaé

oupplemented wlieré'nécec:cazÿ by the :;pecific identificati,on of clieuiicaI;:;; and

(c) a definition baced on chemical agent effecto, ar, in the Geneva Ptiotocol.

7. A definition baced on i)u rpooé `cr intent. ThïL; approach I woul et be e.cem-pli-Pied by a

general criterion derived from the Biôlogica]. Wéâpona Convention, rec.uiring. the

1
f
I
I

.8. A general prohibition baced on purpoce or intended u:.é, given the diîficult;r of

objectively identifÿino intent, rnight not take j,ufficient account of technical

conciderationo to a11ov a meaningful CW prohibition. The'.fillin`• on munitionc: with

peaceful purpo,;ee" and "weaponti equipment or meanÛ ` of delivèry deci,-néd to uae' cuch

agènt^ for hostile nurrô^eo or in arméd' conflict''.

- toxic chemical:, and the production or ctockpiling of oingle purpo;;e agent;, are the

only celf evident meae:u'rea. Howéver, it would be possible to uce toxic Cw in war

without employing either cingle pûrpoce agerit;.: or opecial munitions. IIence the need

has been c;een to ;n"iplement a gener-U purpose criterion with technical definitionc.

g. A defiritibn of oheniioa1 oub_;tancec ba::ed on generalized fol-r.tulaé. '1'hi:; approach

i., baaed on the idea, that it may lie, poc:Able to deriv'ë a. génèralized fornrula or :;eriec,

of r,uch formulae xrhich would éncompaca all agent-, preoent and futtr-_e, that could have

military utility. To be va,lid, howéver, thi,_; approach ti•rould require a direct

correlation between formul,^ end deoiréd'military efféctivenecc. Un-_ortune,tely, it has

not proven generally por^,cible to determine the lethality of a chemico-I ^frons an

examination of its molecular-ctrücturé or it,,. formula, nor to nledict lethality from

the formula of an untected com>>ound. "

10. While this correlation cannot be éstabliched generally, there hau.: Ué:ei1 corne

:;ucceco in rèlatinr. the fôirntil•ae of organophocphoruû compoundw to to:cicity

CCD/574 (Japan) ] and it may be cible to[CCD/320 (Idetherlandc.) , CCD/365 ( USA)$'

extend thi:; concept to the nnz_^ta.rd:; and arcinea. On the other h^lld, for casbes,latec

and some of the older dual nurporJe agentL^, even a limited gene-rrl formula Ipproach ha:;

not proven to be practicd and it beçomeu'necercary to li:;t opecific compôunda.

T
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11. A definition based on chemical a,-ent effècts, such as in the Geneve. Protocol,

which prohibits the use in war of acphyxiating, poisonous or other. jo,:;ec, and of all

analogoue,`liquid materials or deviceo".

12. Agents- having lethal effec-ta or, produoing : eriouc and permanent can be.

described by toxicity. Discussion of toxicity and.the method;, of itz; me..curement have

been features of a number of p-re:;entation:: to the CCD [e.g. , Canadn. (CCD,/3ti7) , Jape^n

(CCD/301) 374) and uweden (CCD/3.72) ]. There has been no discussion of other agent

effects.

13.. A:,cheme of definitione based on toxicity hac the otrenCth of focuc4incz on the

effects which are of military importance: death or permanent injt?ry. By ec:tabli: hinCf

lines of demarcation or threoholdo, baced on the docagec required to produce such

effects, it is possible to define chemicals as agents- of war and, sup-plemented by

agreement on whether a cheriLical agent has. civil u:;ea, to ee;tabli;,h for different

chemicals, the c:co-pe' of activities which should be prohibited.

14. A eneral purpose criterion may be essential to a treaty to deccribe its broad

intent and to encompaoa certain CW agents and weanonr,; of the teclulical meanc of

cupplementing such a genere,lnur ose definition, the third of the a>>t)roachec to

definition holds the inoot, promise'.

Toxicit,y Threoholdc; .

15. The question asi:^eç whether by considering a range of toxicity, a toxicity

thre.,hold can be ectabliohed- above which compoundc can be con::idered as -potential

weapons and below rrli.ch, -for all practical, purpose:;, no such potential exi otc;.

16. A number of CC) papers have di:;cucced the concept of a threclzold by considering

the determination of a line of demarcation (CCD/372) or a tarE_et point (CCD/37a.) to

separate the. ainLzle pui~pd-Ne supertoxic agents from all `other chemicalw of lower

toxicity, includinG some rrhich have military application. This thre,.hol.d of effective

median dosage is used as the upper or fir,It threshold in this p<^^-?er and could be u ^ed

to separate modern single ^3urpoae "nérve" agents from those of lower yet uiL-_-iificant

lethality.

17. To aU„ict in the nroblem of, defining those chemical agent;, of Towei toxiciti= but

potential military usefulnecc; from the, rest, it is nropocedto introduce -the conce>>t

of a;econd threahold. to separate militarily ûc;eful agents from tho:e cher:v.ca1Ü that

have no practical potential as CW agents. This lower threoholcl. wou].c' serve to define

the r,cale of toxicity co that any militarily u;:eful chemical would be above this

boundary, while tho;,e below would be. cla-,ced as non-military.
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cet bY namine tabun; the - least 18... For the purposes Of thiS paper an Upper threshold 

toxic of the single purpose supertoxic agents, as a , boundary agent. Other'supertoxic 

agent's would fall abOve tabun.. ibstard would be jubt below this threshold. ChlOrine, 

, whiCh ib not à highly lethal'agent,' could bé' Used to set the louer threshold or level 

of the least militarily significant lethal: agent'._  
_ 

19. This classificatiOn of 'toxic -chemical agents is shown in Table I. 

20. While no numerical values of these thresholds for toxic agents are included in the 

table, the following Values are suggested: . 	. 
Upper threshold 	' 	Lct50 = 500:mg.min/m)  

• 
Lower threshold . '• 	 ' 'Lct50 = 20,000 . mg.min/M? 

-(Lct50 . = DOsage vapour . boncentration multiplied by  tune of exposure lethal tO 

,50 per cent  of  exposed personnel. (Thetoxicity'units . chosen depend on inhalation 

Equivalent values for dosages aSsociated with'other methods of exposure, for example, 

Hthrough the skin or the,eyés, could.be derived. -:Uncertainties in the  dosage value of 

a particular agent are vithinthe range defined by the threshold valued.)) . 	_ 	 - 	- 
21. The upper threshold is suggested because of the major difference of toxicity between 

tabun and mustard, and should'be the subject of both international discussion and 	, 

agreement.. This .value  ha s no significance : in the definition of a cheMiCal- as an agent 

of wrr. It is relevant,. however, to the scope of  activities which might .  be  prohibited, 

for once we drop below this toxicity level, we begin to encounter toxic chemicals in 

inductrial une. 

22. The loWer . value vau alSo chosen somewhat arbitrarily. Chlorine, although used in 

Wbrld War One, is not . now considered as'an effective agent and has been relegated by 

some countries to training purposes. It might be regarded as the least toxic agent, to 

have  military Utility, at least against an'unprotected force. 

23. From this, it now seemr .  possible to suggest a general definition . of toxic chemical 

substances .that might be agents of war ,subject to control and/or prohibition: a chemical 
- compound or element can be considered as-an agent of war if itri t=icity hap a median 

/ lethal dosage less than 20,000 mg.mini 3.  or a practical equivalent of thic dppage.. 

Une of Agent Definitimu in establishing Scope,of Prohibition . 	, 
24. Having now suggested a system for identifying chemical substances  as  being 

potential  agent  u oftwar, it  remains to consider how these definition might be applied , 
in determining the scope of prohibition of a•:comprehencive chemical weapons ban. 
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ouggected that an international committee of expert- could identify tho;e chemicals

25. Thresholds have been ç;uggected which'ceparate those chemical substances which have

military potential based on their lethalitÿ; from those that do not have such a

potential. (Some of the chemical substances thus defined a^Nbeinr- *i)otential agentc of

vrar also have recoCnized peaceful uses -. : )

26. A threahold of toxicity has been suggested which defines the :,unertoxic compound.::

for which there are no recognized peaceful uses (other than for small r,uantitieu

required for defenwive re,oearch and medical purpooe;;) . From this , it is possible to

,,ugge;;t that the development, n roduction and stockpiling of thece chemical.i; could be

prohibited if a chemical weapons prohibition could be negotiated.

27. Of those toxic chemical substances identified by the lower threshold as beind

potential agents of iros, but which fall below the upper thre shold, some have recotnized

civil uses, i.e., the "dual-purpose" toxic agents having peaceful induc:t-rial use.-. It

would, therefore; not• be---por,-cible to ban-the development.., _ production and ctock-piling of

these chemicalc: solely on the baci'a of their place on the scale of toxicity. It - i ^

havina such. ciu.iLur,eÜ for which develonment . nro uc ion and ctoclcni.linn could be

permitted.._ However; the filling of military ordnance 'with toxic 6.ua1 >>urpoce inductri al

chemicals could be prohibited. The development, production and stockpiling of. other

chemicals above the lorrer threÛhold and not identified as having recoe.nized civil user:

could be.prohibited. The tôxic chemicalc in this latter cub-cla,o could be identified

by specific formula in come,cas-e;; and poasibly by family of formulae for other,-: (both

the mu.^tarda and ax.ineÿ may be accommodated by the "family approach'") .
lf

-2C. Binary weapons, are deaigned to create a.cupertoxic compound only on dis-charge;
. . . . . ,,...

it is likely that in any binary system at least one of the cor_iponentc would have

toxicity falling above the lower threshold. If this component were identified as

havinrG a civil ptirpoÛe, it could be treated in the same way as the other dual••purpoce

agents; that ic, its production and stockpiling for peaceful purpo,:;ec micht be

permitted, but the filling of munition:: with such binary weaponc co:aponent^j could be

prohi' bited . ^

29. For illuctrative purpoce rlthe application of . the types. of definition to the cco;oe

of prohibition is L;hotm in condenced form in Table II..

l/ The formula approach is considered to be useful in the case of older single
purpose toxic agents because (a) the exhaustive „urvey„ that have ^Deen undert ti:en 2i nce
World War I have not -no compounds significantly better than -tho:;e already 2no^.m
and (b) there may be no incentive to find new chemicalr, in this range of lethality when
the cupertoxicc exist on one hand and where there are dual purpose agents avai)_able cn
the other hand. If in any event such chemicals were discovered, they could be added to
any lict of specifically proscribed c-ompounds.
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TABLE I - 

Classification of some chemical Compounds and elements 
based on.toxicity including sub-groupings based on purpose 

•VX 	' 	10-50 

	

Sarin 	100 

	

,Soman 	, 50-100 
11/ 

	

.Tabun 	400 

UPPER THRESHOLD 

Mustard 1500 	....-- 
Lewisite 1500 

re 	3200 Phosgene Toxic 
5000 HCN 

ee.›  

15000 Chlorine 

DOWER THRESHOLD 

All other chemicals that have no 
significant military value 

1/ Dosage vapour concentration multiplied by time of, exposure lethal to 
50 per cent of exposed personnel. 

2/ Chemicals having both military and civil uses. 

11000 Cyanogen Chloride 



TABLE II 

Application of types of definitions to the scope of prohibition: ILLUSTRATIVE ONLY 

- 
Super- 	Single PurpOse 	Dual Purpose Binaries 
Toxic .  - 	- 	Toxic 	 Toxic 	- 

, 	 - - 	 . 

Development- 	Banned 	 . Banned by 	 Allowed - 	 NA (at least 
Production 	 by2 	. 	toxicity 	 - _(determined 	one  component . 	 . 

and 	- 	toxicity . 	' 	(lower 	- 	by agreement 	 may fall 
Stockpiling 	(upper 	threshold) 	 as being 	into foregoing 

	

Agents 	threshold) 	and purpose 	required for categories) 
as . 	. 	 civil use- 	 - 

determined 	 _ 	. 	and 
- 	 identified by ' 

formula): 

	

Filling 	 Banned 	 Banned 
on basis 	 on basis of 	 N/A 	 N/A 

	

Military 	 of intent 	 of intent 

	

• 
 Ordnance 	 . 	or 	 or 

end use 	 end use 
bd-Q  

ug 
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Draft Convention on the Prohibition of the Development, Production and 
Stockpiling of Chemical Weapons and on their Destruction  

The States Parties to this Convention,'  

Determined  to act with a view to achieving effective progress towards general and 

complete disarmament, including the prohibition and elimination of all types of weapons 

of mass destruction, and convinced that the prohibition of the development, - production 

and Stockpiling of chemical weapons and their elimination, through effective measures, 

will facilitate the achievement of general and complete disarmament under strict and 

effective international control, 

Recognizing  the important significance of the Protocol for the Prohibition of the 

Use in War of Asphyxiating,.Poisonous or Other Gases, and of Bacteriological Methods 

of Warfare, signed at Geneva on 17 June 1925, and conscious also of the contribution 

which the said Protocol has alreey made, and continue to make, to mitigating the 

horrors of war, 

Reaffirming  their adherence to the principles and objectives of that Protocol and 

calling upon all States to comply with them, 

Recalling  that the General Assembly of the United Nations has repeatedly condemned 

all actions contrary to the principles and objectives of the Geneva Protocol of 

17 June 1925, 

Recalling also  that each State Party to the Convention on the Prohibition of the 

Development, Production and Stockpiling of Bacteriological (Bioiogical) and Toxin 

Weapons and on Their Destruction, in Article IX of the Convention, affirmed the 

recognized objective of effective prohibition of, chemical weapons and, to this end, 

undertook to continue negotiations in good faith with a view to reaching early agreement 

on effective measures for the prohibition of their development, production and 

stockpiling and for their destruction, and on appropriate measures concerning ecuipment 

and means of delivery specifically designed for the production or use of chemical agents 

for weapon purposes, and 

GE.74-64214 
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Convinced that an agreement on the prohibition of chemical weapons, in the wake of

the above-mentioned Convention on bacteriological (biological) and toxin weapons, will

contribute to the strengthening of confidenne between eo le9 and the• p P general improvement

of the international atmosphere, and â,7.so contribute to the realization of the purposes

and princip]:es of the Charter of;the United Nations,

Have ao;Teed as follows:

Article I .. . . ..
Each State Party"•to this Convention ûndertakes-.never.=in'any circumstances to

develop, produce, stockpile or otherwise acquire or'retain:

(a) Chemical agents of types and in quantities that have no justification for...

protective or other peaceful purposes;

(b) Weapons, equipment or uieanà,of delivery designed to use such agents for

!hostile purposes or in ^.rmed conflict:`

Article II .%

1. Each State Party to this Convention undertakes to destroy, or to divért to peacefül.'

purposes as soon as possible all agents, weapons, equipment and means of delivery _.,_•...

specified in Article I, which are in its possession or under its jurisdiction or

control.

2. States Parties to this Convention shall'notify the International Verification

Agenc•y, defined in Article VI, of the^pending destruction or diversion to peaceful

purposes of the agents and others as specified under paragraph I of this Article on
each such occasion.

3. The States Parties to this Convention shall, in carrying out the destruction or

diversion to peaceful purposes of the agents and others as specified under paragraph 1 of

this Article, invite the International Verification Agency to send observers.

4. The International Verifica,tion Aaency shall forthwith communicate the.notification

under paragraph 2 of this Article to each'State Party to_this Convention.

5. The destruction or diversion to peaceful piirposes of the agents and others as

specified under paragraph 1 of this Article shall be reviewed at a conference or

conferences of States Parties to this Convention provided for in Article XVII:

6. In implementing the provisions of paragraph 1 of this Article all necessarÿ safety

precautions shall be observed to protect populations and the environment.

1
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• Article III  

Each State Party to this Convention undertakes not to transfer to any recipient 

whatsoever, directly or indirectly, and not in any way to assist, encourage, or induce 

any State, group Of States or international organizations to manufacture or otherwise 

acquire any of the aents, weapons, equipment or means of delivery specified in Article I. 

• Article IV  

Notwithstanding the provisions of Articles I and II, the States Parties to this 

Convention mai'  take prbvisional measure s. provided for in the Annex I - of this Convention 

until further agreements, 1.ncluding those'on effective verification measures, are • 

reached. 

• Article V  
- 

1. Each State Party to this Convention shall take any necessaryMeasUres to ensure - the 

fulfilment of.its obligations deriving from this . Convention, and notify the International 

Verification Agency  of its national organ . or organs responsible for taking such necessary 

measures. 	. . 	. 
2. Each  State Party to this Convention.shall submit to the International Verification 

.-.• 
Agency  periodic reports on,the state.of the fulfilment of its obligations deriving  from 

 this Convention in accordance with . the - proviSlohs . of the . Annex II. 

3. The functions of the national Organ referred to in paragraph 1 of this Article shall 

include the following: -  

• (a).  observatiOn as well as supervision of the national activities related to the 

subject matter of'this Convention; 	. 

(b) collection of s!.;atistical and other - infDrmation thereon; 

preparation Of periodic reports to the Internaticnal'Verification Agency; 

co-operation with the International Verification'Agency.Such  ae'pré'éentation thereto 

of requested statistical and other.documents or,information, and acceptance of inspection. 

Article VI  

1. In order to promote the realization of the,nrovisions of this Convention and the 

 fulfilMent of "obligations:assumed by the States Parties under this Convention, .the 

States Parties to this Convention shall establish an International Verification Agency'. 

2. The fbnctions of the International Verification Agency  shall include the 

following: 

(a) to analyse .  and evaluate periodic reports and statistical and other documents  or  

information submitted by each State Party; 

(h) to request explanation 'and conduct idquiries as under Article VIII; 

(c) to conduct inspection as under Article IX; 

(o) 
(d) 
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(d) to send notifications and reports as undér Article X;

(e) to consult , and. .o-ope-rs,te _vith..the national, oxgans ;

(f) to,make.recommendatipns for amendments:tothe Annexes;

:(g) to send: observers :.as. .under.l Article II.; ,. , .... , ;

(h) :to carry out decisions.which.may 1be made at...the..conference of States Parties to

, this Convention.
, ..... .,..

3• Details pertaining.to.the:composition.and.functions of.the International

Verification Agency shall be; provided for, .'in Annex III..

Article VII

The States Parties to this Convention undertake to consult one another directly or

through the International Verification Agency and co-operate in.solving any problems

which may.arise in relation to the ôb.jec.tives,of, or in.the.application of the

provisions of, this...Convention.

Article VIII

1. Any State Party to this Convention which suspectsthat any other State Party is

acting in breach of o.bligations deriving from.the provisions of this Convention may

requést, direotly.or through.the International Verifi^ation Agency that State. Party to

provide,explanations. This request should include a list of all the-evidence that
roused.the suspicion.

2. Request for explanations as under paragraph 1 may also be made by the International
Verification Agency,. when it deeme it to be necessary.

3. The State Party which is requested to provide explanations.under paragraphs l and 2

of this Article shall comply with such.requc.st:in good faith. This State Party may

request the International VerificationAGençy to conduct an inquiry. This request
should include evidence.whicY

Article IX-_ •..
1. A State Party which has been réquested to-provide•explanations as under

,.paragraphe Land 2. of ! Article-VIII may at any, time invite the International Verification

Agency to conduct an...inspection in.its territory.

2. If the State Party which,is requested to provide explanation as under paragraphs 1

and 2 of Article VIII fails to provide"adequate.explanations, the International.
,_... _

Verification Agency may notify „uchState Party of an impending inspection to be

conducted in its.territory.

3. The State Party which is notified by the International Verification AgencY,of.

inspection as under paragraph.2 of this..Arti.çle shall make.every effort to accept, as

1
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it territorï. - 'The•State Party whiCh-finds it 

itS:territory shalIprovideadequate reasons .  te 

why the State Party : finds it iMposeible:to ladàept 

• - 	-Article'X 	• 	. 	- 

1. ' The International Verification Agency  shall notify each State Party to this' ' 

Convention of the results of analysis'and evaluation as under paragraph 2(a) of Article VI,' 

of explanation or inquiryàeunder Article VIII, and of, inspection as under'Artible IX. 

2. The International Verification Agpncy may, when it is.deemed neceesary, 'report the 

contents.of the notification aaunder paragraph-I-of this Article to the Secur#Y 

Coûncil of the United Natione...' :  
. 	 . 

. 	- • 	. , 	', 	' 'ArtiOle'XI  
. 	 . 
• • 

EaCh State.PartY tO'this. Convention  undertakes to proVide  or' support assistance,  in 

accordance with' the Charterofthe United Nations, toany Party to:this Convention which 

so requests, if the Security CounCil decideel  -upon notification as provided for in 

Article X, that such Party hae been .  expoeed to dangerae . a reSult of violation of this 

Convention. 

• 	 • 	 •- 

soon as possible-, stiCii inspeciion in 

impossible to accept 'euCii inspection 

the . International Verification Aen_cz  

•the inspection. 

.Article XII  I  

:SOthing in'tiiis- Convention shall he interpreted:as in'anY way liMiting or detracting 
. 	. 	 - 

-frem:the obligatione assumed by agy State under the Protocol for the PrOhibitidn of the 

Usè'in War . Of Asphyxiating, P6ieonous or Other'Gases, and of Bacteriological Methods . of 

Warfare, signed at Geneva on 17 June 1925,-aa.well.as , under , theHdonvention . on the 	. 

'Prohibition Of the Development,..'Prodùction and Stockpiling- of BacteriolOgical 	-- 

(Biological)and Toxin'Weapots and . bn Their .pestruction. 

' 	• 	Article XIII  

, Each State'Party to this Convention undertakes to continue negotiations in good 

.faith with a view to achieving an agreement,.as soon as'possible, - which will make it -

possible to éliminate'the provisiOnal -measures referred • to in Article . IT. ' • ' 

Article XIV.: 	 ' • 	• 	• 

1. . The States 'Parties to this Convention'undértake to facilitate and have the right to 

participate in . the"fuilebt Possible exchange of eqUipment,. materials and scientific and 

teChnOlogidal information for.the use of  chemical agente'fbr- Peaceful purposes. Parties 

to this Convention in a position  to do sô shall also Co-operate:in contribùting 

individually or.together with other States or international'Organizations to the further 

development and application of scientific discoveries in the field of ,chemistry for 

peaceful purpOses. 
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2. This_Convention shall be implemented in a manner designed to avoid hampering the

economic or technological-developttent of States Parties to.the Convention or

international co-operation in.the..field.of, .peaceful cliemical_ activities, including the.

.international exchange'of chemïcal agents and equipment for the processing,'use. or. .

production of chemical agents for peaceful purposes in accordance with the provisions of;

this Convention..

Article XV

The Annexes referred to in this Convention shall constitute.an integral part of

this Convention.

Article XVI'

.Any State Party may propose amendments to this Convention. Amendments shall enter

into force for.each State Party accepting the amendments.upon their acceptance by a

majority of the States Parties to this Convention and thereafter for each remaining

..State Party on the date of acceptance by it.

Article XVII

Three years after the entry into force of this Convention, a, conference of States

Parties to this Convention shall be held at Geneva, Switzerland, to

..of this Convention, with a view to assuring that the purpose of the

provisions of this Convention are being realized. At intervals of

review the operation

preamble and the

three years there-

âPter, further conferences shall be held with the same objectivé of reviewing the operation

of this Convention, if a majority of the Parties to this Convention submit a proposal to

this effect to the International Verification Agency. Such review shall take into.

account any new scientific and technologicai developments relevant to this Convention.

2. The International Verification Agency shall convoke a conference of States Parties

to this Convention as provided for in paragraph 1 of this Article.

Article. XVIII
1. This Convention shall be of unlimited duration.

2... Each State Party to this Convention shall, in exercising its national sovereignty,

have the right to withdraw from this Convention if it decides that extraordinary events,

related to the subject matter of'this Convention, have jeopardized the supreme interests

of its country. It shall,give notice of such withdrawal to.all other States Parties to

this Convention, the International Verification Agency and to the Security Council of the

United Nations three months in.advance. Such notice shall include a statement of the

extraordinary events it regards as having jeopardized its supreme interests.

1
1
1
1

1
1

1
1

^
1
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Article' XIX 	. 

1. This Convention shall be open to all States for signature. Any State which does 

not sign this Convention befOre its entry into force in accordance with paragraph 3 of 

this Article may accede to it at any time. 	. 	• 

2. This Convention  Shall be subject to ratification by signatory States. Instruments 

of ratification and instruments  of acCession shall be depàsited with the Governments of. 

), which are hereby designated the DePositary Governments. 

3.. This Convention shall enter into forCe after the deposit of the instruments  of 

ratification by (s • • • • 	) Governments, including the-Governments deàignated as 

Depositaries of this Conventidn. 

-4.. ,For States-whose:instruments of ratification or accession are'deposited subsequent 
to the entry into force of this'COnvention, it shall enterinto.force on the date of the 

deposit of their  instruments of ratification or accession. 

5. The Depositary Governments shall promptly inform all signatory and acceding States 

of the date of each signature, the date of deposit of each instrument of ratification or 

of accessiOn and the date of the entry into force of  this Convention, and of the receipt 

of othèr notices. 	 _ 	. 

6. This Convention shall be registeredbithe Depositary Governments pursuant to • 

Article 102 of the Charter of the United Nations. 	 • 

Article XX 

This Convention, the Chinese, English, French, Russian and Spanish texts of which are 

equally authentic, shall.be deposited.in  the archives of the Depositary Governments. 

Duly certified copies of this Convention shall be transmitted by the Depositary 

Governments to the Governments of the signatory and acceding States. 

IN WITNESS whereof the undersigned, duly authorized, have sied  this Convention. 

Done in 	  copies at 	  

this 	  day of 	  
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Annex I (Alternative A)

l. States Parties to the Convention maÿ'-'süspend the application of,.Articles I and II
. .. , . .. .. , . .

of the Conventiori with regard to the chemical agents which come under the categories..in
,., . , ,..; ..

the schedule to this Ànnex.

2. States Parties to the Convention desiring to invoke the provisions of paragraph 1

âbove shall so notifÿ.'the Depositary Governments at the time of, or within (
:,..: .

daysfrom, the depôsit of their instruments of ratification or accession.
'.. ^ . .

The Depositar7 Governments shall forthwith communicate these notifications to all

eignatoryând acceding States and the International Verification Agency.

3. Any State Party,to the Convention may propose amendments to:the-schedule to this

Annex. The text of any suchamendment and the reasons therefor shall be communicated

to the International Verification ALency,which.shall commuriicate them to the States...
Parties.

4. If a proposed amendment

bÿ.: â,ry State Party within (

circulated under paragraph,3 above has not been rejected

) months.after it has been circulated, it shall...,

thereupon enter into force. If however a proposed amendment is rejected by any.State

Par.ty; the International Verification Agency .ma,y, decide, in the, light of comment's

received from States Parties, whether a.conference.shall.be callsd'to consider such

amendments.

I

i l

.11
1

1
1
1

I
1

1
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Annex I  (Alternative  B) 

1. States Parties to the Convention may exclude from prohibition the chemical agents 

to which they consider it impossible to apply forthwith Articles I and II of the 

Convention. However, the agents listed in the schedule to, this Annex shall never in 

any circumstances be excluded from the Prohibition. 

2, 3 and 4. . (same as paragraphs 2 1  3 and 4 of Alternative (A)) 

Schedule to Annex I 

Annex II 

Annex III 

1 



CC = Chemical 
Compounds 

"CONFERENCE OF THE COMMITTEE ON DISARMAMENT 

CCD/427 
2 July 1974 
Original ENGLI SH 

• SWEDEN 

Some observations:on the Draft Convention on the Prohibition of thé Development,  
Production and Stockpiling of Chemical Weaponé and on their Destruction Presented 
by the Delegation of Japan on 30 April l,224  (CCD/420): 

The value of a future convention prohibiting development, production and 

stockpiling of chemical weapons will depend both on the final scope and on the 

temporary suspensions which may be prescribed... The final scope is established in 

Article I of the draft convention presented by the Delegation of Japan. The question 

of the more immediate scope is dealt with in Article IV, which presents two main 

alternatives. .Before discussing these two alternatives it . might be helpful to 

present a general framework for reference to the different categories of. chemical . 

 compounds. 

A Method for Categorization 

Eaàh known chemical compound can.be assigned to one point in a bounded 

surface (CC), as illustrated in the'figure . below. 

The concern of the present discussion is chemical warfare agents (CWA), 

represented in the figure below by a smaller bounded surface within the category 

of chemical compounds. Those chemical compounds which have peaceful uses are 

designated PCC. As some compounds or agents have both peaceful and warfare uses, 

the two areas PCC and CWA overlap to some extent. Thus, the figure shows the areas 

CWA and PCC as well as the overlap area DPWA, which represents the dual purpose 

• agents. 	• 

GE.74-66205 
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CWA =.ChemiFal Warfare
Agents.

DPWA = Dual Purpose
Chemical Warfare

:..: :.. . . .-Agents.'.

PCC = Chemical Ckpôûnds
for Peaceful Use.

By this presentation it is possible to categorize the chenii.cal compounds covered

or:nct coverëd - by a convention. In this way, it is possible to describe the scepe

môre illustratively.

The surfaces 'are'-.of course nôt prôportional to.reality, since the'whole surface

represents millions of 'chemical compôündé; while the chemical warfare agents-x/

conceivâblÿ are only some féw thôusânds côinpôùnds.

Interpretations of the JapaneseCdraft convention

In the following we shall try to apply this method to théJapânése-^dr-aft '

convention in the hope that'this côuld'possibly.be of*sôme assistance as^tô its

,proper understanding and further clarification. The,figure:below is intended to

illustrate the present interpretation of the'Swedish Delegation in regard to the

provisions of scope in the draft conventiôn. Article I (a): "Chemical agents of
;. .Ï

.types that have no'justification for ....... peaçeful purposes"..'... is interpreted

to mean that the.overall scope of the draft excludes the DPWA'and corresponds to

t^e areq. GW$;;- in the figure above.

In addition Article I (a) by its reference: "Chemical agents.... in quantities

that have no justification .....for peaceful purposes" implie;:. that unwarranted

large quantities of. DPWA are forbidden.!,(This sentence in Article I could also

I be said to cover unwarranted qüantities of-such CWA, which are retained for

research and develôpment of protective measures).

In the Swedish interpretation of Annex I (A) 1, the area marked CSB inside

the CWA area represents chemical-warfaré agents temporarily suspended from-the

ban.by-the schedule to this Article.

X/ Chemical warfare agents are here taken to be çhemical substances, whether

gaseous, liquid, or solid, which might be employed because of their direct toxic

effects on man, animals and plants.

^
^
I
1
1
i
1
I
1
I
I

1

1
I
1
t
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-1 CWA = Chemical Warfare Agents 
DPWA = Dual Purpose Chemical 

Warfare Agents 
PCC = Chemical Compounds 

for Peaceful Use 
CSB = Compounds suspended 

from the ban 
OBL = Obligatorily Banned 

Chemical Warfare Agent 

The proposal of the Delegation of 'Japan means — it . would seem — that the schedule 

to this Annex could include a suspension of the ban in Article I (a) also on 

unjustified quantities of dual purpose agents. This interpretation is illustrated 

in the figure above by that part of the area marked CSB which»juts into the 

• area DPWA. 

The second senténge . of Annex I (B) indicates that the schedule to that Annex 

lists obligatorily banned compounds, which would correspond to the area marked OBL 

in the figure above. 

It seems to the Swedish Delegation that the first sentence of Annex I (B) 1 . 

only reiterates Annex I (A) 1. One consequence Of this interprétation .would be . 

that a convention using alternative Annex I (B) 1, must have two schedules. One 

schedule would list thoée dnemical agents, which could never be excluded from the 

ban ("the obligatories"), the other schedule would list suspensions. However, the 

existence of a schedule listing suspensions also in Annex I (B) is not apparent . . 
in the draft convention. 

One would'also . have to discuss to what categories components'for binary 

chemical warfare agents belong, how - yet undiscovered chemical warfare agents. , 

would becovered by the draft convention etc. 

This working paper deals only with the chemical compounds covered by the 

convention, but the saine  method of analysis could also be applied to the activities 

and the equipment covered by the draft convention, according to Article I.' 

- Questions 	 . 

With reference to the analysis above the Swedish Delegation would like to 

pose the following questions which could usefully be discussed at the meeting with 

experts on July 17 - , 1974. 
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(1) Are there any special intentions behind the use of the very comprehensive 

term "chemical agents" in the draft convention CCD/420 Article I (a)? 

(2) Would it be possible instead to use the expression."chemical warfare . 

agents", as defined in the foàtnote above and illustrated in the 

figure as thé area CWA? 

(3) Are  comPonents for binary production 'of chemicalwarfare agents clearly 

covered bY the draft Convention? 

(4) Are  dual purpose agents covered by means of the quantity'criterion 

in the draft.convention, Article T. - (a)?,... 

(5). Although toxins are covereeinthe B-conVention, would it not be 

necessary-to state explicitly that they are covered.also by a chemical. 

conyention? . 

(6) Will the. schedule of Annex I (A) be valid for all.Parties or will every . 

Party have its oWn list of exemptions to be aCcepted by other Parties? 
(7) Should'a dual purpose agent (DPWA) be exempted:in the schedulè of 

Annex I (A) by a Party who intends to retain.it, or produce it,.as a 
• • ,chemical warfare agent? 

(8) Shall the scheàuIe of unconditionally prohibited CW-agents in Annex I (B) 

• comprise both classes of agents, such as supertoxic agents, and 

individual agents, such as e.g. one particular nerve gas?,  

(9) Should Annex I (B) have.a list like Annex I  (A) of exempted agents..(ÇSB)? 

(10)'Should it be possible.to  make both additions and subtractions:in the 

• schedules of Annex I .(A) and I (B), after the schedules have'been 

agreed upon? 

In comparison with the earlier Japanese working paper CCD/413 the draft 

convention CCD/420 is more comprehensive and lesa discriminatory, as it covers all 

activities, i.e., development, production, stockpiling and other ways  of acquiring 

chemical agents, weapons, ammunition, equipment, means of delivery etc. 	 • 

HàwèVer, this construction has another side as well. It seemsthat if a 

chemical warfare agent is  exempt  from the bah, the exemption autOMatically covers 

all activities connected with this chemical agent. Against this background also the 

following question could be discussed: 
c.% 

(11) Should:particular actiVïties under Article I  € be subject to explicit 

exemptions from the ban under Annex I (A) and possibly I (B)? 
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;'W6rkir;p Paper côntainina views 'ôf Japanese experts oh 'the
scope of,prohibition.and.•on the verification for

organophosphorus compounds for the informal meetings
with participation of experts of the CCD in 1974

1. The scope of prohibition

Ar_r:ex,It deriving from Article IV of the "Draft Convention on the Prohibition of

the Development, -Production and-Stockpiling: of Chemical Wapor:s and on Their,
Destruction" which was submitted.b,y the delesation.of Japan on April 30, 1974.

(CCD/420),.is expected to list, in the schedule, chemical agents provisionally

suspended from the prohibition (Altcrr.a.ti.ve A) or.chemical agents to be prohibited

from the beginning (Alternative B). Therefore, the content of the schedule will

cause the.scope of prohibition to vary at.the first stage; however the scope should

be determined by the adequacy of applied verification. In this connexion, in view

of the present feasibility of effective verification mea' ures, which is to be

discussed in pâ.rt II of this working paper, it will be realistic to list super-toxic

organophoepharus compounds,among others, as chemical agents to be prohibited from the

beginning, whether or not we.adopt I (A) or I (B). Our views on the schedule of

Annex:I are as follows: .

1. .Annex I (A) will list chemiçal agents provisionally suspended from the

prohibition, namèly, chemical agents other than the super-toxic organophosphorus

compounds_which are not used for peaceful pu;-poses. One way of selecting these

chemiçal;agents may be to adopt.the toxicity.level of chlorine as a.lower,threshold,

as suggested in the Canadian working paper (CCD/414) and.in the Swedish working

paper (CCD/A,.27) and, to list dual purpose chémical agents, placing organophosphorus

compounds having the equivalent toxicity level of Lct50 = 20,000 mg. min/m-) on a

lower threshold. However it must be noted that there is a difficulty in adopting

this way in that few data have been disclosed concerning the inhalent toxicity

value of organophosphorus compounds. This difficulty will be eliminated if more

data are disclosed in some way or another or if it is agreed to replace it with the

toxicity value determined by some other administration route such as the toxicity

value determined by intraperitoneal administration, about which many data have

already been published.

GE.7,11-67394
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2. Annex I (B) is to list the chemical agents to be prohibited from the 

beginning, i.e., certain super-toxic organophosphorus compounds, 	In listing these, 

it is necessary to . také intd:odnsideratidn three criteria: 	a toxicity level 

• 
(LD50 = 0.62 mg/kg 	LD 50  - = 0.50-mg/kg-S.0.)-that Japan has . suggested as an .  
objective criterion; (ii) -chemical"formulae;' 	whether or not dhemical agents• 

have no peaceful use. Mainly by the first two criteria, we have chosen, froM 

published data, -  super-toxid'organophosphoruà compounds to be prohibited from'the 

beginning and listed Some of them as ah example in Table I. - 

In selecting the agents falling in these  critéria,  questions may  arise  concerning 

the ways of'dealing with high toxic chemical agents used for peaceful purposes . and 

not known to be used at present . fOr military purposes, but which could potentially be 

used for the latter (e.è., Echothiophate' used for medicine). 	It may seem illogical 

to lisi chemical.  agents for peaceful Purposes in the schedule insofar as Article I 

adopta purpose criteria, but,.on the other hand, it may also be argued that they 

should be listed as dual purpose' chemidal agents in view of their'potentiality of being 

used for'Miiitery purposes. 	In- anY case, whether or not we list them under the -  • 

catégory'of thaprohibited'chemical.agents depends upon our judgement concerning thé 

degree of their potentiality of being used  for  military'purposes. 

With regard to the toxicity level, the problem of international standardization • 

concerning procedures of estimating lethal . dose - has yet to be solved. However, 

it will be Made possible to make' a'list of  chemical agents to be prohibited by 

selecting the lowest LD 50 value, measured Under the condition that the same species
-

and the same administration routes are employed, out of LD •50  values which have beén 

reported and may be reported in the future. 
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Table l^. Some'"supertoxic organophosphorus compounds
to.be listed in the schedule toAnnex I (B)

No. Chemical Name ( Code Name

Chemical Formula

1. Isopropyl methyl phosphonofluoridate ( Sarin, GB )

i-C 3H70 --, / 0

CH3 F

2. Ièogropyl ethyl phosphonofluoridate (Ethyl Sarin,GE))

311^7o ^ P / o-

i ^
,

C21%
F

3r3 Dimethylbutyl methyl phosphornofluoridate'

(Cffi3))3 CCH2CH2O ^

CH3

4. Pinacolyl,.methyl phosphonofluoridate

(CH3) 3 C C(CH3)HO '- , j 0

C
.
H
3

( Sqman )

Cyclohexyl methyl phosphonofluoridate ( GF )

V

0
P

CH3 F

6." Ethyl N,N-dimethyl phosphoramidocyanidate ( Tabun )

(CH3)2 N ., P i:^e> 0

2H50 CN

/p \
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7. Isopropyl N,N-dimethyl phosphoramidocyanidate

(CH3)2 N , e e, 0

i-C 3H70 CN

8. 2-Trimethylammoniumethyl.methyl phosphono-

fluoridate iodide

(CH3)3 N (CH2)2o 0

/ P \ ICH3 F

9. 3-Trimethylammoniuapropyl methyl phosphono-

fluoridate iodide

+
(CH3)3 N (CH2)30 -^ / 0

CH3 F

10. 2-Trimethylammonium-l-methylethyl methyl

phosphonoflûoridate iodide

(CH3)3N CH2CH(CH3)0 0

CH3 F

11. Dimethyl 1-methyl-2-carbomethoxyvinyl phosphate

(a ^ -phosdrin )

CH30 ^I, 0

P •CH

CH30 \ 0-C 3 CHCOOCH3/

12. Diethyl 4-nitrophenyl phosphate ( Paraoxon, E-600,

Mintacol )

C2H50 -^ 0

C2H50 ^. \

I
I
I
1
1

1
1
^
^
1
I

I

I
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13. . 	Ethyl 4-nitrophenyl ethylphosphonate ( Armin 

	

C H 0 	_ 0 2 5 

	

C 2  H 5 	O -K'  \)-N 

14. IsoproPy1.4-nitrophenyl methylphosphonate 

2 

(CH 3 ) 2CHO • .,, 	0 

CH 3 	
0 - 

- 

15. 	0,0-Diethyl 5,-ethylthiomethyl phosphorothioate. 

C 2  H 5  0 	0  ›. 

16. 	0,0-Diethyl S-ethylsulphinylmethyl phosphorothioate 

0 
p 

SCH
2- C 2H5 

17. 	0,0-Diethyl S-ethylsulfonylmethyl phosphorothioate 

C 2  H 5  0 	0 	 ' 

• 	C2H50 	SCH2-S-C H 2 5 
0 

18. 0,0-Diethyl S-(2-dimethylaminoethyl) phosphorothioate 

(' 217 AO.) 	- 

c 2H,o 	o 
p 

C 2H 50 	 S(CH 2 ) 2 N(CH ) 3 2 

19. 0,0-Diethyl S-(2-diethylaminoethyl) phosphorothioate 

( Tetram, DSDP ) 
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C2H50 S(CH2)2 N(C2H5}2

20. 0-Ethyl S-(2-dimethylaminoethyl) methylphosphono-

thiolate ( 33 SN. )

P ^
0

CH3 / \ S(CH2)2 N.(CH3)2

21. 0-Ethyl S-(2-diethylaminoethyl) methylphosphono-'

thiolate.( Edemo, VM )

C2H50 -, / 0
P

CH3^ ^ S(CH2)2 N(C2H5)2

22. 0-Ethyl S-(2-dimethylaminoeth3rl) ethylphosphono-

thiolate

C2H50. '^^ 0

C2H5
S(CH2)2 N(CH3)2

23. 0-Ethyl S-(2-diethylaminoethyl) ethylphosphono-

thiolate ( VE )

C2H5011.% P.O

C2H5 S.(CH2)2 N(C2H5)2

24. 0-Ethyl S-(2-methylphenylaminoethyl) methyl-

phosphonothiolate ( GT 23

C2H5011, P / 0

CH3 1-1
1-^

S(CH2)2 N / CH 3

\ C6H5

I
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
I
I
1
1
I
1
1
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25. 	0-Ethyl S-(2-piperidylaminoethyl) ethylphosphono- 

thiolate 

2HSO 	0  

C 2H 	 S(CH ) 5 	 2 2 

26. 0-Ethyl S-(2-diethylaminoethyl) i-propylphosphono- 

thiolate 

2HS O 	 - P 
"e**** 	.4%4' 	nit 	/ 

l'»U3H7 	,I.J\UK-.42)2 N‘C2H5)2 

• 

27. 0-Ethyl S-(2-diethylaminoethyl) n-propylphosphono-

thiolate 

- C 2  H 5  0 
 

••••*".' 	s**** 	r ofil 	Yin 

2n5J2 n+C H' 	Ia ""1 2 ) 2 n ""' 3 7 

0-Ethyl S-(2-diethylaminoethyl) n-butylphosphono-- 

thiolate 
• 

C H 0 	 0 2 5 .'"■ 	e% • • 	P er  

n-C4. H9 	S(CÇ 2. N(C 2H5 ) 2   . 

29. 0-Ethyl S-(2-diethylaminoethyl) n-hexylphosphono-

thiolate 

C H 0 	 0 •  2 5 	p  

n-C
6 H13  	

(CH 2 ) N(C 2H5 ) 2  

30. 0-Ethyl S-(2-diethylaminoethyl) cyclohexylphosphono-

thiolate 
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31. 0-Hydrogen S-(2-diethylaminoethyl) methylphosphono-

thiolate ( S 27 

HO 	 0 p  

CH3 
	

•-•-■ 
s(CH) N(C 2  H 5 

 ) 
2  

32. 0-Methyl S-(2-diethylaminoethyl) methylphosphono-

thiolate 

CH  3O 3 

CH
3 	

S(C11 2 ) 2 N(C 2H5 ) 2 

33. 0-Isopropyl S-(2-diethylaminoethyl) methylphosphono-

thiClate ( 37 SN ) 

i-C
3  H7  0 
	0 

.  P 

CH
3 	

S(CH2 ) 2' N(C 2
H
5

) 

34. 0-, Isopropyl , S-(2-dimethylaminoethyl) methylphosphono-

thiolate 

i —C
3
H
7
0 	0 

CH 3 	S(CH2 ) 2 N(CH 3 ) 2 

35. O-Cyclopentyl S-(2-dimethylaminoethyl) methylphosphono-

thiolate 

CH
3, 	

S(CH2 ) 2 N(CH 3 

36. 	0-Ethyl S-(2-diisopropylaminoethyl) methyl- 

phosphonothiolate 



0 
P  

0 	S(CH2 ) 2 N (C 
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H 0 - 	0 2 5 ", • 
• ---- 	 • 

CH
3

. 	• 	S(CH2 ) 2 N(i -C 3
H
7

)
2

• 

37. 0-Ethyl S-(2-diisopropylaminoethyl) ethyl-

phosphonothiolate ( VS ) 

. 	9  
C 2HSO P 

C 2H5 	 S(CH
2 ) 2 N(i-C H ) 

3 7 2 

38. 2-Diethylaminoethylthio diethyl phosphine oxide 

CH 	0 
2 5 ., 

C,H 	 S(CH N(C
2
H
5

)
2 

39. 0-Ethyl S-(2->trimethylammoniuMethyl) methyl-

phosphonothiolate iodide: 

CH
3 	

. 	S(CH
2  ) 2 

 N (CH
3
)
3 .  

40. 0,0-Diethyl S-(2-trimethylammoniumethyl) phosphoro-

thioate iodide ( Echothiophate, Phospholin ) 

0 
P 

S(CH2  ) 2  N (CH
3

) 3 	
I
-  

,  

41. 	0,0-Diethyl S-(2-triethylammoniumethyl) phosphoro+ 

thioate iodide 
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42. 0-Isopropyl S-(2-trimethylammoniumethyl) methyl-

phosphonothiolate iodide

(CH3)2CH0 ^ / 0

P
CH3 S(CH2)2 N (CH, 3)3 I_

43. 0,0-Dimethyl S-(4-oxo-3-H-1,2,3-benzotriazine-

3-methyl) phosphorothioate ( Guthion

CH 30 ^ P/ 0 0

/C
CH3O SCH2 - ^

0,0-Diéthyl S-ethylsulphinylmethyl phosphoro-

dithioate

C 2 H 5 0 1-^ P
S 0

C2H50 ".- \ SCH2 S C2H5

.45. . 0,0-Diethyl S-ethylsulfonylmethyl phosphoro-

dithioate

SP

SCH2 S02C2H5

46. 0-Ethyl S-(ethylthiomethyl) ethylphosphono-

dithioate

C 2H S
P .

SCH2 S C2H5

47. 0,0-Diethyl S-ethyl phosphorothioate

C2H50"-^ P./

C2H50 \ SC2H5

i
I
I

.1
1
1

1

I
I
I
1
1
I
I
I
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48. 0-Ethyl'S-(*2-e.thylthioethyl) methylphosphono-

thioate

H50 j 0.

P
CH3 '--f S(CH2)2 S C2H5

49. 0,0-Dimethyl S,-(2-(S'-methyl-S1-e,thylaulfonium)

ethyl) phosphorothioate

CH!3O P 0

CH30 S(CH2
+
S^

CH3

50. 0,0-Diethyl S-(2-(S'-methyl-S'-ethylsulfonium)

ethyl) phosphorothi.oate

C2H50 S(CH
/ ^
'.P

51. 0,0-Diethyl S-C2-(S'-diethylsulfonium)ethyl,

phosphorothioate

C2H.50 P 0

C2H50 S(CH2
+

52. 0-(2-N-methyl-N-phenylamino)ethyl methyl

phosphonofluoridate

CH3P:.^O CH1

F ^ -%. 0(CH2)

53. Tetraethyl pyrophosphate ( TEPP
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0

C2H50 \ P -
/

0
-POC2H5

111%
0C2H5

54. Tetraethyl monothionopyrophosphate

C2H5O 0 / OC2H5

P - 0 - P
C H 0 ^ ^ 0C2H5

. I
I
I
I
I
I

. I
^

I
1
1
1
1
I

2 5

1

I
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II. Verification of super-toxic . organophosphorus compounds. 

1. Various methods of verification which have so far been suggested in working 

papers and other forms by many countries can be classified and summarized in the. 

following table. 



Relationship between Verification  Modes and Verification Techniques Table 2. 

Verification Modes • 	 Details of Verification Technique 

On-site Inspection 	1 Methods of Verification 	 Example - 
. 	 • 

! (1). Investigation.of .  JEZperts from,. for example " the IyA, etc., will 
; Production, EquipMent 	;investigate: • 

and Facilities  etc.. 	the  production-process, their equipment and 
and production controlsetc. 	;  

• (2). Investigation  Of. ;Experts from, for example, the IVA, etc., will 
safety control on. 	!investIgate: - 	 . 	. . 	 ,. 	• 	' 	• 	• 	- 	. 

(I) 	Direct Inspection 

(II) Indirect Inspection 

(III) Inspection by 
Invitation _ . 

• production etc. the saFety control.dn production equipment and 

(3). Sampling and sub- measurement  of  cholinesterase activities) etc. '  
, 	 ifacilities, and workers health control (e.g., . 	. 

sequent analysis 	; Application of—M—YErrUnng analy4eal techniqueS: 
. 	 ; Gas-chromatography, Infrared-  and Ultraviilet- 

. 

1  spéctrophotometry, other chromatographic 
. 	 . 

1 	• 

• . 

	

	1 techniques (T,L;C. etc.), Nuclear-magnetic 
resonance, Mass-spectrometry, etc. 
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(4). Investigation of :Investigation of the following records and data.; 
records and data 	' (1). the amounts of production, consumption, 

and loss in industry. of the raw-materials 
and intermediates for CW-agents. 

• (2). records of budgets for production 
; .(3). records of accidents in factories 

(5). Oral inquiry and 'Oral . interrogatioriof and questionnaires answered 
questionnaires 	 by  industry workers, managers, administrators. 

;etc. 

. (6). Investigation of ! (1). Sampling and subsequent analysis of the 

. the surroundings of - 	'surroundings of industries. 
; industries. 	 1(2). Questionning the inhabitants of the 

; 	• 'surrounding areas of industries. 
• ' (3). External observation of industries by 

' photo#aphic reconnaissance. etc. 

Verification methods other 	(1). Remote Observation'Monitoring by satellite and by neighbouring 

than on-site Inspection • (remote sensors) 	;countries, etc. 

, (2)'. Statistical 
Reporting Systems 

i (1). Analysis of economic data involving the 
!amounts of product'.on, consumption, exports 
and  imports for the raw-materials and the 

!intermediates of CW-agents. 
1(2). Analysis of the related data which should be 
!submitted, etc. 

(3). Surveillance of 	'Surveillance of related information, as well as 
literatures 	 ,various literatures, including patent•literature, 

isuch as chemical engineering, pyrotechnics, 
• 

• ;meteorology  and military equipment, etc. 

(4). Budgetary"/nvest- ;Investigation and inquiry of the records and data 
igation 	 :whiCh the national'organ has, and interrogation 

.•by  
(5). Inquiry of records 	

questionnaire of.all employees, e.g., admini- 
. strators, managers, technicians, workers, etc., 

and data • of the national organ. etc. 
• (6). Inquiry by quest- ; 
; ionnaire 	  

(7). Others 
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2. • By choosing a good combination of the verification measures shown above or 

by taking certain steps which would supplement one verification measure, the most 

effective results in checking violations will be obtained. This has been recognized 

by a SIPRI publication as well as by the.working papers of Japan (CCD/301), 

the United States (CCD/311,:CCD/368), Italy (CCD/373), Yugoslavia (CCD/377), 

Sweden (CCD/395) and the Socialist Cçuntries (CCDAC3): 

However, the crux of the matter lies in the need to satisfy two conflicting 

requirements: to obtain verification results reliable enough to be able to . deter the 

non-compliance of the Convention and at the saine tiMe to Minimize the burden of 

States Parties to the Convention. From this point of view the Japanese draft 

convention (CCD/420). places its major emphasis upon'verifications other than inspection, 

considering non-intrusive verifications as supplementary measures. As for "Remote 

Obzervation (sensors)" ir "Verification Methods other than . on-site inspection", of - 

the Table 2 shown above, it depends much upon further technological development. 

Therefore, of the "verification methods other than on-site inspection", (2) to (6) 

are expected to play a major.role for the time beiné. An example of verification 

measures which the Japanese draft convention foresees can be depicted in the 

following chart. 



Chart of an example of verification measures

(When suspicion of violàtion of. the Convention arises) ^
.when necessàry, report
the results of analysis
and evaluation of ex-
planation or enquiry
and of inspection

Main functions of
the government:
(1) impleu;entation

The government of the
State Party to the
Convention

of legislative and ^
administrative
measures;
(2) supervision of
manufactures, etc.
based on (1)..

Implementation
of inspection
by invitation

L
I

Manufactures

quiries planations
conduct en- provide ex- N reports

If -

^

I
request to request to JPeriodic

National organ

(data classified and held
by the national organ)

1. amounts of production 2. 'differential amounts
consumptio:n based on

3 amounts of shipment 4. amounts of stock

5. amounts of purchasei 6. amounts of sale

^. amounts of import and '
export, etc

Periodic reports_",^

...-_ ^
^

Consumersl ÎExport and Wholesalers
import traders

I

N S C

A

request to ^other StateTParty

--provide ex-
o the Convention'

planations
t

-

= =. = = = = M i = = = = = = = = = M M
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3. A:-. =,hoim in the above chart, the reporting ;system of statistical data

constitutes the keystone of the draft convention (CCD/420). However, as pôinted out

in the United States! working paper (CCD/311, CCD/368), this reporting.system involves

the following problems:

Errors of statistical data are unavoidable;

Statistical data vary irregularly in the course of years;

Method.r; of collecting data differ depending upon countries;

There exists time lag in :data collected.

In addition, there is the more impôrtant problem of ensuring the credibility of

data.

(1) and (2) above are esseritiallÿ unavoidable and accordingly, have to bë left

aside tentatively: (3) and .(4) can be solved to some extent through the unification

by the International Verificatiôn A(Tex1 cy (IVA) of the methods of collecting and

reporting data. As for the credibility of data.,'in'the field of statistics;* the.

credibility of data, is obtained through the method.of random check, and hence, it

would be necessary to adopt this_method in banning chemical weapons. In:this

sense, it would be necessary to ensure'the right of free access by the IVA to various

data possessed by the national organ.

In order that the reporting system may be adopted as one of the verificatiôn

measures, study on its concréte contents must first be made. (For instance; a SIPRT

Monograph entitled."Chemical Dis2,rmament:. Sonie Problems of Uerification" provides

excellent guidance as a concrète 2xample ef useful vérification measures. By the

same-tokéri, working papers of the socialist countries.(CCD/403),

the United States (CCD/311) and Italy (CCD/373), etc;, contain useful'suggestions).

Generally speaking, among activities involving chemical:weapons -- development,

production, stockpiling, déstruction; etc.', production is considered to be the most

susceptible to verification measures.. This is because production covers

considerably wide areas,'nôrmally from-the unloading of raw materials or intermediate

products to the loading of the end products, and.also because production contains

manÿ aspects which become the objects of verification such as administration of

production, safety, and labour and such as measures fcrpreventing environmental

contamination. In other words, production contains a variety of elements which can

be used for vérification. Accordingly, in studying the reporting system on

organophosphorus compounds, emphasis should be placed on production. (This
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assertion is also made i.nworking papers and in suggestions concerning verification

so far put for47ard to the CCD by many countries. Outside theCCD, likewise,

detailed study was made regarding the possibility of verifying the production of

organophosphorûs compounds at the symposium held by SIPRI in 1971).

Based on these considerations, the report to be submitted from each State Party

to the IVA rrust erasp the movement from the unloading of raw material or intermediates

to the loading of end products -- of the following 7.substances, which are thought

to be closely related to the production of.organophosphorus chemical warfare agents:

(This is also suggested in Japan's working paper (CCD/301 of 1970, which proposed

verification measures.including the establishment of the reporting.system.

(1) Yellow phosphorus; (2) phosphorus trichloride; (3) phosphorus

oxychloride; (4) phosphorus pentachloride; (5) phosphorus pentasulfide;

(6) dimethyl phosphite; (7) methyl phosphoryl dichloride.

At.the CCD in.the summer of 1971, Japan tabled a working paper (CCD/344)

-introducing statistical data which indiçated the amounts of final respective uses

of,phosphorus trichloride and phosphorus oxychloride as well as theirproportions to

the whole amount. According to this working paper, the amounts of respective uses

of phosphorus trichloride were; agricultural and sterilizing chemicals 2714.t;

vinyl chloride stabilizer 1229t;' dyestuffs 642t; medicine.99t; others 353t.., They

totaled .5037t. Furthermore, the latest rough figures obtained unofficially and from

.disclosures at academic symposiums have led to the analysis of the "others" mentioned

above as fire-resistent chemicals, antioxidant, catalyzer, agent for chlorination,

etc., which amounted to 316-356t, thus identifying more than 90 per cent of the

"others".

Ir.view of the above, the. Japanese experts propose the formulation of the

Figure "Diff^rrntial amounts of consumption based on the use of raw material and

intermediates" and Table 3"Sta.ti.stical data of production, imports, consumption and

shipment of raw materials and intermediates". The aforementioned Figure would be

useful immediately in checking the amounts of raw material and intermediates; how

the raw material and intermediates are used is not entirely known. Likewise,

Table 3 wnuld.be useful in checking the balance between the input and output of

raw material and intermediates. Logically, this Figure and Table 3 are mutually

related and the overall evaluation of them is expected to strengthen the credibility

of the economic data and could serve as an effective means of verification. In order

I
1
I

I
I
I

I
I

I
1

I
I
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to further increase the credibility," the economic: data to be reported from each

State Party to the IVA should include, in addition to the items indicated in the

Figure and in table 3, the list of facilities producing the aforementioned 7 types

of raw material and intermediates and the.production capabilities of States;

priority consideration should be given to the inclusion of this list.

Admittedly, more careful study should be made concerning the contents of the

report, mainly with a view to increasing the credibility of statistical data. At

the same time, the data to be possessed by the national organ in,formulating the

report must be those which are tenable as the basis.of data or items reported to the

PIA r.i^d uhich can. render the report convincing. Accordingly, the national organ would

be required to receive a monthly report containing considerably detailed data from the

facilities dealing with.the above-mentioned 7 types of.raw material and intermediates.

The minimum content of such a monthly report would be as follows:

(1) • Ir.:Porters; comounts imported.

(2) Producers; amounts produced, amounts loaded, amounts in stock, and

production capabilities.

(3) Wholesalers; r.mounts purchased, amounts sold.
,

Uf,rrs; c,aiourts purchâ,sed.

(5) Exporters; ^,,inounts.shipped.

The IVA must be given the right of free access to the national organ so that it

may check the above-mentioned records and data.

In order to enhance the verification effects as much as possible, studies should

be made as to how these data can be made as detailed and timely as possible and

also as to the use of someparameters for the purpose of cross-checking in the

fields of software, such as environmental protection, labour administration, etc.
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WORKING PAPER BY TAE GOVERNMENT OF FINLAND TO THE CCD

Methodolop.y for chemical analysis and identification of CW agents

- Progress of a Finnish research project

1. In 1972, the Government of Finland announced a project on creation on a national

basis of a C4J control capacity for'possible future international use (CCD^381). This

working paper noted that at least initially the work would focus mainly on organô-

phosphate.nerve agents while some work would also be clone on mustards. In a subsequent

working paper (CCD/412), the.Finnish_..Government described:'in some detail the scientific

.activities, connected with the project, the instrumental methods ùse&and the

laboratories engaged this resëarch. One of.the goals of the project was to be an

analytical handbook for CW verification, a compilation of standardized data for the

identification of various..CW.agents, especially organophosphates and mustards, as well

as their precursors, metabolites and degradation products.

This paper presents a more detailed-description of the methods chosen and

,illustrates with a few exa.mples the data obtainable by.these methods. The figures

included in.this working paper also.suggest a format,for the presentation of such data

for verification purposes.

2. The need for national verification activities and their international

standardization has been stressed in several working papers of the CCD, e.g., the

draft convention (CCD/361) and:the working paper (CCD/4.03) submitted by the socialist

states, while.the:need:,androle of international verificatiori"has been stressed, e.g.,

in the working paper of " the non-aligned countries (CCD/400) and the recent draft

convention submitted by Japan (CCD/420). ,

3'. Among the different verification methods in the context of a CW-treaty, chemical

analyses have obviously an essential role among the verification techniques. For this

purpose national and international control laboratories capable of analysing previously

unknown components even at ppm or ppb level in multicomponent mixtures are needed.

Such requirements an be met by combining the techniques of environmental residue

studies with modern methods of structure analyses. Whatever the solution of the

verification question or the agreed combination of national and international means

of verification, such data must be obtained by internationally agreed, standardized

methods and reported in an internationally agreed, unambiguous format to fulfill the

requirement3 of international comparability and criticality.
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Concerning the nerve agents (sarin, VX etc.) the

of anticholinesterase compounds is,the most sensitive

need for more knowledge of the structure of the agent
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enzymatic method for detection

indicator. If, however, there is

or if some other kind of CW agent

(e.g., a mustard) is in question, other methods must apply. In many cases.the compound

to bé identified is not even the agent itself but a metabolite, degradation product or

precursor of it. The methods of classicalchemical â,na.lysis often demand^too much time

or material, but the modern physical'methods -- mass spectrometry, infrared

spectrometry (IR), and nuclear magnetic resonance.spectrometry (NMR).--- have been found

more suitable.

33y preparation of the,samples^the reactivity of.-the agents has to.be taken into

account, so that the extraction and'the purification have to be made.with caution,

the physical methods like chromatography, ion exchange and gel filtration being the

methods of choice.

In order to find out the suitability of these aralytical methods in respect.of

CW verification, each research.group engaged in the Finnish project has concentrated

on the study of one of them. -In,addition, various organophosphorus esters, halogenides

and other model compounds'have.tbeen synthezised,.and the kinetics.of the formation and

decomposition reactions have'been-studied.

4. In analysis of CW agents gas, liquid and thin layer cromatography are perhaps

the most used methods. The detection level of a picogram may be reached using electron

captureand-alkali sait.flame ionization detectors and also by the use of photoelectric

detectors (sensitive to,phosphorus and sulfur compounds). Chromatograms are suitable

for quantitative evaluation when'the agents in question is previously known. The

identification of an unknown compound from a chromatogram peak needs more structure

analytical measures; the retention time of a component alone is not a very realiable

evidence.

5. At présent, mass spectrometry.connected'to gas chromatography is the most, sensitive

method.for structure analysis of components in.an unknown mixture of organic compound:;;

spectra from nanogram quantities are obtainable.. Byusingglass capillary columns in

gas chromatograph-mass spectrométer.also a very efficient separation of the component::

can be performed. Time needed for the-analysis. is quite short if an ON LINE computer

connected to the mass spectrometer'is available. 9s an example a spectrum of sarin is

presented in Figure 1.
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6. NMR spectrometry, especially the 13C and 1H resonances, is perhaps the most

effective method for obtaining knowledge of the structure.of an unknown organic compound

without reference material. Concerning nerve gases, also 31P and 19F resonances

are very valuable. The main limitation.of the use of NMP in residue analyses has been

the low sensitivity. The present fast progxess in this field will remove part of

this limitation._ At present, proton and fluorine megnetic resonance spectra from ^

microgram samples are obtained by using pulse Fourier techniques with ON LINE computer.

As an example..1H and.13C..speçtra of sarin are illustrated i n Figures 2 and 3. ^

.7. Infrared.speçtrometry (IR)is an analytical method whi.ch gives structural

information about skeleton type and functional groups of previously unknown molecules.

Alone it.is a useful method of identification when large reference collections like

the Sadtler or the $ummell &.Scholl Catalogues are available. Without such collections

IR often is not.able to give the final structural formula but it is a fast and cheap

method for fingerprint classification of unknown materials. There are now available

data for over 5600 organophosphorus compounds and their empiric correlations. IR gives

further straight information on the bonds.of molecules in some cases where mass

spectrometry and NMR spectrometry can.give only secondhand information, for instance

in thiono -- thiolo isomerism. It is possible to extend the sensitivity of IR

spectrometry down to microgram level by using special techniques. Samples of pure

components can be collected by.pre,parative chromatography. In addition to low

instrumental expenses anothQr advantage of the infrared spectrometry is that it is

also suited for the mobile laboratory purposes. In Figure4 the IR spectrum of sarin

is presented.

8. For the chemical control work it is extremely important to know how these

compounds behave in different open air conditions.' Therefore the Finnish project

has investigated the hydrolysis and alcoholysis reactions of phosphoromono- and

dichloridates after they have first"been synthesized. For this purpose a quick, safe

and sensitive method was developed, in which conductivity changes caused by hydrogen

chloride are measured during the reaction. A model reaction is presented in Figure 5,

where the shares of different components are plotted against reaction time. it is

evident from the figure that the reactiôn rate.of the chlorine atoms are not

equivalent. The reaction scheme is given in the Figure, too.

1

r



In respect of the enzymatic detection method for,anticholinesterase agents the 

toxicology-erouplas confirmed, using the method of Ellman, that in cases of 

toxification caused by organophosphorus compounds the cholinesterase activity of human 

blood and cerebellum is remarkably diminished and well verifiable. In animale, the 

cholinesterase activity of'blood is too weak for realiable evaluation of alterations, 

whereas in small animals as rats and mice, the activity of brain (cerebrum or/and 

cerebellum) is sufficient for studying the effects of anticholinesterase poisons. 

10. It is evident that.none of the analytical methods examined will be satisfactory 

alone. One has to choose several of the best methods l .or maybe use all of them to 

complement each other. In any case, however, a large collection of reference data will 

be very helpful .even-if-mot quite-necessary.- -For this purpose the Finnish project has 

started to collect all the analytical information obtained during the work concerning 

chemical agentà,'e.g., the chromatographic and kinetic information as well.as  mass-, 

IR- and NMR-spectra of the compounds. As mentioned earlier (CCD 412/73) a handbook 

containing such information would be helpful for verification purposes both in its 

national and international aspeCts. It is hoped that the Finnish project will make 

a contribution towards that end.' . 
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Fig. 1. Mass spectrum of the nerve agent sarin with 
a'proplised,soheme for --the- -fragmentation 
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Fig. 2. 'H resonance spectrum of sarin in deuterochloroform

Fig. 3. 13

by

resonance spectrum

I ran.l?^.!1Xa_:

of sarin in deuterochloroform

Fig. 4. Infrared spectrum of sarin, solventfree film between

KBr plates
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5.  Kinetica  of the alcoholysis of an alkylphosphonodichloride 

° C ti 	R'0H 	OR' poi_i  
, 
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The problem of defining compounds havin,^•
nilitar7T sirn.ificance as irritatin,M-and

incapacitating agcnts

i^.

i ^

I

1 .,

r

Introduction

1. This paper is to be considered as a supplement to CCD/414 in that the same scheoc

of definition has been applicd .to those chemical substaxlces that depend primarily on

their irritating or'incapacitatin^,^ effect for their possible military utility.

Non-lethal Agents

2. Attention is drawn to the meaning of some of the terms used in this paper:

ha,rassin^ or irri'tatin;7 means having a physiological effect which will render

individuals incapable of normal concerted physical.effort during exposure and

only for a very short period of time (minutes) after exposure ceases. These are

genera.lly known as riot control a6^ents;

incapacitating means having physiological or mental effects which will render

individuals incapable of normal concerted physical or mental effort or both for

a si6mificant period of time after exposure. Such. agents resemble riot control

agents in that the effects are temporary and c.rithout permanent damage but are

different in that the effect may last for hours or in extrene cases for days..

3. It is neccsss.ry to stress the.difference in agents that causc'the above effects:

the first are those.that are inmediately and physically irritating (e.g. tear gas),

and whose cffects last only for a short period after exposure. The second type are

those that are mentally or physically incanacitatinrfor a si,^ificant period of time

after exposure ceases. Because of the lack of perceptible signs of the presence of

such agents, the effects of these agents may not be observed until after an

incapacitating dose has assimilated.

4. Some agents generally catcgnrized as harassing agents have a toxicity which would

place them above the lower threohold of toxicity set out in Table I.-^J The military

^ As in CCD/414 but cuiendccl.

GE• 74-67415
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utility of harassing and incapacitating agents is related, however, notto their 

possible-lethal-•ffects, but to:their irritating andincapacitating-effect. It remains 

,to determine, therefore, a threshold of irritating or incapacitating effectiveness 
• . above which these uhemical substances can be considered as hzving military -utility. 

5. Annex IlIof the Report of theSecretary-General of the United Nations on Chemical 

'and Bacteriological Weapons (Document A/7575 or S/9292) .  tabulates the effectiveness of 

:Lthe  irritating agents in terms of à tolerance limit. For the purpose of this paper, 

a different quantitative unit is used; the effective median dosage, in erder.to be 

consistent with the dosage used for lethal agents. The dosage of those that  are  known - 

.is shown in Table II. From this it.can.be  seen that a threshold can be drawn at a 

value -  of  about .200 mg.min/m3  fpr the median dosage. Because those at-present 

available are relatively . Cheap and simPle to manufacture, the incentive to produce 

new non-lethal agents may. not be great. It cannot be . ruled out, however, that new .  

agents might be discovered that . would not be as efficient as . those at present known. 

To allow for this, it is proposed to lower thià thresholdto a value of 500 mg.min/m,3., 

the same level:as for the upper threshold of the lethal agents. Since all these . 

agents are single purpose, this suggeststhat these substances could then.be described 

. as a class of "super effective" single :purPose non-lethal agents. It is difficult . to  

say whether this threshold value should be lowered even further. However,.it is 

•perhaps instructive-to note that 80 proof.whisky has an equivalent median . ' 

. incapacitating dosage of about 1,500 mg.min/M3 . Since alcohol is not an efficient 
weapon of war, it seems reasonable to state that the threshold for non-lethal agents 

is probably somewhere between the values of 1,500 and 500 and is probably close to 

•500 mg.min/m3  for practical purposes: 

6. -Therefore, as a suggested definition, it is possible . to state that: a chemical 

compound or element can.be considered'as a potential agent of war if it has a median 

incapacitating or irritating dosage . of-less_than.500 mg.min/m 3 . 
- Use of azent definitions in establishi scoee of prohibition 

7. Thresholds have been suggested Which separate those chemical  substances  which have 

military potential based on their effectiveness to incapacitate or irritate from those 
that do not have such a. potential.. (Some of the chemical substances thus - defined as 
being potential  agents -of  war also have recognized peaceful uses.) 	 • 

Nonlethal agents are discussed in the Report of the Secretary-General  of the  
United Nations on  Chemical and Bacteriological Weapons (Document A/7575 Or S/9292) 
where they are described in the broad category of incapacitating agents. (This 
working.paper restricts the meaning to that given in the introduction in which  the : 
.qualification, "for a significant period of time",. is important.) 

1 

1 

1 
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8. The non-lethal agents can be defined, •according to-the duration of their effect s . 

on exposed personnèl, as being either irritating or incapacitating. 

9. In the case of harassing or irritating agents which are widely recognized as 

essential for civil riot control because o2 their quick reac'Jion and short duration 

without injury, it is unlikely that governments would be preared to ban their 

. continued development, production and stockpiling.. It  mit on the other hand be • 

generally accepted that.  the  development, production and stockpiling of incapacitating .  

agents could be prohibited. -This acceptance would stem from the unreliability and 

unpredictable effects of incapacitating agents, particularly the psychochemicals. It 

would seem unlikely that governments would wish to retain'such agents for civil police 

use. In the event of there-being à disposition-t9 prohibit incapacitating agents but 

to allow irritating agents for civil Use, an expert review committee could determine 

into which category fell those chemicals above the agreed threshold of effectiveness. 

1 



Lct50 	mg.min/m3  

VX 	10-50 
Sarin 	- 100 
Soman • 	50-100 
Tabun 	400 

Lethal Agents  • 

oSupertoxic 	• 
(single purpose) 

UPPER THRESHOLD  

LOWER THRESIOLD 
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TABLE I 

Classification of some chemical.compounde and elements. 
based On toxicity including Sub-groups based on'purpose 

.,. 

." 
. 

Lewisite 1,500 	••  4 Mustard 1,500 

,/'.. 	3,200 Phosgene Toxic 
5,000 HCN ,, 

TOXiC 

Araine 5,000 

•11,000 Cyanogen Chkmi.Éb 

(Adamsite 15,000) 

19,000 Chlorine 

• 
All other'chemicals that have no 
' significant military value 

* Dosage vapour concentration multiplied by time of exposure lethal to 
50 per cent of exrosed personnel. 

.2\e° 

(CN 11,000) 

Chemicals having both.military and civil use. 



TA-BLE II

Classification of some chemical compounds based on
Irsitiating and Incapacitatine.rlosages

Non-lethal Agents

Irritating CT50 *^ . m4.min/m3 Incopscitating Ct50

CS 10-20

Arsine Derivatives 7.0-30

CN 80

1 THILESHOLD

IiZ _ > 200

Effectiveness of chemicals in this range
not ôf military interest

Dosage vapour concentration mul:tipliedby time of exposure
Irritatin.- or Incapacitating to 50 per cent of exposed
personnel.
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CANADA

Destruction and. d.i3mosa1 of
Ca^na.d.ian stocks of World War II Niustard Agent

Historical background

1•
Shortly after the outbreak of the Second World. War, many countries, including

Canada, produced a supply of chemical warfare agents in anticipation of their possible

use during the war in retaliation of enemy gas atta.cks..
Gas warfare was never

employed., and while most chemica.l -stocks ^wére de"strôyed. in Canad.a, some quantities of
mustard. agent remained in stora.ge.

Present Status

2.
In Canada approximately 700 tons of mustard, agent in bullc liquid.form'have been

retained since 1942 at the Canadian Defence Research Establishment Suffield., at
Ralston, Alberta.

This material has been stored. in reinîorced'concrete, lead.-lined

vaults, and no appreciable degra.dation of the vaults or the mustard has occurred. up
to the present timé.

The mustard was primarily &S
of approximately

(2,2'-d.ichloro-diethyl sulfide)

70 per cent purity, witha. small stock of a more persistent type of
mustard referred to as HT.

For many years, Canadian Government policy has been to

maintain no offensive capability or weaponry in chemical warfare; consequently thé

mustard was of no use to the Cana.dian Forces, and a decision wa.s.ma.de,severa.l years ago

to find a safe, effective, clean and economical utethod of disposing of it.

Methcds for destruction of Mustard

3.
A number of possible method.s for disposing of the mustard were considered.

These included.:
burning the inustardIn open pits (as was done in a, number of countries

after the Second 4Torld. War) -- this wa.s environmentally undesirable because of the

resultant air pollution; dumping it in the ocean -- this was una.cceptable for several

reasons, including international agreements on ocean dumping; burning the mustard. in

an existing or specially designed incinerator and scrubbing or disPersin,, a air
from the exhaust g as

r,as stream -- this was technically feasible, but verÿ costly and
involving some handling haza.rd.s;

and. chemical processes to convert the mustard to a

less hazardous or innocuous form, and disposal of the resultant product in an
a.cceptable manner.

GE•74-67419



4 	The last approach appeared mostpromising. 	In the laboratory, mustard was 

converted to a selid. (dithiane) by reaction'with sodium sulfide. .The sàlid was 

easier to handle arrL less hazardous, but thu. process waeabandoned because of the cost 

of the sodium sulfide, the environmental problems of disposing of the large volume of 

,dithiane produced, and the engineering problems of avoiding the trapping of unreaeted 

:mustard in the solid end product.. .Conversion of the-mustard by hydrolysis to a 

. relatively harmless liquid was also investigated, along with disposal methods for the  - 

liquid product. 	This approach.was,successful.in the laboratory and. pilot-plant scale 

experiments, and was considered technically feasible for bulk destruction. 

5. 	It was generally known that mustard/Water mixtures were non-reactive, since 

.:hydrolysis did not occur to anyeignificant degree; yet other measurements indicated 

that mustard which was dissolved. in water reacted quickly, with a reactiOn time' 	• 

:equivalent to a mustard. half-life Of 8-lo minutes at 25°C. .A detailed study.orthis' - 

apparent discrepancy led to the discovery that,, with the addition of a base to control 

pH,'elevation of the.temperature above ambient, and turbulent mixing, Water and . mustard. 

react , readily to produce a non-vesicant mixture of salts and thiodiglyCol. 	This 

process was optimizedin,laboratory experiments, and in pilot-plant scale batch 

experiments involving up to.50  gallons of mustard'per batch. "A number of bases were 

,studied for pH control and calcium hydroxide wae.chosen.as  thé optimum and. least 

,expensive.  •A plant has beendesigned.and built to hydrolyze up to about 7 tons of _ 
•mustard.per batch under the control of'a two-man'crew. - 	• 	• 

: .6. _ This plan  is now. operational, and mustard is being destroyed. 	Full scale trials :  

, have demonstrated that the . process is non-hazardous and-fully effective in destroying 

the  mustard. 

Disposal of MUstard. HVdrolysate 

7. 	The hydrolysate produced during experimental destruction of batches of mustard 

'contained water, thiodiglycol, calcium ealts• (primarily  calcium  chloride) and some 

polysulfides. . Disposal methode studied for this hydrolysate. included: 	incorporation 

of the hydrolysate in concrete to form a so•id; incorporation  in landfill; spreading 

on soil with natural 1)iodegradation5 microbial deterioratiOn in a reaction vessel; 

and high temperature incineration. While natural biodegradation processes appeared 

;:promising, insufricient time was available to optimize and prove . the enVironmental 

acceptability of the method, 	Studies were . therefore concentrated on thermal destruction 

-processes. . Several thousand gallons of hydrolysate were.incinerated successfully in an 

existing high-temperature furnace, which . was originally designed to. burn DDT (as • 

SI 
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DDT/keroser.e solutions) and which included a scrubbing tower. Using natural gas as
an auxiliary fuel, the hydrolysate was incinerated,, and. the resultant'gaseous effluentsy

except for a small quantity of an7.fur, , dioxide, were removed in the scrubbing tower.

A smokestack was erected. to disperse, the, remaining.su,lîux dioxide into the atmosphere

sotha.t clean air standards could be met. The scrubbing tower water was neutralized
with calcium hydroxide and. reeircuîated.

Final Mustard disposal system

8.
In the destruction procees which is now und:erway,'the mustard hydrolysis is

being carried out in.thespeciallf designed. remotely controlled%fa.cility wbich has been

moùnted directly on -top of the storage vaults. 'The reaction of each batch (about

7 tons of mustard.) is complete in about.six hours.
One batch can thus be destroyed

in one working day. The process is .economical, efficient andnon-hazardous.
9• Following laboratory veriîicb.tion of reaction completion, the hydrolysate is

drained into an interim storage tank, or directly into_trailer-mounted. tanks for hauling

to the incinerator, which is located, approxi.mately bne mile from the reactor.
10.

At the incinerator, the hydrolysate is pumped'under pressure into an atomizing

nozzle and dispe.rsed. into.a natural as flame.,
Combustion rates of up to 2^-gallons

per minute may be achieved under optimum conditions. Thermal destruction of the

hydrolysate at the rate of about 35 tons (mustard.eguiva.lent) per week is expected.
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UNITED STATES'Oe AMERICA . 	. 

'Working Paper on-toxicity of Chemiéal warfare agents 

. Modern lethal chemical warfaré agents are exceedingly toxic substances, much more 

toxic for the most part,thali .#W#0m49e$,OMmOri.ind.uStrial. ,.-uSe. Because Of this 
• 	• . 

difference, it has been suggested that the degree of toxicity is a logical choice.  as. 

one possible criterion for defining chemical warfare adents for the.purpose of an arms 

control agreement. 	 " 

As noted in the work programme . presented by the United States delegation (COD/360), 

there areSëlletal different .approaches to the question  of 'deinition, each with its own 

advantages and disadvantages. A criteriàn based on a toxicity limit would have the 

advantage of being directly related to the potential danger from a particular substance. 

It would be applicable to known super-toxic  substances or agy super-toxic substance _ 	. 
diséovered in the future. . However, càmpounds which are less toxic might still.have - 

utility either as chemical'warfare agents or  agent precuriors. Among theée are 

mustard-typecompounds, dual-purpose agents euch:aephosgena (carbonyl chloride),  • 

hydrogen cyanide, and cyanogen chloride, and binarY precursors. If a prohibition is 

to cover all lethal agents it might be necessary to adopt a generalpurpoee criterion ' 

and perhaps other criteria in addition to à toxicity. criterion. . 	. 	. 

Considerable progresehae'already been made in working out the technical  aspects 

of .a practical toxiCity Criterion. 	Concrete proposals for a toxicity criterion have 

already been presented b7thedelegationS of Japan (CCD/301 1  CCD/374) and Canada 

'(CCD/387, CCD/414). Both•delegations adopted a siMilar approach by proposing a 

criteriàn based on the'toxicity of à particular agent. 	Soman was sugeested as a 

"boundary  agent"  by the japanese . delegation end tabUn bythe Canadian delegation. 

As our delegation and others have -neted, a toXicity value for a compound is 

meaningful onlyif the experimental conditions under.  whichit.was_measuredare specified. 

in detail; For this reason, in order to,establish a practical toxiçitycriterion, it 

would be necessary to define not only the toxicity.level, but also the animal to be 

used for measurement and the route by whierthe chemical is administered. ' 

Experimental Animal  

The military utility of CU agents is related .:G.o• toxicity to humans. 	Theoi'éticalkr 

a toxicity criterion would 1;e based on -human reactions to chemical agents. 	Obviously, 

however, experimental animals must be used instead ta measilre the toxicity values. 

GE.7 4-67436 



Table 1. 

Animal  

Mouse 

Rat 

Guinea Pig 

Rabbit . 

Cat 

Goat 

will also be very dangerous to humans is a sound one. 	In toxicological studies, a 

variety of different animals are commonly used. As noted in. Table 1, toxicitr values 

vary somewhat from one species to another.  • Therefore, a toxicity threshold must be 

1 CCD/435 
. page 2 

In general, the assumption that a compound that is super-toxic to experimental animals win 

11 

tied to a specific animal. 

Toxicity of Tabun to Experimental Animalelf  

LD  50 (mg/kg)1I/  -- 

0 .35 - 0 .40  
0.16 

0.13 - 0.3 

0.3 - 0.5 

0.10 

0.3 

:/ 	administration: United States Army data 	 • 
L.-1.3 i.  The LD50 is the dose whiàh is, lethal to 50 per cent of a group of animals . . 

(median lethal dose). 	 • 

.Route of Administration. 

. The toxicity of an agent may vary depending on the route by which it is 

administered to the test animal. Chemicals are commonly - administered orally .or by 

inhalation or introduced directlr by injection ("parenteral" administration). The most 

common parenteral routes of administration are into a blood vein (intravenous), into 

the abdominal fluid (intraperitoneal), into a muscle (intramuscular) or beneath the 

- .skin (subcutaneous). . Percutaneous administration involves application on the skin. . 

The variation in toxicity with route of administration is illustrated for tabun in 

Table 2. 	• 

Table 2. Influence of Route of Administration on Toxicity of Tabun . 

Route of Administration 	 LD (mg/kg)  --50 
" Intravenous 	 0.10 - 0.15 

Intraperitoneal 	 0.66 - 0.9 

Subcutaneous 	 0,35 - 0.40 
Percutaneous 	 1.0 - 2.8 

91/ Taking a mouse as the experimental animal; United States Army data. 

1 

1 

1 

1 
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Unfortunately, it is not possible to convert the value obtained by one route of

administration to an equivalent value for a different route. As shown in Table 3, the

relative values for different routes of administration vary from compound to compound.

Since the military potential of super-toxic compounds is often closely related to

their inhalation toxieity,it would seem logical to establish a; criterion based.on

inhalation toxicity as proposed in CCD/414. Some chemicals, however, are not super-

toxiâ when inhaled, but would be extraordinarily toxic if they were carried into the

body by a projectile which penetrated the skin. 'Included in this category are super--

toxic carbamates. For.this reason a criterion based on inhalation toxicity would.not

be sufficient.

The:toxicity criteria proposed.in CCD/374;are based on subcutaneous or intra--

peritoneal injection. These routes of administration-are generally appl'içable to any

compound and are less difficult.from a technical standpoint than administration by the

It would be possible to supplement a criterion based on inhalation toxicity with

one derived from parenteral toxicity.., However, _it;would be simpler to rely on

parènteral toxicity alone, since any compound that is super-toxic on inhalation will

also be super-toxic by a parenteral route.

respiratory route.

To some extent the selection of a particular experimental animal and a given

parenteral route of administration in defining'the criterion is arbitrary. The choice

might best be madé simply according to the relative amount of data available for the

different situations. It appears,that more data, particularly on known CW agents,

are available for the mouse (subcutaneous,'administration) than for other animals and

other routes of administration listed in table 4-

Judging from the data in Table 4, there appears to be little overlap between

sin&,-purpose super-toxic CW agents and dual-purpose chemicals. Ideally, the toxicit-v

criterion should be defined so as to sepa:us.te the two groups cleanly. It probably

will be impossible to do so.. However, establishing an LD50 value of 0.50 mg/icg (mouÛe;

subcutaneous administration) as the limit, as suggested in CCD/301, or a value.close

to 0.50 mg/kg, may be the optimal solution to the problem of selecting a suitable level.

Fxuerimental Variability

In order for toxicity measur.ements.from different laboratories to be consistent

with each other, the det',ailed experimental procedures must be standardized. Some of'

the conditions which would have to be established are.listed in CCD/374. If general

agreement were reached to adopt a prohibition based on a specific toxicity threshold,

the precise experimental procedures could undoubtedly be worked out by experts in

toxicology.
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.130 

124 

130. 

 280 

1.0 

1.6 

1.5 

1.6 

3.5 

1 
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*/ 
Table 3. Relative Toxicity Values for Several Results of -Administration tjQ 

C) . 

b 
CD 

Route of 
Administration 

• 
Proc  aine  

LI4 r1 	Relative 
(mé7kg) 	Value 

(Mouse)  

• Isoniazid  

(mé7kg) , Value 
. 	(Mouse) 

DFP J.  

LID n 	Relative 
(mé7kg) 	Value 

(Rabbit) • 

Pentobarbital  

LID 
(mè/kg) 

(Mouse) 

Relative 
Value 

Intravenous 

Intraperitoneal 

Intramuscular 

Subcutaneous 

Oral 

45 

230 

630 	14 

800 	18 

500, 	11 

153 	1.0 

132 	0.9 

140 	0.9 

160 	1.0 

142 	0.9 

0.34 	1.0 

1.00 	2.9 

0.85 	2.5 

1.00 	2.9 

4 	11.7 

to 9 	26.5 

/ 	T.A. Loomis, Essentials of Toxicology, Lea and Febiger,.Philadelphia 

DFP = diisopropylfluorophosphate 

1968. 
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Compound -!/-..

Table

3152 CT (carbamate)

vXl

VE .

VM (edemo)

vs

® (sarin)

® (sarin)

GD (soman)

cr

®, (soman)

® (sarin)

j1G (amiton, tetram)

Co (sarin)

GB (sarin)

Gi3 ( sarin )

GB (sarin)

GE (ethly sarin)

page

Moûse.Toxicity Data K,Subcutaneous Administration)
...........,.r..r.^_^.-._... ...._. ....^ ._... ._.^'....._ '

_

Tô. xi -b LD---^... m. k^ ^

0.005 (i.v., dog)

GA

neostigmine
(prostigmine) •^

echothiophate ±

neostigmine methylsulfate

neostigmine iodide

paraoxon

paraoxon

neostigmine (prostigmine)

^'

TEPP (tetraethylpyrophosphate)

HN-1

physostigmine M
^

paraoxon-ME
^-^

HI^T- 3

colchicine

0.022

0.025

q.035

0.035

0.04

0.06 - 0.15

0.1

0.11 - 0.20

0.125

0.15

0. 155 (male)

0.173

0.2

0.214

0.22

0.301

0.35 - 0.40

0.42

0.50

0.51

0.55

0.6 -

0.7

0.8

^0.85

1.1 - 2.05

1.24

1.4

2.01 (HCl)

2.3 - 3.8

0.8

I

5

Source—

Fnnké; *;Depierre
lc=cker, 1952

U. S. Army

U.S. Army

U.S. Army

U.S. Army

CCD/374

CCD/374

CCD/374

U.S. Army,.

U.S. Army

U.S..Army

U.S. Army

cCD/374

CCD/374

Askew,.1957

CcD/374.

U.S. Al-mir

U.S. Army

U.S. Army

and

Schaumann, 1960

Brown et al, 1950

Brown et al, 1950

-CCD/374

Augustinsson, 1953;
Schaumann, 1960

Toxic Substances
List, 1973

U.S. Army

U.S. Army

Brown et a1, 1950

CcD/374

U.S. Army

U.S. Army
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- Mouse ToXicity Data (Subcutanêous'Administration)  

Compound • 	 (Toxicity (LD 0  .mg/kg) 	
.:.Source  

. 	... 	. 	5, 

metasystox 
*'___4./ 	

2.9 - 3.3 	 çpD/374 
(methyldemeton) 

II/ 2 .9 - 6.0 

3.2 - 4.7 

4 

*-3.2. 	• HN-2 2  

methyl fluorcacetic acid 

sulfotePp.11/ • 

parathion 

parathion 

mustard gas (H) 
*-2€  methylparathion 

cyanogen chloride (CK) 

1./i The structures of military CW agents listed here are given in CCD/365. 

It/  Commercial  chèmicals 

- potassium cyanide 

DFP *22 

DFP 

4.5 

5 - 19 
8 

10 - 12 
1/ 

20 - 30 

30 

39 

U.S. Army 

U.S. Army' 

Toxic Substances List, 
U.S. Dept. of HEW, 
1973 

U.S. Army 

U.S. Army 

ccD/374 

ccD/374 

Holmstedt, 1963 

U.S. Arm 

Helmstedt, 1963 

U.S. Army 
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However, even if procedures are standardized, there will be a certain,amount of 
• 

variability in the measuTements. lt4e.to  béexpeOted thattwo IaboratorieS using 

identical samples of :chemical,wilIetillobtain slightly different toXicity'values. 

‘ This is.bgcause it is diefiOult tO control,prediseiy all«theveriablés involVed in ' 

making. toxicity,testsonanimals- ' 

Inmaking . toxicitymeasurementsiL:a range : of20.1per  centon  either side of.the 

average value is usually considered good.  • Studies'On»the'reproducibiiityOf'orai 

toxioity values have demonstrated that a broader range should normally be expected. 

The ratio of the highest to lowest value is likely to be between 1.5 and 3 . for oral 

toxicity values and may be as high as 10. 	(For parenteral.toxicity values, the range 

may be somewhat smaller). Usually, the LD
50 
 value reported is the average of a range 

of values-. 

The variability of toxicity values could pose a problem in applying a treaty 

prohibition in certain cases. Normally only one or two indePendent values will be 

available, and it is quite possible that•these values will differ greatly from the 

average value.that would be. obtained from a large number of independent•determinations. 

For a particular compound, one laboratory might report the compound to be more toxic 

than the limit while a different laboratory might conclude that it is less toxic.. 

This  difficulty may be illustrated by assuming that the-toxicity criterion has 

been defined to be an 11 of 0.50 mg/kg (mouse; subcutaneous administration) and that 
. 50 

a standardized experimental procedure has been adopted. For a compound with an 

average 11
50 

value of 0.36 mg/kg, whiàh is below the limit, .the possible results from 

different laboratories range approximately from 0.18 mg/kg to 0.54 mg/kg. If the value 

reported is greater than 0.50 mg/kg, it might be argued that the compound should not be 

prohibited.. Analogously, for 4 compoundWhich would have an average 11
50 

value of 

0.80 mg/kg, which is well above the 0.50 mg/kg limit, a single laboratory might report 

a value as low as 0.40 mg/k.  In  this çaee, prohibition might well be advocated. 
. Obviously, some differences may arise about application of the prohibition to a 

specific compound even if a toxicity criterion is established. One possible way to 

help resolve such differences would be to have . an  appropriate independent laboratory 

measure the toxicity. 

Super-Toxic Dual-Purpose Compounds  

As noted above, it is Unlikely that a toxicity criterion can be found that will 

cleanly separate single-purpose super-taeo CW agents from dual-purpose chemicals. A 

few dual-purpose compounds are likely to be more toxic than the limit established by 

the toxicity criterion. The data in Table 4'indicate that most of these compounds 

will be drugs. Strict application of the toxicity criterion would lead to a ban on 
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these super-toxic dual-pizrpose compounds. However, super-toxic drugs are produced

in.very small quantities and are not well suited as.chemical warfare agents. It might

be useful to consider application of the criterion in such a way that super-toxic drugs

would not be prohibited. This might be accomplished by allowing super-toxic chemicals

to be produced in quantities neoessary for legitimate use as a drug if the use as a

drug had been demonstrated beforehand..

1
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Ui1ITED STATES OF AME RICA

Irlorkina- Paper on chemical agent destruction

In a previous working paper.(CCD/367) the United States delëgâtion described the

ènvironmental protection and safety procedurès involved in currènt'United States

operations for demilitarizing limited quantities of chemical weapons. The example

discussed was the planned demilitarization and disposal of nerve agent cluster bombs.

This•,paper describes "in -fdetail ,the actual procedures ^employed in disposal of

mustard gas at Rocky Mountain Arsenal near Denver,.Colorado, an operation that was

completed in March 1974. Possible methods of verification of the disposal operation

are alsodiscussed. We hope that this information on the characteristics of actual

disposal operations will be useful to the Committee in its consideration of

verification of chemical agent destruction.

Background

In the fall of 1968 the Depaxtment of the Army decided to dispose of certain

chemical agents and munition stocks, including the mustard agent stored at Roc:y PSountain

Arsenal near Denver, Colorado. These mustard stocks amounted to 3701 tons and were

stored as bulk in cc:r-Ltainers which hold appr,:ximately 0.9 ton -.-f agent.

In response to an Army request a prôposed plan for disposal at sea,was reviewed

in the Summer of 1969 by a panel of experts under the auspices of the National Academy

of Sciences. These experts, drai,m primarily from leading industrial, educational and

research institutions, recommended that the bulk mustard agent at Rocky Mountain Arsenal

be destroyed by incineration.

This recommendation was adopted by the Army. A plan for disposal by incineration w

was prepared and made public. It was reviewed by-interested agencies, as required

under the National Environmental Protection Act and revised. A final statement of the

plan was made public in early July 1971.

.Small-scale disposal operations were initiated shortly after the final statement

was filed. During this stage of the operations, the disposal equipment was.tested aiid

minor changes in the disposal plan were made in order to resolve the few difficulties

encountered. Full scale disposâ,]. operations began in September 1972.

1
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Outline of Disposal Plan

Mustard gas decomposes rapidly at about 425°C to produce three gases - sulphur

dioxide, carbon dioxide and hydrogen chloride. In the disposal operation^ the mustard

was destroyed by incineration. The incineration products were removed from the exhaust

stream and converted to harmless salts.

Steps of the Disposal Plan

(1) Transfer of agent containers. The agent containers were stored in the toxic

agent area at Rocky. Mountain Arsenal. This area was under continuous security.guard

surveillance and the mustard containers were visua.lly inspéctéd for leakage by depot

personnel (dailÿ during wFxm'wéè,ther and every threë dafs during cool weather. Prior

to removal from the areaq the containers were checked for any possible liquid léalçage

by using a standard detection-paper that changes color when éxposed to mustard. They

were then loaded',on a flat bed truck and were transported under security guard escort

to the mustard plant ara for disposal. As_a safety precaution a decontaminat=on truck

followed the loaded truck.

(2) "IInloading and Thawing. Upon arrival at the mustard. disposal facility, the

containers were unloaded and placed in.a thaw room where they remained for at l'east '
. ^:. , .. ,

48 houro at a temperature between 40°C and 60°C. The thaw room, as well as.other'areas

of the facility where a potential ha;zard from mustard vapor existed, were maintair:ecl

under-^â, negative pressure. Since mustard gas freezes between 5° and 15°C it was heated

in. the thaw room to, get as much as possible of the solid residue from the bottom of

the container into solution.' The rare liquid leaks that occurred during this 2-day

period'were trapped in a sump where they were decontaminated with a standard military

decontaminant that reacts rapidly with mustard and achieves complete decontamination

in-about five minutes.- These liquids were subsequently checked to ensure absence of

mustard, added to the spent scrubber brine, and spray dried. '

Any vapors which were generated were vented through the duct in the floor of the

thaw room and removed from the air by an absolute filter system with essentially

100 per cent efficiency.

(3) Draining of Containers. From this thaw room the containers were taken to

the unloading booths by overhead crane, placed inside the booths and remotely attached

to an'evacuating hose. The mustard then was drawn off under vacuum. Détermination of

the quantity of mustard removed f-rom.the container was accomplished by weighing the

container before and after the operation.

^
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(4) Incineration of Agent. The mustard which had been removed from the container 

was pumped into a holding tank from which it was later pumped to the incinerator. It 

arrived at the incinerator through double-walled piping and was sprayed into the 

incinerator where it was heated to temperatures of 7500  to 875°C for 0.3 second,  thus 

thermally decomposing.it completely. At peak effeciency the disposai rate mas over 

7 litres per minute. 

(5) Scrubbing of Effluent Gases.  In the incineration process sulphur dioxide and 

hydrogen chloride are generated. To.wash.these pollutants out of the effluent gases,  

the gases were passed throuGh a scrubber'system where they were brought into contact 

with a . solution of sodium hydroxide, a-strong caustic.. This resulted in a brine '- 

solution of inorganic salts: sodium sulphate, sodium sulphite, sodium chloride, and 	• 

sodium carbonate. This salt  solution  was then evaporated to dryness and the residue 

of salts compacted. A test was performed Periodically to verify that.  the  salts 

Lcontained  no  mustard. 

The effluent gases were then passed through an electrostatic precipitator to 

remove.particulate matter (mostly ferric oxide resulting from corrosion of the steel 

containers) before being exhausted from the.stack. 

(6) Disposal of Salts.  The ComPacted salts were transpOrted in lined 55-ga1lon 

drums.to a warehouse where they remain in storage pending final disposition-.• No 

decision has yet been made on the  best method for disposal of the salts. Approximately 

4000 tons of salt were generated during the operation. 	 • - • 

(7) Decontamination and Disuosal of Containers.  Prior to removal from the booth . 

where it was emptied, each container was inpected and externally decontaminated if 

required. It was then moved to a temporary storage area. During the incineration of • 

the bulk agent a separate incinerator furnace was used to decontaminate the containers. 

In this process a container was removed from the storage area. Upon arrival at. 

the furnace area, two holes were remotely punched in the container .to provide • 

ventilation and release .  of combustion gazes in lieu of removingvalves and plugs. 	- 

Following this operation, the containers were placed in the furnace, where any residual 

mustard and impurities were incinerated. The amount of time that each container . 

remained in the furnace depended on the amount of residue it.contained initially; 

however, the average was about 2 hours at.temperatures in excess of 425°C. The 

effluent from the incinerator operation was passed'through a scrubber (sodium hydroxide 

solution) to remove the combustion products sulphur dioxide and hydrogen Chloride. 
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Following cooling, quality control personnel checked the container with standard 

detection . material to assure that all traces of mustard_had been remeiVed before it was 

transported to the holding area. The containers will'be recycled as scrap metal. 

Verification of Agent Destruction 

In the disposal process described in the preceding sections, opportunities for 

verification appear to exist- at several points. It must be kept in mind, however, that 

the characteristics of the disposal process may vary according to the type of agent . 

being destroyed, whether the agent is stored in - bulk or in mnnitions, and the safety 

and  environmental regulations which must be followed. . 	. 
Verification Of disposal might be conducted in a variety  of  ways, depending upon 

. : . the degree of aecess accorded verification personnel. At one extreme, verification 

might be limited to'reMote observation via closed-circuit television with no accessto 

. \: - the facilities themselves: At the other extreme, unrestricted inspection of:the 

disposal site might.be permitted; including unrestricted access to all buildings and 

records and analysis.of chemical samples. 	 1  

In the paragraphs that follow, verification of disposal will be discussed using 

.the United States procedure for disposal of bulk mustard agent as an illustration. 

(a) Steps  land 2:  Transfer of agent containers; unloading and thawing.  In these 

steps there may be several indicators that toxic chemical agents -  are being handled. 

'A few of the most recognizable indicators are: 

a. equipment readily available. 

b. Workers in protective clothing and equipped with.protective masks; 

c. Toxic agent 7arninesign attached to vehicle.' 

d.. Securitymeasures, inclùding a security escort front and rear when travelling. 

By their 'nature these indicaters would be easily observed. However, they could 

also easily be staged and their value for verification is therefore questionable. 

(b).Step•3: Draining . of  Containers. 	This step provides the first opportunity for 

- positive assurance that a.toxic chemical agent is present. This assurance can be 

.achieved, however, only if full access to the facility is allowed. During the draining 

phase of the,process, it would be feasible to tap the drain line to  the  storage tank. 

A.  small (10 ml) sample of liquid could be withdrawn and analysed to determine the type 

- and concentration of agent. This would provide positive verification that agent iras 

 being drained from the container. • 	• 

(c) Step 4: Incineration ofleépt. 'Verification at this step. could provide the best- _ , 
assurance that toxic chemical agent is actually being destroyed. In the destruction of 
the mustard agent, the agent is transferred from the storage tank to the furnace 
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through a single pipe. A tap valye -could'be installed in this pipe at the point just 

befOre the mustard is injected into the.furnace for burning. As in the previouà step, 

a sample could be withdrawn and analysed as to  the type of agent and its concentration. 

.Data over a period of time coUld be compared with data from the previous step to ensure 

the.agent had not been diluted (part . diverted and another liquid substituted). . 

Analysis.of the salts coulctprovide another method of verification. . This might be 

considered less intrusive than sampling and.analysis of the agent itself. A mustard 

gas molecule contains one sulphur atom and two chlorine atoms. No other chlorine or 

sulphur coMpounds are involvéd in the disposal process. As a result, there should be 

a 2 : J. ratio between chlorine and àmlphur atoms  in the  salts -. The salts resulting from 

- mUàtard diaposal at Rocky Mountain:Arsenal have been analysed and found to have the 

approximately expected ratio. 	 - 	• 

. . A third method of verification might be.to  try.to  obtain a materials balance. 

Records would be'needed for the quantity of agent to be destroyed, amount of caustic ,  , 

being added, and total weight of the end product salts. It is possible to calculate 

the amounts of salts.which should be Produced - from disposa3_of a given quantity of a 

'specific agent. For this.method-to work, there wold have to be no loss•of gases, 

liquid or solids, from the.system. 'In other words. , the system would have to be totally 

contained. This was not the case at Rocky Mountaih Arsenal.' As is typical.of 

incineration, minor losses of gases were anticipated.and did occur in the process - • 

(mostly sulphur dioxide being-aihausted from the stack) 9  which altered-someWhat the 

total weight of salts produced  as  well as the relative  quantities of the different. 

compoun 	• ds. 	 - 

To assist in the materials balance procedure it would be,useful to have a flowMeter 

in the line transferring agent  from  the holding tanks to the furnace. 	- 

(d) Steps 5-7:  Scrubbine  of Effluent Gases; Disposal of Salts; Decontamination  

and Disposal of Containers.  In the case of mUstarddisposal, these steps did not . 

appear,to provide any important additional opportunities for verification of 

• destruction. 

Preliminary Comments and Conclusions 

. .(1) There are several indicators which could provide some assurance to obserVers 

that disposal operations were being carried out. 

:(2) A number of means for misleading observers existl  including the staging of 

- indicators and substitution of an industrial chemical for agent. 

(3) A high degree of assurance that no evasion is - taking place during the disposal 

process could be obtained through / technical methodà of inspection. 
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Working Paper on diversion of
commercial chemicals for weapons

As many delegations, including our oom,. have noted, there are three major

categories of substances rèlated to chemical warfare:

(1) -Single-purpose agents. These agents have no large-scale use for prophylactic,

protective or other peaceful purposes. This category includes the super-toxic

organophosphorus nerve agents, aswell as some less toxic agents which.have no important

peaceful applications.

(2) Dual-purpose agents. Chemicals in this categor^f have important civilian

applications, but might also be used as CW agents. Many of.the.CW agents used in

World War I are in this group, including phosgene (carbonyl chloride), chlorine and

hydrogen cyanide.

(3) Precursors. Chemical compounds used as intermediâtes in-the production of

super-toxic agents may or may not have oivilian application. For example', phosphorus

trichloride, a key precursor in the production of organophosphorus nerve,agents,.is

widely used as an intermediate in the manufacture of pesticides and plasticisers. On

the other hsnd, another,important precursbr; methylphôsphonic dichloride, is not

currently used in p:L,oducing commercial -orgF•-.iophosphorus chemi:,als (but could be in the

..future)

This suggests that verification. of a ban on production of CW agents has two major

aspects: (a) ensuring that single-purpose CW agents and single-purpoae precursors are

not being produced and (b) malcing certain that dual-purpose agents and dual-purpose

precursors are not being diverted to non-peaceful purposes.

Several delegations have suggested that statistical monitoring of chemical

prôduction could play an important role in deterring diversion of dual-purpose chemicals

to prohibited military uses. Under this approach, data on the production and

consumption of raw materials and intermediates would be analysed to ensure that no

diversion occurred. The.-United States delegation presented some preliminary conclusions

GE.74-67432
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and comments on this approach in a previous working paper (CCD/311, 25 August, 1970).

..At that time we noted that there were certain problems and disadvantages to be overcome,

particularl-y in regard to identifying deliberate attempts at deception.

The United States has continued its.research on economic data monitoring in an

effort to overcome some of the-shortcomings identified in CCD/311. This paper is

based on a study sponsored by the US , A=s Control and Disarmament Agency., entitled

"The Role of Phosphorus Control in Verification of a Ban on Nerve Agent Production: An

Economic and Technical Analysis", carried out by Midwest Research Institute (Kansas City,

Missouri).

Control System for Phosphorus

Among the potential CW agents, super-toxic organophosphorus.compounds are

.generally considered to pose the greatest danger. The structure of these agents and

possible processes for producing them may vary widely; however, phosphorus is the one

.substance which is a key input for manufacture of any organophosphorus agent. This

suggests that production of such agents might be prevented by establishing controls

over elemental phosphorus and any phosphorus compounds irl^.ichcould serve as precursors

("divertible" phosphorus compounds). Controls would not cover "non-divertiblé"

compounds.

A control system might be established to monitor the production, storage,

transportation and use of all phosphorus compounds which can be used in the production

of a nerve agent. The objective would be to ensure that all consumption of divertible

phosphorus compounds could be traced tô.legitimate activities. To accomplish this task,

the industrial enterprises which handle these materials would be required to maintain

detailed internal records and to prepare peribdic reports on all relevant activities.

In addition, all transfers between plants of this kind would have to be documented by

records prepared by the shipper, the carrier and the consignee. To ensure the accuracy

of these industry-level repcrts, several'types of checks would be incorporated into the

system.

The administration and.oper.ation of the control system could be divided among

several levels -•- industry, national control agencies and an international control

agency. Industrial enterpriseswould be required to follow authorized material handling

procedures, maintain adequate accounting records and report to the national control

agency. The national body would have primary responsibility for applying the controls

to enterprises which are within the territory of the state involved, or are under its

^jurisdiction or under its control anywhere. Verification that all industrial

establishments have complied with all provisions of the control system would be provided

1
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by the national body to the international control.agency. The international agency

would oversee the entire system, analyse and:^-audit reports from each national agency

and uionitor.the-international trade of controlled materials.

Verif ic at ion

In:order.to.provide:.a reasonable degree of assurance that no.diversion is,occurrin47

such a control system would need to be designed so that.the accuracy of reports.from

industrial establishments: and from the national control agencies could be verified.

There appear to be three basic verification techniques which could be used by the,,

control agenciés to determine the accuracy of reports: (1) analysis of statistical

information presented in the reports, (2) examination and analysis of records, and

(3) technical inspection. In this.paper the discussion rri:ll.focus on the verification.

activities of the international control agency. .

The first step taken by the international control agency-.to verify the system's

reporting accuracy would be analysis of.the reports submitted by the national control

agencies and perhaps by certain industrial enterprises. This vould include reviezr of

the statistical data to'ensure that all quantities balànced and that,they were in line

with those expected.,

Periodically the international^ control.agency wôuld audit relevant records of

national control a^̂^encies. In addiltion they would have the authority to conduct audits

of national control agencies and individual iridustrial enterprises at any time to

resolve discrepancies. While the procedures which.would be followed are very similar.

to those employed in conducting a financial'audit, they would, of course, be concerned

with quantities of _)hosphorus and their di.?osition.

It would be necessary.to develop' a reliable system based on technical inspection

for detectinG false records. The types of technical inspection which oould.be employed

are: (1) visits to certain chemical plants, (2) technical analysis of plant operatinG

data, (3) analysis of samples of phosphorus-containing chemicals which are in inter-

plant transit, and (4) monitoring of metering devices which provide independent

information on plant production rates.

Evasion

There are two principal ways in which evasioncould occur. Either the phosphorus

material would be diverted from within the system or it would be obtained from sources

outside the system's control. For evasion techniques which operate within the systeai,

records and reports at the industry..._and national level would be. changed to-avoid

detection'from discrepancies, or imbalances, in the reports. By definition, evasions

outside the system have no effect on the records and would have to be detected by other

means.
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Possible Methods of Evasion Within.The Control System 	 • 

The possible means . of evasion within the control system'which have been identified 

in our studies  are  summarized below: 

• • 	1. An elemental phosphorus plant understates the production of phosphorus and 

diverts the excess to an agent plant. 	 • 

2. A multi-product plant reports an incorrect production mix between divertible 

'and non-divertibla phosphorus compounds. . 

3. A plant overstates the production of a non-divertibIe item and diverts an 

equivalent amount of input material: , 

4. The amount - of phosphoruS in a product is overstated. by a plant. 	• 

5. An establishment reports high loss.rates of divertible material or.low 

.efficiencies in production processes which use divertible materials. 

, 	6. A plant uses wet process phosphoriC acid (not produced from elemental 	• 

phosphorus) to produce material and reports the production as meing "furnace acid" 

(phosphoric acid produced from:elemental phosphorus). 

7. A country diverts small amounts of phosphorus from a large number of plants. 

8. A plant fails to register its phosphorus recovery process. 

9. A nerve agent plant registers  as a legitimate industrial phosphorus  user.  

A detailed examination of the United States phosphorus indUstry has revealed the 

-following concerning potential evasions within-the contrôl system: 

1. The greatestsotential for obtaining phosphorus for CW agent production 

appears to be diversion of elemental phosphorus: Diversion from the phosphorus 

production plant would require less record modification and mould be more difficult 

to detect than other diversion methods. 

2. ' Exports of elemental phosphorus and production of white phosphorus munitions, 

the only major and uses of phosphorus in thé elemental (white) form, are also 

potentially major points for diversion. 

3. Recovering significant quantities of phosphorus for agent production by 

reprocessing chemical end products appears to be the least feasible of the evasion 

procedures considered. 

Evasions Outside of the Control System  

Evasion might occuroutside the control system in several mays:  •  

1. An elemental  phosphoras plant does not register with the control agency. 

2. Nerve agent precursors are produced directly from phosphate rock, rather 

than from elemental phosphorus. 
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3. Phosphorus material for agent is recovered from an and use product. ' 

4. Phosphorus Material is imported from a country which is outside of  the 

 control system.. 	• 	• 	 • • 

,5. Phosphorus or phosphorus-containiag precursors. are utockpiled prior to 

agreement.•• 	. - 	• 	 • 

6. Demilitarization of obsolete chemiCal munitions, or agentsyhich are not 

entered into the system. 1  • - 	. 	• 	• • •• 	- 

Preliminary Evaluation of Effectiveness  

The verification technique discussed in this paper differs significantly from the 

economic data monitoring technique discussed previously (CCD/311) in that provisions 

for technical inspection havebeen incorporated.  In. the  new approach, statistical data 

provide  the background for  combined use of audit -  and:technice inspection,procedures. 

. 'This technique increases the utility of economicAatamonitoring since-the  audit and.  

• technical inspection procedures coMplement one another. 

Mbile conventional on-site inspections would.be useful.in some circumstances,•they, 

would not be highly effective in detecting some very•important. kinds ofevasion within 

•, the system. For example,  diversion of phosPhorus from arrelemental phosphorus plant , 
is unlikely to be detected by observation of  plant activities. '  At the time of the 

- 'inspection the plant authorities - most probably would not try to divert any phosphorus. , 

However, an unconventional kind of technical inspection might be effective in 

' detecting certain kinds,of diversion,_including that illubtrated in the previous 	. 

example. This technique  would ccimbine a technical analysis of plant operating records 

- 	with conventional •record  à auditing procedures. The technical analysis wouldconsist of 

a correlation of reported production figures with such data as (a) - corisumption of • 

starting materials, (h) production  of by-produCts, and (c) électriCal power consuMption. 

This type of audit uoUld not necessarily be performed on-site; however, access to 

oomplete plant records would be required; 	 • 

Two other kinds of technical  inspection  could:also'be veryuseful: (a) the • 

analysis of samples obtained from inter-plant shipments,  and (b) the metering of the 

production of elemental  phosphorus  and  phosphoric acid. These techniques Might help 

detect certain kinds of diversion that could not be detected  an  y other way. For 

example, production metering would,be the best way to prevent an attempt to divert 

phosphorus at an elemental phosphorus plant by understating actual production. 

Chemical analysis of samples of phosphoric acid would help forestall efforts to 

sdbstitute "wet process" acid-  (produced from phosphate rock) for "furnace" acid 

i 
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(produced from elemental phosphorus) and then divert the unused phosphorus to agent 

'production. "Wet process" acid contains relatively large amounts of impurities, which 

are not present in "furnace" acid. 

For the control system to provide any deterrent to,the diversion of phosphorus to 

nerve agent production, three.specific measures should be provided in the operation of 

the system. First, the international control agency should have access to reports from 

individual enterprises. This is important because the statistical analysis of the 

• reports submitted-by an individual plant is one of the principal methods of detecting 

the divérsion of phosphorus:material.  •  National reports would not contain sufficient 

detail to enable the international agency to detect statistioally the material diverted 

• by several of the possible evasion methods. 

Second,- the international.control agency should be allowed to condlict an 

investigation of a plantis records. Unless an independent investigation is possible, 

evasion of the system mould not be difficult. The riak of detection by an investigation 

could gubstantially . increase the deterrent effectiveness of the system. 

• Third, technical inspection shoullbe an integral part of the data validation 

• procedure. A standard records audit would not be sufficient to verify the accuracy of 

the records. 	 • . 	. 
A phosphorus control gystem, with the verification provisions discussed in this 

paper, could probably ensure that large quantities of phosphorus—containing chemicals 

were not being diverted from commercial channels to weal:3'ms purposes. In itself this 

capability would not be eufficient to . provide adequate assurance of compliance. 

•Diversion of some significant quantities could: still be accomplished by a determined 

• evader. In all likelihood, however, phosphorus would not be diverted from commercial .  

channels but rather obtained from sources not subject to• the control system. 

Phosphorus monitoring could play a useful role in verifying compliance with a 

production ban, although further verification measures would also be needed. 
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CONFERENCE OF THE COMMITTEE ON DISARMAMENT

JAPAN

ccD/452
8 April 1975

Original: ENGLISH

Modification of the wording used in a draft convention (CCD/420)
on the prohibition of,the development, production and stockpiling

of chemical weapons and on their-destruction

The Japanese delegation wishes to make the following modifications to the

wording used in the Japanese draft convention on the prohibition of the

development, production.and stockpiling of chemical weapons and on their

destruction, document" CCD/420, which was.submitted to the Conîereneeof the

Committee of Disarmament on April 30, 1974.

1. To substitute the words'"chemical warfare agents" for "chemical agents"

stipulated in Article ,1 (a) and Annex 1(AlternativesA and B) of the

above draft convention,

2. And also substitute the words "chemical substances" for "chemical

agents" stipulated in paragraphsl and 2 of Article XIV of the

above draft convention.

GE•75-64096
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LETTER  DA TED 2.JULY 1975 FROM THE PERMANENT REPRESENTATIVE OF 
FINLAND TO - TEE ACTING REPRESENTATIVE ŒF THE SECRETARY-GENERAL 
TO TEE-CONFERENCE OF '11-1L: COMMITTEE ON DISARMAMENT TRANSMITTING - 

A WORK= PAPER BY TEE GOVERNMENT OF FINLAND 
\ 

ON METHODOLOGY FOR CHEMICAL ANALYSIS AND IDENTIFICATION OF CW AGENTS 
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blORKIIIG PI 'I' i,ï TlEû GUVEFII^E13T OF iTI^LAiJD TO THE CCD

Methodolo,7 for chemical r,ne_l;sis ^^_n_d identification of CW a^ents - Pro;nress of a
Finnish research project

1. In 1972, the Uovernmeü^ of Finland announced a project on creation on a national

basis of a CW control capacity for possible future international use (CCD/381) .

Development of the project has been described in two working papers (CGD/412/14.8.73

and CCD/432/16.7.74). This nxoer presents the progress made during the last year.

2. Training of personnel has continued with focus on the following aspects:

(1) proper choice, collection and nacking of environmental samples (soil, water,

biological materials); .(2) preconcentration of organophosphates and other compounds

of interest and their decomposition products from environmental samples to a

concentrated solution, suitable for subsequent instrumental analysis; (3) analysis

of organophosphates and.ot1jer Cjf agents by infrared spectrometry; „as çhromatography-

mass-spectrometry, NMR-s-oectrcmei;ry and other methods.

5. ' instrumentation has been e:-_)alded by new acquisitions. A. phosphorus uniIj which

has been acquired for the nul;;:inuclear high resolution IdN^t-spectrometer has proved

particularly effective. It can be used for detection and identification o-f.minute

amounts of phosphorus-con•'czi;2in„ compounds even.in quite complex mixtures. Analysis

can be performed without laborious and, when warfare agents are concerned, potentially

dangerous handling of the sm-)les.

4. Preparation of standard snectra for an analytical manual has been continued as

described in the previous woriting paper (CCD/432). For this purpose over 50 model

compounds have been synthesized and the NMR spectra of these as well as of about

30 phosphorus-containing,?)octicidés have been recorded. By comparing these spectra it

has been possible to find out typical features for compounds of different classes. By

using this reference material an uiLCnown compound can be identified, sometimés even

when only some of its degradation products are available.

5. In the course of the work it has become more and more evident that the qualit^T and

representativeness of the samples will be of utmost importance. The value of even

most sophisticated analysis cannot exceed the reliability of the sample from which it

has been made. Therefore, verification of chemical warfare agents requires samples

which are taken in a technically correct way and the origin of which can be ri,^:,orously

proved. Thus detailed ins-11ructions are needed on how the samples shall be collected

and examined, how they shall be stored, packed and transferred for further analyses.
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6. • Using the previously developed and reported quick .  and safe micro method for the 

. study of hydrolysis and alcoholysis reactions of halogenated phosphorUs compounds and of • 

spectroscopic methods reactivity- of these compounds, Of related model compounds, their 

precursors  and  their reaction products e .have been studied. It has been possible to 

derive new semi-empirical rules which are of value in evaluating decay schemes and 

y 	chemical stabilities of organophosphorua compounds under various environmental 

conditions. 	Thus the influence of substituents of the reacting compounds, of catalysts, 

- of solvents and of other parameters, may be predicted roughly from these rules. 

7. Studies on decreased. cholinesterase activity in biological materials (blood, brain) 

due to organophosphate poisoning have been continued. Hen's small brains have been 

found to contain a highly active esterase, which allows a much higher sensitivity than 

the previously used enzyme prenarations.', The method:has been used in a case of human 

suicidal propoxur poisoning. 

8. Detailed results of the project Will be published in sCientific journals. A2 

before, the Finnish Government will alao keep the CCD'informed about the future progress 

of the project. 	 • 

( 

1 
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Working paper on the definition and
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I. Aim and Method of Approaçh,'

CCD/458
22 July 1975

Original: ENGLISFI

This Workinq. Paper is iritended. to contribute, towards solving the problem of

defining and classifying chemical agents. Taking into account previous proposals, an

attempt has been made to develop an evaluation method by which it will be possible, on

the basis of objectively measurable criteria largely eliminating subjective evaluations,

validly to assess.thé suitability of a chemical. substance for use as a warfare.agent.

Fxtending earlier,propôsâls, tYie.proposed method uses various toxicity categories

and introduced additional (sécondar,yi), criteria indicating the, suitability of agents for

military use with a view to,`confinirig the number of substances to be banned to a

realistic limit.

Both the toxic properties and-the additional criteria are quantified. Finally, a

simple mathema;ical'formula'for calculating evaluation numbers is described by which

chemical substances can be classified àccording to military suitability.

II. Evâluation Crité^ia. '

1. Toxicity - the Primary Criterion'

Proceeding from a rramb.er of proposaïe 'made in. thé past.(e. g. Japan: CCD 374;

Canada: CCD 414; USA: CCD'.435) toxicit'ÿis used as the primary criterion of the

suitability of a chemical substance. for use. as a warfare agent. In view of the

different physiological effects of the various chemical,agents, it is suggested that the

follo,,;ing toxicity categor.ies*-/ be used:

Category 1 - respiratory toxicity

Category 2 - percutaneous toxicity

Category 3 - skin lesion

^ The use of further categories of' toxicity - as routinely determined for new
^jubstances ( intravenous, intraperitoneal, oral toxicity) - in the first evaluation of a
substance might be cônsidered.. These toxicities would then have a sort of monitoring
function and would provide-first indications of the.possibly da:zgerous nature of
substances. The collection and evaluation of toxicity data through animal experiments
was extensively discussed in an earlier contribution to the CCD (USA: CCD 435).

GL,75-67784
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. 	Introducing these three cateeries as Separate criteria appears necessary because 

the toxicity of an agent May vary considerably between these . three toxicity categories. 
O 

 A number of substances will produce toxic effects of more than one category. For 

example, mustard gas which causes severe skin lesion is also highly toxic if inhaled, 

and VX is both a respiratory and a percutaneous agent. , 

• .Category 1,  or respiratory toxicity is expressed as LCT50  (mg . min 	for a 

minute volume of 20 litres of air  -Tentatively, 10 toxicity Intervals have been defined 

and assied index figures from 0 to 9 as follows: 

Index figure IT 

• . 	: 	0 	 >20,O00 .  
. 

- ' 	1' 	• 	 • 	 2°,000.•

. 	2 	 - 	10,000 

	

. 	 3 	 4,000 

4: 	• 	 1,000 

• 5 	, 	 , : 500. 

'6 	' 	 . 25O 

7 	, • ---, 	100 . 	. 

8 	- 	 30. . 

9 	• 	 ‹. 	• 10 , 

Category  2,  or percutaneous toxicity.is  expressed as:LD 50: (ng • kg-1 ). Asgin, as 

i_nj the case of Category 1, 10 toxicity intervals have been tentatively defined and 

assigned index figures from 0 to 9 as follows: • 	' 	-
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Category 3 effects, i.e. skin lesions, are characterized and indexed as follows:

I
1

1

^
I

Assuming a dose of l mg of substance per square centimetre.of.skin, the various

symptoms have been tentatively.assigned index figures as follows:

Index figure DT

2

4

6

8

2. Secondary Criteria

Symptom

erythema

superficial blisters

deep blisters

necrotic ulceration

Many substances, though highly toxic, are not suitable for military.use. To

determine the military suitability of substances additional easily quantifiable criteria

should be applied. As a working hypothesis, the following secondary criteria have been

established:

Shelf life

Perceptibility

Volatility

Explosion stability

Resistance to atmospheric influences...

The secondary criteria may take the values 0.1, 1 or 2. The factor O.l.was chosen

for practical reasons. Since a factor zero in a multiplication makes the product zero,

the individual secondary criterion would be overweighted if zero were introduced as a

factor into the calculation proposed in Section III below.

The shelf life (SL)'of a substance indicates its tendency to decompose as a result

of intermolecular or intramolecular reactions,. its sensitivity to changes in temperature,

its aptness to corrode containers and the possibility of chemically stabilizing it

through additions. The characteristic shelf life of a substance has been defined as

the time it takes, in a 20°C environment, for 50 per cent of it to be destroyed.

Ra.t in gs :

Shelf life of under 30 days SL = 0.1

Shelf life of up to 2 years SL = 1

Shelf life of over 2 years SL = 2

The perceptibility (P) of an agent indicates the concentration at which its odour,

11

I colour or irritant effects will betray its presence.

l Ratings:

1
t

Under 10 mg/m3 P 0.1

Up to 1,000 mg/63 P 1

Over 1, 000 mg/63 P 2
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The volatility of a toxic substance limits its suitability for military use. The

degreé of volatility largely depends.on the boiling point which can usually be easily

determined. The boiling point (BP) is defined in degrees Centigrade for 760 torr.

Ratings : .

Boiling point under 0° C BP = 0.1

Boiling point under 600 C BP = 1

Boiling point over 60° C BP = 2

Ebcplosion stability (ES) is a. measûre of the stability of an agent in the event of

an explosion of the carrier. It is expressed as the percentage by weight of the filler

that remains effective after an éxploeion,(a test would have to be agreed).

Ra.tings :

Under 10 per

Under 50 per

Over 50 per

cent ES = 0.1

cent F^S = 1

cent ES = 2

The resistence to atmospheric influences (RA) indicates to what extent a substance

is resistant to hydrolysis, the oxidizing effect of air and photochemical reactions

caused by sunlight. It is.expressed as thepercentage by weight ôf a quantity of agent

released which becomes ineffective within 1 minute.

Ratings:

Over 50 per cent RA - 0.1

Uptô lpercérit RA=1

Under 1 per cent RA = 2

III. Calculation

By cômbining toxicity data with quantified applicability criteria through a simple

mathematical operation chara.cteristic evaluation numbers are to be established for each

individual' substance.

The evalization number N takes into account the suitability of a substance as a

respiratory agent Ni, as a percutaneous agent N2, and as a skin agent N3, and is

obtained by addition as follôws:

N = Nl + N2 + N3

The suitability numbers (Nl, N2, N3) are obtained through multiplying the

respective toxicity numbers by the product of the secondary criteria ratings.

I

I

11
i

I,'
!

I

I
IIr 1

1
1
1
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Thus the.number N is calculated by means of the following formula: - 

N = N1 + N2 + . N3 

= (IT • SL •  P.  BP . ES • RA) 

+ (PT 	SL.  • P • BP • ES • RA) 

+ (DT • SL •  P.  BP • ES ..RA) 

The separate evaluation of a number of aspects provides a clear indication of the 

properties and the toxicity of a substance so that a characteristic military suitability 

profile will be obtained for each substance. 

• IV. • Illustrative Examples  , 

To test the viability of the method described above the military suitability 

numbers of 30  substances  ranging from highly toxic commercial chemicals to agents whose 

data are available from scientific literature have been computed. 	' 
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IT 	PT 	DT 	SL I 	P 	BP 	ES 	Rk ; 	Ni 	N2 	N3 	N 

Chlorine 	 1 	0 	0 	- 2 	1 	0.1 	2 	2 	. 	0.8 	0 	0 	0.8 
Mustard  d'as (H) 	 3 	1 	8 	2 	1 	2 	2 	2 	48 	16 	'128 	192 
Nitrogen mustard 	as (HN) 	 3 	2 	8 	1 	1 	2 	2 	2 	24 	• 16 - 	64 	1)4 
Lewisite (L) 	 4 	2 	6 	1 	1 - 	2 	2 	2 	:32 	16 	- 	48 	96 
Chloropicrin (PS) 	 1 	0 	2 	2 	0.1 	2 	• 	2 	2 . 	1.-6 	0 	3.2 	. 4.8 
Arsine 	(SA) 	 3 	1 	- 	1 	1 	0.1 • 	1 	1 , 	0.3 	0.1 	0 	0.._4 
Hydrogen cyanide  (Ac) 	 3 	1 . 	1 	1 	1 	1 	2, -, 	6 	2 . 	0 	8 
Cyanogen chloride (CK) 	 2 	1 	- 	1 	0.1 	1 	1 	1 	0:2 	0.1 	0 	0.3 • 	.. 
Phosgene (CG) 	 3 	0 	- 	2 	1 	- 	1 	2 	2 . 	24 	0 	0 	24 
-Diphenylcyanoarsine (DC) 	 4 	1 	- 	.2 	0.1 	2 	2 	2: 	6.4 	1.6 	0 	8 
Tabun (GA) 	 5 	1 	- 	2 	2 	2 	2 	2 	166- 	32 	0 	192 

Sarin (GB) 	 7 	3 	- 2 	2 	2 	2 	2 	224 	'96 	0 	320 
Soman (GD) - 	7 	7 	- 	2 	2 	2 	2 	2 	224 	224 	. 	0 	448 
VX 	 8 	8 	- 	2 	2 	2 	2 	2: 	256 	- 256 	0 	512 
Q,mustard [1 1 2-bis-(2-chloroethyl- 
thio)ethane] 	- 	 6 	3 	8 	2 	1 	2 	2 	2 	96_ 	. .48 	128 	272 

T-mustard [bis(2-chloroethyl- 
thioethyl)ether] 	 5 	2 	8 	2 	1 	2 	2 	' 2 	' 	80 	32 - 	.128 	. 	24) 

Phosgene oxime 	 2 	2 	6 	1 	0.1 	2 	1 	1 	0.4 	.0.4 	1.2 	9 

Diphosgene 	 3 	0 	0 	2 	1 	2 	2 	2 	48 	0 	0 	43 

Diisopropylphosphorofluoridate (DFP) 	2 	2 	' 	0 	2 	2 	2 	2 	2 	64 	64 	0 	128 

Iron pentacarbonyl 	 1 	0 	0 	1 	1 	? 	1 	2 	0 	0 	2 

Nickel tetracarbonyl 	 2 	0 	0 	2 	2 	1 	1 	I 	8 	0 	0 	8 

•Me emu am mem 	IMOU Oft lib Mr Alb NM; le 'emu IOW MIMI 111111 
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- - -- - IT P T DT 1 SL ^ P I BP I ES 1 Rl! 1 Ni N2 I N3 N

Carbon monoxide 2 0 0 2 2 0.1 2 2 3.2 0 0 3.2

<^<-Chloroacetophenone (CN) 2 0 4 2 0.1 2 2 2 3.2 0 6.4 9.6

ol-Bronobenzylcyanide (BBC) 3 0 2 2 0.1 2 2 2 4.8 0 3.2 8

Diphenylchloroarsine (DA) 2 0. 0 2 0.1 2 2 2 3.2 0 0 3.2

Ethyldichloroarsine (ED) 3 z 6 2 0.1 2 2 2 4-8 4.8 9.6 19.2

Methyldichloroarsine (MD) 3 3 6 2 0.1 2 2 2 4.8 4.8 9:6 19.2

Phenyldichloroarsine (PD) 3 3 6 2 0.1 2 2 4.8 4.8 9.6 19.2

Mustard-lewisite (HL)
do 4 3 8 2 1 2 2 2 64 48 128 ^2.,0

mustar gas^isite; 37%HL = 63% leti.

kdamsite (DM)
2 0 2 2 0.1 2 2 2 3.2 0 3.2 6.4

DM = diphenylaminochloroarsine
i ► i - -
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V. 	Conclusions  

The approach described in this Working Paper should provide a practicable method 

• 'of distinguishing between chemical warfare agents and pther toxic substances. 

As the table shows, the substances evaluated so far fall into two clearly 

distinguishable groups, one, with high and one with low N values, the . threshold 

value of the former being around 100. 	Substances whose N values exceed 100 might 

be described as particularly liable to be employed militarily.. Irrespective of 

that, substances might be considered particularly euspicious if one of the three 

numbers, Ni,  N2 or N3, is higher than 50. 	Of course, the limits can.be  defined 

differently. 

. 	Thus the proposed approach would providea sound basis both for a limited 

:initial scheme banning only certain supèrtoxic agents and for a broader scheme 

covering a wider range of substances. . • 
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Working paper on a model for delimitating chemical warfare
agents in an international treaty

Introduction

During the negotiations on a prohibition against development, production and

sto#piling of.chemical weapons, it was realized almost from the outset that it would

be a difficult task to obtain meaningful.and useable delimitations between different

types,of.chemicals. .

The need for differentiation stems from the obvious.f.act.s that, relatively speaking,

only a few chemicals are useful as chemïcal warfare agents and that the.overwhelminô

amoùnt of chemicals have no acttial,.or potential warfare use.. It would obviously be

unnecessary, or even damaging,.,to have too extensivea ban on chemicalproduction.

However, no self-evident principles are available for delimitation.

Many attempts have been made during the years of negotiations to solve the prôblem...

Féw attempts have been made to analyze more closely the'concepts involved (see however

CCD/414,,21 August 1973 " and to relate them to each other. It goes without saying that

various suggestions on delimitation have been presented, each connected with.some

special application. In the practical negotiation work it has turned out to be an

increasingly difficult task to try to sort out and to remember to what extent and on

what grounds the different approaches. do or do not cover each other. A first attempt

was made in the Swedish working'papèr CCD/427, 2 July 1974..

The present working paper is an attempt at a more detailed ana;lysis of the matter

indicatingsome common trends in international conventions which might be tisefil in

disarmament discussions. A model for an overall view of the problem is presented.

Efforts have also been made to give the model some dynamic properties, in view of

possible future alterations and of alternative outcomes of negotiations..L/

A comprehensive model

Earlier attempts

The presentation of the Japanese draft treaty CCL/420, 30 April 1974 with the

explicit introduction of alternatives of exempted or absolutely prohibited chemical

agents made it necessary to try to get a comprehensive view of all the criteria and

delimitation concepts. In the.attempt made at:this in the Swedish workingpaper

J/ Further di56ussions and references are given in J. Lundin "Description of a
model for delimitating chemical warfare agents in an international treaty". FOA
Reports, vol. 9, No. 4, 1975

rV I G 4 pne17
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CCDi427 a so called Venn diagram (Fig. i) was used^ covering the concepts of Chemical

1larfare Agents, Dual-Purpose ldarfare Agents, and the*Chemical Compounds for Peaceful

Use. The relationship between the proposed Japanese annexes and these concepts was

demonstrated. This model turned out to be useful during informal discussions between

- experts and non-experts in chemistry.

It still seems to be widely felt that the chemical field is too complex to be

covered by a treaty banning production of chemical weapons. Therefore, a wider

application of the model will be made in the following, with the aim to show that this

.pessimism need not be justified.

Application of a comprehensive model.

A model presented in the Swedish working paper CCD/427 did not treat all the

criteria discussed earlier in the CCD nor.did it indicate the dynamic aspects to be

considered, i.e. a model must also describe the function and effects of a treaty over

a time span. The concepts discussed in the CCD are listed in Table 1. In Fig. 1 an

attempt has been made to analyze how these'concepts interfere with each other and how

1
1

1
1
1
i

their coverages overlap.

Table 1. Concepts, criteria and conditions constituting means of delimitation of

chemicals to be covered by a treaty prohibiting development, production and stockpiling

of chemical weapons.

Purpose (of use)

Quantity ( of production)

Verifiable production

Dual-purpose and
Single-purpose

Supertoxic,
Toxic and
Low-toxic(non-toxic)

Exemptions from a prohibition
listed in a treaty annex

tibsolutely prohibited produc-
tion of chemicals listed in a
treaty annex

i

Conditional and unconditional -
prohibition

r
1

1
I

2/ Named after the mathematician Venn. The Venn diagram implies (in this case)
that each chemical compound can be assigned to a point.within a bounded surface, see
figure below.

1

1
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The . areas allotted to the various concepts in Fig. 1 are not intended to represent 

the actuarrelations in size between the different groups.. Instead, they are meant to 

indicate whether manY or few chemicals can be expected to be found'in a group. The' 

capital letters in the figure denote the various concepts and show, in another way, 

where the different areas in Fig. 1 b, c, d and f represent several concepts. 

. The consequences of the need for verifiability presented in the Japanese draft . are 

illustrated in Fig. 1 e and f. The letter combinations in the'appropriate areas show 

that all the combinations from Fig. 1 d. are covered. 

Fig. 1 g and h illustrates What the combination of the concepts of conditional and 

uncOnditional prohibitions and annexed lists of exempted and absolutely prohibited 

dhemical warfare agent production' might look like when a treaty comes into force.. 

Fig. 1 h shows how possible changes, after a number of years and after continued 

negotiations, e.g. at future review,conferences, have resulted in a treaty which is 

comprehensive from all practical points of view. The annexed list of exemptions has 

diminished, and the list of absolutely prohibited chemical warfare agent Production has 

grown as large as might be possible from a practical point of view. The possible 

direction in which this growth might have taken place is indicated by a corresponding 

increase of the screened field covering the variouà areas. It should be noted that 
7 

possible future developments are marked in the model (the dots in Fig. 1 h). 

The principally important feature.of Fig. 1 g and h is the demonstration of a 

simple and easily,understandable way to construct a treaty prohibiting. development, 

• production and storage of chemical,weapons; 

(1) Production of . temporarily exempted chemicals,  listed  in an annex, is allowed 

when necessary for various reasons .(thinly hatched area in Pig. 1 g and h).. 

(2) Unconditionally prohibited  chemical warfare agent production is listed in an 

annex and is made dependent on the degree of verifiability (screened area in Fig. 1 g 

and h). 

(3) Production etc. whether controllable or not, of all chemical warfare agents 

and weapons which are not specifically mentioned  in one of the two lists of the annex, 

is prohibited  according to the general purpose and quantity criteria of the treaty text, 

(conditional prohibition, densely hatched area in Fig. 1 g and h). 

It might be possible to diminish the number of agents exempted by mentioning only 

those dual-purpose agents which actually have been used, or might become suitable, as 

chemical warfare agents and perhaps also single chemical warfare agents, explicitly 

needed or not yet destroyed e.g. for deterrence by retaining a limited capacity for 

retaliation in case effective verification measures are still being built up. 	It 

might also be necessary to make exemptions for agents'which were not yet destroyed. 
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It should be observed that.all agents, also those listed as exemptions, might

still be•subject to verification measures,,in order to make comprehensive vérification

of, i.a. organophosphorus compounds.

A partictilar merit of such a list of examptions would be that the number of

agents would eventually décrease,•subject to subsequent agreements to the effect that

.an increasing number of exceptions either be transferred to a list of absolutely

prohibited agents, or become prohibited merely according to a general purpos.e criterion

(see fig. 1 h).

These advantages were discussed by Sweden•in,the CCD (CCD/PV,652 15 August 1974).'

.The simplicity:of the,modei may by somé seem to-be jeopardïzed by the risk that

extensive and unmanageable lists of sizbstances.will result. Before discussing this

aspect.it might be illuminating to look at some other international agreements

regarding chèmicals, with consideration to their relation to the model discussed here.

I

1
1

a

1
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Representation of a•model for delimitation of chemical warfare agents 

(C•1) in a comprehensive chemical disarmament treaty. The treaty is assumed to 

prohibit development, production and storing of chemical weapons, the provisions 

covering all C.,111. 

. (a) Chemical substances are represented by two areas covering chemical warfare  

agents,  denoted A and Chemicals for other uses,  denoted B. To indicate the vastness 

of the latter area the boundary is not closed. 

(b) \Alen applyirg the purpose criterion  to the chemicals covered by the two areas 

A and B, respectively, it appears that some Chemicals have purpose only as chemical' 

• warfare agents. They are single-purpose  agents and still belong to area A. Others 

have also other purposes than as Chemical warfare agents. They are thus dual-purpose  

and belong also to area B, i.e. Part of A and .part of B together cover the same 

chemicals, and the corresponding area can be denoted AB. In this area the quantity  

criterion  applies. -All other Chemicals without any use for Chemical warfare are 

cévered by the remainirg part of area B. 

(c) If a toxicity criterion (0) is used té differentiate between.more or less 

toxic Chemical warfare agents one might get one sub-group of supertoxic  'chemical 

warfare agents (Ac) and one group of less toxic agents (AD), separated by the agreed 

toxicity limit 

(d) The figure shows the result when the three previously discussed criteria are 

applied jointly. 

(e)-(f) The verifiability criterion implies.that only the production of those 

chemical . warfare agents the (non-)production of which can be verified (e), shall be 

' absolutely prohibited 	Application of this criterion, gives the result shown in (f). 

It Should be noted that parts of all the previously discussed areas'can be covered by 

the verifiability criterion. This means that if the production of a particular group 

of Chemicals (e.g. the organophosphorue compounds, to which the nerve gases belong) can 

be verified. This is illustrated in the model by showing all types of chemical 

compounds of such a group being covered by the.verifiability criterion, even those 

belonging only to area B. 

(g)-(h) Areas covered by proposed lists (in an annex to the treaty) of ( ) 

exemptions of substances from production prohibition, and ( ) of substances absolutely 

(or unconditionally)  prohibited to produce are marked by thinly hatched and screened 

areas, respectively. Densely hatched areas ( ) cover chemicals which are not mentioned 

in the envisaged lists, but which are still prohibited to produce according to the 

purpose and quantity criteria (conditional prohibition). 	• 

à 

1 
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(g) The situation when a treaty enters into force. A large list of exemptions

can be conceived of. The list of absolutely forbidden agents will probably be relativel.y

1 in. .

small.

(h) Shows how the content - but not the comprehensive scope - of the treaty may

have changed over x years of continuing negotiations or review conferences, and with

respect to new technical developments. The result is a small list of, military

probably insignificant, exemptions and an extended list of substances the production of

which is absolutely prohibited. The increase in the content of the latter list may be

the result of improved verification methods or other means which may facilitate their

transfer.to the list of absolutely prohibited agents. The model also indicates that

the new C',+`k can be discovered or developed (dots in densely hatched area) and may

1

r
It

1

t
i
i

instigate further negotiations.

Application of the model to other conventions

Several times during this century; regulations of the use, production and handling

of chemicals detrimental to human beings or to the. environment have been agreed upon

internationally. An analysis of the construction of these regulations shows that

nearly all delimitation criteria dealt with in this working paper have been used in

one or another of these earlier treaties. Table 2 sums up the content of some

treaties in this field.
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TABLE 2. Types of criteria used in some international treai

Treaty
see also list of references Year I Purpose Quantity;

Geneva Protocol prohibi:ting
use of CWA

Brussels Treaty of the WEII
prohibiting production of
BWA and CAW

Biological Convention of
prohibiting production of
BWA and toxin weapons

Codex Alimentarius Commissiôn
fèr the FAO/WHO Food
Standards Program (voluntary
membership)

Single convention on.narcotic
drugs

Convention on psychotropic
substances

Protocml relating to intel%-
vention on the high seas in
cases of marine pollution by
substances other than oil

Draft treaty of Japan in CCD
prohibiting development,
production and stockpiling
of chemical weapons (CCD
420, 1974)

1925 Yes

1954 Yes

1972 Yes Yes

1962 Yes (hand- -
G-^)

1961 ^ Yes

1971

Yes

Yes fYes

(

1973 Yes (hard- -
^ ling)

1974 Yes Yes

1
1
1
r
t
1

1

I
I
#
I

1
1



licaties covering use and production of chemicals. 
- J 

Applied'criteria (see also telt) 

111  • Types of property 
t' or description 

HGradeebt - âffëhdable 	Verification 
prohibition (measures)  • needs 

Asphyxiating, poisonous, 
physical properties 

BWA: harmful insects, other 
living or dead-organisms, 
toxic products 

CWA: asphyxiating, toxic, 
irritant, paralysant, growth 
regulating, antilubricating, 
catalyzing 

B &  WA:  lists of substances 
and key products, general 
formulas for chemicals 

Microbiological, other biol-
logical means, toxins 

Extensive description of prop-
erties and measures for hand-
ling food additives of listed - 
substances 

Schedules of drugs grouped 
acco..-ding to degree of danger-
ousness and actual use 

Schedules of drugs grouped 
according to degree of danger-
ousness and actual use 

Lists of substances for differ-7  
ent uses and of different 
properties, in appendix 

No  

Yes 

Yes 

Verifies 
non—
production 

Yes No verifica-
'tion, national 
acceptance of 
recommended 
standards 

Yes 	 ' 	Yes 

Yes 	 Yes 
• 

Yes 	 Yes 

. 	. 	. 

I/

Alternative lists cf exempted Yes 
or absolutely prf.hibited sub- . 	

• 	Yes: 
, . 	. stances, respectively, in  • 	 • 

	

11 	

appendix 	 • 

. 	
• 

, 	

• 

 
1 	

, 
1 

1  
•;1 	 • 
	 • 

11 	
, 

. 	
• 	. 	
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•
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It should be observed that the list . comprises treaties on the abuse of chemicals 

: in peacetime as well as on the use of. chemical weapons in war. Among both types of 

agreement  provisions occur for international verification measures and for international 

organizations to apply suCh meazures, by making suggestions to member-states of the 

treaties. The number of sUbstances .  actually co.7ered by treaty is substantially 

different  for different treaties, varying from the general descriptions in the Geneva 

protocol and the Biological \4eapone Conventiori via the few Chemicale meationd in th 

Brussels Treaty (1954), to the several hundred agents covered in  the Single Convention 

on Narcotic Dregp (1961) and the Codex Alimentarius (1969). 

At present there iE a strong trend towards monitoring both naticual and 

international agreeuents relating to the environment. 

The United Nations EnVircnuental Progran is investigating the possibilities for 

building up an extensive international Register of.Potentially Toxic Chemicals (IRPTC) 

and an International Reference Service (ERS) on environmental information. OECD has 

,completed a-project concerrong Untntended Occurrence of Pesticides in the Environment 

discussing also internationzl co-operatiun.regarding toxicological information. 

On the efforts on the national level, only those in Japan and Sweden will be , 

mentioned here. Japan has inntituted the Lam Uoncerning Examination of Chemical 

Substances and -Control of their Manufacture, effectiye 16 April 1974 ana the çonsequencE 

hereoi the courilatien of a List  of  Names of Ex!.sting Chemical Substances to be used in 

Japan as a basis  for further toxicUosical investigations especially .bou long time 

effects of soms pf thsse subrtances. .The 7.izt•of 1974 compred somc20 000 substances. 
In Sweden a data-based information syem on'properties-oi chemicals to be allowed 

in production and in the environment is beinz set up. The Swedish Environmental 

Protection Agency will then license the production and use  only of such chemicals as 

are not. detrimental to-Man and.Natura, Special laboratories will 	chareed with 

-ucoauctr rls a bis for the licing. The system ia expected to cover 

several thousands of chemicals. Many other countries are actively working along. 

• similar lines. 

Altogether it is thus obvious that . the• trend today of watching the production and . 

'WO,  of all kind.; of chemicals is deliberate and purposeful. Consciousness about 

chemical weapons is, however, necessary, also among those who only work on the problem 

with peaceful activities. 

• The analysir presented in this paper of e::isting attemnts to construct the scope 

of a treaty prohibiting the development, produ.uUun and stockpiling of chemical wea.pons . 

 has aimed at showing that no principal teChnical difficulties need arise in the 

fulfilment of this task. 
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As a means for this anal sis a m del b t t dy how differen

I' of a common concept.

One special feature of the model presented is that it allows for a dynamic view on.

'a production ban. It does so by showing that changes in the coverage of the treaty can

be foreseen:

o as een cons ruc e which t

(a) the number of dual purpose agents and perhaps even warfare agents that may

initially have to be exempted from the ban will diminish with time;

(b) the number of chemical warfare agents the production of which shall be

unconditionally prohibited will rise along with improving conditions

for verification.

The dynamic approach also ensures the_possibility that the treaty can be built-up

gradually without loss to the overiall aim of reaching a comprehensive ban.

Comparisons with-other international treaties regulating the use and control of

chemicals show that they apply, to varying degrees, thé same criteria as those discussed

in the model. It can also be observedthat some of these .treaties manage to cover a

large number of chemicals.

The model indicates that, in principle, both international and national measures

.zave to be taken in order to ensur anigful .6 4-W y.a men rea Such measures: obviously

concern verification and forms for continuous 'evaluation of changing conditions, etc.

Although no political steps are identified by the model, the comparison-with other

international treaties shows that the necessary,steps have been taken before, with

1 respect to chemicals in general as well as -..o chemical warfare agents.

Conclusions

^ It should be possible to construct, on technical grounds; the scope of a -

comprehensive treaty banning development, production and stockpiling of chemical

weapons in a manner meeting the.political objections raised against previous attempts

to this end.

The difficulties due to the fact that the chemical field is complicated and that

a great number of chemicals might have to be considered when constructing the treaty

I
can be alleviated considerably by applying to it the dynamic properties of the model

described in this.paper.

Likewise, the verification mechanism can be built up continuously allowing

__.adaptative expansion to meet the demands expressed from time to time.

!
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Working Paper concerning the Bodice of chemical agents  
that have justification for peaceful purposes and an  

. example:of the national  verification system  - 

1. The scope of: chemical  agents  that haveAustification for peaceful pUrposes • 

(1) .  The-draft COnVentiOn(on-banninechemical weaponê (CCDA20):submitted . ly JaPan in 

Apri1I974, and revised subsequent1y',(CCD/452)-, prescribea'in its article 1 (a) the 

scope of chemicàl . agents to he:bannecUas .  "Chemical warfare  agents of types and in 	• 

quantities that.have no justification for prOtective or.other peaceful purposes". 

In other- words, the article'means , that .  among  chemical-agents which have justification 

for Peaceful pUrpoSes, (a) the.chemicai agents whoselevei - of toxicity is so low that 

they are not suitable for use as  Chemical warfare agents (CWAs).ahould be excluded 

from the ban-unconditiOnally, and (b)the dual pnrpose agents which caiabe used as 

Ces should be excluded from the ban but the  quantities of these agents exciUded from 

the ban'should he below the lêvel:that have - juatification for peaceful . purposes.-  So, 

it followsthat the delimiting of the acope . of the chemical agents that have 

justification for peaceful pUrposes . woilld contribute to delimiting in turn more 

preciselY the scop&ofthe,..cheMical -  warfare  agents  .(CWAs) which Should . be banned, and 

thus contribute to:the'earlY Conclusion of a convention banning chemical weapons. 

Delimiting the scOpe Of chemical agents that have justification for peaceful purposes 

is even necessarysince.articlé .1 of the Japanese draft convention adopts the purpose 

criteria to define.the ScOpe of the GWAS to'be banned eventually. That.iê to sgy 

that article 1 of thé Japaneée draft convention covers not . only (a) single purpose 

CV/As which , ahOuld be banned frOuithe beginning but also (h) dual purpose agents whioll' 

can be used.both for warfare and Peaceful . purposes; . .an“c) the Unknown and 

undisclosed chemical agents-which may .bediscovered  in future  or which exist without 

our knowledge; accordingly, While - this'purpose criteria haa the merit of uniVersal 

and. permanent application, it has thé.deMerit of leaving the problem of deciding 

practically.whether a certainchemical agent comes under the ban or not. To help , 

solve this problem, this wOrking Paper attempted in Table 1 - to clarify the Écope of 
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chemical agents that have justification for peaceful purposes on.the basis of the

current practice in Japan of controlling.chemical substances.

(2). In Japan, chemical substances with a toxicity exceeding a certain level have been

placed under control since 1950 to protect human health and hygiene. The laws being

enforced for this purpôse are:. (a) the.Poison and Deleterious Substance Control Law,

(b) the Narcotics Contro3,Law- ând (c)-the•Stimulating Drugs Control Law. The control

exercised under these thrée laws.extends to approximately 200kinds of chemical

substances. Meanwhile, the number of chemical substances in use has considerably

incre3sed.due .to. .tha. recent progress of the chemical industry, and it is clear thât

these laws are insufficient,to.meet the need of ensuring human health from a long^-term

point of view. Aniong.the new chemical substances, harmful ones such as PCB were found

to be useful for industrial purposes but also to be hard to decompose when left in the

environment,-to•.accumulate in the human body af.ter eating sea foods and thus to

endanger health. For the•.purpose of controlling.these harmful chemical substances,.

.a new . là.w, !!The Law concerning; the Screening.of Chemical. Substances and Regulation. of

their Manufacture, etc.'!-, was enforced in.October 1973, as has been referred to in

the Swedish working paper.(CCD/461) of 29 July 1975. This law is intended to screen

prior to its production or import chemical substances-which require control and to

place-nece.ssary controls on the substances.thus.screened in order to prevent pollution

of the environment by the chemica.l-substances,which have characteristics such as being

hard to decompose and have the.likelihoôd of being detrimental to human health. As it

was necessary to include a.llchemical substances at the time of the entry into force

of.this law, approximately 19,500 chemical substances which were not controlled then

as poison or deleterious substances, as narcotics or.as stimulating drugs were sorted

out and were recorded.in the "List of.the Existing.Chemical Substances", which was

attached to the law as an.appendix. Sinçe-Japan does not possess CBR weapons, all of

the chemical substances enumerated in,this list.and thosereferred to in (a) the Poison,

and Deleterious Substance ControlLaw, .(.b) the Narcotics Control Law and (c) Stimulating

Drugs Control Law are used for peaceful purposes. .

Since. it is difficûlt for.practical,reasons to*introduce here all the chemical

substances which number approximately,20,000.,of these only..the phosphorous compounds

have been selected and shown.in.Table l..of..thé working paper. This table corresponds

to Table 2 of the Annex. I of the Japanese..draft convention which' shows the phosphorous

low toxicity.

1

compounds whicn should be banned from the.outset.tPart I of the table lists the.

chemical substances with comparatively,hid•h toxicity and Part II lists those with

I
1
1

I

1
I
I
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With chemical warfare agents (CWAs) and chemical^compounds for peaceful uses (PCCs)

in the phosphorous family thus clarified, what is necessary to do is to sort out the

dual purpose agents (DPWAs) which appear in both these two categories, and delimit the

boundaries of CWAs, PCCs and DFWAs. If consensus can be reached at the-Committee on

Disarmament concerning criteria such as those of toxicity and of structural formulae

for the purpose of delimiting respective boundaries, a remarkable contribution would be

made towards the conclusion of a convention banning chemical weapons.

2. An example of'the national verification system

The control system contained in the.aforementioned "Law concerning the Screening

of Chemical Substances and Regulation of their Manufacture, etc." may offer an example

of the functions of the national organ as suggested in the Japanese draft convention

(CCD/420) as well as working paper. (CCD/430) for the purpose of ensuring the compliance

with the obligations-of CW convention. The law provides for (a) examination at any time

when the need is felt of any chemical_substance which appears in the list of nearly

20,000 items enumerated in its appendix,. and.(b) obligation to report in advance of the

intended production or import of any chemical substances which do not appear in the

aforementioned list and prior examination thereupon. This system is illustrated in

Table 2 of this workingpaper.' In the latter case ((b) above), the new chemical

substances are to be classified depending upon results,of the examination into

"harmless chemical substances" and "specified chemical substances", and these "specified

chemical substances" are to be kept.under observation. If it is difficult to classify

the substance during-the first examination, a second examination is to be conducted,

and depending on further needs, the matter would be referred- to the Consultative Board

on Chemical Substances consisting of experts before reaching a decision.

1
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TABLE 1 

Compounds Containing Phosphorus 

- 
Part I From Poison and Deterious 

Substance Control Law 
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Name Chemical structure LD50 mg/kg 

Zinc phosphide 	 mouse Zn
3
P
2 

p.o. 49.8 

11.2 P. 0 . 
S.C. 6.2 

as —am - doe urn  •ma am
•
am -nee 
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4
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3
P=0 	 Tributyl trithlophosphate 	( (n-C4H9S-) 3P=0 	 rat 	p.o. 	1272 ) 
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CH 0 0 
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HÇI
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CH
3
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èH 0 	0 
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13Q  /C2H5 
CH30 ' OC=C 	H  

h 	25 - 

CH30\  14. 
CH 

/P\ 	Q 3 
CH

3
0 op-cHcoç-qb 

CH3 H 

	

C H 0 	0 . 
2 5 \pe CI 

C
2  H5 

 0 0C-p-C1 

	

 . 	dH  

•Dimethyl 2,2-dichlorovinyi phosphate 	, 

. 	. 

Dimethyl.dibromodichloroethyl phosphate 

• 

• 

	

. 	. 

Tr2ichlorohydroxyethyl dlmethyl phosphate - 

Dimethyl diethylamide-l-chlorocrotonyl Phosphate 

Dimethy1- [2-(P-methylbenzyloxycarbonyl)-1-methyl- 

ethylen] phosphate  

mouse 	I.p: 	. 	29 
'rat 	p.o; 	50 

mouse 	p.o. 	120 
rat. 	p.o. 	430 

mouse 	1.p. 	500 
rat 	p.o. 	450 

mou se 
 mouse 

rat 	p.o. 	66 
rat 	p.c. 	447 

• Dlethyl 1- (2,47dIchloropheny1)2-chlorovinyl phosphate 	mouse 	p.o. 	65 
mouse 	p.c. 	336 



Dipropyl 4-methylthiophenyl phosphate mouse P.O. 90

SCH3

CH
3
O ,0

CH3 0
CH3OSCHCH2SC2H5

CH30, ,0

iP\ ÇH3
CH30 SCH2CH2SCHCONHCH3
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CH30 GS.

CH3Ô 0- OO-N02

Dimethyl ethylsulfinyalsopropyl thiophosphate mouse P.O. 57.8
mouse P.C. 264

Dimethyl methylcarbamylethylthloethyl thiophosphate mouse P.O. 42.2
mouse ^.c. 20.8

Dimethyl S-p-chlôrophenyl thiophosphate mouse P.O. 94
rat p.o. 125

Methyl cyclohexyl 4-chlorophenyl thiophosphate. mouse P.O. 60
mouse S.C. 13

Diethyl S-benzyl thlophosphate mousè P.O. 237.7

mouse S.C. 203.7

Diethyl-(,1,3-dithiocyclopenthylidene) thiophosphoramide mouse P.O 35.1

mouse S. C. 51.2

Dimethyl p-nitrophenyl thlophosphate
mouse P.O. 20

rat P.O. 14
rat P.O. 24
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Diethyl'p-nitrophenyi thiophosphate mouse 	p.o. 	'6 
mouse 	1.p. 	5.5 
rat_ 	p.o. 	5 

Diethyl 4-methYlsulfinylphenyl thlophosphate 
C
2
H
5
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■
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. J 

mouse 	p.o. 	13.2 
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CHSO\-45 	
CH  

3  CH30 0e -SCH3 

Dimethyl ethylmercaptoethyl thlophosphate rat 	p.o. 	16.7•  

Dimethyl 4-methylmercapto 3-methylphenyl thiophosphate mouse 	p.o. 	88.1 
rat 	p.o. 	215 

Di ethy p-d methylami no-sulfonylpheny I th I ophosphate 	mouse 	p . 	23.1 

2-dsopropyl 4-methylpyrimidil 6-diethyl tillophosphate mouse 	p.o. 	48 
mouse 	1.p. 	65 
rat 	p.o. 	108 '& 
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2-Methoxy 1,3,2-benodioxaphosphoryno-2-sulfide 

Ethyl p-nitrophenyl thlonobenzenephosphate 

CI—C)

* S  

	 \ P*OCH3 
mouse 	p.o. 	91 
mouse 	S.C. 	82 

rat 	p.o. 	142 
rat - 	p.o. 	144 

C
2
H
5
0\ S-  Cl 	

Diethyl-(2,4-dichlorophenyl) thlophosphate 	 mouse 	p.o. 	270 
C
2
H
5
0
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 0-e-C1 	 rat 	p.o. 	250 

C
2
H
S
O
\ 

S 
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„ 

C
2
H
S
O/ \ 0-(..)-C1 

mouse 	p.o. 	70 
mouse 	p.c. 	120 

Diethyl 3,5,6-trichloro-2-pyrldyl thiophosphate 

CI 

C H 0 ,S 
2 5 \ p / 

r w n/ \ n  N.rCH (CH
3

)
2 

'2-5-  "10,N 

2-Isopropyl 4-methylpyrimidyl 6-diethyl thlophosphate mouse 	p.o. 	'65 
P.C.' 	76 ?. 

Methyl-(4-bromo 2,5-dichlorophenyl)thlonobenzene 

phosphonate 

	

N-ethyl methyl(2-chloro 4-methylmercaptophenyl) thlo- mouse 	p.o. 	33 

	

mouse 	p.c. 	174 
phosphoramide 

mouse 	p.o. 67 133 
mouse 	p.c.I20 156 

-P- 
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CH30\ //S S
,P\ (- >OCH3

CH30 SCH2-N-N

Ethyl 2,4-dichlorophenylthionobenzene phosphonate mouse P.O. 274.5
mouse S.C. 783.8

Dimethyl N-methylcarbamylmethyl dithiophosphate mouse P.O. 53.3
rat P.O. . 50

Dimethyl ethylmercaptoethyl dithiophosphate mouse
rat p.o. 100

p.o. 64

Dimethyl isopropylthioethyl dithlophosphate môuse p.o. 33

Ethyl dimethyl-dithiophosphoryl-phenyi acetate rat 200

Dimethyl phthalylimidomethyl dithlophosphate mouse
rat

p.o. 34
p.o. 113

3-Dimethyl dithiophosphoryl-S-methyl-5-methoxy- mouse P.O. 54

I,3,4-thladiazolin-2-on
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Diethyl S-(ethylthloethyl) dithiophosphate

mouse P.O. 92
rat p.o. 15

mouse p.o. 14
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rat p.o. 5

Diethyl 4-chlorophenylmercaptomethyl dithlophosphate mouse P.O. 55.6
rat P.O, 24

Diethyl.2,5-dichlorophenylmercaptomethyl dithio-

phosphate

mouse P.O. 182

- rat p. 6. 62

mouse P.O. 132
rat p.o. 120
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Diethyl S-(2-chloro 1-phthalimidoethyl) dlthlo-

phosphate

Dlethyl S-(2-oxo 6-chiorobenzoxazolothyl) dithlo-

phosphate

Ethyl diphenyl dithiophosphate mouse P.O. 214
mouse S.C. 163
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Butyl S-benzyl S-ethyl dithlophosphate 	 mouse 	p.o. 	120 

Dilsopropyl S-(ethylsulflnylmethyl)dithlophosphate 	mouse 	p.o. 	84.5 
mouse 	s.c. 	118.3 

Octamethyl pyrophosphoramide 	 rat 	p.o. 	5.8 

Tetraethyl methylene dithiophosphate 	 rat 	p.o. 	96 

,t 	D • 2,3-01-(diethyl dIthlophosphorb) p-dioxane rat 	p.o. 	43 a 
rat 	p.o. 	23 î 



apr.=approximately

inh.=inhalent

i.p.=intraperitoneal

i.v.=intravenous

p.c.=percutaneous

p.o.=oral

s.c.=sub;cutaneous

LD50 in parentheses are an example

oD
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TABLE 1

Compounds Containing Phosphorus

Part II From Law Concerning
Screening of Chemical Substances

and Regulation of their Manufacture etc.



Matalic phosphoru. s 

Li
3
P 

Fe
3
P, Fe

2
P,FeP, FeP

2 

Cu
3
P, CuP

2' 
Cu

3
P
2 

Sn + P + Cu 

Zn
3
P
2' 

ZnP
2 

GaP 

mouse 	inh. 120ppm apr. 

Phosphorus bromide 

Phosphorus trichloride 

Diphosphorus tetrachloride 

Phosphorus pentachloride 

Phosphorus pentafluoride 

Phosphorus nitride 

Phosphorus pentaoxide 

Phosphorus sulfide 

P8r2' PBr3' PBr
5' 

PBr
7 

PCI
3 

C 1 2-P-P-C1 2 

PCI
5  

PF
5  

PN ' P4N6' P3N5 

P205 

P4 S3' P4 S5' P4 S7' P2S5 

Name 	 LD 50 mg/k1 Chemical formula 

Lithium phosphide 

Iron phosphide 

Copper phosphide 

Phosphor bronze 

Zinc phosPhide 

Gallium phosphide 

Gallium-Ar 'senic-Phosphorus compound GaAs + As2P 

Phosphorus Halogenide, nitride, sulfide and oxide 

rat 	p.o. 41 

MI 	11M1 	1111.1 	MI NM 	111111 MIS UM111 	• NM 1111111 	111111 



phosphoric acid and-its derivatives

H3P04 (Ortho)phosphoric acid

Li3P04

BP04

Na3P04

Mg3(PO4)2

AIP04

TiP04, T13(P04)3

V3(P04)3

Cr3(P04)3, CrPO 4

Mn3(P04)2, MnP04

Fe3(P04)2, FePO4

Co3(P04)2

Lithium phosphate

Boron phosphate

Sodium phosphate

Magnésium phosphate

Aluminium phosphate

Potassium phosphate

Calcium phosphate

Titinlum phosphate

Vanadium phosphate

Chromium phosphate

Manganese phosphate

Iron phosphate

Cobalt phosphate

rritant effect man inh. looppm

Na3P04 rat I.p. 326

Na2HPO4- mouse i.p. 430

-NaH2P04 rat i.p. 250



Ni 3 (PO
4

)
2 

Cu
2
(PO

4
) 3 

Zn 3 (PO
4

)
2 

Sr
3

(PO
4

)
2 

Nickel phosphate 

Copper phosphate 

Zinc phosphate 

Strontium phosphate 

Ba
3 (PO

4
) 2 

La
2 (HP0

4
)
3 

CePO4' Ce3 (PO4 )
4 

(ZrO)
2

P
2
0
7' 

ZrO(P0
3

)
2' 

ZrO(H
2

PO
4

)
2 	Zirconium phosphate 

Rhodium phosphate 

3(PO4)2, )
2' 

 Sn
2  P2 ) 7' 

 SnP2 07'  Sn2 
 0(P0

4  ) 2 	Tin phosphate 

Barium phosphate 

Lanthanum phosphate 

Cerium phosphate 

NdP04 	 Neodymium phosphate 

Eu
3

(PO
4

)
2' 

EuP0
4 	

Europium phosphate 

— 
T1

3
PO

4' 
T1

6
P

4
0

19 
12H

2
0 	 Thallium phosphate 

Pb
3

(PO
4

)
2' 

Pb
2

P
2

0
7' 

Pb(P0
3

)
2 	

Lead phosphate 

RhP04 

Lead orthoPhosphate LD 	guinea pig 1.p. 260 

OW 11111 	 OM Si 	WM MI MI MI MI Rue am me am am 



][P04 ] ECo(NH 

- -1•11 	- 	MI - 1111. 	I I I I I I I I 	- 	1111111 - 11111111 	• - 	11111111 ---,MIN 	 MI 	UM 

phosphorus acid and phosphites 

H
2
PHO

3 

03 

K2
PH0

3
- 

 GePHO3 

hypophosphorus and hypophosphites 

Phosphorous acid 

Sodium phosphite 

-Potassium phosphite 

Germanium phosphite 

HPH202 	
- 

NaPH202 

Ca(PH202 ) 2 

phosPhoric complex saltS 

BF3 H3PO4 

Hypophosphorous acid 

Sodium hypophosphlte 	 rat 	1.p. 1584 

- Calcium hypophosphite 

Boron trifluoride-Phosphoric acid complex . 	 . 

Lb) 

3Ca3
(PO

4
)
2 

CaX
2 

X=halogen 

_ Calcium halophosphate 

Hexamminecobalt (111 ) phosphate complex 



combined acid and its salt

H4[P2Mo12041].nH2O or H3[P04Mo120

Silicon phosphovanadate

Yttrium phosphovanadate

Europium phosphovanadate

] Phosphorus molybdic acid

Na4[P2Mo12041]-nH20, Na3[P04MO12036] I0H2o etc

Sodium phosphomolybdate

Zn2[P2Mo12041]•nH20 Zinc phosphomolybdate

(NH4)3[PMo12040], 3(NH4)20 P205•18Mo03 etc

Na3[P04W12036]•I5H20 etc

(NH4)3[P04W12036]-4H20 etc

Ammonium phosphomolybdate

Phosphorus wolframic acid

Sodium phosphorus wolframate (complex)

Ammonium phosphorus wolframate

Molybdovanadophosphoric acid

M M M M M M M w M M M M M M w M M M M



other phosphoric compounds

NaSPO 3

NaH2P05

NH.P
6

Sodium metaphosphate sulfide

Sodium peroxyphosphate

Ammonium hexafluorophbsphate



Chemical structure

-P(-C I)2

C I C2H40-I?-C I
OH

RX(or RX2)C00-P(-OH)2

X=Br or CI

(RO-)2P-OH

(CH2=CHCH2O-)2P-OH

(XRO-)2P-OH

X=Br or CI

RO(CH2CH2O-)nP(-OH)2

and RO(CH2CH2O-)nP(-OM)2

R:alkyl or alkenyl

M:Na, K, 1/2 Ca

Name

Tributylphosphine

Tricyclohexylphosphine

Triphenylphosphine

Phenyldichlorophosphine

Monochlorôéthylchloro phosphite

Mono-(or di-)halogenated(Br or CI) carboxy phosphite

Dialkyl(CI-30) phosphite ;Diethyl phosphite.

Diallyl phosphite

Bis-bromo(or chloro)alkyl(C2,3) phosphite

AIkyI(or alkenyl)(C9-24 )polyoxyethylene phosphite and

its salts(Na, K, Ca)

LD50 mg/kg

. rat p.o. 750

rat P.O. 800

rabbit p.c. 2020,

rat p.o. 178

MMMMi =r wM=M.=wM mmm mi



rat 	p.o. 600 

DiCalkyl(C ...7 )phenyl] phosphite 

Diphenyl phosphite 	• 

Bis(nonylphenyl) phosphite -b-') 2P-OH 

—.- - 	 mil Imo gm mums Imam imm mum 	- mom mom 11111 	 OM. mum mumm 
,n 

R-4 lID>-0(CH2C1-120-) nP(-0H) 2  - 

and R-06)-0(CH
2 
 CH

2 
 0-) P(-0M)

2  . 	n 
M:Na, K, 1/2 Ca 

R0-P(-0H) 2  and R0-P(-0M) 2 

 R:alkyl or alkenyl 

' 	M:Na, K, I/2Ca 

-DC 12H250-) 2
P-0]

2 
Ba • 

[(c 1 2H250-) 2P-012 Ca 

:(CICH
2 
 CH

2 
 0-)

2 
 P-C1 
 -  

Alkyl(C8_ 
14 
 )phenylpolyoxyethylene phosphite and 

its salts(Na, K, Ca) 

Alkyl or alkenyl(C8_24 ) phosphite and its salts(Na, K, Ca) 

Barium bis(didodecyl phosphite) 

Calcium bis(didodecyl phosphite) 

Bis(2-chloroethyl) phosphoro chloride 

•Cl54?-0-P(-0H)' 
2 	 2-Alk"C26 

y 8 )phenyl phosphite 
- 	- 

R0-P(-0H)
2 

or (RO-)
2
P-OH 

.R:phenYI, alkyl or 
alkoxyalkyl 

_ 	. 
Mono- or di-phenyl mono- orldi-alkyl(or alkoxyalkyl, 

C8-13 ) 
phosphite 

. 	~ 



- R0-P/

-0-)2P-0H

P(-OCH3)3

P(-0C2H5)3

P(-OCH2CH=CH2)3

P(-O-n-C 4H9)3

P(-OC 3H60C3H60H)3

P(-OCH2CH2CI)3

P(-0

P(-0

t-Bu

CH3

P(-0-i^jj -0H)3

o00

OOH

R:alkyl or alkylphenyl

t-Bu

P(-O-P^-t-C5H1 1 ) 3

Alkyl(C8-12)[or alky(C8-12)phenyl] cyclohexylphenyl

phosphite

Bis(cyclohexylphenyl) phosphite

Trirnethyl phosphite

Triethy.l phosphite

Trially phosphite

Tri-n-butyl phosphite

Tris(dipropylene glycol) phosphite

Tris(/3-chloroethyl) phosphite

Triphenyl phosphite

Tricresyl phosphite ( Trl-o-cresyl phosphite

Tris(2,5-di-t-butyl-4-hydroxyphenyl) phosphite

Tris(p-t-amylphenyl) phosphite

rat p.o. 2000

rat p.o. 178

rat p.o. 3000

mouse I.P. 25 apr.

rat p. o. 1600

rat i.p. 250

cat S. c, 100 )

M M M M M M M M M S M M M M M M M M M



^.__... ^ ^ ^.. ^... -. ^. ._.^.: . ^.. . ,:^. ^ ^. .. .^ _. ..I^ .. ^ .. ^ .. -^ ^

P (-O-,((J ) ) i

C9H19)x

) 3

Trls(mono- or di-nonylphenyl) phosphite

Tris(tribromophenyl) phosphite

Trisbenzyl phosphite

Tris(isopropylbenzyl) phosphlte

iso-Pr •

P(-OCH2CH20-U )3 .Tris(phenoxyethyl) phosphlte

3

^H-O )
3

3

O> -07-P(-0-iso-C8H17)2

^13
C 9/H19. .

) 2

Q)---P(-0^ H(CH2)7CH3)2

CH3

Tris(cyclôhexylphenyi) phosphite

Tris(biphenyl-2-yl) phosphite

Tris(biphenyl-4-yl) phosphite

Tris(;<-methyibenzylptiényl') phosphite

Phenyl''diisooctyl phosphite

Mono(nonylphenyl) di(tridecyl) phosphite

Phènyl diisodecyi phosphite'.-.



-0-P(-0C H OC(CH ) CH ) 
2 4‘n 	2 10 3 2 

0 

Bis(dibutylphehyl)cyclohexyl phosphite 

1 

Diphenyl nonylphenyl phosphite muse 	p.o. 1000 

Di(lauroxyethyl) phenyl phosphite 

0-)
x
P(-0CH2

CH
2
OCH

2
CH

2
OC

4
H
9

)
y 	Mono or di[2-(2-butoxyethoxy)]ethyl di or 

monophenyl phosphite 

( 	
-0-)

2
P-0-isoC

10
H
21  

Diphenyl isodecyl phosphite 

-0 )
2
P OR 	 Diphenyl alkyl(C12-20  ) phosphite 

( (1)-  - 
0 )

2
P-OR 	 Diphenyl isoalkyl(C

17 25) 
phosphite 

-)
2
P- 

)
2 

-)
2 

-0-P(-0CH2-e- 

e-OCH2CH2O-P(-0 

or ( C-OCH2CH20-) 2P-

(D-O-P(-0CH2 
iso-Pr 

or ( «-D-0-)
2
P-OCH 

Di(or mono)benzyl mono(or di)phenyl phosphite 

Mono(or dl)phenoxyethyl di(or mono)phenyl 

phosphite 

Di(or mono)isopropylbenzyl mono(or di)phenyl 

phosphite 

or ( 

)
2 

ru 
o  

iso-Pr 

111111111111111111M11111111111•111111111M111111111111•1•11111111111•11111•11M-1111111111111111111111MI 



E(C9H 19 ) 2 - P>-C17]2P-O- 

or (C9H 19 )e)-0-P(-0- 

\P( -0 
-) 	N 
2 \ N--/P(-) 

(RO) 
2 
 P-SCH2  CH

2o 
COC

8 
 H 
 17 

R:- 

0,0-Bis[o-(or p-)nonyl(or cyclohexyl)pheny1]- 

.S(octoxycarbonylethyl) thiophoSphlte 
pr 

9"19  

or ( 

-0-P(-SC
12

H
25

)
2 

11111 11111111 	Mai MIMI OM MIMI MIMI MIMI OMB Mil MIMI MIMI 	(MIMI MI MIMI III MIMI 

- 	 )- 	 . 	_ 

0-PE-0(-CH2CH20) 	]
2 	

Mono(or di)phenyl di(or mOno)Ephenoxy poly(oxy- 

or ( (0)-0,.-) 2„0(_.2cH20) nci)  
ethylene)] phosphite 

DI or mono(dinonylphenyl) mono or di(p-nonyl- 

phenyl) phosphite 

Bis(nonylphenyl)(biphenyl-24-y1) phosphite 

Dinonylphenyl-E4-(2-methyl-2-(3-t-butyl-4-hydro-

xyphenyl)ethyl)-2-t-butyl]phenyi phosphite 

2,4,6-Tri (diphenoxyphoSphino)-1,3,5-triazIne 

(RO-)
2
P-S(CH ) COR 

2 n no  

P-S(CH ) COR 2 h8  

0,0-Bis(alkyl or alkylpheny1)-S-(alkoxycarbonylalkyl) 

thiophosphite (alkyl:C8_ 18 ) 

CH3 	t-Bu 	 0,0-Bis[2-t-buty1-5-methy1-4-(2-methY1-4 -hYdroxY- 

(H0-0-Se-0-)
2P-SC 12

H
25 	

5-t-butyl-phenylthio)pheny1]-S- 1 auryl thio- 

t-Bu 	CH3 	
phosphite 

0-12-t-buty1-5-methy1-4-(2-methY1 -5- t- buty 1-4-hydro- 

xyphenyith1o)phenyl-S,S 1 -dllauryl dIthlophosphite 



(C12H25S-)2P-OC12H25

P(-SC12H25)3

P[-S(CH2)1,2C00R]3

P[-OCH2CH2â(-OC2H4CI)2]3

RX-0-P-0(CH ) O-P-O-XR
bH

2 n 6H

C9H19

X=Br or C I

-)2P-OCHCH2O^CHCH2O-P-(-0

1 CH3 CH3

CH3CHCH2OCH26HCH3

0-)2P, (f (-0-

9H

DI-S,S'-lauryl-0-lauryl dithiophosphite

Trilauryl trithiophosphite

Tri[aikoxy(C8_18)carbonylalkyl(C1,2)] tri-

thlophosphite

Tris I-[bis(chloroethyl)phosphonyl]ethyl phosphite

Alkylene(2,3) bis[haloalkyL(Br or CI,C2,3)]hydrogen

phosphite

Tetra(nonylphenyl)diisopropyleneglycol diphosphite

^C9H12 .
Tetraphenyldipropyleneglycol diphosphlte

(C13H270=)2P-0- 0-^-^-O-P(-OC13H27)2 Tetra(tri decyl)-4,4'-isopropylidenediphenyl-

R
' -^^-O-

di.phosphite

19'

Dialkyl(C12-15)bis-[o- or p- nonyl(or cyclohexyl-

phenyl- 4,4'-isoprôpyl.idenediphenyl diphôsphite

= mm m m = mw = w m M-M = = = = m m



P-0R,RO -

- R0,
R'-0'P0

CH

C-(H)-O-P^RR
►

CH

CH

-O-P(-OR)2or (RO-)2P-0- H -C-H>
CH,

Dialkyl(C1215( bis(o- or p-cyclohexylphenyl)-4,4'

isôpropylidenedicyclohexyl diphosphite

[Dialkyl(C8„18) bis(alkyl(C8-1a)phenyl] or tetra=

_. alkyl(C8-18)-4,4'-isopropylidenedicyclohexyl diphosphite

RO-P-0C3H60C3H60-P-0C3H60C3H60-P-OR

OR OR

R:-C3H60C3H60H

OH
NH2èH0-P(-OH) 2

0
9H ^ OH.

(HO-)2P-OCHCH2 N KN'CH2CH0-P(-OH)2
0

H
CH

H or 10
H

R:-C2H40C2H40C4H9

P-OCH2CH2-N N N-CH2CH2O-

0

Heptakls(dipropÿlèneglycol) triphosphite

1,3,5-Tris(2-hydroxyethyl)isocyànuric acid phosphite

I,3,5-Tris[(butoxyethoxyethyl)phenylphosphinoxy-

ethyl.] isocyanurate



C[-CH2-0 9^ ]4 Tetrakis[o-(phenyltridecylphosphite)methyl] methane

O-P-OC 13H27•..ÔH

0[-C3H6S-P- SC 12H25]2

SC12H25

[ROC(CH2)nS-]2P-0-Ft"-O-P[-S(CH2)nCOR]2
0

R":-(CH2)6, -(CH2)10,

Bls(bisdodecylthiaphosphinothiapropyl)_ether

cX w-Bis[bis(alkoxycarbonylalkylthio)phosphinoxy]

hexane (or decane or 1,4-dimethylcyclohexane)

0-P[-S (CH2)nÇOR]2
no

0,0'-(4,4'-Isopropylidenedtcyclohexyl) S,S,S',S'-

tetrakis[alkoxycarbonylalkyl(C8,,,18 ) bls(dlthiophosphite)

CH-
I

R'-0-P-0--&C- H0-P-0-R 0,0'-Dialkyl[or bis(alkylphenyl)]-0,0'-(4,4'-Iso-

(H 6H3 (CH )
propyiidenedicyclohexyl)-S,S'-bis(alkoxycarbonyl-

^02 n C02 n alkyl) bisthiophosphite

bR OR

R':R or aÎkylphenyl

RR^d;P-

R':-CH 2CH2COC8H17
0

0,0'-Bis(o- or p-cyclohexylphenyl)-0,0'-(4,4'-lso-

propylidenedicyclohexyl)-S,S'-bis(octoxycarbonyl-

ethyl) bis(thiophosphite)

M M M ni M M M M M M M M M M M M M M M



(C H OCCH CH S-) P- 8 17 8  2 2 	2 

[ROU(CH...
z  )  n 2 

0 

CH 

-PES(CH2  )- £i0R]2  
• "0 : 

CH 

• R -0 -P 	-C-(2:1)-0 -I; -0 -R • 
S' 

l!rgoi,v 	1!2"COR'  
8. 

R:alkyl or alkylphenYI, R':alkyl 

R":alkylene 

CH 

• 

C
9
H
19 

R':-CH
2
COC

8
H 

0 	
17 

1 
or 

R-0. 
R I -S  

- 	 - 7111.1 --(al..' 7  11111,71. dos 	 mom - 	 --‘ 

0-P( SCH2 CH
26  COC8 

H 17  ) 2  0,0'-(4,4'-lsopropylldenedlpheny1)- • . 
S,S,S',S'-tetrakis(octoxycarbonyl-

ethyl) bis(dithiophosphlte) 

•0,01-(4,4'-lsopropylidenedipheny1)- 

S,S,P.,S!--tetrakis[alkOxy(C8,18 )- 	• 

carbonylalkyl(C8,48 )] bis(dith)o- 

phosphite) 

0,0'-Dialkyl(C8 _18 )EiDr . bis(àlkyl( 8_ 18 )r-

phenyl]-0,0' ,-(4,4'-isopropy11denedipheny1)- 

S,SI-bie[alkOxy(C 8 _18 )carbonylalkyl(C8H É1 )3 

bis(thiophosph.ite) 	 .•  

0,0 1 7B1sEo- . orp-nonyl(or,éyClohexyppheny11- 

0,0'-(4,4'-isOpropylidenediphenyl)-S,S 1 -.. _ 

bisroctoxycarbonylmethY0 bl(thiophosphite) 



(Br -(g -N -)
3
P=0 

Br 
N,W,N"-Tri(2,4,6-tribromophenylamino) phosphate 

Chemical structure 

(n-C
8
H
17

)
3
P=0  

(a-)
3
-  P=0 

H
2 

3
P=S 

[ CH
3

)
2
N-]

3
P=0 

(R-NH-)
3
P=0 

' -CH2-1g '"(:) 

- X:halogens  

Name 	 LD50 	mg/kg 

Phenyitetrachiorophosphorus 

Tri-octylphosphine oxide 

Triphenylphosphine oxide 

Tris(3-aminophenyl)phosphine oxide 

TriphenylphosphIne sulfide 

Hexamethylphosphoric triamide 	 ckn 	p.o. 835 

Triamino(phenylamino, benzylamino; cyclohexylamino, 

halophenylamino) phosphate 

to 
a ,  

me um mu um Mr an um 11M aim ow as 	11lid MI Mil 11111> 	1111» 



W .. W
Not' . ^ . ^. ^ . .. .^';

C2H5"

CI CI

O`^0

P\
CI CI

RNH\ ,^0

^
P

RZN ^OH

or -CH 2 OO

0
R(-OCH2CH2)n -P[-0(CH2CH2O=)nR]2

(HOCH2.CH2-)2NCH2' ,^0
/P,

RO OR..

2R:alkyl. or -CH2CH=CH

,0
P\

C2H5Ô C2H4CONH(CH2OH)

CICH2CH2O\ ,,0
- /P\ . .

CICH2CH2O CH=CH2

R:alkyl, -CH 2 CH=CH 2P

Ethylphosphonyi dichloride

Phenylphosphonyl dichloride

N-Aikyl(C1~4)(allyl, phenÿl or benzyl)amino N',N'-

dicyclohexylamino(ôr dimethylolamino) phosphate

Bis[alkyl(C10-14)polyoxyethylene] alkyl(C10~14)poly-

oxyethylenephosphonate

Dialkyl(C1-3 or âllyl) N,N-bis(2-hydroxyethyl)amino-

methanephosphonate

Diethylphôsphonopropionic acid N-hydroxymethylamide

Bis((^-chloroethyl)vinylphosphonate



CICH2CH2O\ 40

., P,
CICH2CH2O CH2CH2CI

Bis(/3-chIoroethyl)/s-chloroethylphosphonate

CICH CICHCH O0
2 2 \Pi Bis(2,3-dichloropropyl) 2,3-dichloropropyl

CICH2CICHCH2O ^CH2CICHCH2CI phosphonate

C4H90` ,,P
P

C4H90'l CH2CH2CH2C00CH2 L'-

RO, /,0

ROR=alkyl or -CH2CH=CH 2

R0\ 0

P\
RO CH2

t-Bu
-OH
t-Bu

R0^ 0 S

R0" CH2OCSCH2-

C2H50 ,^0
;"P\

C2H50 CI

\ «0
P

C2H50 CN

Glycidyl dibutylphosphonobutyrate

Alkyl(CI,r8) or allyl phenylphosphonate

0,0-Bisalkyl(C1-18) 3,5-di-t-butyl-4-hydroxy-

benzyl phosphonate

S-Benzyl-O, -(methylphosphonic acid dialkyl)

dithiôcarbonate

Diethylphosphoryl chloride rat P.O. II apr.

Diethyl cyanophosphonate mouse i.p. 1.4

N
04

M ." r M mmï " MM> MW r.:; r ela ri mm as M "= M



UM 	 ell "Ill 	ill Mr ma Vial n 	 n Me MI 

0 
0 	P(-0C

4
H
9

)
2 

(C H 0-) 1"---( -{N 
4 9 	2 	N.{ 

2,4,6-Tri (dibutylphosphono)-1,3,5-triazine 

P(-OC H ) 
ii 	 492 

 0 

Alkyl (C 1_8 ) phosphonic acid and its salts 

( Phosphonic acId 2-ethyl-i-iiYdroxyhexyl 

Bar i um a I ky I 	„ )th ophosphonate  

2-Ch I oroethy I phosphon i c ac 1 d 

R 

mouse 	l.p. 250 apr.) 

MOP lie MU MO 

R ,0 

MO 	OM 	M:H, Na, K, Mg, Al, 

- • 

 

Zn, Sn, Ca 

- 2+  
0 	• 0 	Ba 

CICH
2 
 CH2  0 \e 

HO OH , 

NH, 
' 	H NCH CH ,0 	CH 1-1' 0 

2 	2 2\ p  / 	or 	3 \1=1  . . 
 HO OH 	HO
, "

OH  

Na0OCCH
2
CHCOONa 	Na0OCCH CHCOONa 
• 0 	 2 • -0 - 
,P\ 	or 

HO OH 	NO 	ONa 

COOH 
HOOCCH

2 
 CCH

2 
 CH2  COOH \  

HO OH 
COONa 

Na0OCCH CCH COONa 
«2 \ 2 0  

or 
NO ONa 

Aminoethanephosphonic acid 

• _ 

Scidium phosphonosuccinate 

2-Phosphonobutane-I,2,4-tricarboxylic acid and 

its'sodium salts' 



R\P 0

M0^ l OM R:^O or
X1-3

X; Br or CI

Phenyl(or mono-,.di-, tri-bromo or chlorophenyl)

phosphonic'acid and its salts

Phosphonic acid, phenyl- mouse. i.p. 110

` Phosphonic acid, (m or p-chloro- mouse i.p. 500

phenyl)-

M:H, Na, K, 1/2Mg, I/3AI or I/2Ca

NC(CH2)3, 0
• P
HÔ OH

R, ,0 R\ ,,0

R'Ô P"'OR' ) R'O OR'

R, 0

R'O OM. R,

R\ ^>S
P

HO \0(R'0)nH

Nitrylotrismethylenephosphonic acid

Aliphatic phosphonate

(Pho--phonic acid, butyl-, dibutyl ester mouse i.p. 250 apr.)

Alkyl(or alkenyl, C) phosphonic acid alkyl(or

R':alkyl or alkenyl

8-24

alkenyl, C1~24) ester and Its salts

M:H, Na, K, I/2Ca or

NH(CH 2-)2y3 OH

Ni

Polyoxyalkylene(C23)alkyl(C6~30) thiophosphonates

Nickel sait of 0- ethyl-3,5-di-t-butylhydroxybenzyl-

phosphonate

C

^ ^ ^ W, ^ 4âà M,IMMÈ ` - . MÊ MW, » 11M "' ^ ^ MÈW 9",' M



IMP 	 IIIIII 

RO, e0 

R
2
N OH 

(C
17 
H
35 ) 2  N y

-: 0'- 
e 

1D 
HO/  OH 

CH30S 

e • cl 

C
2
H
5
0
\

S  

(pjyS 

CI 	CI 
Phenyithlophosphonic acid dichloride 

0-Ethy1-0-2,4-dich 1 oropheny 1 -pheny 1 th 1 onophosphonate 
C H 0 
2 5 \-e 

@/'\ o- 

0-Ethy1-0-p-nitrophenyl-phenylthionophosphonate 	rat 	p.o. 	37.5 
0, ../ S • 

Dialkyl(C i_e , H or è 10_30 )amino-0-alkyl(C 148 ) phosphate 

N,N-Distearylamide hydrogen phosphate 
• 

• 

0-Methyl phenYlthlophoSphonyl chloride 

• . 	• 

- 	 - 
Ethyl phenylchlorothiophosphonate 

mouse p.o. 330 a 
muse p.o. 390 Q 
rat- 	p.o. 385 
rat 	p.o. 420 Q 
Mouse 1.p. 430 

rat 	1.p. 840 S 



C
2
H
5
0
\ !

S 

CN 

Al
2 

[CH30\  (:) 

/ P\ 
-0 0- 

Aluminium monomethylphosphate 

V
2 

M:Mg or 2/3A1 

R:alkyl or alkenyl 

0-Ethy1-0-(4-cyanophenyl) phenylthionophosphonate 	mouse p.o. 36 t. 
mouse p.o. 30 9 
rat 	p.o. 89 
rat 	p.o. 32 ? 

rrO\  0 
,P 	Sb

2 
-0-  0- 3 

[ 

C4H90\ e0 
] V

2 -0" 0--  3 

4
H
9
0
\ e

0 
P 

 C
4
H
9
0/\  0- J3 r- D, 70 

P / 	M 
0 0-  

Antimony salt of propyl hydrogen phosphate 

'Vanadium butyl  phosphate  

Vanadium dibutylphosphate 

Salts(Mg, Al) of alkyl(or alkenyl, C8_24 )phosphate 

[ RO \  
o 

-0 0- 3 
/ \ 	2 
P 	Al 	 Aluminium alkyl(Cfl IL ,,, 

1
,,
0 

 ) or oleylphosphate 
,  

R:alkyl or Oley1 

»1 low lair Ili ow. mi taw  •aril 	 ell 	Ielb am Mr ar. Me um 



RO ,0-
^ M Salts(Ca, Mg, Na, Ba) of alkylphosphate

-0 0- M:Ca, Mg, Ba or 2Na

C12H250C3H60\ "0

HO OH

OH
RCHCH2O\P 0

C2H50^ \ OH

H OH
ÎH2èHCH2O\ ^p . -

P
M0^ \0M M:H, 1'/2Ca,-Na

pH
RCHCH2O^.GO

MO OM . R:alkyl or alkenyl

M:H,Na, K, I/2Ca

R0CH2CH2O\ 0 .
P

NaO" ^OH( or Na)

(HO)RO^ ^0
0

-0^ 0-

Dodecyloxypropylphosphate

2-Hydroxyalkyl(C 9,"11).ethylphosphate

Glycerophosphate and its salts(Ca, Na) .

2-Hydrôxyalkyl(or alkenyl, C6-28) phosphate and

Ifs salts(Na, K, Ca)

Sodium 2-aikoxy(C1-6)ethylphophate

M Salts(Ca, K, Na, Mg, AI, Zn, Sn.),of polyhydroxy-
R:alkyl or alkenyl

M:Ca, 2K, 2Na,.Mg,

2/3AI, Zn, I/2Sn

alkyl or alkenyl(C1-5)phosphate



X1,2R0^e0

HÔ ÔH R:alkyl

X:CI or Br

XRO\ P 0

HO / \ OH R:alkyl or alkenyl

X:CI or Br

CCI3CH20\ 0
P
\NaÔ OH

X1,2R0\ ,0

-
dP\

0-
M

R:alkyl or alkenyl

X:CI or Br

M:Ca,2K, 2Na, Mg, 2/3AI

Zn, I/2Sn, 5/2Sb

OH
CICH2^`HCH2CH2=C 0^

bH3/P\

HO OH

0ROOCRO\ P\

e OM M:H, Na, K, I/2Ca,

NHROH

CH2=ÊHOCH2CH2O\ e0

3 P
HÔ \OH

Mono-(ordi-)halogeno(CI or Br)alkyl(C2,3) hydrogen

phosphate

Bromo- or chloro-alkyl -or a lkenylphosphate

Monosodium 2,2,2-trichloroethylphosphate

Salts(Ca, K, Na, Mg, AI, Zn, Sn, Sb) of mono'- or

di-chloro- or bromo-alkyl or alkenylphosphate

Mono-3-ch loro-2-hydroxypropylmethacryloyl phosphate

Phosphate of alkyl(C1 6)hydroxyaliphatiç carboxylate

(C8-24) and its salts[Na, K, Ca, alkanol(C2,3)amine]

Methacryloxyethylphosphate

dW IW IM ^J ^ .^ ^^ 20* AiW 901 AN) 00 W* OW/ ^ '4WU ^ ^^' ON



0 0 	
CI 

- e 
Ca /\ 

	
CH2  NI- (CH3 )  3 

Phosphoryl chloride-cholin calcium 

NCCH
2
CH2CH20\ //0 

/ \ 
HO OH 

3-Cyanopropylphosphate 

e-00  .0/ 
/ 1 \ 

.Na0 ONa 
Sodium phenylphophate 

-09-0\ . 0  
P' 

Na0 ONa 
Disodium p-nitrophenylphosphate 

0 
CH CCOC H 0 0 

2CH 2 4 \Pe 
3(WHO/ \OM M:Na or K 

CH o 	2cr  
CH2=C1-63CHCHO 0 

' 	P 
Hu - OH 

H2  NCH2  CH2  0\ e 
0 

M0  OM 	M:H Na,  K  

Salts(Na, K) of methacryloyloxyethylphosphate 

1-Chloromethy1-2-acryloyloxyethyiphosphate 

Aminoethylphosphate and Its salts(Na, K) 



\
0\P\ Ca Calcium fructose-l,6-diphosphate

CH„0^ D"'

H3C aN

HO^11^CH2O 0\ ^^

H0" H

CHO A
NaO ONa

CH2O\ D

Monopyridoxalphospnate

Sodium pyridoxalphosphate

w
01

2-Methyl-3-hydroxy-5-hydroxymethyl-4-(I-phenyl-

2,3-dimethyl-5-oxo-3-pyrazolin-4-yl)iminomethyl-

pyridine-5-phosphate

RO\ »0

HO/ P\ OH R:(R'0)n-R"

R':alkylene

R":polyalcohol

Polyalcohol(glycerln, polyglycerine, sorbitol,

trimethylolpropane)polyoxyaikylene phosphate

ftg' a& q& ^, so , ^ ^^ ^^ ^^ SW 4jjjj^ 00 .^ ^ ^ 40W V" 469 06



^ - - • - -
^ WE

VK, ....^ .-
^%,

^.._, -
^..._4w ...ow,

R0\ 0

HÔP\OH R:(CH2CH2O-)nR'

R':alkyl or alkylphenyl

Alkyl(alkylphenyl, C8-20)polyoxyethylene phosphate

R:(R'0) -R"
n

M:Na, K, I/2Ca

R':alkylene

R":alkyl or alkenyl

,0R0\ /

P\
Md OM R:(R!0)n-H

M:H,Na, K, I/2Ca,

R':alkylene

H(OCH2CH2)0^ e 0
P

Nad l ONa

R0 0 M

^-0 0-J

RO\ ,0

MÔ
P
\ OM

R:(CH2CH20)nR'

M:Mg, Ba, Zn

R':alkyl or alkenyl

R:(CH2CH20)nR'

M: H, Na, K

R':alkyl or alkenyl

Salts(Na, K, Ca) of alkyI(or alkenyl)(C1-24) polyoxy-.

alkylene phosphaté

Polyoxyalkylene phosphate and its salts(Na, K, Ca)

(n=1-150)

Sodium salt of polyoxyethylenephosphate

Metallic salts(Mg, Ba, Zn) of alkyl(or alkenyl)(C6-24)

polyoxyethylene phosphate

Alkyl(or alkenyl)(C8-24)polyoxyetliylene phosphate and

Its salts(Na, K) (n=2-20)



RNH(CH
2 
 CH2 ))ri\ 0 

Alkyl(or alkenyl, C
8-24

)aminopolyoxyethylene phosphate 
MO/  OM 	M:H,Na, K,1/2Ca 	 and its salts(Na, K, Ca) 

R:alkyl or alkenyl 	• 

RCNH(CH
2
CH

2
0)
n\ 0 0 

0 	 P / \ 	
Alkanoyl(or. alkenoyl, C8~24 )aminopolyoxyethylene 

MO 	OM .  R:alkyl or alkenyl phosphate and its salts(Na, K, Ca) 

M:H, Na, K, I/2Ca 

- (RO) \ 0 
x % 	 . 

P 	 Mono- or diE2-perfluoroalkyl(C4-16
)ethylpolyoxy - 

/ 
MO \OM R:(-R'0) CH CH C F 

	

n 2  2n  2n+I 	alkylene[(C23 
 )ether] phosphate and its salts(Na, K) 

- 	, 
M:H, Na, K 	 - 

Phosphate and its sodium salt of lanolin(or reduced 

lanolin) alkylene(C
2,3

)oxide adduct 

Salts(Na, K,  Li, Ca) of lanolin alcohol polyoxy-

ethylene phosphate 

Hydrogen phosphate and its salts(K, Na, Ca) of 

polyoxyalkylene(C
2,3

) of oxidized wax 

Phosphate and  its salts(Na, K) of.alkyl(C 16_18 ) ethyl-

enediamine ethyleneoxide adduct 

©s-(0CH2CH2 )
n pe

0 

Mo<  "OM M:H, Na, K, I/2Ca 
Phenylpolyoxyethylene phosphate and Its salts(Na, K, Ca) 

10111# Oar 	sui Out ars 41101 Mme 	lag 	OMO 	eig le tug low OM ern 



t(RO) x\ 0 P 	 Zn 
\ (-0-)1 y x 

Zinc mono- (or di-)alkylphosphate 

- 11111111; 	INN Mil 1111111 

@-(OCH
2 
 CH

2  ) 
	0 
 n\p! 

CH
3 \ 

HO OH M:H, K 

(RO) x\p*0 

"(OM) 	M:H or NH
2 Y  

Methylphenoxypolyoxyethylene phosphate and 

its potassium salt 

- Mono- or di-aikylphosphate and its amine salts' 

(C H 0) \ 0 
12 25 x Pb 

1. 	(-0-) y x 

(C
4
H
9
0C

2
H
4
0)

x\ !
0 

(OH) - 
Y 

CH
2
=CHCOC

2
H
4
0)

x\ !
0 

(OH) 
Y 

• Lead mono or di.-laurylphosphate . 

Butoxyethyl hydrogen'phosphate . 

• 

Acryloyloyethyl hydrogen phosphate 

(RO)
x

0 

(OM) 
Y 

Salts(Na, K,'Ca) of polyecohol(glycerin, polyglycerin,. 

sorbitol,..sorbitan, mannitol, mannitan, sucrose,• 

R:polyalcohol aliphatic 	
methylolpropane, pentaerithritol)allphatic acid ester 

acid ester 	. • 	 .phosphate 

• 
M:Na, K, I/2Ca 



0
R x\ pd Alkyl(C )phenyl halogeno(mono- or di-chloro or

3-8
(OH)Z \(OR')y R':-RX or -RX2 bromô)alkyl(C3_8) mixed phosphate

(X:CI or Br)

(RO) X\ ^^ 0
/P^ R:alkyl

(HO)Z (OR')Y
RI :-^ or

(CIC3H60)x., ^e0 C H.
12 5

(HO)/ P\(OCH2CH(CH2)3CH3)y.

(C4H9)3Sn0, 0

P\R(OCH2CH2)6 0(CH2CH2O)nR

Alkyl(C5-10)aryl(phényl or methyiphenyl) mixed phosphate

Ch'loropropyl=2-ethylhexyi mixed phosphate

Tributyl tin salts of bis[alkylpolyoxyethylene(C2.,,10)]

phosphate

CH OCOR. , H
2RC00'a CH2O` ^0 _

+ OH Lecithin (Phosphatidyl cholin)

HO OCH2CH2N (CH3)3

CH OCOR, .H
2RC00'^CH2O\ 0

HO R OCH2CH2N+(CH3)3

C
16H13

OOC(CH2)7 HC=CHCH2CH0\ 0
_
OOC(CH2)THC=CHCH2CHO`/ ^ OH

C6H13

I Lecithin iodide

0,0-Bis(I-heiryl-Il-carboxy-3-undecenyl) phosphate

mm ^^'' un r ^, r,^ ^ ^ ^' Imola du



RôHCH2O\ P^0 CH3

H0^ \ OCC=CH2
8

0
CH =C8OCH ^CH 0 0
2 CH3 2 2 ^P e

- / ^
CH2 ÇCOCH2CH2O OH

CH
3

R:H or CH3

0

I 8 / NCH 2 CH 2 0

.C2H5 1P 0

_^ / ^OH

CBFI
^ NCH2CH2O

C H
2 5

C 12H230\ ^^ 0
.

P
CH3Ô \ OM M:H, Na, K

(RO) x\ 0

(OM)y R:alkyl or alkenyl

M:Na, K, I/2Ca

\^i0

HÔ \0C3H5C12

Mono-2-hydroxyalkyl(C2,3) methacryloyloxy phosphate

Bis(2-methacryloyloxyethyl) phosphate

Bis(N-perfluorooctylsulfonyl-N-ethyl-aminoethyl) phosphate

O-Lauryl o-methyl phosphate and Its salts(Na, K)

Salts(Na, K, Ca) of mono- or di-alkyl(or alkenyl, C3--24)

phosphate

Dibromopropyl diçhloropr.opyl phosphate

,



C6-12F13-250\ 0P Monoperfluoroalkyi(C N)ethyl phosphate

C 2 H 5 0 / \ OH
- 6 12

CH3(CH2)nCF2CH20\ ,/ 0

(CH3)2CHÔ \OH

H0(CF2)6C(OH)20^ ^0

NaO ONa

R0\ ,0
P

H0', OR' R:alkyl

R':(-R"0) H
n

RO, 4,0

P\H0^ OR' R:(CH2CH2O)nH

R':alkyl or alkenyl

R'OHCH2O\P
MO/ ^OR R:(R"0)R"'

M: H, K, Na

RO\ P 0

HO / \OR' R:(CH2CH2O)H

R':-CH 2CH(OH)R"

R":alkyl or alkenyl

2-perfluoroalkyl(C9'23)-isopropylphosphate

Disodium oa,oc,w-trlhydroxyperfluoro3lkyl(C7) phosphate

Poly(I^-20)oxyaIkyIene(C2-7 )alkyl(C2-5) phosphate

Polyoxyethylene alkyl(or alkenyl, C8-24) phosphate

Phosphate and Its salts(K, Na) of 2-hydroxyalkyl(C6--28)

and alkyl(C8
-
28 )polyoxyalkylene

Polyoxyethylene 2-hydroxyalkyl(or alkenyl, C6 -
28 ) phosphate

lm om mm .m m raw m met r -Mo ar mm rie m :r . 4m ms ou au



gal 	 111.111k 	Ilia IBIS lilt OM* 1111111 IMP IIIIII IPA> MI alb Ile MI 

• R IC\ e°  
Phosphate salts(K, Na, Ca) of hydroXyallphatic acid • 

NO \ OR' -R:(-R"O)
n
H 

(C824 )'alkyl ester and polyoxyalkylene 
- 

R':alkyl. ester of hydroxy- • 

aliphatic acid 	• • 

M:K, Na, I/2Ça 

RO, e0 

MO/P\OR' 	R:(CH
2
CH

2
0)

n
-R" 

RI:alkyl ester of hydroxy-

aliphatic acid 

M:H, Na, K 

RHN(CH
2 
 CH2 0)

n• 
 0 

7P\ 
HU (OCH CH ) H 

2  2n 

R:alkyl or alkenyl 

t-051-1 11-e40\ eo 

 t-05H lis(b)-0/P\OH 

Phosphate  and - its saltsiNa, IQ of hydrOxYallPhaiic 

acid(Ce24 )alkyl ester- and alkyl(or alkenyl, C
-'LL
„.) 

- 
polyoxyethylene .  

N-Aikyl(or alkenyl)(C8_24 )amin-opolyoxyethyléne poly- • 

' oxYethylene phosphate 

OI-(tamephenyl)phosphate 

(OR') 	0 	0 
n x \ e 

(OM) 
Y 

M:H, K, Na, I/2Ca, I/2Ba 

Mono- or di-alkyl(C4 	18)PtIenYi piblyoxyalkylene 

phosphate and its salts(K, Na, Ca, Ba) 

R(OR') 0 	0 
n 	e 	- 

P 
MO/ \OM M:H, K, Na,.1/2Ca 

AryiEdiphenyl, naphthyl, cuMylphenyi  or  mono-(or bis-; 

tris-, tratrakis7,_pentakis-)benzylphenyl, styrylpheny17 . 	_  
' ; sfYriddiphenyljpolyOxyalkY niene Phosphate  and its . salts(k i  Na, Ca)':. 



(2,-0 /  \CI 

0\ / 0 
P/  

CYO/ \ N
3 

Diphenylphosphoryl azide 

Diphenylphosphoryl monochloride 

H(OCH CH 
__ 2 2 0v)  

CH ) 	
. 

èH  1,2 	/P\ 	 PolyoxYethylenemono-(or bis-)(e-methylbenzyl) 
3 	MO OM M:H, Na, I/2Ca phenyl phosphate and Its salts(Na, Ca) 

H(OR)-e3 • 
 n 	u ,0 

CH=CH) 	\P - 
n 	/ \ (HO) (OM) 

Y  

Mono- or di-phosphate salts(Na, K, Ca) of polyoxyalkylene 

(C
2,3

)(mono--penta-)styryl-methylphenyl 	• 

MO, 

 0
P\ 	y 

MO" _ 
N R' 

' 	• 

M:Na, K, I/2Ca 

R:polyoxyalkylene 

FV:alkyl or alkylene 

M:K, Na, I/2Ca 

Salts(K, Na, Ca) of 1-polyoxyalkylene-2-alkyl(or alkenyl) 

(C
628

)ImIdazolIne phosphate 

um air am loot nu a» au. re or vie «a logo owe ar we twit me tam our 



CH30\ P 1/0

CH3Ô \OCH3

C4H90C2H40^ -// 0

C4H90C2H4Ô \OC2H40C4H9

RON P,O -

R0^ \OR R:alkyl or alkenjrl

R0\^0 "

A
RO OR R:alkyl, allylbutoxyethyl,

glycero, polyvinyl alcohol-

0 -
[éH2CHCH2OCH2CH2O-]3P=0

0 .

(CH2-"CHCH2O-)3P=0

(CH2CICH0-) P=0
CH2C1 3

(XRO-)3P=0
R:alkyl or alkenyl

Polymethyl phosphate Trimethyl phosphate rat P.O. 1975

Trimethyl phosphate rabbit P.O. 1256 LD

Tributoxyethyl phosphate guinea pig P.O. 3000

Alkyl(or alkenyl.,
C3-24)

phosphate

Tributyl phosphate rat

`.Triallyl phosphate mouse

P.O.

i.v. 70.

3000 apr.

Trialkyl(C1-20, or allylbutoxyethyl, glycero, poly-

vinyl'alcohol) phosphate -

Trimethyl phosphate mouse P.O. 1470

Trimethyl phosphate rat P.O. 840

Tributyl. phosphate . rat p.o. 3000

Tris[2-(2',3'-epoxypropyloxy)ethyl] phosphate

Tris(2,3-epoxypropyl) phosphate

Tris(1,3-dichloro-2-propyl) phosphate

Tris[bromo(or chlorô)alky.l(or alkenyl, C6-18)] phosphate

X. Br, CI



(CICH
2 

 CH
2 
 CHBr0-)

3
P=0 

(CICH
2

CHBrCH
2
0-)

3
P=0 

(BrCH
2

CHBrCH
2
0-)

3
P=0 

0 
(CH2=e0CH2CHO-Y 3P=0 

CH 	1  
3 CH

2
CI  

Tris(I-bromo-3-chloropropyl) phosphate 

Tris(2-bromo-3-chloropropyl) phosphate 

Tris(2,3-dibromopropyl) phosphate rat p.o. 1010 

Tris(I-chloromethy1-2-methacryloyloxy- 

ethyl) phosphate 

(RO)
3
P=0 	R:phenyl, monomethylphenyl, 	Triphenyl(or monomethylphenyl, dimethylphenyl, 

dimethylphenyl, nonylphenyl 

RO 	0 N,« 
/r■ 

R"O 'OR' 	R,R.,R":phenyl, monomethyl- 

phenyl, dimethyl-

phenyl, nonylphenyl 

-),P=0 

Bu Bu 
0-)

3
P=0 

CH3 

(0_1■1(C))-0-),P=0 

nonylphenyl) phosphate 

( Trlphenyl phosphate 	 rat 	1.p. 	250 

Tr1-0-cresyl phosphate 	man 	p.o. 1000 	apr. 

Tris(phenyl, monomethylphenyl, dimethylphenyl, 

nonylphenyl mixed) phosphate 

Tris(isopropylphenyl) phosphate 

Tris(methyltributylphenyl) phosphate 

Tris(3-methy1-4-nitrophenyl) phosphate 

iso-P 

IMP 11101 lab MIMI 11.111 	 111111 ,  «MI 	111111 arse utol ills" Mlle dial 11110 MIR • 



. .... - -- -
^+ ^ M. ^+^ ►

_
^ .. -- -'^ _

..
^ m . M, m r• »

^^ ^ •

0-) 3 P=O

.(Br-(0^-0-)3P=0
H3

CH2O-)3P=0

HO(CH2CH2O)n7'^e
P=o -

CoH Q 3

If

X=CI, Br, CH3

I

CI
CH2=CHCH2OCH2^HCH2O\ p

^
CH2=CHCH2OCH2CHCH2O OCH2CHCICH2CI

h

RO\ P 0

XR'O ÔR'X

^H3

R:-R"OCC=CH2

X: Br or Cl

0/
OCH2N(CH2CH2OH)2

(RO) X\ «0
f P X

l(HO) / ÔCH CH N+(CH )
y 2 2 3 3

R:alkyl or alkenyl

Tris[mono(--tri)bromo(or chloro)phenyl(or methyl-

phenyl)] phosphate

Tris (4-bromo-3-rnethy Ipheny I). phosphate

Tribenzyl.phosphate'

Tris[poly(n=2-20)ethyleneglycolmono(nonyi-

phenyl) phosphate

Bis(3-allyloxy-2-chloropropyl) 2,3-dichloro-

propÿl phosphate

Methacrÿloxyalkyl(C2-4)bis[halogenated(Br or

CI)alkyl(C2,4) phosphate

Diethyl N,N-bis(2-hydroxyethyl) àminomethyl

phosphate

(Mono- or di-)alkyl(or alkenyl, C8-24) phosphate

cholin salts

. gr . un r Am »



(CH =XHCH 0) ^ ^0
2 2 x' P\ Allyl 2,3-dibromopropyl mixed phosphate

(OCH2CHBrCH2Br)y Diallyl 2,3-dibromopropyl phosphate

Bis(2,3-dibromopropyl) allyl phosphate

&3O \ P ^

OQ-Ô l0^0

) xl- i so-Pr

(0-(O) )y

`,0

C2H50/\ 0CH2

CH30` // 0

^ P^CH30 0^ CHC I

cl,
CI

CI

CH -0. ,0

CH2-0 POCH2CH2 CF2R
^H3

P\ OCH 2 CHBrCH 2 Br)

Cresyl diphenyl phosphate

(H2NC0), 0

Môno-(or di-)phenyl di-(or mono-)isopropyl-.

phenyl phosphate

Diethyl benzyl phosphate

2-Chloro-I-(2,4,5-trichlorophenyl)vinyl di-

methyl phosphate rat p.o. 5000 apr.

Phosphoric.acid ester of 3-perfluoroalkyl(C7-23)-

1,2-propanediol

Carbamyl-2,3-dibromopropyl mixed phosphate

rr^, ^r ^rir a^► rr ^rr r man w



(H
2
NCO)

x\ 
Carbamyl alkyl(C

14 
 ) mixed phosphaté 

- 	- pD 1-4H3-9 ) y 

X,R 1 0, e0 
` 	P 	 Polyoxyalkylene(C2_20 )bis[di(chloro- or bromo-) 

X
2
R 1 0

/ \
OR 	R:(R"O) H 

n 	 alkyl] phosphate 
X:CI or Br 

.. 	RO ,0 

X 
H(OCH

2
CH2n _ )0 

°
(R'0)

n 

Alkyl(or alkylene)(C8_24 )polyoXyalkylene 

polyoxyethylene phosphate 

(CH3 )
2
CHO Np S  

(CH3 )
2
CHO OH 

0 I -\ S  «- 
/P 
0 ONa 

e-O\ eS 
P 

/ \ Kt1/70 ONa 

(D-O\ eS_ 
P\  

(1)-(Y ONa 

CH 
s. e)-k\  / 

P /  
0
/ 
 ONa 

1 -  13   

0,0'rDiisopropylthiophosphate 

• 
Sodium , diamyl(moho)thiophosphate 

Sodium dicyclohexylmonothiophosphate 

Sodium diphènylmonothiophosphate 

Sodium dicresylmonothiophosphate 



(CH3)2

U'0^^^

Ô ONa

(CH3)2

CH3O \ S

CH3Ô ^CI

^ -P S

C2H50 Cl

Sodium dixylenylmonothiophosphate

0,0-Dimethylthiophosphoryl chloride

0,0'-Diethylthiophosphoryl-chloride

C H 0 _
CH 2 5 \ P .1-S 0-Ethyl-0-(2-nitro-5=methylphenyl)thio-

3,
0 Cl phosphoryl chloride

R0\ ,S
/P\

C I C I

R0\ /,S
P

Rd
.
\ OR

(C17H330-)3P=S

(CH2CICHCICH2O-)3P=S

Alkyl(C1,2) dichlorothiophosphate

Trialkyl(C4-18)thiophosphate

Trioleyl thiophosphate - rat p.o. 84

Tris(2,3-dichloropropyi) thiophosphate

M M M Mik ^ ^ ^ M un - - un M M' ^ ^ ^ ^ M mie fu M



<D-0 -) 3P =S 

&NCO -)=S 

- 

Trlphenylthlophosphate 

Trl .s(phenyllsocyanato)thlophosphate 

rat 

-rat 

0,0-DImethyl-0-(3-methyl-4-nitrophenyl )thlo- 

phosphate 

0,0-01ethyl-Or- (X-cyanobenzYlIdeneamIno)thlor 

phosphate 

*S 	' 	 • 

N o- 	'_- CH(H3 ) 2  

«CH 
- 	3 

CH30\  •S  CI 

CH30
/P\ 

 0 --st -CI 

CI 

-C I 
N" 

C I 

lame tiro 	 gge 	,,--\111111  
1 (-\ 

CH  3O\  S 
%//- 

CH3  0 .0-1129-CN 

CH3  0 S .e 
• 
CH3  0 P- 

C H 	,s 	• 
2 5 \ID /  

C
2
H
5
0 ON=C-(1) 

, éN 

0,b-DImethy1-0-(4-cyanophenyl)thlophosphate 	 mouse 	0.o. 995 

p.o. 250 

P.C. 300 

0,0-Dlethy1-0-(2-Isopropyl-4-methyl-6-pyrImidinyl) 

thlophosphate 

0,0-DImethy1-0-(2,4,5-trIchlorophenyl)thlo- 

phosphate 

mouse 	1.13 -. 	65 
rat 	p.o. 180 8 - 
rai 	13 - 0 . 

rat 	p.o. 1740 

0,0-Dlethy1-0-(3,5,6-trichloro-2-pyridynthlo- 	 rat 	p.o. 145 

phosphate 



C H 0 ,S 
2 5 \P/ glob 0 0 

C
2
H
S
O 0 • C) CI 

CH
3 

-RO\  

RO
/ID\

SNa 

RO\  
/P\  

RO SH 

0,0-Diethy1-0-(3-chloro-4-methy1-7-(cumaronyl) thio- 	rat 	p.o. 	41 

phosphate ' 

Sodium dialkyl(C 1 _3 ) dithlophosphate 

bialkyl dithiophosphate 

.RO  \5 

/ F 	 Salts(Na, K, Li) of dIalkyl(
410  

C 	) dithiophosphate 
- 

RO 	SM 	M:Na, K, Li 
\-T1 

IRO\  S j 

/ 
RO S- 2 

Zinc - dialkyl(C3_6 ) ditiophosphate 

Zinc, dlalky 1(C8~24 ) dithIophosphate 

[

(CH3)2CHO\pS 
 1Fe 

(CH3 )
2
CHO/ \ S- x 	

Iron diisopropyl dithlophosphate 

i -RC 	OR  
P 	ZN or RO-LS-2-.ZN2+ 

Zinc alkyl(C3,4 ) dithiophosphate 
s/ Ns_ 

CH 
1 2 5 

[ 

C
4
H
9
CHCH

2
0
\ //

S  
] 1:? 	Cu 

C H CHCH 0 'S- 2 
4 9d H  2 

25  

Copper 	(2-ethythexyl) d'ithiophosphate 

MO MU TIM 	 IIIIIIII 	11M 	OBI MI 11111. alit MI all OM OM • 



i +i ^ ^.....s

RO%P'S Mo02S
RO S- 2

SRO\ e

Pl )j Sb
RO

1

/
S- x

G-0\
P
iS .

HU-Ô \SNà

\ ^^ S

P
OO -0^ \SNa

- (CH
S

(CH,) - \P^
x^0" SH

CH3

,&0, 's
/P"

SNa

R:alkyl or alkyl-

phenyl

0,0'-dialkyl(C3-8) or dialkylphenyl(C4--9)

dithiophosphate molybdenum oxysulfide

Antimony 0,0'-dialkyl(C3-8) d.(thiophosphate.

Sodium dicyclohexyldithiophosphate

Sodium diphenyldithiophosphate

Zinc dialkyl(C8 r18)phenÿl dithiophosphate

Bis(mono- or di-methylphenyl) dithiophosphate

Sodium dicresyldithiophosphate

M i



(CH32

(CH3)2^-01P\
^ 0 SNa

C 9 H 1

C9H1

ÇH30^ S^

CH30^ ^SCH2COOH -

CH30\ //S
P

CH3Ô ^SCH2COOCH3

CH30^ S

/P
\CH30SCH2C0NHCH3

CH30,^S' OOC2H5

CH30 \ SCHCH2
1
COOC2H5

CH30\ ^S

CH30/ \ SiHC00C2H5

Zn

Sodium dixylenyldithiophosphate

Zinc dinonylphenoxyethy_1 dithiophosphate

0,0-Dimethyl-dithiophosphorylacetic Acid

Methyl 0,0-dimethyl-dithiophosphorylacetate

0,0-Dimethyl-S-(N-methylcarbamoylmethyl)

dithiophosphate

0,0-Dimethyl-S-(I,2-diethoxycarbonylethyi)

dithiophosphaté

0,0-Dimethyl-S-(I-ethoxycarbonyl-I-phenyl)-

methyl dithiophosphate

un

rat P.O. 50
rat P.C. 700
mouse P.O. 53:3

rat P.6. 1375 ô
rat P.O. 1000 V .

rat P.O. 200

^ ^ M MU- M ^ ^ M fft « M' ^ ^ M alh.-.ffl M M _



• CH
3  0\ 

 S 

CH30
/ \

SCH-@ 

OCOR 

0,0-Dimethyl-S-(1-alkylcarboxy-l-phenyl)methyl 

• dithiophosphate 

n-C H9  0\ 
 S 

4  
/P\ 	' 

n-C
4

H
9

0 SC
2

H
5 

0,0-d -n-buty I -S-ethyl dith iophosphate 

RO S \e 
RO/ \ SR  

Trialkyl (C5720 ) dithiophosphate 

air • trim iluir aciri ma : gull, • au" 	 ,mas 	mine 	irk 

rat 	p.o. 	200 ) 

(CH
3  ) 2 

 CHO 	S 

(CH 3 )
2

CHO -SCH
2 
 CH

2 
 NHSO

2 
 -CD 

. 0,0-Dl isoprpy1-72-(banzenesulfonamide)ethyl 	. 	- .. 	rat' 	- p.o, 	770 
dithlophosphate 	. - 	 . , 	. 	. • • 	 • 

e 	
7 	

- S 
0,0-Bis[alkyl(C

3 
 )phenyl]S-phenylalkyl(C

1 	
) 

/ 

	

	 -8 	 ,2 
S(CH2 ) x-0 

dithiophosphate 

RO S 

RO/  'SCOdSCH
2
All» 

- 1 
- (CH

3
)
2  

S-Benzy1-0-(isopropyldlthiophosphoric acid dialkyl) 
• dithiocarbonate 

HOCH - 4- CH OH 

	

2\,„/ 2 	_ 
. 	F 	CI • HOCH2

/  CH20H 
Tetrakis-hydroxymethylphosphonium chloride mouse 	i.p. 	• 125 	apr. 



HOCH ^ ^CH OH
2 ^\ 2 CI_. CO(NH2)2

HOCH2 CH2OH

@^-,Pi-9

.o-„-9
a.+,-o _

(CH2)4C00

Bu-0^0 0/O-Bu

Bu-0^ U-Bu

CH(OCH)-0^Q 00-(CH0)CH37 37 n
3 7 n 3 7

^-0-^
Bu-0 "Il ^^0-Bu

0

N(-CH2f ^OHa)3

Tetrakis(hydroxymethyl)phosphonium chloride-urea complex

Tetraphenylphosphonium

4-Ca'rboxybutyl-triphenylphosphonium salt

p-Nitrophenyl-triphenylphosphonium

Benzyltriphenylphosphonium

Butyl pyrophosphate rat P.O. '50 apr.

Bis(polyoxypropylene)dibutyl pyrophosphate

Sodium nitrylo-trismethane-triphosphonate

in MMMM rr oo ww^-^,^ M mift M^Mm r



tur am • me omit awe Iwo- am-ace -elm ale am- r 	-isle- ea -as 	- 

0 
CH CE-1(-0M)

2
]

2 OH 
M:H, Na 

+ 
1■ICCH

2 
 CH-)

3  P-CH
2 

 CH
2  -P(CH

2
CH

2
CN)

3
] 2Br 2  

9 
	 Q. 	

, 
x(CH-)  o--(CH)  -P-0(CH)X 2n  .1. 

uH 	22 ' 3 6H  2n 

X:Br or CI 

I7Hydroxyethylidene-1,1-diphosphonic acid and 
its sOdium sait 

Ethylene-bis(tricyanoethyl)phosphonium bromide 

Alkylene(C2,3 )bishalo(Br or Cl)alkyl(C_L  ,D )phosphonate ' 

0 0 
(RO-) PO(CH-) OP(-0R)

2 , 	 Alkylene(C
2-5

)bisEdialkyl(C
2-4

)phosphate] 2 	2 n 

0 	 .t-Bu 
H 0-11-0CH -] c[-CH

2
OCOCH CH -et-OH ]  2 Bis(stearoxyphosphoroxymethyl)-b.isGe-(3,5-di-35 6H  2 2 	_ 	2 2  -Bu 

t-buty1-4-hydroxyphenyl) propionyloxymethyl] 

methane 
CH CI ' 	0 	1 2 	0 - • 

(CICH2CH20-) 2 P-OCH CCH.044-0CH 2CH2C1) 2  Tetrakis(ohloroethyli dichioroneopentylglydol 21. 	2 
. 	 H2  CI 	

-_ 	-. 	. 
. 	diphosphate - 	 . 

0 
XR0 t' -0(CH-)-0-P-ORX 

6H 	2n  0H  
X:Br or CI 

0 	 0 
XR4-0H 	 HO+RX 

CH
2 

 CH
2 

 CONH(CH
2

)
n

NHCOCH
2

CH
2 

X:Br or CI 

Alkylene(C2_4 ) bisrhalo(Br or CI)alkyl(C2,3 ) phosphate] 

Alkylene(C23 ) bis[halo(Br or Cl)alkyl(C2,3 )phosphono-
, 	

, 
 

propioneamide 



-0-4)(0Na) 2 

 3 

(Na0-) 

1 1- 
-o  CH  CH3 

e Q 
(RO-)

2
P7CH

2
NHCNHCH

2
-P(-0R)

2 

R:alkyl or haloalkyl 

V 9i 	• 
(MO-) 2

P(-OR')
nn

r(-M)
2 

R:alkyl or alkenyl 

M:H, Na, K, I/2Ca 

(CH30-) 2
P-0-©-S-@1)-0-1(0CH

3
)
2 

2 
[(CIC H 0-/ r-OCH -] CCH CH 

3 7 	2 	• 2 3 	2 3 

9 
HO-P-OCH

2 
 CHCICH

2
CI 

. 0 N 	N, 
1 h' 

CICH
2
CICHCH 041-el-P-OCH CHCICH

2
CI 

2 &I  1\1 	611 	2  

N,W-éisdialkyl(C 1 _4 ) or haloalkyl(C2 3 )phosphono- 

methyl guanidine methylol compOunds 

Salts(Na, K, Ca) of N-alkyl(or alkenyl)(C6 28 )- 

N,N-di[polyoxyalkylene monophosphate] 

Phenylene bis(phenyl cresyl phosphate) 

• 

Tetrasodium 2-methy 1  1,4-naphthohydroquinone-
, 

diphosphate 

0,0,0',0'-Tetramethyl-o,o'-thiodi-p-phenylenethio- 

phosphate 

1,1,1-Tris[di(chloropropyloxy)phosphynyloxy- 

methyl] propane 

2,4,6-Tri (2,3-dichloropropylphosphono)-1,3,5-triazine 

\JI 
00 

2 
{Ho-)2H2NcH2cH2N(- l'(-°")2}2  IH2NNH2] 

Ethylenediamine tetrakisphosphonic acid hydrazine 

complex 

UM MI MO MI MN MI MI MI elli1 MI MI MO IMO Oil OBI Mal MID 011111 IMMI 



• .. - - - ..^ r rr► ^r rr rr . r^ ^_^ rr rr .^r rr :

0 Q
(Na0-)2PCH2`- / CH2P(-ONa)2

N-CH CH -N
(Na0-)2 ^ PCH2 2 2 "CH2^(-ONa)2

[(HO-)2PCH2-]2N-CH2CH2-NE-CH 2P(-0H)2]2

Y-0,^1-0-Y
Y-0 0 Y

Q

OH
Y:-0- P=0

bH

[HO-bHO-]nNH^O NH4

0 0 -
CH -P-NHCONH-I3-OCH

3 ÔH 6H . 3

CHOH _
[RCONHCH2CH2N\ 2 4 ][ 0-P(-OC2H40H)2]

C2H4OH

+ i 2H4OH
[RCOOCH2CH2NH \C 2H40H][ P(-OC2H40H)2]

0
H NC00-P-0(-P-O-) H
2 OH OH n

1,2-Bis(N,N-bisphosphonomethyl)aminoethane sodium salt

N,N,N',N'-Tetrakis(phosphonomethyl)ethylenediamine

Phytic acid- (Phytic acid, hexâ copper salt mouse i.p. 7.75 apr.)

(Phytic acid, hexa zinc salt mouse= i.p. 125 apr.)

'Ammonium carbamyl polyphosphate

Nbnométhyl phosphate urea condensate

N-Alkyloyl(or alkenoyl)aminoethyl-N,N-di /3-hydroxy-

ethylamine-di/3-hydrôxyethyl phosphate
(C7-23)

N-Alkyloyiôxy(or aikenoyloxy)ethyl-N-di-(4-hydroxy-

ethylamine-di-/!-hydroxyethyl phosphate (C7-23)

Polyphosphoric acid carbamate



TABLE 2

New Chemical
Substance

Prior Reporting

Existing Chemical
Substance

Control System Contained in

"The Law concerning the Screening of Chemical Sub-
stances and Regulation of Their Manufacture, etc."

Examination
(1 st)

I

Decision

(advice)

List of the EXISTING

Chemical Substances
^

harmiess
ambiquoûs
harmful

F--^

Public Announcement as
HARMLESS CHEMICAL.

SUBSTANCES

Decision

Experimenting

Examinations

(1 st)

Consultative Board on
Chemical.Substances

Desision

ambiguous
harmless

Examination
(2 nd)

(advice)

-Experimenting .-

harmless
harmful

Public Announcement

as SPECIFIED CHEMICAL

SUBSTANCES

Examination
(2 nd)

harmful
harmless

I

any time when the need is felt
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Worlting - anor - :..o n uj3ô of raâaour©ni©ntn
ô^cha^ÿr or do^ ni^; ô ôr e rl..

;..'° nT dhomical wal^faro . . .:

s ; Trés^y:l;imitj n^; rôhiUiü^.nG chotulcLl

it: may:b : ne.cos48 ohemical agontp phe'!'!

case 1tvr3.ll' a1.Uo bo

agrea to a riieae^zre ethality., ^he rw^ooa.,^in

probl4ma aospoiated 'ivith tlatôri^inQiion lotha].ity of; Qhem•lcul

warfaro agents Qre discuésed: and 'tho `,^enera.L ôoncept'of tho Ll) 5.0
aa a moasure : o^; letnality!.:ia la né

., ...:.........:...:... ....:.. :.. _... ;....:.-,:
phould be.adëptéd. for three,jBroupa , oi r^gente,;.: docor.ding to their

It.: ia: reoommendàd tYia t eopâra$e . ètrindard o o;P.,lbthaliLy

. .;.. . .. ,
routes .of entry. into t1le:human bodf, 'i.o.:;, inhaled* gapos or vav}ouru,

perclitar.ôously, lothal,;1materiu3a,, - and eup^rtôx^.c aoll.clc^. `.. Lt ^.u

agreement' f qr eâcli of thpsé ;chree ^,,r.oûps:of aents; and that tho

re:^erence toxic mai;eri
.
s

;
l should be a readily:,available -pubotcince

also recommended` that:;a;.`réferérice;;,'târiç me.téri.a.l be adopted by

chosen to hev'e a lethal'ity : equal, or "slightly' leès than what io

.-agreed to be thé.. lea*st.. l'éthal`:: of, .'-chemical^ agents t'n bè res•tr} c-e(Dd '

or prohibited.

A s^eci^ic^ propô eâl b^xéed ori, tlié: dbnve general pri'ncip7 eo

ie. oubrai tted for .discussion.



:li.►:^1:i^IICL I L'JUIJ11tiClI i'f31'lli?'LI^JIIT^tI'^:. W^;:'l'ILLD
,RALSToI' : 1lS^LI^:r.ZTA ;...:;.;

M,ns!.zr^^;r.^r.tr o^r ItALsT Y OP ToXTC r,Tn,TrR T.Ax^;^._._....._,.....^.....,..,..,....^...__ ..

The lothaa.;Lty' of a torl.c. ma•tor9.cl - ^.ci uôa?.,^.y do tos.^;^t•?^^c;i1 t^y
,1

G(^P.L'l.il'^ o ûos'J11(^ ^ii10 Glll^tOr:S.a1. to.. t7ovorFl^. ^^^oL14^E] 'G^°..uYl^ ^tll':iil LL21^.Iï,t:'^ ('J ü1,'

a , 01n,210 apool.oc. The , grcupa, . urouâlly.,'oontâ9.n:.:Crom 5 to 50 313i!^,vi.CiuL'1!iv
:. ,

i;ho ^ inumbor , dopanElirig . on , tho ^ flégr©ô, : o:P , aoouraoy 'ronuiroO,o and on, i;1w

availab•il:L•ty of ouitablo anima3o. ,. 11n ucduratô.: inQCOurcacnt, oC, .ïil7. ^ .^ . ,
,..

2o*qkJ.roo,,,i►ho uAO, of; from:30 * ^'^^o:'100 animal of .toôtà.uo:LtiC. L='oupU o:?

an:l.rna^.a .uk iller thar

.."I.. . ^. .^'. 11 ....f I

MZ;h:Ln eaoh. group f .th© ;'arimal'o are. : equEil.ly: osrp o po d to the . oruuo

to_cLo matorla].: .;Ln. th0, oeoo , o^ in j eoi;©d::,^ostiô.. àubotcLnooo, eaoFi

animal ro,aoJ.voa. an âmount.:propartional:'to' Iii d. body, tiYo^.Ch^;s.iu the

oape n:P inhal.©d gaeoet oaôh': animal .Lë expooo
,

d ^CO tho ocuno ôoncorii;x^c:.r

tion:of'tho cgaa `.diJ:utedh,^.n or, tl;e' ^âaiv Un^^h;^^; ^1.-a0 . AC a

Qâloo.•tôd t1.me.:eS^t © r" thé`;; end of.tho ` é ►xpôpure(x rom: a ^ovr hou^.^u to

noverai do.ya;` .dopénding on the; natu , re of the o:ef eoto. o:C, the poieoLlp

': rt1LI71LZ.7DrâtlRr1'TZ0I1 ^^^1' 1'iIJ^ T.D^^...

n, aoh 'oi' the oevQral. . groupa ôf. animal 4... ia givon a diffOxont.. .. .. ..

do oago levol.; b©ginnang rv^.^h;., a,'-do âaga ^rliL'oYi ^ ki1Za f ow or riono o:^., .. . ,: ,
the groupt* ari(inoreâaing; tor Qaoh'grouQ a

. ;, ., . .
,.-doaap- lo . roachod which lcill4',all or nearly ,all i:ho' anl.mo.lo in

` tho group. Tho: ptapwiâe ..inoréaeea iYr dosage .. are,., clzopou ^:o: b©

ou]'Ll3.c:LcL:tly f3mall to re9u11; . in;.•tvro or t}lroe °of. the GrouY)U hCirr.Lll&

Itil7.ing ratio s, b otive en 20w

A not of data ` ôbta_i.ned in 'this vway. ie thon oubjoctecl to a

mathom,a-Liaal procfloa rrhiol^..;ëotima.toa^ .th^o: dose w1i9.oh wotLlcl 1)0

oacpoatiod to.'lctll a.lârge.:.popul.ation':of oimj.lar eznitt^n.lo..

Tho rooultin^r"fiQuro '3,A i;hQ ,doe© ..for 50°n 1d.l1. or. 7M^Q. and :Là

uaually o::rrcoood aa milligram4 of: ^oxio .motorJ.n1 per Icîlogram. 0'&C

; the numlior of d©ad `animâle; iri :thô `^rôup :.ië

..r. ........ ....^..^..^r.^
I
1
I
I
1
I
1
1
I
I
I
I
I
1
I
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Ir 

• 

age 
:sex 

ID values for a evon  toxic' material vary 

eponding  on a number of factors, some of which arà: 

Concentration of the dosage}, . , 
e • Rat° 	adaLnistration; 

flouts of application, . 

, Animal 	°Doe Oa 

oxio material vary conuidoraly v  

, 	 (gentit1.0. straiiv, 

Time of determination  of  des,: 
, 	• 	, 

Estimates' of lethality :-for ,  man are wmally based on 

'figures from more than'one- -speoiesof'Mammalb,eXtrapolated to a 

.body..y7eiglit of:70-Kg;..*WhenresUlts.with:...different spooios cact in . 
. 	 . 

.iiridedisagreoment .,:: reetilts.::obtained'Irrithprimatestoolos are civou 

,disproportienateweightin...Meingthehlimanestimatd«. 	: 

VATtitte31 

. When ,:the toxiciniiiterii41,1S.I,a',:yar ■ oid.or:::laer000l which iu 
. 	 • 	 . 

:iehaled in.tcr.th&It.I#gopreotialdiffioUltiét:Cariso in dutorminire 

the amount.of.toxio:maerialaetUaIlyinhétiodbY , ..eaoh tndlvidual 
animni exposed. This determination  would' be required in ordo 2 t 

calculato the 7.11) in  mg « toxic meterial,inhaled per Xiloeram of 

body welet'. 
. 	. 	. . 	 . 	 . 	. 

Those difficulties; arenormally'avoidedby''uoing the In. 

as the me aoure of toxibity,.. The  concentration of the toxic ntr..t ùz-I.LL1 

'in the air (in mgm..per oubio 'metre) is multiplied by tho ,1;:truo 

AxposUre (in minuteà). .Th&résulting : preduOt or Ctip l u . a wicaub. 

of the  asage breathed . b,Y:bach_animell.whidil'allOws for myriatdcluu 

size. ",The àdbunt ,oe. air an.:arlMaI,breathes  per  minute io 
. 	 . 

_imatod_propertional ta,bodyj_weighand therefore_Ct .valuos. a-2o 

propertional to inhaled; dosage per Kilogram. 



litera 	Of  ùir inhaler:fi  nor minuta 
Kilograms body. .woight 

• Either 111) 0  (inhaled) 'ci lei.  5 	• 	 50 oan• be bsed as' indices of vapour , 

; toxicity, however,  the•liCt30  h,as- obvious 'practical and th,obraticcl  • 
advantages over the 7.1Dgel.' (inhale«) for coaparison of lothalit'y of 

inheled materialé. 

blEASUREMONT . OF • - 13THADITY• 'OP: •0XIC• • i.t.T.:R .I.°....a,SSOR.13•JD T1117.0rire 17.7127t<In' 
. 	• 	• 	. 	,• 	 • 	. 

Per toxio materials (usually liquida of low 	 ) 

which  cause .death when abs ■Srbed throug,h the bldn, the ID 50 . 	 . 
(perbutaneotua) rue be 'estiaated by apPlying . measured. amounts of 

liquid droplets to the bars shaved slrin of suitable animais, sethilo 
. 	, 

--at '.the same time preventing • tue inhalation 'of vapeurs. For extretaoly 
• - 	> 	, 	 , 

•toxic materials, difficulties _in measuring and applying 'the very 	, 
• • 

tuai' amotuats of' iliquid may be-, ancountered,•in these cases, the. 

toxio material'maï.be suitably dilitted• 	non—toxic volatile 

• . solvents The calculation of the LD50  • J.8 the - same as tliat previousli 

" described, and. is -expressed. - ioisCrtionaliy .tci -  the body weight, 1.e. • , 	_ 
per Kera. 

POSSIBIE AP. PROACHES TO STANDÀRDS -  OF LETHALITY• FOR TREATY PURPOSES  

A standard Of lethality,which Would be suitable *for 

international agreement should-  sis,....far as possible defin*8 materials . 	. 	. 	. . 	 . 
wh_i.ch would be attractive as. ChemiCal . weapons, but exClude a . 	 , 
number of materials in omirion' Use WhiCii, although lethal at  loi 

, 

- doses., are =attractive as' 1:let:polis 'and have important econoraic and • 
uirtli:arian values (or the use of the latter matérials as C17 agents 

could' be banne-d, but  their manufacture for -  civil purposes night be 

permitted) . 



é 

Toxic ma -teria.ls which would be effootivo at.; wouper2u 

may bo classified  in  three catogorios as followou- 

Vcirour 	.Grour • 	. 
_ 

This Group of possible CV/ agonto are tor.lc mato:tclulo 

which are volatile lit-1914o, which can' bo ,loadod into munitionu 

p.p..liquido. but wÉiOh:rOadilY 	 rO1 .easep oithor 

becalloo o-Z the  boat  e explosiort or ,  by evaporation 11..ri air, 

rcileasing largo clouds of highly_ aoricentrated toxic vapoue. 

Ezramplos of agents of this type are .Phosgone,. Hydrocon Cycnido 

and rmn—porsistent nerve gases. They ,prodtioe their offooto 

inhalation over short Periods  of  time (,,(seoondo to minutoo), 

'either by efieottvon the lung itself 40.0',. g . phosgene), or throttLil 

absorption through the lungp' ' into .the bided stream tO °curio 

sub' sequent systemic! poisoning (e.g .. ;"hydrogen' cyanid°, non- , 	 . 

	

persistent nerve' gas): 	„'. 	 .,* •  „ 

	

Peroutansous Grduri 	 ' 	 ' 
• 

.whicS are absorbed through thee intact elan. Thoy al-eo goperL£Lly 

liquids of low volatility, which on release romain  au  °lowly 

. eVaporating drovlets.  The  Vapours are. also toxic (by inlu.d.ratdon) , 
• 

but present at low Concentïtations;... These agents 'mee uttacl:: . thu 
, 	 . 

akin itself (e.g.' mustard) , :.or may *bé . , 'absorbed .thro -tigh: tho 

into the blood. s -tream (e.g. persistent nerire  tao), thuo 
. 	. 	 , 

causing general systemic poisoning, . or may be absorbod by 

inhalation of low .  concentrations of vapour' over comparatively, 

long periods of -time :(minutesto .hoUrs)'. ,'‘ 



refleot' the to^içity o^'.mntorials by

inFi3l.âtion: or, percutanoou8 i.-,beorption.
,:. . :

A^limi.tiiz^ LD5^ 1iiGh enou;h to include

pho o gene and hydrU Geri. cyanido ^ i^ . g•.

' IYl - sunertoxio.5olida

.

v. ' , ^-^---- - -

W

3olid. toxLa. matorinl.o are Canora?.ly ho•u dLuzgow•ouq au

poaoible - agoizto of wcirfaro, , booauao they arc not rocdil1
.; .,..,,

aboorbed° through tho';.ekiii, - and aro-not euffioionLZy volr.t1111o

to. f orm; inha].r-ible vanour cloudn, or.'aufficiontly hoaü. rouivtial'•u

to bo'diaoeminated: as tapio•.' oiaolto Srôm: pÿrotochn3.o dovicorj.

Hotivevar, dove ôpindnt of ' ,riiun9:•biona ,for prôduoing largo' c1nLd u

. s:.:would allow thc^aoof inlialable.°- aarosol.,of: soliâ. raatorial

aubotanaea. t^C'become âvailabl© so ^iéaponé.:., golid =toric^.u
. ,:., .:...:.

, ^.c^^s©ntwould haV^e to be,.. conai^derâbly'. moro ,.os:c than pers
. ... ,

nerva gasee to o^^©r anÿy military iidvantage. ': 'Lxasnp1Qa. ot ouüll

I oupertoxi'c eolid =ter a are. found among nctLiralYy-ocaux^? r.^

toxigQ;: exfLmp(].es ara snslce` :vanc!m, ricin, ataPhylococcuti
.. .,•. . ._. . , ... ._.. ...

ont e ro tox3en, `. bo tulinûe':: tox

The approx^sn3t© lethal levolg o^ toxio materiFila,
,, , .. r .

inoludind : agents a^ ;.ciiemioâ]. war^fucé, are iridicsted .irt ,Tabla

: . :..,.,. -_..,.. ,: ...... .: .. .... .. ...:•...:... .: ::,.^..., : •: ,.......,...;..:;-;:
In ooneiderin^posei;ble ` 'oriter^.a.;tor materi a- 1 a to b u

defined by. t.^oâty âs: Po.tent^iïl vroae, it ^^r.ou_1c1 appQnr co bu

^50s as aüch a critez•ion
aJ

becauae:-

( a). Inj ected tD4e,`. ônly`vaiy aPproximatiely

I'

about, . l' mZ/Kg ç4ould. also includQ a
. . . ^^

,, ,... . - ...6

I
I
1
1
I
1
I
I
1
I
I
I
I
I
1
I
I
I

nunber ^of. toxic aolida which

rioed no.t' be;.doneideréd â6,likely-.yre3poue.



I

7D50 f^.gures by any routo vury {widoly :
de endinD 8 cn teet oonditiône, Kpar^ c:.l.arly
on spéoioo and` ' BOX of ^ankmcld:uce`d. . . .: .
ord®r ao epecify alimiting in jeotod LD56,

it would probably. be nocoooary to cDooiYy

teet condition S .- q

tëet oonditions r^ould be diP^iôult •,i,o

standardize# particularly as to th'e

epeci^ioatione :' qY the snimr^7.o to be uoad.

i)

: Beoauge of ,,the diYficu];ti®a enumerâted:above, it
vrould eéem more lraoticel to eat up thre standards of,.
.ethality, ;' one `^or inholed:

solids.

asee arid; vapouré; a second for

gercutaneously tostio substances, and a thir-i:Yor enportoxio

:e4ot ..to$i.â,` oY.
theéa levela r^ere chosen to juat ir^alude the• , _ . .. .

e; degree .1

inCttiBtl'jT, R

chemicals ivere named ae agrced 'étandarde, oY.

:The di^fi"cul.ti'es o

uno
^içulture, and .mèdioine,, woi,il.d,.`be minimizod.

,. ?.:. .:., .. - , ...-..',. I ,:...^^.-^''. ... . . .-., '. . ..-. ^ ;..,,. . . .

ntandardizing 'animâ]: teat
conditions ;:, are enooùntered vïith y toxiC mat8rialo .. Iiovievar,
it may be e:rgued that eccurate ^fi '. es are unnocesaar^,..• 5,i ^ ,^
for tréaty purposes, eince it isonly necesehry todecide

whether a giver materiFtil', i3 more - o,r Belelgthnl than a'e©t, .. _ .
Considerable aavings`: in test`coste could ba realized

and less uncertainty rrould exist' iY certain easily Eveila^l©

Baeed on )-: the , Yoregoing consideratione, ` the Yollovring

scheme ie' propos édas a baeià f or discussion: :

pregent chemical agents of ohém.^.cal marYaro,
overlap with toxic` mat:erinls nec©Qaary; ..tor



1
I

a ;

1
1
I
I
I
I
Î

I
I
I
1
I
I
I
I
I

i^iaterialA ^t,t1^i111ng anyOY the fOlldrting c^-Q -1, _

more partioularly°, to be : oonoiderod as egontQ flu^Y:.cicnLZy

of lethality would be oonaiderod ac^ potontic^, cgontD d^
ohomiQa7. tvnrfarv to be oubJ oct gonorc3 p_bh^,v^,;;was (r^y,

lothel and militaril uae^Y q]. to b© made Qubjcoi; o2. e b= on
.ichëir manufacture?!

1. Vepour•-f i+rming Materia],a having iethality Qquol to o:.•
groater than that of roterenco aubtanco ou. . . ..,

' ^ EGo4i;or1
atb,ndasd: Phosgene) whon acL=i.^üoterod by. inhaïation
to animcle of anq o^ thv oonmon"laboratorÿ opecioo
( mouse, rat, 'rabbit, : guinea pig,,- oat, or, dog).

. Percutaneouely toxio materiale havSng ],ethalitÿ oqual:
^aoor greater thaà that o^ the reforence aubatarice-. .. .. :.. . _ . _

suggestod atandardî rücotin^ (r^7.lsaloida] bQpô^,%ygcn

adminietered poraûtauoouelp to of the comMon. . °^Y
laboratory epcaièe (môuAO; rat, rabbi'
aati,;dog^or,a

^dateriala: having leth^i].Sty oqûal aa or` greator. than thc•^
-nr ^e re^erèace aubstance: (BUa6oetsd.otanùard:
iJeostiGni'ne} whea ` admiziieterod: . by éubcut.:nooue injüto . . . . ^ -., .. ► . . .. '..

ewa ^^ __ ^ ...^_. _ _ . __ar^y of. the commo laborator^ .: ..-^.,.. ..
rabbit, guinoc Pi go oat or.- dod

The r©aeonn;for,propoeing th©se partioula:,aubotariCaJ ^J, .. _roforonce
matoriale are (u) that tha„ f-are mutorialo récd^.l^

availabla commercially in 'n3ny oountriee, that they hev^
levele of to^cicity euch no.-to minimi inclusion in'a
pro,I^.i.bition o^ lees^ to^ic matai it^l;a which: have logitimato

(seo lable I)• 1t'Uses.
may bQ;poeeitilo to eetablish a ben

v mm

all thoeo agents having a let2iality grcatax. than . these. stand-'Ij.
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deo-a 
• ;.•• 

all.  the 	

:r 

dccc tà thui 	
• 	

ion  on  the 

reinorlty 
• P 

o the  animla  in  tie  test 'eroup, would ,ourvivo - 

en'd 'd'onie die 	 iiri:af:Ciatè..ftheep tho material . was„  

'end: W-Oule 	 de'red'' 'as -; a  psaible,' ..éhemiaal:» War±grire ,  agent. 
O;e': bOrdàrline:.casea•Would.';'-be :of •- minor.:,,ipiportance, Gino° • • 	• 	 . 

they' IrioU.1,d ,::not.  

• ' ' agents of  Cheittiég 
• , 

The 7,.advaittaàe 

eetlicida•ecit detérmixtin872 
Pier.  and  .iniOre econo 

, 

, 	 . 
MITATIONS 	OP .THE PROP.OSAI,  . 

. 	.. 	 , 	... 	. 	, 	• 
The most_imp

-
ortant :lira. " tation. on the above nropooal, 

 

- . : 7  ' ' or on others' widch aCioit:' a sole 9r-.i.terion o± , lethal..tIri. ici  

.. thât they 'would not include' ,  materials Witioh are le oo I.ethal, . 	. 	, 	, 	, 	. 

I but which coul.d et1.11 have in.11.itarier uti.lity agenet forces 

or ei‘riliane p 00r1Y Prat0éted. (Per  this reaoon e  it may be 
„. 	 . 

propoan" over  more  aocueto 

values arc that it ià a much . 1 

iitit.'whI.C11.iiizied;nOt-: be tied,  to  

reeornizod 

agrod 

I.  
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..LaategorjHree. chemiOal acntaJ I'd L:c3: 
:lothaï:rtY the ue e: of which.em agiinto 	woapona 'o2 war 

bo p, rohibitcd, , but: V7.  1/OG0 rictnteacturo 	loct:Limto 
Lvil ,uaép would', bo 'poriaittod) 

Thia Liliortooming could bo ..  ri.itoià.ed if :(,:h.à."-troatji 
a b prohibited ;inatcriala which ccuood diaabilit,y 

, racra than a fow da,yd. HoWoyar, the moè.,na :of verifying thia 
Droporty e; ohemicala would  be . much more , difficult th= 

but 
permanently di cabling „chemical: we apon.a tire .  Ohly a poeoibil.lAy,... 

. .The . ..treatment Of''..,chemicial-...weap one. *which .. cau00 
temp orary diaablity (iooithtthg... agente =d 'irrit=t 

• agfinte) ie oulaide ., the.eCopei o  tIIiG pap9. r; hovAvoro  
:principle 	 : in '• dofin.ing aave la of 1: 
incapacitating  potenoy  •a  have...boOn: :  proPoacd; above for 
:defining , Iethality';:i:e›;.;,:.,..iitei.'ot 'icg• 	,:inèapticitating . 	' 
-.1.ï.ritifiiit"boinfeuns dià dardb of. ciora:parieon for'. .toot with . 	 . 	. 
'exporimonia.1 aniziuile.. or: hU.man 'eubj 'eats .■ 
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Namé of 7,ô tha1 Zeaterial,-

O arbon: Lionoxl.de

^ dLnmo$ia

9ulfut Diox3.de

Ohloriae

► oaed •j
oyo.nide

P
:rence
itanc®:;:ROUP I

drogé

I

n

drogen 'eul^ide :'

hoeReno

JVone

Jon-Pereistent'- 4erve gas

Perau*taneoûsly To^i.e` ZiQuida
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0.014.
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_ . , ..., .
Approximate` Zethal Doeé9 PorQUteun

Peroutaneous . Inhal.ed VapoiL,, : InjoctudT r .....
mg min/r^^
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20( ? ) 2000-
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